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' This report was prepared as'an account' of work ' sponsored IN an agency of the' United States| >

' Government. Neither, the United States Government nor any. agency thereof, or any of their -^

as

' - employees, makes .any warranty,' expressed or Limplied,~ or assumes any. legel'liebility of re.y
sponsibility for any third party's use, or the results of. such use, of any mformation, apparatus,
product or| process disclosed in this report, or represents that its use by such third party would - - 1

not infringe privately owned rights.-
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NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following sources: '

,

1, . The NRC Public Document Room,'1717 H Street', N.W.
- Washington' DC 20555,

2. ; The N RC/GPO Sates Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
WashingNo, DC 20555

~ '3. The National Technica! information Service, Springfield, VA 22161

' Although the listing that follows represents the trajority of documents cited in NRC publications,
it is not intended to be exhaustive.

'

Referenced documents available for inspection ar'd copying for a fee from the NRC Pubiic Docu-
ment Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection.-
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investigation notices;
Licensee Event Reports: vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and -
licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports,' NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets arid brochures Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other iederal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,
such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transt.ctions. Federal Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries:

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non-NRC conference
proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited.

- Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request-'

to the Division of Technical information and Document Control, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com.
mission, V/ashington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
are ' maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and are available
there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copyrighted and may be
ourchased from the originating organization or, if they are American National Standards, from the
American National Standards institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.

GPO Pnnted copy once: M.00
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ABSTRACT
-

~In order.to es:ablish requirements for emergency preparedness plans at
facilities licensed by the Office of Nuclear. Materials Safety and Safeguards,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) needs to develop source terms -(the
amount of material made airborne) in accidents. These source terms are used to
estimate the potential public doses from the events, which, in turn, will. be
used to judge whether emergency preparedness plans are needed for a particular
type of facility. Pacific Northwest Laboratory is providing the NRC with
source terms by developing several accident scenarios for eleven. types of fuel
cycle and by-product operations. Several scenarios are developed for each
operation, leading to the identification of the maximum release considered for
emergency preparedness planning (MREPP) scenario.

The MREPP scenarios postulated were of three types: fire, tornado, and
cri ticali ty. Fire was significant at oxide fuel fabrication, UF6 production,
radiopharmaceutical manufacturing, radiopharmacy, sealed source manufacturing,
waste warehousing, and university research and development facilities..
Tornadoes were MREPP. events for uranium mills.and plutonium contaminated
facilities, and criticalities were significant at nonoxide fuel fabrication and
nuclear research and development facilities. Techniques for adjusting the
MREPP release to different facilities are also described.

I
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the past year, Pacific Northwest Laboratory conducted studies to
provide the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) with source terms (fractional
releases) for accident conditions. This was accomplished by developing several
accident scenarios for. each operation category, leading to the identification
of the maximum release considered for emergency preparedness planning (MREPP)
scenario. This research will aid individuals charged with evaluating safety
reviews and emergency preparedness plans at facilities licensed by the Office
of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards (NMSS).

Eleven different types of NMSS-licensed operations were investigated and
accident-generated radioactive airborne release source terms developed. These
operations categories are as follows:

1. uranium fuel fabrication (oxide fuel)
2. uranium fuel fabrication (nonoxide fuel)
3. uranium hexafluoride (UF ) production from yellowcake64. uranium milling
5. plutonium (Pu) contaminated facility
6. radiopharmaceutical manufacturing
7. radiopharmacy
8. sealed source manufacturing
9. research and development of nuclear fuels

10. waste warehousing
11. university research and development.

Individual facilities within a category were identified for investigation by
the NRC. These were located in nonagreement states and include licensees
ordered on February 11, 1981, to submit radiological contingency plans.

Estimated releases from the potential accident scenarios are summarized in
Table 1.1. The maximum radionuclide release events were of three types: fi re ,
tornado, and criticality. The corresponding facility types are as follows:

Fire - radiopharmaceutical manufacturing, radiopharmacy, wastee

warehousing, sealed source manufacturing, university research and
development, uranium fuel fabrication (oxide), and UF6 production.
Tornado - uranium mill and plutonium contaminated facility.e

Criticality - uranium fuel fabrication (nonoxide) and research and*

development of nuclear fuels.

With a fire, the maximum postulated releases were in the form of gaseous H,
which is dispersed as water vapor, or as UF , which converts to particulate-

6U0 F . While these may be the maximum releases in teg of curies, significant22
amounts of isotopes of radiological concern, such as I, can become airborne
in a fire. These isotopes are discussed and fire-generated release factors
were developed for a range of those prepared as radiopharmaceutical and sealed
sources.

1.1
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' Tornado releases were particulate yellowcake or resuspended plutonium
surface contamination. The probability that these releases would occur is

' ' dependent on the tornado region where a facility is located. Tornado disper-
sion of the release reduces the immediate radiological concern to an
individual.

Criticality releases are primarily fission product gases. The NRC staff.
has developed methods for analyzing criticality events. These NRC guides
(USNRC, 1977a, 1979a) are the standard reference that should be used when
estimating criticality releases.

1.3
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The NRC is examining the possibility of radiological accidents occurring
'in NMSS-licensed operations that could result in serious radiation doses off
site. Pacific Northwest Laboratory has developed source terms for potential
accident scenarios to aid in the examination. They will be used for safety
reviews and for-assessing the needed scope and extent of emergency preparedness
at NMSS-licensed facilities. This work is sponsored by the NRC, Uranium Fuel
Licensing Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety. This report
provides technical assistance to its staff in developing and implementing the
emergency preparedness program.

The objective of this study is to develop source terms for accident-
generated airborne releases for various generic types of NMSS-licensed activi-
ties. Realistic maximized standard accidents for each operation type are
identified and the airborne release fractions are estimated. Facilities con-
sidered are uranium fuel fabrication (both oxide and nonoxide), uranium hexa-
fluoride (UF ) production from yellowcake, uranium milling, plutonium (Pu)6
contaminated facilities, radiopharmaceutical manufacturing, radiopharmacy,
sealed source manufacturing, waste warehousing, and research and development
(nuclear fuel and university). The specific facilities considered were
identified by the NRC and include some of the licensees that were ordered on
February 11, 1981, to submit radiological contingency plans. Elements making
up the source terms are described and developed. These consist of an initial
dispersing event, maximun quantities and characteristics of potential airborne
releases, and possible specific mitigating actions. Generic source tsrms are
developed and can be modifled for use in a range of circumstances.

A diverse range of operations are covered in this report; however, a user
may be interested in only one. This document, therefore, has been constructed
to help the user in finding pertinent information. The summary section
(Section 1) contains a table of calculated releases and a listing of MREPP
scenarios for each facility type. A directory, Table 2.1, lists the operation
type and refers the user to the report section where relevant information for
that category is found.

A mix of both metric and English units have been included in this
report. The most common unit of measure was selected in each case to further
assist engineers and scientists in using this report.

Accident scenarios are developed by studying the plant and processes, and
by identifying radioactive material holdings, operational procedures, room
dimensions, HVAC system, etc. This leads to the identification of specific
potential accident scenarios that would involve significant radionuclide
releases. Section 3 discusses typical plant and processes for each facility
category, and Section 4, presents a range of potential accidents leading to the
selection of a MREPP scenario. These two sections have been numbered to aid
the user; the second digit of the heading identifies a facility type. For

2.1
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TABLE 2.1. Directory of the Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards
Facility Release Information

Plant and Procen MREPP

P % sption faciltty Cate gry MetPP Release Calculation Disru nion
Peport App **16: T c'iTity e. s t ima t et wegort Report

.gerations section Section Event M4 PP Release sec t i o' E vent Descry tion Section C onunent s

l1. Urani o ful fanrication . 3.1 A.I Fire 1.3 l'i ki 4.1.1, Loa. ting dock fire. S.I.2.1 Initiating event, truck

{oniite tu+1) of Of , 4.1.2 release from heated acctdent at dock, gasoline
30A UF c y limier spill 1 nit's6 9

2 Urant e fuel fabrication 1.2 A.2 Criticality 1.? a 10 Cl 4.2.1.3 Solation criticality 5.3.2 NRC standard criticality release

(nonoa63e fuel) of MfP 4.2.7

I
1 "Es protoction 3.3 A.3 ftre 3.M u 10 kg 4.3.1.1 L oadi ng dod fire. 5.1.2.2 Prmioct UF6 ff0" Y'IIO"C8"'

of 4 4. 3.7 release from heated same accident as 1 above.h
14T Uf6 cylinder larger UF6 cylinders

3
4 *irav e :=illing 1.4 kne Tornada 2.9 e 14 kg 4.4.1.1 Tornado breaches 5.2.1 Assumes 25% of yellowcake is

of yellowcake 4.4.2 facility, lifts in respirable site range
yellowcake

5 A cetaminate t 3.S A.4 Torna;to 1.5 10~4 g 4.5.1.1 Tornado breaches 5.2.2 Welease from contaminated
facility 4.5.2 facility, destroys surf aces of crushed glove bones

glove bones

N 6 Ra11oshamnu catical 3.6 A.S Fire 2.4 x 10 Ci 4.6.1.6 Fire destroys wooden 5.1.1.1 Entire 34 H inventary released.
*
m man af ectiaring of H 4.6.2 facility Release is facility dependent,

other releases discussed in text
h W7, dadiopwarmacy 3.1 A.6 Fire gg g, Ie 4.1.1.$. Fire destroys facility 5.1.1.2 Release is dependent on types

4.1.2 of nuclides processed, other
releases discussed in test

b 3
1 Seslet source 3.8 A.1 Fire 1 lu Ci of 4.M.I 6 Fire destroys facility 5.1.1.3 Entire H license limit,

maniaf actiaring 3 4.8.2 other releases discussed in testg

D
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6 P ants and processes; Section 4.3lexample, Section 3.3 is the discussion of UF
is the corresponding section that discusses accident scenarios.

The MREPP calculations are found in Section 5. One of three general
scenarios--fire, tornado or criticality--was the MREPP accident for all
~ facilities considered. Therefore, this section presents information on the
accident type, followed by details relating to the specific facility category
where it was the MREPP event..

The NRC identified specific facilities to be used for our release cal -
culation development. Details on plant and process descriptions for these
facilities are in Appendices A through J.

Information in this report was developed using a literature review and
plant visits. The literature review included NRC docket information, safety
assessments, journal articles, environmental reports, standard accident
criteria, research reports, experimental data, and symposia proceedings. Plant
visits were made when possible.

Because a large range of facility types is covered, the information avail-
able is not at the same level of detail and completeness for all categories.
Therefore, the number of descriptive subsections describing the plants and
processes varies with facility type.

s
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3.0 PLANT AND PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the plants and processes for the 11 operations
categories of NMSS-licensed . facilities. Specific facilities within the cate--
gories were ' identified by the NRC for study. A general description of each
facility type has been developed and is presented in this section. Details on
specific facilities are found in Appendices A through J.

Because of the wide range of categories, the same level of information was
not available for all operations. For example, fuel manufacturing plants have
had detailed public safety assessments and there is voluminous docket material
available to use. On the other hand, little information is available in the
literature on radiopharmacies. Docket material on radiopharmacies is sparse.
This leads to different levels of information available for inclusion in this
report.

For all operations categories, we have tried to include plants studied;
process . descriptions; building description including strength of materials,
HVAC, and engineered safety systems; and inventories of radioactive and
hazardous materials. Our sources include docket material, environmental impact

' statements, journal articles, safety assessments, reports on accident
scenarios, and standard references. We visited one representative facility for
some categories or several, in the case of radiopharmaceutical manufacturing.
Pictures, observations, and discussions with facility staff, therefore,
augmented our information.

The numbering system used for the text pertaining to the operation and the
related accident is designed to help the user find each one easily. For
example, Section 3.1 is a facility description, and Section 4.1 is the
corresponding accident scenario. The appendices do not follow this sequence
because there is no detailed plant description for uranium mills, since no
specific plant was designated in this study.

3.1 URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION PLANTS (0XIDE FUEL)

The six facilities listed below were studied to develop information tu
characterize the uranium oxide fuel fabrication plants.

1. Babcock and Wilcox, Lynchburg, Virginia (commercial r,1 clear fuel
plant)

2. Combustion Engineering, Hematite, Missouri
3. Combustion Engineering,. Windsor, Connecticut
4. Exxon Nuclear, Richland, Washington
5. General Electric, Wilmington, North Carolina
6. Westinghouse, Columbia, South Carolinc.

3.1
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3.1.1 Process Descriptio_n_

3.1.1.1 Operation

Most uranium fuel fabrication plants use the ammonium diuranate (ADU-
(NH )2 U0)procesl3goconvertUF6 to UO2 powder. The UF , at an enrichment4 27 6
of less than 5% of U, is transported in cylinders of 2.5-ton capacity and
placed in a steam chest. The UF6 is vaporized in a steam or electric heat
chest and is hydrolyzed with deionized water to form an uranyl fluoride solu-
tion. Ammonium hydroxide is added to the solution to precipitate ammonium
diuranate, which is filtered or centrifuged. The precipitate is reduced to UO2
in a calciner operating at nigh temperatures in a hydrogen-reducing
atmosphere.

A variation on the conversion process is the dry process in which UF6 is
vaporized in a steam chest and is then sent through a series of fluidized bed
reactors operating under a reducing atmosphere to complete the conversion to
UO2 powder.

In the pelletizing process, U0g powder is blended to form a uniform com-
position. The powder is compacted into wafers, then granulated to form a uni-
form size. An organic lubricant may be added, and the powder is pressed into
pellets.

Pellets are sintered in furnaces at high temperatures in a reducing
atmosphere to give them high density. The sintered pellets are ground down to
a specified diameter, inspected for cracks, and loaded into metal tubes. The
tubes are seal welded and inspected before being bundled into fuel elements.

+

3.1.1.2 Waste Disposal

Combustible contaminated wastes are frequently burned in incinerators in
batch quantities. The ashes are sent to scrap recovery operations. Low-level
noncombustible waste such as filter elements, metal, and glass scrap is com-
pressed when possible for shipment off site to a licensed disposal site.
Liquid wastes may be treated by many methods such as filtration, flocculation,
lime addition, distillatior, or precipitation in holding ponds to remove
contaminants prior to disposal in a waterway.

3.1.1.3 Scrap Recovery

Many of the plants hav e solvent extraction systems to recover uranium from
scrap materials. The scrap is dissolved in nitric acid and fed through extrac-
tion columns counter-currere to an organic solvent. The solvent extracts
uranium from the feed; then it is stripped of uranium by dilu'te nitric acid in
a stripping column. The prriuct, uranium nitrate, is concentrated by evapora-
tion. The ADU is precipitated, filtered, dried, and reduced to 002 feedstock
material.

3.2
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In'some plants the solvent extract' ion purification step is deleted. Scrap
is dissolved .in nitric acid,- and the ADU is precipitated with the addition of
ammonia. The ADU'is' separated from solution with a filter or centrifuge and
calcined to U02 or U 0 .33

-Some plants nay have an ion exchange column to separate uranium from waste
' streams containing:small quantities of uranium.

Clean scrap may be recovered by oxidation to U 038 in a furnace. It is
then recycled back to the manufacturing area.

-3.1.2 Facility Description

' .1.2.1 Buildingsd

Most fuel fabrication plants are located on large parcels of land. The
fabrication building sizes range from under 20,000 to several hundred thousand
square feet, and operations may be held on one or several floors. Processing
operations are generally divided. Ceiling heights range from 25 to 35 ft high;
an average height is about 30 ft.

Some of the buildings have cast concrete or concrete walls, concrete
floors, and a gypsum roof deck. Steel beams may be used for support. Most
buildings are designed to withstand earthquakes and wind loadings according to
local building codes.

3.1.2.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

Fuel fabrication plants use scrubbers and/or high-efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filters to reduce release of airborne particles to the atmosphere.
Scrubbers are commonly used in the UF6 conversion and scrap recovery opera-
tions. Prefilters may be employed prior to final filters in areas of heavy

,

dust. Process areas are kept at negative pressure. Airflow is provided to
give 7 to 24 air changes per hour. Air may be recirculated through process
areas.

3.1.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems

Fire protection systems consist mainly of manual dry-type fire extin-
guishers in areas where criticality might be possible. Overhead sprinklers may
be provided in some areas of the plant that have a high combustible loading.

Potential hazards such as hydrogen or propane gas lines are equipped with
interlocking controls and automatic shutoff capabilities to prevent buildup of
the gases. Excess hydrogen is burned off at areas where it is released to the
air. Radiation alarms are located throughout the plants.

3.3
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3.1.2.4 Surrounding Area

Most of the uranium fuel fabrication plants are located in a rural
setting, away from heavy industry. Operations other than fuel manufacturing at
some of the plants include research facilities, chemical recovery operations,
and fuel component manufacture.

3.1.3 Inventory

3.1.3.1 Radioactive Inventory

ThelicensedpossegU.on limits for the operations studied range from10,000 to 50,000 kg of However, the maximum amount of material inventory
at the plant is usually well below the license limit and may be as little as
half of the limit. The major part of the inventory is stored as completed fuel
assemblies, which may compose 25 to 35% of the total. Other forms can comprise
up to this fraction of the total inventory: fuel rods, 30%; UOp powder,15%;
UF , 29%; contaminated waste, 5%; U 0 , 3%; and UNH, less than I%.6 38

3.1.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Chemicals are usually stored in tanks and cylinders in some central loca-
tion outside of the process buildings and piped into various locations in the
plant. Ammonium hydroxide, liquid anhdyrous ammonia, and hydrofluoric acid are
used in conversion of UF to UO2 and are stored in 5000- to 20,000-gal tanks in6
an outside storage area. Nitric acid may be used in the solvent extraction
recovery system or as a cleaning or pickling agent. Nitric acid is stored
outside in large-capacity tanks.

Small quantities of polyvinyl alcohol may be used as a binder before the
pelletizing operation. A lubricant such as zinc stearate is used to ensure
that pellets slip out of the mold. Small quantities (100 gal) may be stored in
the plant. Hydraulic fluid is used in the plant to operate presses.
Fifty-gallon quantities of this material may be stored in the plant also.

The scrap recovery system generally involves flammable or potentially
explosive organics. Solvent extraction systems use tributyl phosphate (TBP) as ,

an extraction agent with an organic solvent such as kerosene or perchlore-
thylene. Ion exchange columns contain an organic resin.

Nonreactive gases such as nitrogen and argon are used in potentially haz-
ardous operations. Helium is used in leak testing of finished fuel rods.
Gasesarestoredasaliquidin500-tg10,000-galinsulatedtanksorascom-
pressed gases in 35,000- to 220,000-ft quantities in an outside storage area
and piped into the plant.s

Hydrogen is used as a reducing gas in process equipment such as furnaces,
calciners, and fluidized bed reactors. Excess hydrogen is burned off at

,
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locations where it enters or exits a system to prevent buildup of the
potentially explosive gas. Hydrogen gas may be stored outside or may be
provided by cracking ammonia.

Chemicals such as acetone, isopropyl alcohol, trichloroethylene used for
cleaning, and detergent are stored in small quantities (50 to 100 gal) within
the plant. These chemicals may also be found in 1-gal dispensers in various
locations in the plant.

Hydrogen peroxide, calcium oxide, and potassium hydroxide are used for
effluent treatment and may be stored outside the facility. Hydrochloric acid
and caustic are used to regenerate resins for demineralizing water for UF 6
hydrolysis. These two chemicals may be stored in 100- to 7000-gal tanks.

3.2 URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION PLANTS (NON0XIDE FUEL)

These uranium fuel fabrication plants make fuel for test reactors. To
develop a description of nonoxide fuel fabrication plants, environmental
reports, license applications, radiological contingency plans, and other docket
material was obtained for the following plants:

1. General Atomic, San Diego, California
2. Rockwell International, Canoga Park, California.

3.2.1 Process Description
*

3.2.1.1 Operation

Metal and mixed carbide fuels are made for research reactors. The
nonoxide fuel fabrication process starts with highly enriched uranium metal
which may be mixed with an alloying metal in an induction furnace. The metal
may be rolled, punched, drilled, or crushed and compacted. The fuel is
machined and shaped, then enclosed in a metal such as aluminum or stainless
steel. The enclosing process may include placing the fuel in a frame, covering
it with side plates and rolling the metals together, or the fuel may be
injection cast into metal tubes or loaded into a can or mold. Fuel elements
may be inspected, cleaned, and pickled in a HNO -HF mixture before being3combined into fuel assemblies.

Mixed carbide fuel is made by mixing highly enriched UO -Th0 kernels. 2 with2graphite flour and heating the mixture to form UC -ThC
7 2 These kernels

are shaped into spheres by heating to a temperatuFe in excess of the kernel
melting temperature, then coating with carbon and silicon layers in fluidizing
furnaces. Coated kernels are injected into a hot mold with a matrix material
to form a rod. Rods are inserted into a graphite block.

3.2.1.2 Waste Disposal

Contaminated solid waste is usually packaged for disposal at a licensed
burial ground. Some combustible waste may be incinerated on site. Liquid
waste is generally treated and retained on site before release.

3.5
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3.2.1.3 Scrap Recovery

Scrap recovery operations usually involve dissolution of the scrap in acid
followed by filtration and purification of uranium by solvent extraction.
Uranium is then precipitated and calcined.

3.2.2 Facility Description

3.2.2.1 Buildings

2
Manufacturing buildings range fgom less than 7,000 to over 20,000 ft ,

Room sizes range from 300 to 2500 ft . Fabrication areas are separated from
other areas of the plant by concrete or double-wall construction.

Manufacturing areas are generally of substantial construction. Floors are
made of poured concrete. Walls are concrete or concrete block with structural
steel supports. The roof may be prestressed concrete. Storage vaults of much
more substantial construction may be provided for the storage of nuclear
materials.

3.2.2.2 Heating. Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

Pickling operations may be equipped with fume scrubbers to remove airborne
contaminants. Most areas have HEPA filters to reduce radioactive emissions to
the atmosphere. Process areas are kept at negative pressure and airflow is
generally from areas of least to greatest potential contamination. Minimum
airflow is usually six changes per hour from each room.

,

Metal machining equipment or other process equipment generating dusts and
powders are operated in inert atmospheres that may use fireproof fume hoods to
prevent fire or explosion hazards.

3.2.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems

Manual fire extinguishers are usually provided in various locations
throughout the plant. Automatic detection systems and sprinklers may be pro-
vided in critically safe areas. Welding operations and process steps generat-
ing pyrophoric metal dusts are performed in an inert atmosphere. Explosive gas
detectors are located in areas where flammable solvents may be used. Com-
bustible waste is kept in covered containers.

3.2.2.4 Surrounding Area

lhe plants are located in light industrial areas. Many sites also contain
research facilities and test reactors as well as the fuel fabrication process.t
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3.2.3 Inventory

3.2.3.1 Radioactive Inventory,

Less uranium is possessed in nonoxide fuelgants than in oxide plants.License limits range from 1,500 to 2,500 kg of U.

' Nuclear materials can be found in the form of UO2 or Th02 powder; uranium
metal ingots, chips, or buttons; ADU and UNH solutions; and uranium encased in
aluminum, zirconium, stainless steel, or carbon and silicon spheres. Each
stationmayhandlefrom350g3g g nu a ma e a w e vauh storage
may contain over 1000 kg of U in various~ forms.

-3.2.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Uranium and zirconium metal chips and. fines are pyrophoric; therefore,
machining operations using these materials are frequently performed in inert
atmospheres. Zirconium chips and fines may be limited to 1 lb or less at each
machine. Materials may be collected in 5-lb cans, sealed with inert gas, then
stored in concrete storage areas. Pickling operacions require HNO3 and HF
solutions, which may be stored in large tanks.

1

Scrap recovery operations use nitric acid, formic acid, polyvinyl alcohol,
or tetrafurfural alcohol for dissolution of materials. An organic solvent is
used_ as a purifying agent in solvent extraction systems. The organic solvent
used in metal uranium fuel . fabrication plants is not identified in the open,

literature.

Natural gas, fuel oil, and propane may be used as heating fuels in the
plant. Fuel oil and propane may be stored in large tanks both under- and
aboveground. Natural gas may be piped in from outside the plant. Fuel is used
to provide power and space heat via steam plants, and to heat calciners, fur-
naces, and incinerators.i

Cleaning chemicals such as detergent, trichloroethylene, and solvents are >

used in the plant. These chemicals-may be stored in 55-gal drums but are
limited to 1-gal or less safety cans around process equipment.

Lab coats, plastic shoe covers, and other protective clothing may be found
at entrances to contaminated areas. These combustibles contribute to the fuel
loading of an area.

Compressed 'or liquified gases such as nitrogen and argon are used to
provide inert atmospheres for processes involving pyrophoric metals.

3.3 URANIUM HEXAFLOURIDE PRODUCTION PLANTS

Uranium hexafluoride production plants designated for inclusion in this
! study produce UF6 from yellowcake. This can be done using either wet or dry
]

processes.

3.7
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The two plants in the United States producing UF6 from yellowcake were
used to characterize this type of facility. They are:

1. Allied Chemical Corporation, Metropolis, Illinois
2. Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation, Gore, Oklahoma.

Unit operations for both plants include sampling, feed preparation, con-
version, purification, condensation, and packaging. However, the Kerr-McGee
plant uses the " wet" process to purify uranium prior to conversion to UF6 while
the Allied plant uses a " dry" process and has the purification process after
the conversion step.

3.3.1 Process Description

3.3.1.1 Operations

Yellowcake received in 55-gal drums is emptied into a hopper or falling
stream unit, weighed, and sampled in a sampling system. The yellowcake is
checked for sodium and other impurities.

In the dry process, feed with a high-sodium content goes through a sodium-
removal process consisting of a four-stage counter-current decantation system
using ammonium sulfate solution. Feed is then calcined to U 0 , blended,38
agglomerated, dried, crushed, and sized to a uniform-particle size. Feed
preparation in the wet process consists of digesting yellowcake in nitric acid
to form uranyl nitrate.

In the wet process, uranyl nitrate solution is purified in a solvent
extraction process using tributyl phosphate in hexane as the solvent. The
uranium-loaded solvent is washed with dilute solutions of ammonium sulfate and
sodium hydroxide to remove impurities, then stripped of uranium in a pulsed
stripping column. Product solution is evaporated and denitrated in a stirred
reactor to UO , which is milled to a a uniform size.3

Conversion to UF6 for both the wet and dry processes takes place in a
series of fluidized bed reactors. The first reactor uses reducing gases from

to UO7 powder. The next twodissociated ammonia to convert U03 and U 038reactors use HF as the fluidizing gas to convert 00 to UF . Fluorine providad2 4
by the electrolysis of HF is the fluidizing gas in the fluorinator that con-
verts UF to UF *4 6

The dry process now goes through purification with high- and low-boiling
distillation columns removing impurities such as molybdenum and vanadium.

Purified gaseous UF6 is condensed in cold traps. Condensed solid is
reheated intermittently so that liquid UF6 is drained off into cylinders.

3.8
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3.3.1.2 Waste Disposal -

Liquid wastes may be treated with lime in settling ponds and held prior to
. . release to a waterway. Combustible wastes may be incinerated or drummed for
'

burial at a licensed burial site.

The Allied plant has a scrap recovery system that uses sodium carbonate
solution to leach uranium from finely ground scrap. The leached material is
drummed as low-level waste, and the recovered uranium is precipitated with the
addition of sodium hydroxide and sent to the sodium removal facility. *

3.3.1.3 Other Operations

Both plants have an electrolysis system that supplies fluorine to plant
operations. The Allied plant also produces sulfur hexafluorido, iodine
pentafluoride, and antimony pentafluoride.

3.3.2 Facility Description

3.3.2.1 Buildings

The plants are located within a 54- tos75-acre fenced-in area in an 860-
to2100-agretractofland. The main process areas may cover 12,000 to
26,000 ft . The Allied plant's main process building is six stories high. 2
Uranium hexafluoride cylinder storage areas cover from 25,000 to 200,000 ft .

Most of the Allied plant buildings are concrete block, except for the main
processing building, which is steel framed with sheet metal siding. The
Kerr-McGee plant structures are all steel framed with some walls constructed to
obtain a 4-h fire rating.

3.3.2.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

Dust collectors are used in dust-generating areas, such as the sampling
area.

Scrubbers process gases from the digestion and solvent extraction areas of
the Kerr-McGee plant and from various parts of the conversion operation in both
plants. Less care is taken to contain airborne particles from UF6 plants than
from uranium fuel fabrication plants because the materials handled have less
radioactivity.

3.3.2.3 Surrounding Area

Both plants are located in rural areas with low population densities. No
obvious impacts can be seen that might impact on the facilities from outside
sources.

3.9
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3.3;2.4 Engineered Safety Systems'

Fire 1 protection is provided 'with manual fire extinguishers and water
hoses.- Automatic extinguishing systems are provided in extremely hazardous ,

areas.such as the solvent extraction area and substations.

! Alarms that detect abnormal operations in' the plant signal are located'in
| the operating rooms. A manual alarm . activated' by personnel can be set off to
j alert the plant.to releases.

| 3,3.3 Inventory

3.3.3.1 Radioactive Inventory
I

| Plant capacities range from 10,000 to 14,000 tons of.UF6 per year.
| Uranium at these facilities can be found as:
.

| Uranium hexafluoride stored outdoors in 10- and 14-ton cylinders maye
| total 1000 to 11,000 tons of uranium,
p

L -Yellowcake in 55-gal drums with 700 lb of uranium drum totals 1000 toe
7000 tons of uranium.

Uranium in other forms in the plant may total 100 to 250 tons ofe
uranium.

! 3.3.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible inventory

The chemical, hazardous, and combustible materials that might be found at '

a UF6 production plant are listed in Table 3.1.
t- <

2,4 URAN!UM MILLING
i

| Uranium mills extract and partially refine uranium from uranium are, and
the material is then prepared for shipment to a UF6 or U0p facility for

'.

additional front-end fuel cycle processing. Theuraniumisshged$35a solid
in powder form giled yellowcake, which contains the isotopes V, U,and!

2It predominately V (Geffen 1981).
,

!. No specific mills were identified by the NRC for inclusion in this study.
| Therefore, this report is derived from information obtained from Environmental

impact Statements (USAEC, 1974; USNRC, 1977b, 1980) and from documents describ-
,

ing reference uranium mills (Schneider and Kabele, 1979; Schneider, 1982). No|
~

| site visits were conducted, nor was specific information available from +

| radiological contingency plans.
|
;

!

!

!
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TABLE 3.1. Chemical and Fuel Materials Found at UF6 Production Plants

Material Description

Ammonia Stored in 15,000- to 25,000-gal tanks and used to provide
reducing gases to various processes.

Ammonium sulfate Used to pretreat impure feed.

Ethylene glycol May be used to cool the cold traps in the condensation
process.

Fluorspar May be used as the bed material in the fluidized bed
reactors.

Fuels Natural gas, fuel oil, el liquid petroleum gas (LPG) are
used in the plants for cct or backup heating and to
operate process o v'ipment. Natural gas may be piped in
from city lines . fuel oil and LPG are usually stored*

outside in tanks oi 10.000- to 30,000-gal capacity.

Hydrofluoric acid Stored in 30,000-941 tanks and used as a fluidizing gas
and to produce fluoride for the fluorinators in the
conversion process.

Lime Used to treat liquid waste.

Nitric acid Used to dissolved feed in the wet process and stored in a
15,000-gal tank.

Potassium hydroxide Used in the scrubbing system.

Sodium carbonate May be used to wash empty uranium cylinders and used in
the uranium recovery process.

Sodium hydroxide Used in scrap recovery.

Sulfuric acid May be used in chemical manufacture and to treat liquid
waste.

3.4.1 Process _ Description

3.4.1.1 Operations

Ore is shipped by truck from the mines to uranium mills. The majority of
uranium mills use an acid leach process to extract uranium from the ore; how-
ever, a few mills use an alkaline leach system.

3.11
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The mills receive the ore from nearby mines via truck on a daily basis, !
and the ore is stored on pads awaiting processing. Most mills operate on a
365 day /yr continual basis, and throughput may vary from 1000 to 2000 tons of
ore per day, producing 400 to 7000 MT of yellowcake per year. The ore is fed
by conveyor into a building where a crushing and wet-grinding operation is
performed. In an acid leach, the slurry from the process is treated with
sulfuric acid to leach uranium. In the alkaline system, sodium carbonate is
mixed with sodium chlorate and steam in leaching tanks. In either process, the
leach solution is then passed to a counter-current decantation operation using
a series of washing tanks where the sand and slimes are removed and transferred
to the tailings impoundment. The resultant clarified solution is than usually
passed to a solvent extraction process where the uranium is concentrated and
purified in a series of reactor and settling vessels using kerosene-carrying
amine-type organic solvents. The aqueous raffinate from this process is trans-
ferred to the tailings retention area. The concentrated uranium remaining in

! solution is precipitated as ammonium diuranate by addition of ammonia. The
precipitate is' concentrated and washed in thickeners and dried in a dryer at up
to 1200*F. The dried concentrate is then crushed to sites less than 6 nn and
packed in 55-gal steel drums for storage and shipment.

3.4.1.2 Waste Disposal

The primary forms of radioactive waste fron the milling operation consist
of the solid and liquid effluents from the decantation circuit, the solvent
extraction process, and the uranium precipitation step. These wastes arei

pumped into the tailings area at a rate of approximately 1 ton of solid waste|

per ton of are processed. The solids, liquids, and slimes remain in the
tallings pond and are held in place by an earthen and clay dam. Tailings ponds

.may cover several hundred acres and stand 100 to 200 ft high.

| A secondary source of radioactive waste is the ore dust and yellowcake
| dust generated throughout the milling operation. Most of the yellowcake dust

is removed by the wet scrubber systems in the process buildings.

Nonradioactive wastes consist of miscellaneous solids, such as chemical
! containers, cardboard containers, and other paper trash. Liquid effluents

other than those discharged to the tailings area, are organic solutions used
! during the solvent extraction phase and removed periodically.

3.4.2 Facility Description _

3.4.2.1 Butidings

Information on typical uranium m)11 operations is shown in Table 3.2.

The crushing building houses the ore-crushing devices and has a fairly
open interior. The main mill building contains the grinding and acid leach
operations, as well as the yellowcake drying and packaging areas. The counter-
current decantation pump house contains the pumps used to transfer solutions
and slurries to and from the thickener tanks. The solvent extraction building
houses the settling tanks and precipitation equipment.

3.12
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TABLE 3.2. Information on Typical Uranium Mill Operations |
1-

Area ~ Dimension, m Construction Feature
Crushing 16 x 12 x 20 Steel Insulat'd walls,e

Concrete floor
Conveyor. 41 x 9 x 18 Steel Wood floor
Ore ~ bins 25 x 9 x 26 Steel

| . Mill building 54 x 42 x 15 Steel Concrete floor
| Counter-current 40 x 15 x'10 Steel, concrete . Concrete floor
; decantation:

Solvent extraction 62 x 27 x 13 Steel
building

Thickener tanks 34 x 4.3 Wood

Maintenance 30 x 18 x 8 Steel
Change house 30 x 18 x 8 Steel
Offices 38 x 15 x 3 Steel

3.4.2.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning System

Dust from crushing, grinding,, drying, and storage operations is collected
by wet- scrubbers. Fumes generated by leaching and solvent extraction systems
may'be: discharged to the air without treatment.

3.4.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems

Most process areas at uranium mills have fire alarms and sprinklers.
Water or foam suppression is stored on site for the fire-suppression system.

3.4.2.4 Surrounding Area

Uranium mills tend to be located in very rural areas within convenient
distances of the uranium mines. Most mills are located in the western
United States in Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and Texas. No other
facilities that-might pose a threat from an accident standpoint are located
near the mills.

3.4.3 Inventory

3.4.3.1 Radioactive Inventory

Radioactive inventories at uranium mills consist of 238U and gs daughter |2products-(primarily thorium, radium, and radon). The amounts of U are :

small. i

l
i

|
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A typical mill will process 1000 to 2000 tons of ore per day containing
approximately 0.2% of U 03 8 per ton, or 2 tons of U 0 / day. Assuming an3g
activitylevelof515pCipertonofore,andcontggousturnoveroftheore,
2000 tons of ore represents approximately 1 Ci of N throughput per day.
Assuming further that 95% of the uranium is recovered as yellowcake, roughly
3.8 tons of yellowcake are produced per day for a 2000-ton throughput of ore.
Because as much as 200 tons of yellowcake may be stored prior to shipment,
total act:vity in stored U 03 8 may be 5 C1.

A conservative estimate of radioactivity levels in the tailings pond area
would be as follows:

328 : 0.1 mci / ton0*

234 : 0.0 mci / ton0e

230e Th: 0.036 mci / ton
226e Ra: 0.38 mci / ton.

7
A typical tailings pile might contain roughly 1.5 x 10 tons of tailings,

yielding the following levels of activity:

238
e 0: 150 Ci

234e U: 150 Ci

230e Th: 5400 Ci

226e Ra: 5700 Ci.

3.4.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Potentially hazardous materials used during the uranium ore process steps
are shown in Table 3.3.

,

Miscellaneous combustibles would include paper, cardboard, and wooden
furniture. The acid leach tanks (six 18-ft-diam x 18-f t-high tanks) may be
constructed of wood, as well as the clarifier tank (65-ft diam) and the
thickener tanks (ftve 105-ft-diam x 17-ft-high tanks).

Propane (or natural gas) is used to generate process heat. The uranium
precipitate dryers use propane or natural gas also and may contain 1600 lb or
more yellowcake at any one time.

Emergency power is frequently provided by a diesel generator using fuel
oil stored in an underground tank (3000 gal). Additionally, the fuel oil may
be burned in steam boilers to provide building heat and/or hot water used in
various stages of the ore processing.

'
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TABLE 3.3. Materials Used in Uranium Ore Processing;

Material Quantity

Amines (organics) 62 lb/ day-

Ammonium sulfate ~ 250 lb/ day

Anhydrous ammonia 10,000 lb/ day

Fuel oil 3000 gal in storage
Kerosene 170,000 gal / day

Liquid glue 320 gal / day

Organics storage 217,000 gal / storage tanks

Polymeric flocculants 6 lb/ day

Propane (natural gas) quantity unknown

Sodium chlorate 2000 lb/ day

Sulfuric acid 2600 gal / day

3.5 PLUT0NIUM CONTAMINATED FACILITIES
,

The plutonium contaminated facilities are plants formerly used as mixed
oxide or mixed carbide fuel fabrication plants, which are now being decon-
taminated and decommissioned.

Four plants are used to characterize this type of facility:
,

1. Babcock and Wilcox Plutonium Facility, Parks Township, Pennsylvania
2. General Electric Nuclear Center, Vallecitos, California

3. Kerr-McGee Plutonium Fuel Plant, Cimarron, Oklahoma
4. Westinghouse Plutonium Fuel Development Laboratory, Cheswick,

Pennsylvania.

-3.5.1 Process Description

3.5.1.1 Operation

During plant operation, the facilities made mixed oxide or mixed carbide.
fuel using the process discussed below..

Blending was done- by mixing Pu02 and U02 p wders, or mixing Pu0 , UO , and2 2
C powders in a reducing atmosphere 'in high temperatures and milling the
resultant product, or mixing plutonium and uranium nitrate solutions and
coprecipitating the mixture from solution with the addition of ammonia and
drying and calcining the precipitate to form mixed oxide. The powder was then
compacted, broken into granules, pressed into pellets, and sintered in a
reducing atmosphere. Sintered pellets were' ground to a specified size in a
centerless grinder and loaded into tubes.

3.15
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3.5.1.2' Scrap Recovery i
!

Scrap recovery operations involved solvent extraction and/or ion exchange
systems. Scrap was dissolved in nitric acid; uranium and plutonium were
separated out onto the organic solvent or resin; then uranium and plutonium
werE recovered from the organic state and converted to a usable form.

During decontamination, process equipment is taken apart, cleaned, and
prepared for shipment to a licensed burial site.

3.5.2 Facility Description

3.5.2.1 Buildings

Plutonium contaminated facilities are located on 60- to over 1000-acre
sitesofwhichabout60acresisusedtohouseprocesgbuildings. The fabrica-
tion plant itself may range from 10,000 to 100,000 ft in floor space.
Operations are usually located on the ground floor, although a basement may
also contain radioactive material. If the facility has a 'second floor, it is
usually used for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment.

2Individual room sizes range from 200 to 3500 ft in area with ceiling
heights of 12 to over 30 feet. Ogerations are contained within glove boxes.
An average room has about 1400 ft with 17 glove boxes.

Construction materials are generally concrete and steel. The basement, if
provided, is reinforced concrete like the floor slabs. Walls are usually
reinforced concrete block, although one of the plants has corrugated steel
siding exterior walls and cement plaster interior walls with steel studs. The
roof may be metal decking supported by structural steel columns, or steel
decking with concrete slab.- -

Plants may contain a vault and/or a hot cell area, wh'ich are built of much
more substantial construction than the rest of the plant. Hot cells may have
2- to 3-ft-thick high-density concrete walls.

3.5.2.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

Plutonium contaminated facilities use from one to three stages of HEPA
filters to filter exhaust air. Airflow is always toward areas of greater
potential contamination and glove boxes are generally kept at negative pressure
with respect to the room. Room air may be recycled.

3.5.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems

Plutonium contaminated plants have automatic fire detecti.on systems that
alarm at various locations in the plant. Manual dry chemical fire extin-
guishers are provided in most locations. Some areas may have automatic dry
chemical extinguishing systems or automatic sprinklers. Backup power is
provided as well as redundant ventilation systems to protect the final filters
from fire.

,

.
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3.5.2.4 Surrounding Area ~

Most plutonium contaminated facilities ar'e located in rural areas outside
of small towns.- The Kerr-McGee pl. ant is in an oil-producing area; the ,
Westinghouse plant has several . gas. stations located . nearby. Other.than that,
no potential accident impacts are seen on the plants from their surroundings.

-3.5.3 Inventory

3.5.3.1 Radioactive Inventory

Mixed oxide fuel plants may have had from 5 to 100 kg of plutonium and -
mixed oxide in jeopardy during plant operations. However, very little remains
afcer decontamination.-

-To provide a reference p'oint for the source term, facilities are assumed
to have been emptied of their inventory and initially cleaned so that-only ,

ground-in contamination of glove boxes, building surfaces, and ductwork

cycle facility was 5 x 10-gximum residual grognd-in contamination at a fuel
remai ns. Measurement of m

g of plutonium /cm (Mishima and Ay'er,1981).
Because of uncgrtainty about the 1evel of contamination as a conservative2value, 1 x 10~ g of plutonium /m was used to estimate ground-in contamination
(Mishima and Ayer, 1981). This value has been selected for use here.

Plants contain from 50 to 80 glove boxes. At an average, glove box-size
of7ftx3ft,totalcogtaminatedareasintheplants(insideofgloveboxes)
ranges from 570 to 760 m . Therefore, about 47 to 76 mg of plutonium are
present as materials at risk in the facility.

3.5.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

During plant operations, chemicals such as nitric acid, ammonia, acetone.
hydraulic fluid, tributyl phosphate, and organic solvents were used for various
processes. Reducing gases, commonly hydrogen, were required for sintering and
calcining steps.

Six basic groups of combustible materials were commonly used in mixed
oxide (M0X) plants. An estimate was made of the quantity of each type of
material based cn the number of glove boxes and glove box construction and
use. Table 3.4 lists these materials along with their use and the range of
quantities found.

During decontamination ~ and decommissioning operations, the_ plants may
contain more cellulosics and some solvents-for cleaning. After decontamina-
tion, only the glove boxes themselves are assumed to be left. Viewing windows,
rubber gasketing, and plastic' covers remain. ;
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TABLE 3.4. Typical Com'bustibles'Ii[i Mixed Oxide Plants
-

n- w
" 'Mateaial Form Qua tity,- lb -

'

-

>Cellulos'icsi Papers, rags, wipes. 1600~- 2250 l
_

: Elastomers -. Rubber gloves,' gaskets 900 - 12,175 |*

'

Hydraulic fluid- Lubri cants - 16 - 70

Polymethyl. methacrylate Glove. box viewing' windows 4800 - 6900

; Polystyrene ~ Ion exchange resin 50 - 225

Polyvinyl chlo' ride Wrapping, bagging, covers 650 - 920

3.6 RADI0 PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURING

Radiopharmaceutical manufacturing plants produce radionuclide labeled
-compounds for medical-diagnostics and tracers. They can produce many or only a'
few isotopes. F_our radiopharmaceutical manuf acturing _ facilities -were
investigated in this; study:

,

' '

1. Abbott Laboratory, North Chicago, Illinois
2. New England Nuclear (NEN), Boston, Massachusetts
3.. ~ New' England Nucleir (NEN), North Billerica, Massachusetts

_

'4. E. R. Squibb and Sons, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Each site was vis'ited during this investigation.

3.6.1 Process Description
,

,

.3.6.1.1 Operation

All four p_lants label organic compounds with radioisotopes for use by
hospitals and reseaggh fggilities for patient diagnosis and treatment. Two.
plants manufacture Mo/ Tc 'ge_nerators (NEN-Billerica and Squibb) and two '

perform radioiodination (Squibb and Abbott) of diagnostic substances. At
present,-the only work at the Abbott facility is radiciodination. Squibb
production is about-equally divided between radioiodination and generator-

production. Both NEN sites -are involved with a variety of processes.
35At the NEN-Boston site, 3g, 14C, 32P, and S constitute tg bug of -

,gotopes handled; it is the only fagilityJof the four handling C, P, and
S.' Large quantities of tritium,' H, are also handled at this-site. Produc-

tien, precursor, and syntnesis labs for-tritium products represent a sizable

pharmaceuticalscontaining{33addigon to-.geggators, Billerica produces
portion ofithe operation.

Xe, Ga,-and T1. Billerica also operates a
source division, which handles a variety-of isotopes, many produced by their s

.own cyclotrons.
,

>

- #
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Labeling organic products is usually a wet chemistry process conducted in
fume hoods or_ glove boxes. Abbott and Squibb have small laboratories contain-
ing one or two hoods or glove boxes for labeling operations. New England
Nuclear uses large areas containing many hoods and glove boxes. Packaging and
shipping is generally an assembly line operation at all sites except Abbott,
whose small size precludes this approach. Alh of the plants have quality
control labs.

Generatorsareggoducedinanassemblylinetypeofoperation. Billerica
and Squibb load the Mo generators in a remote cell. Generators are trans-
ferred by conveyors.

Radiopharmaceutical manufacturers can purchase isotopes from vendors. At
all sites, radioactive materials arrive by truck to a warehouse / loading dock
type area. The largest concentration of activity in these areas is usually on
receiving days, which may be one to three times a week. At Billerica and
Squibb shipments leave through this area.

Curie amounts of isotopes may be received in bulk shipments and are
dispensed for production. The radiopharmaceuticals produced by these plants
are generally in the microcurie to millicurie range. Generators may each
contain a maximum of about 2 C1.

3.6.1.2 Waste Disposal

All sites produce.similar waste products, although both quantities and
activity levels of wastes vary. Lab trash--paper, glassware, and clothing--is
a common waste form. Rejected products, generators, and vials of compounds,
for example, are disposed of as radioactive waste. Liquid waste can be
solidified and drummed (NEN) or held for decay and discharge after sludge
removal (Squibb and Abbott). New England Nuclear-Boston ships its waste to
Billerica. The other three facilities have separate waste warehouse areas.
Forklifts fueled by LPG or electricity can be used to move drums.

3.6.2 Facility Description

3.6.2.1 Buildinos

Facilities usually have buildings specifically designed for radiopharma-
ceutical operations. Concrete, concrete block, brick, and steel are used in
construction. Radioactive areas are isolated from nonradioactive areas and
buildings can be isolated to minimize the risk of spreading contamination.
However, the NEN-Boston production building is a converted wood and brick
warehouse that was constructed about 1890. This building is adjacent to
another production building designed for handling radioactivity, and because
they are close, a major fire in one could spread quickly to the other.

Waste warehouses associated with these facilities are concrete and steel
buildings with concrete floors.

3.19
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~3.6.2.2 ' Heating, Ventiilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

All sites |have central' heating and air co'ditioning.. High-efficiency:n

- particulate air and charcoal' filters are commonly used for-air. cleaning.
~

- Ductwork -is. sheet metal except at NEN-Boston, which has some polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) ducting'. Warehou'se areas are usu' ally heated 'with gas or electric' space
heaters.

1

3.6.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems )

Sprinklers, fire alarms, exhaust air monitors, and radiation detectors are
used at all the facilities.- Construction materials at'the Billerica, Squibb,
.and Abbott' buildings promote fire suppression'.

3.6.2.4 Su rroundi n_gs_

New England Nuclear-Boston is located in downtown South Boston in a
commercial district. The other sites are in rural or sparsely populated ~'

residential areas. Squibb and Abbott radiopharmaceutical labs are a small part
- of larger facilicies.

.

3.6.3 Inventory

3.6.3.1 Radioactive Inventory

Table 3.5 lists the license inventory range of some of the more signifi-
cant iso *, opes found at radiopharmaceutical manufacturers.

Of the four plants, both NEN facilities handle by far the ggeatest= levels-
of activity. The largest permissiblT2gctivity level is 1.0 x 10 Ci of tritium
at NEN. Abbott's limit of ~75 Ci of I is.one of.t.he smaller holdings.

~

Although all the licenses permit possession of isotopes with atomic
numbers in the range of 3 to 83, only NEN possesses a wide variety,ygd these--
are primarily al3{he sougge dgsion at Billerica. Abbott handles I only;

Squibb handles I and Mo/ Tc only.

Wasge inventories range from 1 to 10 Ci at all sites except Billerica
where 10 Ci of tritium waste may be stored.

.

3.6.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Organic chemistry operations require the use of hazardous combustible
liquid solvents. All. facilities use these materials, although again the amount

~

on hand varies with the size of the operation. Solvents and other chemicals
are generally stored in glass bottles with a capacity of 1 gal or less'.

Lab' paper, cardboard shipping containers, plastic containers, PVC piping,
acoustic tiles, and similar materials are found at all sites. Glove boxes can;

i
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. ' ; TABLE 3.5. :Significant Inventories of: Isotopes Licensed

p for - Radi opha rmaceu ti cal .. Manu f actu re rs

,
..

. Inventory or;
b -Element : Isotope' Possible Form-- ~ Range, Ci

'Ame'ricium. 241Am Sealed so'urce' 350'
' *

14
E Carbon- C Gas,11ab'eled b' riumi 500 'a
b . carbonate,' lab trash

!

~

LCssium 1137Cs Lab' trash,' hcl- :1 to'5007
^

i ~ solution
!

51 H'^ Cl solution 0.001 to-100' Chromium: Cr

3 5
. Hydrogen _ H -Gas-in cylinders. 10'to 1 x 10 -

198Au hcl ~- HNO3 solution 200.' Gold

I .
Iodine.; I (Lab trash =, NaI-;. s2 to 100;

,

I~ Lab-trash,. liquid 10'to 150
55

_
Iron Fe hcl solution 200

4Krypton'
'

Kr- Gas' 1.Lx 10'

.

99 3
Molybdenum Mo~ Senerator, NH 0H. 2 xzl04

! solution-
0 3-Nickel Ni- Solid, hcl solution 1 x 10

C Phosphorou's : 32pc
~

H PO ,-lab trash -50 to 5003 4
75" Selenium Se- -HC1' solution '5 to 100
90Strontium Sr Solid, encapsulated, .100 to 500"

hcl solution'
.

<

35S H SO , sodium: 100 to 1 x 103. Sul fur - 2 4sulfate, elementali
l' - sulfur, in benzene '

13Xenon, Xe- ' Gas in vials .11x 10
...

J

, I

i
<

d

T
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be Plexiglass , as.used at NEN. Some or all of the following combustibles aree
-used at all but the Abbott lab: oxygen, hydrogen, propane, and natural gas,

,

m

Billerica has a small surface. tank farm for storing diesel and g'asoline
lfuel for vehicles. Squibb and NEN-Boston have underground diesel-fuel tanks to

store fuel for emergency generators..

3.7 RADI0 PHARMACY
^'" Radiopharmacies receive radiopharmaceuticals and distribute them for use

by hospitals and medical research ~ facilities. - They are not production facili-
ties and thus do minimal handling of the isotopes. A hospital will either have

~

its own radiopharmacy or, as is becoming common in large metropolitan areas,
order radiopharmaceuticals from one or more private radiopharmacy firms serving
as central. distribution points for, all hospitals and research facilities in the.
area. In the latter. case, centralizing the firms increases the transportation

i requirements because a single firm serving a' number of clients must provide for
distribution of the required material.

Information in this section was taken from the Ohio State University
Radiological Contingency Plan for its hospital and nuclear pharmacy, and from a
site visit to a private radiopharmacy in Seattle, Washington. Data on radio '

- active inventories were developed from a number of NRC licenses for private
radiopharmacies.

3.7.1 Process Description

3.7.1.1 Operation

A radiopharmacy receives shipments of radiopharmaceuticals from vendors
either in bulk quantities or as prepackaged diagnostic kits. In the latter

case,thepharmacymerelyholdstheggterggSi until it is required for..use by
the hospital. Bulk material can be Mo/ Tc generators. The radiopharmacy
prepares individual doses by loading the required activity into a syringe, a
process usually conducted in a fume hood. If other bulk materials are handled
(e.g., iodine-labeled compounds), they may be dispensed in glove boxes. After
individual doses are prepared, they are transported elsewhere for use.

3.7.1.2 Waste Disposal

Waste generated at a radiopharmacy can include used generators and storage; .

| packs and miscellaneous laboratory equipment such as paper, glassware, and used
j syringes. These materials are collected in a central ' area and held for ship-
' ment to a disposal site or. stored until decayed sufficiently for disposal with

nonradioactive materials. Material can be uncontained (generators) or con-<

tained in cardboard boxes or in drums.
|

l

* Plexiglas is a trademark of Rohm and Haas, Philadelphia, PA 19105
.
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3.7.2 Facility Description

3.7.2.1 Buildings

Building design and construction is not standardized. A firm in Seattle,
Washington,occupiesaconcretggblockbuildingconsistingofasmalllabora-
tory, a waste storage area, a Mo generator storage area isolated by concrete-
block cubicles, offices, and a shipping and receiving area. The Ohio State
University nuclear pharmacy is located in a hospital building and is a single
large room housing a fume hood, glove box, concrete and lead isotope storage
area, and work space. A separate room adjacent to the pharmacy houses the
waste storage.

3.7.2.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

Radiopharmacies usually have standard heating and ventilating systems
found in business locations. Electric baseboard heating or centrally supplied
heating and air conditioning are both identified for radiopharmacies. Fume
hoods and glove boxes have their own air discharge systems, and special
filtration is not identified.

3.7.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems

Fire extinguishers and/or sprinkler systems are used at radiopharmacies.
Exhaust air discharge from hoods or glove boxes may be' monitored and alarmed to
notify personnel of an emergency.

3.7.3 Inventory

3.7.3.1 Radioactive Inventory
,

Typical radiopharmacy inventories agg giggg in Table 3.6. Not all firms
handle all of the listed isotopes. The Mo/ Tc generator kits are the most

common, followed by iodine-labeled compounds. Actual inventories on hand may
be lower than the tabulated values. Short half-lives of many of the isotopes
indicated that there is either a fairly rapid turn around of inventories, or
isotopes are ordered only as needed on an intermittent basis.

3.7.3.2 Hazardous and Combustiole Inventory

Radiopharmacies may use limited amounts of solvents such as methanol for
cleaning equipment. Combustiblesincludebuilgngggerialsandmiscellaneous
paper and cardboard shipping containers. The Mo/ Tc generators can be
shielded by a 10-lb cask filled with depleted uranium.

3.8 SEALED SOURCE MANUFACTURING

Facilities ir this category produce sealed sources and self-luminous
devices. The types of processes, radioactive material inventories and
businesses vary widely. Nine sealed source manufacturing facilities were
investigated in this study:

i
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TABLE 3.6. Representative Radiopharmacy Inventories

Inventory or.
Element Isotope- :Possible Form Range, Ci

. Barium- 133Ba Sealed source 3 x 10-3
Carbon. 14 | In v'itro test-kits .5 x 10-3C

c Chr' mium 51o Cr Sodium chromate 0.013 to 0.02
labeled serum.'

,

137
_

2.0to}0-4. Cesium ~ Cs Sealed source to
1 x 10-

Cobalt.' 57Co- Cyanocobalamin ~ ,4 x 10'4'1
-

(vitamin B12).
58 ~

5 x 10-3Co _ Labeled cyanocobalamin
60Co Se'aled source! :2.to 3
67Gallium Ga Gal ~11um 1.2-
198Gold Au~ Colloidal O'. 5
3

~ Hydrogen H In vitro test kits 0.01 to 0.5
III 'Indium- !n Indium -O.049
113 In Indium' chloride 0.5-

~

1Iodine I Sodium iodide 0.19
125 .

1 Sodium iodide, fibrogen 2.5 x 10-4
diagnostic kits to 0.1-

131
1 Sodium iodide, labeled 0.1 to 4.5

organic compounds
69Iron Fe -0.01 to 0.02

Molybdenum. tio/99"Tc Generators (liquid) 20 to 426
99

1

75Selenium Se Labeled compound 0.05
90Strontium Sr. Nitrate or chloride ~ 0.01 to 0.5
201Thallium T1 Thallium 2.1
113 113Tin Sn Sn/II *In generators 0.06 to 0.5
238Uranium U Shielding for generators 91 kg
133

Xenon. Xe- Gas or saline 0.5 to 75

,
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1. Amersham Corporation, Arlington Heights, Illinois )
. 2.- Automation Industries, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania j
3. Micro Display Systems, Inc., Norristown, Pennsylvania
4. Minnesota Mining- and Manufacturing (3M), _ New Brighton, Minnesota
5. .Monsanto Research Corporation, Dayton, Ohio-
6. Pan American World . Airways, Kennedy Space Center, Florida
7. Safety Light Corporation, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
8. Stocker and Yale, Inc., Beverly, Massachusetts

_

9. Technical Operations, Burlington, Massachusetts.

.Information used for descriptions of sealed source manufacturers was
-developed from NRC dockets for all firms and Radiological Contingency Plans for
3M, Monsanto, and the Safety Light. Corporation.

3.8.1 Process Description

3.8.1.1 Operation-

Sealed-source production may be divided into two areas: 1) production of
doubly encapsulated alpha, beta, and gamma radiation sources; and 2) production
of self-luminous devices for use in watches, compasses, and aircraft instru-
mentation. Although within the first category not all sources will be doubly
encapsulated, this is the most prevalent means to ensure safe handling of the
isotopes. Such sources may be used in instruments, as reference sources, as
calibration sources, or in smoke detectors. Self-luminous devices usually are
gaseous tritium sealed in a phosphor-coated glass ampule.

Sealed-source production methods vary, but in general consist of receiving
the bulk isotope in an approved shipping container, dispensing the material in
the required amounts in an appropriate containment, placing the material in an
inner capsule that is welded or brazed, then sealing the inner capsule in an
outer capsule that is also welded or brazed closed. Thus little actual chemi-
cal processing occurs; rather, the operations are more a repackaging and
redistribution process. The 3M facility goes through a series of steps to
convert the raw isotope to microspheres prior to encapsulation,' and this opera-
tion involves some chemical processing. Tritium light source production
usually requires that the gaseous tritium be transferred to a glass ampule,
although in some cases a tritiated paint is produced for application to watch

! or compass dials.

3.8.1.2 Waste O_icposal

Solid waste-is usually produced by these firms. Liquid waste may be held
for decay before discharge to sewer systems, but more frequently is solidified
and then treated as solid waste. Most facilities have a special waste storage
area where 55-gal steel drums are held awaiting disposal at an approved site.
Because much of the waste can have a high specific activity, it is frequently
collected inside a hot cell or glove box and stored there in special con-
tainers. The waste is removed from the containment periodically and trans-

_

ferred to the waste storage area for final packaging and disposal.
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3.8.2' Facility Description
"

3.8.2.1 Buildings

. Building design _and materials show some consistency. Most radiation areas
are separated from other buildings, or, if in a main building, are separated by
special walls. Work areas tend to be divided into smaller. modules for labs,

'

glove box areas, hot cells, storage, and services. Construction materials are
most often reinforced concrete or concrete block on a concrete slab. Roofing
materials are frequently metal paneling with an asphalt (tar) surface.
Interior walls are usually standard dry wall. A few facilities have wood
paneling for outside walls. Sometimes work areas or storage areas for sources
are in concrete below grade sheltered areas or .:uckers.

3.8.2.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

Ventilation in radiation areas almost always consists of air inflow from a
central system exhausting through fume hoods or glove boxes operating at nega-;-

tive pressure. Hot cells usually have their own nonrecirculatory ventilation
systems. Discharge is usually through two high-efficiency filters in series:
one at the' containment exhaust port and the other at the discharge stack.

3.8.2.3 Engineered Safety System

Buildings can be made of reinforced concrete construction to provide a
strong facility. Sites may have below grade bunkers for storage of large
radioactive inventories.

Ventilation and other services can be monitored using alarmed systems to
warn of contamination spread. Buildings have sprinkler systems, and fire
extinguishers can be provided. '

3.8.2.4 Surrounding Area

Most sites are located in urban industrialized areas. A number of
potential problem areas are located near the 3M site: propane storage, fuel
oil storage, ammunition, and gun powder storage.

3.8.3 Inventory

3.8.3.1 Radioactive Inventory
,

,

Th II I
Am,T39umbeE0Co, 5H, S05 ","NbKr,510"o,*18Y"",**d**1ggtthemosg490mmonare241 Cs, Ir P Pm an Yb. The Pm is

usually used in place of tritium in self-luminous devices, and the 241Am is
most often used in smoke detectors. The.other isotopes are used to produce
alpha, beta, and gamma double encapsulated sources. Isotopes frequently
require handling in hot cells. Other isotopes are handled only in glove boxes.

Most of the radioactive materials come in solid forms: gauzes, metallic
wafers or foils, or powders. Tritium is handled as a gas.
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Radioactive inventories' vary widely among the licensees. Some are permit-
ted only millicurie amounts of a particular isotope, usually as a purchased
sealed ~ source for reference calibrations, while.others may be permitted to
possess several thousands of ggries of that isotope. For example, 3M is

~ Co,whileTech/0ps,Inc.ispermitgedallowed to' possess 200 Ci of
. 100,000 Ci of H by the15,000 Ci. - The largest single possession limit is

Safety Light Corporation. Significant maximum license inventories at sealed
source manufacturers are listed in Table 3.7.

3.8.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Material

Hazardous materials are generally kept to a minimum in any areas where
isotopes are handled. Some solvents such as isopropyl alcohol may be used to
clean encapsulated sources. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing uses some HNO '3
NaOH solutions, and other potentially' hazardous materials during microsphere
production, but quantities are limited. Because most capsules are welded or
brazed, tungsten or acetylene welders are used inside glove boxes or hot cells.

3.9 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR FUELS

Plants in this category develop methods of fuel preparation and perform
analysis of radioactive materials, particularly those materials used as fuel.
Four facilities were included in this category:

.

1. Isotopic Analysis, Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma
2. Lynchburg Research Center, Lynchburg, Virginia
3. Rockwell Nuclear Development Fuel Laboratory, Santa Susana, California
4. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Waltz Mill, Pennsylvania.

3.9.1 Process Description

3.9.1.1 Operation

Research and development activities may include transfer of irradiated
4

fuel elements into hot cells where the elements are declad and fuel is tested
and examined. Fuel elements may be stored temporarily on site in pools
, designed for their storage.

Development of fuel manufacturing processes takes place in laboratories
and glove box trains. Operations such as blending, crushing, milling,
sintering, and grinding may take place depending on the process undergoing
study. Samples are taken at different points in the process and studied in a
number of labs. Analytical chemistry, radiochemistry, and other types of labs
are used to ana19ze samples.

The larger research and development facilities, Lynchburg Research Center
and Rockwell, are part of a larger complex devoted to the development of
nuclear energy.

,

|
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TABLE 3.7. Significant(a) Maximum License Inventories
at Sealed Source Manufacturers

Maximum
Element Isotope Manufacturer Inventory, Ci

241 3Americium Am Monsanto 6 x 10
137Cesium Cs '3M 8 x 104
60 4Cobalt Co Automation Industries 2 x 10 |

3H Safety Light 1 x 105Hydrogen
192 4Iridium Ir Automation Industries 2.5 x 10
85 3Krypton Kr 3M 1.5 x 10
210 3Polonium Po 3M 4 x 10
147 3Promethium Pm 3M 3.5 x 10
90Strontium Sr 3M 3 x 10
183 3Tantalum Ta Tech / Ops 2 x 10
170 3Thulium Tm

.

Tech /0ps 5 x 10
Plutonium (b) 236 39 0

Monsanto 199 g

Uranium (b) Depleted U Pan American World 15,000 kg
Airways

3(a) Inventories over 1 x 10 Ci,

(b) Not a sealed source

3.9.1.2 Waste Disposal

Solid radioactive waste is packaged in approved shipping containers and
stored on site prior to shipment to a licensed waste disposal facility. The
smaller facilities may ship unused materials back to the customer.

Liquid radioactive waste is handled on site in waste processing
facilities. Liquid waste may be retained in large basins or combined with
liquid radioactive waste generated from other facilities nearby. Treatment
systems may include activated charcoal, ion exchange columns, or various
chemical treatment systems.

3.9.2 Facility Description

3.9.2.1 Buildings

Laboratories may be constructed of concrete and steel, brick and cement,
or cinder block. Vaults are usually provided within the laboratories for
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storage of. nuclear materials. Vault walls usually withstand greater stresses
than the buildings in.which they- are contained and may be 12-in.-thick con-

i

~ crete. Hot cells are:provided for larger facilities in which examination or.
testing of fuel rods takes place. ' Hot cell walls may be-11- to 13-in.; lead or

; 42-in. concrete.

3.9.2.2' Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems
!

Hot cells, glove boxes, fume. hoods, and;other types of containment;

;_ generally operate under separate exhaust systems from the rest of the plant.
' Exhaust from areas containing radioactive materials is filtered through a

prefilter and a HEPA filter before being exhausted to the atmosphere.

Airflow is toward areas of greater potential contamination. Except.for
special materials such as sodium, which is highly reactive with air, glove
boxes, and hot cells'are kept at negative pressure:to_ ensure this condition.
Sodium.is kept under an inert atmosphere at positive pressure.

Hot cells and other glove boxes may also be provided with an inert gas
purge system. This prevents potential reactions and acts as a fire extinguish-
ing-system.

3.9.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems

Monitors for radiation levels, smoke detection, heat detection, and poten-
tial criticality situations are located in most facilities. Alarms are pro-
vided that trigger at specified levels. Hot cells usually have some form of
automatic fire extinguishing system. Inert. gas may be used to flood the cell
and smother the fire. Manual fire extinguishers, both water and dry chemical,
may be found throughout the facilities.

;

3.9.2.4 Surroundings

Plants are generally located in low population areas with the nearest town ,

several miles away. Other nuclear facilities such as fuel manufacturing or
test reactors may share the site, but operate under separate licenses.

3.9.3 Inventory

3.9.3.1 Radioactive Inventory
4

Nuclear Fuel Research and Development facilities may be licensed to hold,

as many as three irradiated fuel assemblies and 40 irradiated Lynchburg Pool'

Reactor (LPR) fuel elements. These materials are stored and handled in the
storage' pool and hot cell areas of the plant. The Rockwell plant has a license
limit of 3.5 kg of plutonium in the hot cell building, although only 600 to
805 g of plutonium (the amount in three fuel rods) are .in process at one
time.

I

In larger plants where glove box trains are used for development of fuel )
manufacturing processes, license limits may restrict plutonium inventory to 1'

'

|
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-232to 2 kg, 2350 to.900 to 1500 kg, and U to 1 t03g 9 Ag ve x may con-
tain'as much'as 225 g of plutonium and 540 g of U.

~

Analytical labs ~ handle much smaller samples of radioactive materials. The
. amount of uranium and plutonium per sample may be hundredths .of'a. gram. The
maximum quantity of these materials in process. in the lab at one time may be
5 g of plutonium, and 334 g.of uranium. Other-radioactive materials are also
analyzed in the-labs. These elements and elements used as sealed sources are
listed in Table 3.8. .

|

|
TABLE 3.8. Radioactive Material Found as Sealed Sources or Analytical

Quantities at Nuclear Fuel Development Laboratories

Licensed
Element Isotope Quantity

' 241Americium Am 30 Ci-
133Barium Ba '0.1 Ci
252Californium Cf 4 mg
134

Cesium Cs 0.1 C1
137

Cesium Cs 0.1 Ci
58Cobalt Co 0.1 C1
60Cobalt Co 0.1 Ci
3Hydrogen H 100 Ci
85Krypton Kr 0.1 Ci
54Manganese Mn 0.1 Ci
237Neptunium Np 0.1 Ci
239! Plutonium Pu 1 kg
238Plutonium Pu 0.5 kg
22Sodium Na 0.1 Ci

4

90Strontium Sr 0.1 Ci
135Xenon Xe 0.1 Ci

,

L

| 3.9.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Various types of hazardous and combustible materials are found at the
plants:

e When decladding operations take place in hot cells, pyrophoric zir-
.caloy metal grindings may be produced. These are normally kept in a
medium designed to inhibit combustion.
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Solvents 'and other flammable liquids used in the hot cells in the-*
decladding process or in the labs are kept in special storage cabi-
nets away from radioactive materials. Smaller quantities, generally
limited to 1 L, or in some cases 5-gal containers are brought out as
needed,

o Bagging material, needed to transfer' nuclear material- into and out of
containment, is another common combustible waste.

e Glove- boxes with rubber gloves are used in process development. Some
glove boxes have Plexiglass windows.

Natural gas may be used for heating.e

Diesel oil is generally stored away from the plant for use in*

emergency power generation.

Ion exchange resins may be used in liquid waste purification*

systems. These are also located away from the plant.
'

3.10 WASTE WAREHOUSING

Waste warehouses receive and store radioactive waste temporarily awaiting
shipment to a licensed burial ground for disposal. The description of waste
warehousing facilities was based on docket information on the three following
companies:

1. Atomic Disposal, Inc., Tinley Park, Illinois
2. Interex Corporation, Natick, Massachussets
3. Teledyne Isotopes, Inc., Westwood, New de sey.

A site visit to the waste storage facility of New England Nuclear Radio-
pharmaceutical Manuf acturing Plant in Billerica, Massachusetts, also provided
us with information.

3.10.1 Process Description

3.10.1.1 Operations

~Radioactivewastein5,30,ahd55-galdrumsistransportedtothewaste
storage facility. The waste is monitored and a smear test is taken to deter-

mine the radioactive contamination level. Containers must not exceed 200 mR/h
at the surface. Drums are marked as to contents and radioactivity and stored
for not more than 6 months before being transported to a licensed radioactive
burial . gro'und. Drums are not allowed to be opened while in transport to and
from storage and while in storage in the Teledyne and Interex faciliies. The
Atomic Disposal facility is planning an opening and repackaging area in the
warehouse.

,
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3;10.2-' Facility ' Description-

s3110.2.1 Buildings- '

,

'

LWast'elmay.bestored..igatrailero'r"awarehousetypeof. building.,. Sizes-
ranges-from 600'to.2045 ft with ceiling heights'of 10 to 20'ft. If~ windows
are provided,-they, are ; protected by steel' mesh. A rollup door 1may be provided
in'a warehouse to allow movement-of-drums-into'and out of the facility.'.- ,

'3.10.2.2 Heating Ventilating, and Air' Conditioning Systems,

;Not much information is available on;the' ventilation systems'in the waste
warehousing-facilities studied. The assumption is mad,e that no active
ventilation.' system'is in operation. No'HEPA filters'are in place to filter.
air. 'The rollup. doors provide open circulation to the facility.

|
..The Atomic Disposal site has four fume' absorbers in the proposed drum !!

handling room'where opening and repackaging of drums.Lis planned. The system
provides seven air changes per hour and flow through 98%-efficient charcoal
' filters.

.

3.10.2.3. Engineered Safety Systems-

Waste warehousing storage areas may be provided with. sprinklers or CO2
automatic fire extinguishers. Radiation surveys of the facility are_ done

.

routinely.

3.10.2.4 Surrounding Area

.
Storage buildings may be located next to office buildings or radiochemical

laboratories. The Billerica site has two gas-tanks located near'the warehouse.

3.10.3- Inventory

3.10.3.1 Radioactive Inventory

Drums may contain animal carcasses preserved in a cgemical and packed in-
plastic bags; scintillation vials containing 10 to 12 cm of fluid each and
packed in an absorbent; contaminated combustibles such as gloves, rags,-wipes,.
plastic lab equipment; small amounts of liquid radioactive waste in-absorbent
and. double drummed; or other types of waste generated from a hospital, clinical
lab, or radiochemistry lab.

The Atomic Disposal -site has an inventory of 24 Ci in about 2200 drums.. A~

listing of the radionuclides in the-inventory is given in the individual
description of the plant in Appendix -I.

License limits range from 25 to 2000 Ci of'by-product materials other. than
L 3H and 2000 to 5000 Ci of 3H. From 220 to 12,500 lb of source material' is
. permitted and from 75 to 200 g of special nuclear material such as"

[ '233 350 are allowed.U and '

[
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3.10.3.2 Hazardous. and Combustible Inventory

Much of the waste in the drums-is combustible. Gloves, cellulosic
materials, plastic. lab-equipment, and contaminated clothing may be in the
-drums,'as well as combustible solvents in scintillation vials.

:The transport vehicle (a forklift in the Billerica Storage Building) may
be fueled with .a flammable liquid. Gas heaters may also be located in the
waste storage facility.

3.'11 UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

University research and development facilities receive radioactive
materials at a central receiving point and distribute them to various
laboratories where research projects take place. Diagnosis and therapy using
nuclear materials at the universities are also covered in the licenses.

Information characterizing university research and development operations
was gathered from docket materials on the following seven facilities and from a
site visit to a representative facility in an agreement state:

1. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
2. Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan
3. Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
4. Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, Oklahoma
5. University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
6. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
7. University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming.

3.11.1 Process Description

3.11.1.1 Operation

Radioactive materials are shipped into a central receiving area. Packages
contain millicurie amounts of isotopes double or triple packaged to prevent
puncture or breakage during shipping. A typical example is a few cubic centi-
meters of radioactive liquid in a plastic container surrounded by styrofoam in
a cardboard box. Lead pigs are used as shipping containers for those isotopes
requiring shielding.

Packages nay be checked at a central office for leakage or distributed to.
the individual labs and checked. Facilities may have from 30 to 500 laborato-
ries where radioactive materials may be handled.

In the labs, millicurie amounts of radioactive materials are used to label
compoundgfo[4C,gggchggudies.3gabsmaycontainupto10to25Ciofisotopes

res
such as H, I, P, and S. Lab coats, protective clothing, rubber or
plastic gloves, wipes, paper towels, and other combustibles may be used in the
process as well as solvents or organic liquids in liter quantities or less.
Special hot laboratories may handle as much as 50 mci of material.
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In some universities animals are injected or implanted with microcurie to
millicurie amounts of radioisotopes in various forms such as solutions, cap-
sules, or wire. The animals are_ isolated while under study. Animal wastes and
carcasses are monitored and disposed of through radioactive waste disposal.

Sealed sources containing hundreds of millicurie to 1 Ci per source are
used for training programs, measurement devices, and assays. The sources are
checked periodically for leakage and are contained within instruments. Some
sources may be taken off site if specified in the license.

As much as 100 mci amounts of some isotopes may be used off campus for
field experiments. The location, amount, and type of isotope is specified in
the license along with descriptions of the application and monitoring procedure
for its use. These materials are divided in smaller units of microcurie to i

millicurie amounts before being iglangd.or infected into plants or animals ;

for various studies. Carbon-14, S, P, and H are commonly used isotopes i

for these studies.

Diagnosis and therapy involving radioactive material can be performed in a
hospital. Commondiagnosisandtherapyopggtionsareinjectionsororal
admgstration of 10 to 30 mci amoug*s o_f 90 I; implant of 40 mci amounts
of I seedy injection of 10 mci Tg33 Sr eye applicatiog injgion gh8UP
to P; 10 to 30 mci doses of Xe gas; implant of Co, Cs, Au
or {ggCi ofIr as wires or seeds. Patientsarehospitalizeduntiltgresidu$h8
activity is below a specified level (e.g., 30 mci or less for I and Au).

3.11.1.2 Waste Disposal

Solid radioactive waste is usually, stored in 5 , 30 , or 55-gal drums at a
central location prior to shipping to a licensed burial ground. Combustible
waste may be incinerated either at the university or metered in with fuel at a
nearby power plant. Incineration processes and procedures are specified in the
license and are monitored closely. Ash and gases from incineration are moni-
tored to assure escaping radioactivity is within the specified limit. Radio-
active ash is disposed of at a licensed burial site.

Liquid waste is neutralized and stored in 1- to 5-gal nonbreakable (poly-
ethylene) bottles or metal cans, which are then put in 30-gal steel barrels
prior to burial at a licensed disposal ground. At some universities the liquid
waste is combined with fuel oil and fed to an incinerator. Concentrations must
be 3 mci /5 gal of fuel or less for this application. Combustible liquid waste

maybe60to70% toluene,30to4g%xyleg,asthemajorisotopes.
4 to 5% dioxane, and 1 to 10% water

and miscellaneous compounds with H and C

The waste storage area might hold up to 40 drums of solid and liquid
waste. Solid waste mey contain animal carcasses, glassware, rubber or plastic
gloves, paper towels, wipes, and plastic bags.
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3.11.2 Facility Description

3.11.2.1 Buildings

Frnm 30 to 500 laboratories under one. license may handle radioactive-
materials. Several of these labs may be located in one building, although the
distribution covers the entire campus. Each. lab is usually equipped with a

l sink, hood, hung ceilings with fluorescent. lights, tile floors, and a nonporous
counter top. The receiving area for radioactive materials may be a loading
dock with a storage room set aside for a temporary storage of incoming mate-
ri al . The~ storage room may also contain a desk, chair, and metal cart and is
similar in construction to laboratories.

Hot laboratories that store or handle greater quantities of radioactive
materials have special shielding for storage considerations. They may be
equipped with caves for added protection.

The waste storage area is usually separated from other campus buildings.
,

| It may be a trailer or a store room and may be equipped with a separate heating
system.

Buildings are usually made of concrete block with tile-covered floors and
hung ceilings. Laboratory walls may be sheetrock. Hot laboratories or
specially designed storage rooms may have e=sonry walls. Storage vaults and
bins may be concrete or lead.

3.11.2.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

3'

Most laboratories have hoods with a flow rate of 600 to 1300 ft / min and a
face velocity of 100 to 200 ft/ min. Air is exhausted through a duct work sys- -

tem above the hung ceilings. This system combines with other room exhausts and
releases to the atmosphere. Charcoal filters may be used in some iodination
labs, although generally no filtration is applied. Waste storage areas do not
usually have an active ventilation system.

3.11.2.3 Engineered Safety Systems,

Manual fire extinguishers are located in laboratories and in most areas of
the university.

3.11.3. Inventory

:

3.11.3.1 Radioactive Inventory

License limits restrict university research and development operations to
: the quantities of isotopes listed in Table 3.9.

Sealed sources may cont g 3.5 mci to 1 Ci per source. Iodinations in the
.labshandleig3}o25mdof Iab2 agnssgggtherapydosesuseupa e.
to 30 mci of I, up to 5 mci of P, up to 30 mci of Xe, and millicurie

,

t
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-TABLE 3.9. License -Limits -of Radioactive Material |at: University j

Research and Development Facilities

. Inventory,
Element -Isotope Ci (range)

By-product material . 1.to 25 each i
atomic no. 3-83 10 to 500 total

'

Americium . Am -5 x 10-4 to'5241

109Cd -2 x 10-2
'

Cadmium
45Calcium Ca 0.1

Californium Cf 5.6 x 10-3 to 0.1252

Carbon. C 5 x 10-3 to 1014

141Ce 2 x 10-2Cerium-

137 -3
Cesium Cs 1 x 10 to 45

Chlorine C l -- 1 x-10-26

51 -3
Chromium Cr- 5 x 10 to 1
Cobalt Co 3 x 10-2 to 2060

Curium Cm .1 x 10-5 to 5.1 x 10-2244

I
Gadolinium Gd -12

3Hydrogen H 9.3 to 3000
125lodine I 2 to 8
59Iron Fe 0.1,

85Krypton Kr 10
203 - -2Mercury gg 1 x 10

Molybdenum / Technetium Mo/99'''Tc 5 x 10-2 to 1099

Neptunium Np 5 x 10-4 to 0.1237

Nickel Ni 8 x 10-3 to 10

Phosphorous P 2 x 10-3 to 5-32

33
P 2.5

195mPlatinum Pt 0.1

Polonium Po 2 x 10-2 to;125-210

Potassium K 1 x 10-242

IProtactinium' Pa 5 x 10-4
Rubidium 86 1 x 10-2'Rb
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TABLE 3.9. .(contd)

Inventory,
Element Isotope Ci (range)

Scandium Sc 2 x 10-346

Strontium Sr 2 x 10-3 to 50090

Sulfur 35 2 x 10-3 to 5S

Tantalum 182Ta 1 x 10-2
228Thorium Th 1.5 x 10-2
113Tin Sn 2 x 10-2

Uranium (depleted)
_

500 kg
133Xenon Xe 10 to 2000
169Ytterbium Yb 100
65 ^

Zinc Zn 0.2

amounts of ' "Tc. Other isotopes are handled in millicurie amounts except H,
which may be stored in one location in a quantity of 1500 Ci in the fcrm of
shipping containers holding 100 to 25 mci each.

Radioactive waste is' main composed of C, 3H, 32P, and14 125 ' isotopes.
Themajoractivitycomesfrom{gg

1

I.

3.11.3.2 Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Isotopes are packaged in plastic, styrofoam, and cardboard, all of which,

may be consumed in a fire. Shipping docks where the materials are received may
also contain combustible liquids in drums. Transport vehicles run on
combustible liquids.

Laboratories use solvents and organic materials up to liter quantities.
Wipes, paper towels, and other cellulosics may be found in the lab. Protective
clothing and plastic or rubber gloves may be worn. Laboratories contain a
radioactive waste can or box that may contain contaminated combustibles.

Medical facilities are generally not allowed to accumulate combustibles.
However, disposable materials--plastic syringes, paper towels, absorbent paper,
and clothing--are commonly used and may be a source of fuel for a fire. Waste
compacting and storage areas contain combustible solid and liquid waste in

"

barrels..

l
)
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.4.0 ACCIDENT SCENARIOS'

'

A range of potential accidents are discussed in this section for the-
' 11 operations categories of NMSS-licensed facilities, leading to the selection
of ' a MREPP scenario .for each. The selected accident scenarios focus on those

,
. that .are considered to have potentially significant radiological consequences.

' ' In the context of emergency preparedness, a release to the atmosphere outside a
facility that would impact the public has the most significant consequences.
Therefore, accidents that occur either outside the facility or breach the
facility's integrity providing a pathway to the atmosphere are generally the
MREPP scenarios. Exposures of onsite personnel are excluded from this study.

Several steps are required to assess releases from accidents. First we
- list the radioactive materials and consider the quantity and the ease of dis-
persal of these materials. These listings are in Section 3. The force and
conditions generated by the event are then evaluated. These events can be
facility or process related or externally generated (i.e'., by natural phenomena
or impact of. vehicles). In nuclear facilities, the materials are sometimes

,

fine powders that move with airflow, so flow direction and filtration are
examined.

The level and type of deagglomeration and dispersal forces that impact on
radioactive material are determined (i.e., identify stresses on the source).
Once airborne, particulate materials obey physical laws of behavior and can be
transported from the facility. The pathway from the facility can be formed by
the events or can exist as doorways, filters, etc.

The above steps were used when defining the postulated accidents and esti-
mating the quantities of radioactive materials that might be released. No con-
sequence assessments were made in this study. Significant digits have been
retained in this work to allow a user to easily reproduce the calculation. A
user can round them off as appropriate for a specific facility.4

4.1 URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION PLANTS (0XIDE FUEL)

i In this plant category, accidents will involve uranium powders and solu-
tions, UF , and hazardous chemicals.6

4.1.1 Potential Accident Scenarios

Potential accidents discussed for the uranium oxide fuel fabrication

tornado impact,6 cylinder rupture (loading dock fire), leak of UF
category are UF 6 liquid,

chemical explosion, criticality, ion exchange explosion, fire,
and natural gas explosion.

4.1.1.1 Uranium Hex 3 fluoride Cylinder Rupture (Loading Dock Fire)

Uranium hexafluoride cylinders might be ruptured accidentally in a variety
of situations: puncture, dropping, or a natural or operational event. The

4.1
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consequence depends on variables involved: number of cylinders, heat generated
by the event, location of the accident, mitigation, etc. An accident is postu-
lated in which a truck delivering supplies strikes the cyclone fence and rup-
tures two cylinders in a,UF6 storage area. The truck fuel tank is torn open by
metal debris and the. entire 100 gal of gasoline in the fuel tank spills to the '

ground and 13 ignited by sparks created by metal contact with the concrete.

Calculating the release requires an estimate of the fire size and dura-
tion, the UF6 cylinder surface area exposed to the fire heat, heat flux to the
cylinder, and finally, the UF6 release. Section 5.1.2 gives a stepwise proce-
dure and a detailed illustration as well as a discussion of the parameters.

Fire size and duration are determined by the amount and geometry of the
pool and its burning rate. It is assumed that the 100 (13 ft ) gal of gasoline
forms a 20-f t-diam circular area and reaches a depth of 0.5 in. (volume

313 ft ). Steady-state burning velocities of 1 (Khitrin,1962) to 5 mm/ min
(Tryon,1962) have been reported for gasoline. The fuel could be consumed in
2.5 to 12.5 min at these rates.

Cylinders of UF6 can be stored in the loading dock area. Two are assumed
to be located near the fire. Fire completely engulfing the cylinders would
provide the maximum heat flux. In this fire, however, it is reasonable to
assume the fire centers around the truck, with the flame height equivalent to
the fire diameter. The cylinders are assumed about 10 ft from the fire and
oriented so that the entire curved side is exposed to the fire.

The principal heat transfer mechanism from a fuel-rich fire is radiation.
According to Clarke et al. (1974), the convective heat flux can be neglected,
assuming that the fire radiates as a black body compensgtes for this omission.
A radiative heat transfer coefficient of 32.4 Btu /hr-ft *F for a 2000*F fire
and 80 F container has been calculated (Clarke et al., 1974). The radiative
heat transfer coefficient is a function of distance from the source and must be
estimated. In the semicircular fire profile postulated, at a distance of
10 ft, the flux is 0.25 of the radiative heat transfer coefficient.

Since half the curved wall of the 30A cylinder is the heat-absorbing sur-
face, at a temperature difference of 1780 F, approximately 6420 Btu / min could
be absorbed by the cylinder. The heat of sublimation for UF6 (147 F) is
58.2 Btu /lb.

Disregarding the heat used to raise the temperature of the cylinder and
UF , 110 lb of UF / min from each ruptured cylinder could be made airborne.6 6
Thus, 550 to 2,750 lb (250 to 1,249 kg) of UF6 from the two cylinders could be
made airborne during the course of the fire if no remedial action is taken.
Some UF w uld also be continuously vaporized from the ruptured cylinders at6
the temperature of the cylinder and its contents af ter the fire.

Undamaged cylinders in the immediate vicinity of the ruptured cylinders
could also be heated. Under the assumptions stated above, the radiative heat
transfer is sufficient to raise the temperature of the cylinder and its
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contents from 20 to 101*F, incre 6 inside thecylinderbyonly3.5to33lb/in.gsingthevaporpressureoftheUF(well within the operating pressure of the
cylinders).

Uranium hexafluoride reacts very readily with water to form particulate
UO F2 2 and HF gas recording to the reaction:

I4-1)6 + 2H 0 + UO F2 2 + 4HfUF *

2

Water is formed during the complete combustion of the 9asoHne. N gasoline
3

involved gn the fire can have a density of 0.703 g/cm for a total mass of 5
2.66 x 10 g. Assuming that gasoline is 15.5% hydrogen by weight, 3.78 x 10 g
of water are formed by the complet, cgmbustion of 100 gal. This amount of
water could react with up to 3.7 x 10 kg of UF6 to toduce particulate
UO F . Consequently, the 1,249 kg of UF assumed to be airborne from this22 6
accicent could be considered completely converted to UO F2 2 particulate.

The number of these particles that can persist in air depends somewhat on
the size distribution and mass of the particles as well as the conditions. To
make an estimate of the concentration of these particles, a stirred settling
model (Koontz et al., 1970) was used. Because it was developed for a 10-m-high
container, it was considered sufficiently similar-to the outdoor plume s hua-

3tion here. The persistent airborne mass calculated to 0.237 g/m . All the
mass is considered associated with particles less than 10 pm aerodynamic
equivalent diameter (AED). This is equivalent to a 3.1-pm UO f2 2 sphere with a
density of 10.5. To estimate dose, the model assumes all mass reaching an
individual is associated with particles 1-pm AED, which are respirable and
deposit in the deep lung. A significant fraction of particles as large as 5 pm
AED can enter the respiratory system. A 1.54-pm particle of UO F22 is equiva-
1ent to a 5-pm AED particle. Using the distribution calculation with no addi-
tionalagglomeratjon,10%ofthemassisassociatedwithparticleslessthan
1.54 pm (0.17 g/m ). This is the maximum concentration of the UF6 particulate.

4.1.1.2 Leak of Uranium Hexafluoride

Leaks of UF6 within the facility can occur during processing. Some events
that have initiated UF6 release within a gaseous diffusion production facility
(Tabor,1974) are gasket failure, refrigeration failure, valving error, open
valves on a heated cylinder, and leaking pigtails. A leak in a transfer line
connecting the UF6 evaporator to the precipitator is postulated in an oxide
fuel fabrication facility where uranium hexafluoride flows from the transfer
line at the operational rate of 3 kg of UF / min (2 kg of uranium / min). It is6
assumed that about 15 to 25 min is required for the operation to cease and for

flow to stop. The maximumthe cylinder to cool sufficiently for the UF6
release is thus 75 kg of UF6 gas (50 kg of uranium). Uranium hexafluoride
tends to condense and react with water producing HF gas and UO f2 2 particles.
This would enable UO F2 2 removal by deposition. The conservative assumption is
that all the 75 kg of UF6 is released to the environment as gas.

4.3
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4.1.1.3 Tornado Impact

-It is ' postulated that a design' basis tornado . strikes a fully operational
+ uranium oxide fuel' facility. The' assumed consequences are as follows:

e; Complete loss.of part of walls and roof
-

:o Missiles are generated ;

e Massive equipment'such as UF vaporizer and precipitator remain H6
e A line from the'UF6 vaporizer is sheared by a ' missile.

. Some airborne release'of uranium-could. occur from the damage of the pro-
Ecess piping sheared by the missile and from other uranium materials in that
area. Three locations in the process.with the largest inventory in jeopardy
from an airborne release viewpoint are the UF . vaporizer, the ADU (ammonium6diuranate)' filter, and the scrap recovery area. The potential releases may be
uranium from the vaporizer,-297'kg of uranium on the filter, and 2,000 kg of-
in-process scrap.

The UF .is assumed released from the evaporator at its operational! vapo-6 ~

rization rate of~ 3 kg/ min (2 kg of uranium / min). -Some remedial action such as
.

stopping the steam flow to the evaporator could _ be instituted promptly, .or the
steam flow could be disrupted by damage from the tornado. Both of these events
'could limit the releases to less than the time required for cooling, or, about
25 min.

The release of ADU from the filter and in-process scrap are assumed'to be
~

simultaneous. The quantity of in-process scrap that is present as a dispersi-
ble powder or other form varies continuously. For the purposes of this calcu-
lation it is assumed that as much as 10% or 200 kg of uranium is in the form of
powder and these particles are assumed in the respirable size range.

The ADU on the filter is'a moist powder containing at least 5% moisture.
When dry,~ ADU could have a particle size ranging from 10 to 150 um. The aver-
age particle size would be approximately 100 pm AED. For a powder with a log
normal particle-size distribution, a calculated AED of 100 pm and a geometric
standard deviation of 2; less than 0.1% would have a particle size less than
10 pm. Therefore, it is conservatively postulated that 1% or 3 kg of the
297 kg-of uranium is released as respirable particles.

| The total airborne release as a result of the tornado is thus postulated
to be 203 kg of uranium as UO and U 03 8 powders instantaneous released and'

2
i 2 kg/ min as UF6 while heating is retained. If the leak continues for.25 min,.

the total release is 253 kg.

4.1.1.4 Chemical-Explosion

Propane is used as auxiliary fuel in some of- the plants and could present
an explosion hazard. However, the storage facilities are located apart from:
the other plant facilities. If an. explosion occurs, this would mean it would

,
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not effect the plant or jeopardize radioactive materials. Combustion within<

propane containers.can occur in applications where it is used in conjunction
- with oxygen; however, such use does not occur in this facility.

,

Hydrogen explosions could occur in equipment such as the sintering fur-
nace. The fluid bed reactor in the dry.UF6 production process is a potential
hydrogen-air explosion - site. However, to cause this explosion simultaneous
-failures in several different systems are required. These include failure to
- close the ball valve from the feed hopper; failure of the C02 purge supply; and
reduction of the operating pressure in the reactor from 2 atmospheres,to
atmospheric pressure. This is judged unlikely and no release postulated.

4.1.1.5 Criticality

A criticality accident releases energy as a result of accidentally produc-
ing a self-sustaining or divergent neutron chain reaction (American Nuclear
Society, 1975). One might be initiated by 1) inadvertent transfer or leakage
of a solution of fissile material from a geometrically safe vessel into an area
or vessel not so designed, 2) introduction of excess fissile material to a
vessel, 3) introduction of excess fissile material to a solution, 4) overcon -
centration, 5) failure .to naintain sufficient neutron absorbing materials in a
vessel, 6) precipitation of fissile solids from a solution and their retention
in a vessel,.7) introduction of neutron moderators or reflectors, 8) deforma-
tion of or. failure to maintain safe storage arrays, or 9) similar actions that
can lead to increases in the reactivity of fissile systems (USNRC, 1979a).

Six incidents vf unplanned excursions were recorded to occur behind heavy
shielding in processing or production facilities (USAEC, 1971). None occurred
in a powder system; they generally occur in solution systems with material
accumulation in the tank and a surge to unsafe geometry. There appear to be no
vessels of unsafe geometry in this facility where materials could accumulate
during processing. The only tanks of unsafe geometry exist in the waste treat-~

ment facility. For any significant quantity of fissile material to reach the
tanks, it would have to pass several alarmed radioactivity monitors and fail to
be discovered by routine sampling analysis. No criticality accidents have been
associated with low-enriched fuel fabrication operations (Exxon,1974). No
environmental impacts resulted from four criticality accidents that have

.

occurred in other fuel fabrication and/or scrap recovery operations. Some4

small fission gas releases have occurred, and while they are thus of very low
probability, they are covered as part of the required accidents for a safety-
analysis.

The regulatory guide (USNRC,1979a) for evaluating criticality in uranium
fuel fabrication plants recommends assuming simultaneous breakdown of at least
two independent controls throughout all elements of the operation. The stan- ^

dard criticality accident is assumed applicable for the purpose of assessing
this accident. However criticality is highly unlikely for this process.
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An excursion is assumed to occur in a vented' vessel of gavorable geome- ];try containing a solution of 400.g/L of uranium enriched in U. The excur-
sion produces an initial burst of IE + 18 fissions in 0.5 s followed succes- !

sively at 10-min intervals 'by 47 bursts of 1.9E + 17 fissions for a total of
.

;1E + 19 fissions in 8 h. The excursion is assumed to be terminated by. a

evaporation of 100-L of the solution. f

It.is assumed that all of 'the noble gas fission products and 25%' of the
iodine radionuclides resulting from the excursion are released directly to a I

ventilated room atmosphere. It is also assumed that an aerosol, which is
generated from the evaporation of solution.during the excursion is released
directly to the room atmosphere. The aerosol is assumed to comprise 0.05% of
thesaltcongt.ofthesolutionthatisevaporated. .This is 20 g of uranium
enriched in U.

A reduction in the amount of radioactive material available for release to-

the environment may b'e taken into account but evaluated on an individual case
basis. The iodine depletion allowance is 75%.

%
The USNRC regulatory guide allows a reduction in the amount of radioactive

material available for release through filtration in the plant exhaust. There-
fore, the amount of particulate released from the plant is mit} gated by the
HEPA filtration system. A decontamination factor of 2.5 x 10- is cons
applicable to two HEPAs in series so the atmospheric release is 5 x 10 gdered~ g of
enriched uranium.

In addition to the particulate release, fission product gaseous releases
have been estimated (USNRC, 1979a) and are shown in Table 4.1. The last column
shows the iodine release retention allowance included.

' 4.1.1.6 Ion Exchange Explosion

One plant has an ion exchange column used for removal of small amounts of
uranium from waste streams. Ion exchange explosion incidents can occur due to
thermal transients from radiolytic heating, oxidation due to nitration under
uncontrolled conditions, excessive applied heat, or heating by strong oxidants
(Selby et al., 1975). This waste stream column does not appear to be a likely
candidate for an ion exchange explosion. However, the magnitude of a release
is estimated to illustrate-the consequence.

After an actual ion exchange column explosion the fractional release to-
the atmospgre down stream of HEPA filters (the filters were' not damaged) was
10-6 to 10 of the column radioactive inventory The con-
tamination level of the waste' stream is 300 pg/cm{ERDA,1976)..

of uranium. The column
capacity'is 17 L; 13 L of th capacity is resin where the uranium is concen-
trated by a factor of'1 x 10

,
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f TABLE 4.1. Radioactivity of.Important Nuclides Released
.

'

from a Criticality Accident in a Uranium Fuel
'

Fabrication Plant
,

Including
| Radioactivity, Ci' Iodine
I Nuclide Half-life 0 to 0.5 h 0.5 to 8 h Total Retention

83mKr 1.8 h 2.2 x 10 1 '1.4'x 102 21.6 x 10
85m 1 2 2Kr 4.5 h 2.1 x 10 1.3 x 10 1.5 x 10
85Kr 10.7 yr 2.2 x 10-4 1.4 x 10-3 1.6 x 10-3
87 2 2 9.9 x 102Kr 76.3 min 1.4 x 10 8.5 x 10
88 1 2 2Kr 2.8 h 9.1 x 10 5.6 x 10 6.5 x 10
89 3 4 4Kr 3.2 min 5.9 x 10 3.6 x 10 4.2 x-10
131mXe 11.9 day 1.1 x 10-2 7.0 x 10-2 8.2 x 10~2

I ~1*Xe 2.0 day- 2.5 x 10 1.6 1.8
133 1 1Xe 5.2 day 3.8 2.3 x 10 2.7 x 10
135m 2 3' 3Xe 15.6 min 3.1 x 10 1.9 x 10 2.2 x 10
135 1 2 2Xe 9.1 h 5.0 x 10 3.1 x 10 3.6 x 10
137 3 4 4Xe 3.8 min 6.9 x 10 '4.2 x 10 4.9 x 10
138 3 4 4Xe 14.2 min 1.8 x 10 1.1 x 10 1.3 x 10
131

1 8.0 day 1.2 7.5 -8.7 2.2
132 2 2 3 2I 2.3 h 1.5 x 10 9.5 x 10 1.1 x 10 2.8 x 10
133 1 2 2 1I 20.8 h 2.2 x 10 1.4 x 10 1.6 x 10 4.0 x 10
134 2 3 3 3I 52.6 min 6.3 x 10 3.9 x 10 4.5 x 10 1.1 x 10
135 1 2 2 2

1 6.6 h 6.6 x 10 4.0 x 10 4.7 x 10 1.2 x 10

An estimated column uranium inventory is as follows:
4 3 3e 1.3 x 10 cm

5 regin with consentrated (300 ug) x (1 x 10 ) uranium level
of 3 x 10 pg/cm = 3.9 x 10 uranium on resin.

3 3 3e '4 x 10 cm liquid with a uranium level of 300 pg/cm 1.2 g of uraniume

in solution.
3If the total inventory is subject to release, 3.9 x 10 go uranium could

be subject g of uraniumusinga10~go-stresswitharesultingmaximumreleaseof4x10atmospheric release fraction. The release from the solution is :

negligible. If the waste processing area is not equipped with HEPA filters, !
the release level could be higher. j

s
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4.1.1.7 Fire
,

Combustible materials such as polyvinyl alcohol, hydraulic fluid, lubri-
cants, and kerosene are used during the fabrication operations. Flammable
materials (e.g., acetone) used for cleaning.could present a fire hazard during
the process. However, only small amounts in containers, such as gallon dis-
pensers, are in the plant and large quantities are stored outside. Therefore,
fires could occur at various locations within the plant.

Kerosene is used in the solvent extraction process for both high- and low-
enriched processes, making this the potential site of a fire accident scenario.
The minimum flammability limit of kercsene in-air is 0.6% (Burger,1956). Sol-
vents other than kerosene are used in scrap recovery and a similar scenario
could also apply to them.

The quantities and configurations of in-process scrap that are present as
dispersible powder varies continuously. In this scenario, it is assumed that
2000 kg of scrap is in process,10% powder and 90% with the solvent. All of
the solvent-associated uranium is subject to airborne release as a result of
fire.

Fire behavior of uranium h kerosene has been investigated experimentally
(Mishima and Schwendiman, 1973c) and less than 1% would be the conservative
fire release value for a solvent fire. The maximun release is 18 kg of
uranium, if all of the solvent burns. The release is in the facility and is
not anticipated to have a significant environnental release. Since the fire is

some distance from the filters, they should retain their in}egrity. The-6release t = 4.5 x 10 kg or4.5 x 10 grough the HEPA filters would be 18 kg x 2.5 x 10-g.

Fires can volatilize UF , as discussed in the cylinder rupture scenario.6
However, this scrap recovery fire would not be near the cylinders and thus
would not provide heat to volatilize UF . Uranium hexafluoride gases, if6
volatilized, would react with room air and precipitate on equipment and build-
ing surfaces, and be filtered out by any HEPA filtration system.

4.1.1.8 Natural Gas Explosion

Natural gas explosions are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1.6 of this
report. It has been hypothesized (Rockwell, 1976) that a complete rupture of a
1-in, gas ling operating at a pressure of 8 in. of H O would release approxi-2mately 750 ft /h of gas. In these facilities minimum airflows of 7 to-
24 changes per hour ensure that natural gas could not build up to an explosive
concentration in event of a line rupture.

4.1.2 Uranium Fuel Fabrication Plants (0xide Fuel) MREPP Scenario

Because a criticality accident is considered highly unlikely in this
process, the UF6 cylinder rupture is selected as the MREPP scenario. The
tornado and fire releases were in the same range. Several considerations in
selecting the MREPP were as follows:

4.8
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- - J e. The eventsoccurs outside a facility.
The event' is common,to all facilities (not just tornado-prone areas).e

'.o High inventory is lii jeopardy.'

e- Release. levels are high.
~

The energy input / release can be' estimated.e

It'is postulated that a truck delivering supplies and equipment strikes
the UF6 storage area with sufficient force to rupture two cylinders. The truck* fuel tank is torn open by the metal debris generated in the crash and the
entire capacity of._100 gal spills to the ground and is ignited by sparks
created by contact of the metal and concrete.

4.1.2.1 Material Release

Twelve: cylinders each containing 2247 kg (0ak Ridge Operations Office
,

1972) of UF -enriched gas are located in outside storage. Two are involved in6<

a fire and 1249 of UF becomes airborne and is compl ely converted to U0 f
6 22particulate.with a maximum concentration of 0.17 g/m

4.1.2.2 FactorsAffectingReleasek

The following factors affect release at uranium fuel fabrication plants
(oxide fuel):

,

e Truck fuel tank capacity
e Fill of fuel tank
e Number of cylinders involved
e Fill of cylinders
e Gasoline distribution in spill

Fire suppression techniquese
Burning vel (sitye

e Weather conditions. -

4.2 URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION PLANTS (NON0XIDE FUEL)

These facilities produce nonoxide reactor fuel. Inventory limits required
for criticality control define the inventory available for the other accidental
releases.

4.2.1 Potential Accident Scenarios '

,

Potential accidents discussed are earthquake, tornado, criticality, fire,
explosion, and flooding. Releases are fine particles or gaseous fission ''

products.
' 4.2.1.1 Earthquake

The uranium fuel fabrication facilities identified in this study are
located in California. These uranium fuel fabrication plants could experience r

earthquakes. These plants are built to comply with standards of the uniform
building code applicable to that area and, therefore, sho'uld be constructed to

4.9
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withstand' earthquakes anticipated in that area. Damage scenarios would be a
-function of ground acceleration. Some examples of earthquake damage at.

* different: ranges are as follows (Mishima'~et al.,1979a,- 1979b):
A

~<0.09 g, no'significant damage'

e
e . ' O.09 to 0.18 g, toppling of gas cylinder

0.18 to 0.25 g, process. vessel or equipment. overturned .e
->0.39 g, transfer . lines fail Ie-

' s 0.49 g, building. collapses. 7 '

,,

Another study indicated facilities did not sustain structural damage below 0.4
g, and buildings will collapse above 0.5 g (Tokarz et al.,1975).

Based on the above analysis, there would be no structural damage in an
earthquake,-but some spills and process vessels would be overturned in a ^

facility. In some cases, process equipment- is bolted to the floor to prevent -
upset. Because the integrity of the facility is not breached, an earthquake
should not cause significant releases of fuel material to the atmosphere.

Equipment failures may result as a consequence of earthquake, which could
in . turn cause fires or pressurized releases. These releases are discussed in

/. the sections on fire and explosions.

4.2.1.2 Tornado

These buildings have been substantially constructed. Some minor damage
may occur in a tornado (e.g., a door blown from the alloy shop) and this could
result in minor amounts of surface contamination or uncontained powder being
blown from the building. However, the powders are usually contained, so their
release is unlikely.

Waste storage and liquid retention basins could be vulnerable when located
j. away from the main process building. These are not common to all facilities.

At one site, 5000 gal of dilute, 0.005-g/L waste is held in a retention
basin. The basin is stainless steel set in concrete, so it is unlikely that,

more than minor spillage would occur in a tornado strike. A portion of the
spill, perhaps 10% could be subject to aerodynamic entrainment by translational
tornado wind forces and 25% is assumed entrained. A spill would be followed
by resuspension of the surface contamination Winds will be lower after the
event, so a long-term fractional rate of 10~g/sec (Sehmel and Lloyd,1974a) is '

used. If 100 gal (about 380 L) is spilled, 9.5 L containing 0.05 g is immedi-
atelyairgorne,'1.9gcanbesubjecttoresuspension,andthereleaseis2

' 1.9 x 10' g/sec.

4.2.1.3 Criticality

. Criticalities are infrequent events and those that have occurred have had
! no significant environmental impact (UNC, 1980). In Section 4.1.1.5 of this

report, events'that could initiate a criticality were discussed. Specific
j causes can be equipment' failure, inadequate control of complex systems, and

human error.

I
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In the context of this study, we are concerned with the public safety
assessment and thus the amount of radioactive material released from the
facility is of importance. Noble gases and vapors can be released from the
facility through the filter system; if the building retains its integrity,
particle releases are mitigated by HEPA filtration. Therefore, breaching the,

filters or- facility greatly increases the downwind hazard. Consequently, we
try to estimate the energy produced by an event to see if building damage _could
result.from the event.

18 6;- It has been estimated that 10 fissionsproduceapprgximately6x10
calories of heat (UNC,1973). This Btu. The TNT
equivalentis1800 Btu /lb,sothe10giculatesto2.4x10fissions are equivalent to 13 lb of
TNT. However, only a fraction of the energy prguced causes damage, approxi-

'

mately 1.4% (Stratton, 1967). Therefore the 10 fissions are equal to about
0.2 lb of TNT in terms of building damage. An event of this magnitude would
not. breach the facility. Energy not expended producing building damage is
expended as heat.

Stratton (1967) compiled a comprehensive review of criticality events. He
suggested that the frequency of accidents might be related to the. frequency of
producing an unfamiliar critical configuration. The criticality incidents he

citedforsolutionsygemsanggmetal systems -in air produced total fissions
ranging from about 10- to 10 Usually no physical damage ensued, but in.

some cases minor damage such as warping occurred.

He suggested using the Godiva model (Wimmet,1956) for information in this
area. If the reactivity insertion rate is known, and a neutron source is
present that is sufficiently strong to guarantee that a continuing fission
chain starts at above prompt critical, the burst yield can be calculated.

18
Wgk done by Woodcock (1966) suggested that a maximum of 3 x 10 and

3 x 10 fissions could occur in solution systems of 100 gal or less, and more
than 100 gal, respectively. Other empirical models give the same magnitude of
estimated fissions product yield as Woodcock.

Scenarios for criticality events are uranium accumulation in pickling
solutions, unencapsulated moderated sludges or solutions, or an unsafe geometry
accumulated in storage (UNC,1973).

One potential criticality (Babcock and Wilcox,1974) suggested a glease
of 0.35 Ci of fission gases from a boiling solution producing a 1 x 10 fi s-
sion criticality. T. hey estimated that 50% of the release was contained by the
building, and the atmosphere release was 0.175 Ci. Tne release could be
carried from the building by the ventilation system.

Forevalgtingtheseaccidentsitappearsthethestandardcriticality
event, 1 x 10 fissions, is representative of an accident in the pickling
operations. It is assumed the solution is overconcentrated to allow criti-
cality. Releases discussed in Section 4.1.1.5 were 20 g of enriched uranium
through a single HEPA filter and fission product gases produced by the event as
listed.in Table 4.1. These are all assumed released to the atmosphere for a
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5total of 1.2 x 10 .Ci . Iodine could be absorbed on filters or: deposited in the
(building. The standard criticality will allow credit.of 75% of the iodine

.

removed by retention.

- 4. 2.1 '.4 Fire
.t

Because uranium and zirconium metals are both pyrophoric, there are-many
opportunities for fires in the metal working operations.- For example, loss of i

coolant-to a drill press could lead to spontaneous ignition of the chips. In |
machining operations, small fires would result, but they would be limited in
size ~because of the amount of metal present, which could be about-1 lb.

Several areas.of the facility.could be the site of metal fires: incinera-
tors, laboratories, alloy shop,' pickle area, filler press box line, and scrap
recovery operations. The umount and form of-uranium present and the'oppor-
tunity for airborne release define the fire impact. Some larger fires could
result in deflagrations and will be discussed in the section on explosions.

Uranium is pyrophoric, and the form can be a controlling variable. .
Rockwell (1976) compiled the following information on burning characteristics
of various uranium forms. Large pieces of metal do not generally burn at room
temperature unless exposed to water; turnings ignite during machining; uranium
metal powders ignite at room temperature, and aluminum powder increases pyro-
phori city. The powder appears to be the form most likely to be involved in a
fire, and the ignition could be caused by friction of the operation, static
spark, or spark from-equipment.

Some fires have- been hypothesized in environmental reports. A zirconiun
fines fire augmented by flammable solvent (UNC,1973) could blow out a hood
window allowing 100 to 300 g of a 1-kg source to be blown from the hood into
the plant, the maximum airborne release was 2 x 10-2 Ci. Because combustible

. wastes are burned using propane, an uncontrolled incinerator fire is possible

wouldbe5x10gox,1974).(Babcock and Wil The fractional airborne release of the source
(Mishima and Schwendiman, 19/3b), and it could be assumed

ejected from the systf35 However, contamination levels in the waste could be-
low, ab U per drum of waste. In this uncontrolled fire, about7x10gutg3g3gofg U could become airborne if all of the material is expelled from

HEPA filters and that only'about 3.5 x 10 g release will be contained by the
the drum. It could be anticipated that th

g would pass through a single.HEPA
filter. The incinerator location is such that this fire would not involve
other building components.

Uranium feed materials for the metal fuel fabrication process can be mixed
with alloying metal in operations involving crushing, grinding, sieving, and
blending. A fire could be initiated during these operations by a spark from
equipment after loss of the protective inert gas atmosphere due b 5 human error.
The maximum inventory in these work stations could be 3.5 kg of U (Rockwell,
.1976). It is assumed that a glove box fire occurs and 1% of the powder becomes
airborne in the enclosure. Some of the material is ejected into the room after

theglovesarede'troyed,gndthisfractionisestimatedat10%. Calculations

of the release is 3.5 x 10 g x 0.01 = 35 g airborne in the enclosure, and
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3.5gistranspostgdt03peroom. U Ge enWe release reaches De. HW
filters,_1.8 x 10~ g . U will pass to the atmosphere, assuming one filter and
no deposition in the facility.-

These processes -could be conducted in a glove box train. If so, there is
the opportunity for a fire to pass to crushing, weighing, recycling, and blend-
|inaopegationsinadominoeffect. This would result in a total release of
7 x 10~ 9 to the atmosphere from four units.

4.2.1.5' Explosion-

Fires could initiate explosions when flammable vapors ignite in an enclo-
sure. - The enclosure pressurizes, leading to component failure and explosive
releases.

An explosion resulting in dispersion of UO2 from a press line could be
, suggested. A box line containing U0 , zirconium, and alcohol loses -its inert

2gas atmosphere allowing an explosive mixture to accumulate in the boxline. An
ignition source (static charge, for example) detonates the mixture, destroying
the boxline' and opening a hole in the buildi.ng roof. One percent of the-3.6 kg

~ VO in the line is' ejected through the hole'in the roof, and a release of 36 g,

U0 is postulated.

Explosions in retention tanks caused by inadvertent addition of acid could
cause some liquid spills. Contamination levels in these. tanks are low and,
consequently, so are 'any potential airborne releases..

A uranium aluminide powder explosion in a glove box was hypothesized
(Rockwell,1976) to produce 19.6 kg of mixed UO2 and Al 023 airborne, 10.4 kg of
which was 93% enriched uranium. It was assumed that 1% of the mass was trans-
ported to the filters, and the release through one HEPA filter would be 0.048 g
of enriched uranium.

An explosion in the induction furnace could release material from five
trays containing a total 3.6 kg or less of uranium powders (General Atomic,
1971). Uranium carbide or uranium-thorium carbide are oxidized in an oxygen-
air atmosphere, then reduced in a hydrogen atmosphere. Malfunction of the
dilution gas system valve and airflow detector allows H2 to accumulate to'

levels above the 4% flammability limit to about 15%. This event could be
. assumed to have 1% (36 g) of the materials ejected from the furnace. The,

energy of the explosion would not breach the facility. Th
challenges the single HEPA filter for a release of 5 x 10~grefore, the releagex 36 = 1.8 x 10~ g
released.

Natural gas explosions discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1.6 of this
report, are another potential release situation. It has been hypothesized
(Rockwell, ~1976) that a complete rupture of a 1-in. gas ling operating at -a
pressure of 8 in. of H O would release approximately 750 f t /h of natural,

. 2
gas. Minimun airflows of six changes per hour for each room mean that a
natural gas explosion is not likely to occur;,
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4.2.1.6 Flooding

Flooding itself.will not produce airborne release. It is of concern in
regard to producing-an environment where criticality could occur and produce'

' 1 airborne. releases. Water flooding is not . considered credible because there is
no internal water source with capacity sufficient to produce flood levels.

7 ' Water entering the facility must flood to a depth of 3 ft 'to reach a level of
,

'' ' concern. j
i

4.2.2 Uranium Fuel Fabrication Plants (Nonoxide Fuel) MREPP Scenario

Two events' had significant releases ' from thisifacility category, the.
. I ~' ~. standard criticality accident and the boxline explosion.

The criticality release is particulate material from the evaporation of
100 L'of'400 g/L solution. The' aerosol is 0.05% of the salt content of the
solution, or 20 g.- Fission product radionuclide releases are listed in
Table 4.1 (USNRC, 1979). The energy produced by the event would not be suffi-
cient to breach the integrity of the facility. Therefore, the HEPA filterg35
would remove a portion of the' airborne particulate material, redgcing the U

releasetogg. Gaseous fission product release totals 1.2 x 10 C1. The
8.7 Ci of I, however, is the fission prod"ct release of most concern because
of radiological health effects.

The boxline explosion event ejects about 36 g of U02 to the atmosphere
through an opening in the building roof. To compare this to the criticality it
can be converted to curies using the follgwing equation (Bureau of RadiologicalHealth, 1970) and a half-life of 7.1 x 10 y (Weast, 1973):

Ci/g (specific activity) = (4-2).
ato mass)

235For 0 the calculation is:

5
Ci/g = = 2.1 x 10-6 Ci/g (4-3)

3.578 10
.

(7.1 x 10 ) (235)

235 , 7.6 x 10-5 Ci is released.0
~

Assuming the 36 g atmospheric release is all
This is much lower than the gaseous fission product release in terms of curies.
The fission product nuclides wig 5the higher specific activity are more of a

| radiological concern; enriched U is of concern in radiation damage to the
' lungs or the kidney (Eisenbud, 1973). Gaseous releases are an immersion

hazard, and the particulate uranium is an inhalation hazard since the particles
10 pm and less'can be deposited in the lung.

I d se commitment factors (Hoenes and Soldat, 1977) would
AreviewgUconstitutesthegreatesthazardonaunit(percuries)2suggest that

- 4.14
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235basis. However, the actual curie level' associated with the 0 is at a

signifgntly lower level, and a comparison of dose from the actual releases
shows I the greater hazard.

. In the' uranium oxide fabrication plants with powder processes, criticality
accidents were considered unlikely and.another accident was selected as the
MREPP event. However, in these metal plants there are liquid operations that
could: provide opportunity for criticality: pickling operations, liquid wastes,
and scrap recovery.

ged on the opportunity of occurrence and radiological hazard associated
with I, criticality is selected as the-MREPP event for uranium nonoxide fuel
fabrication plants.

t

4.2.2.1 Material Release

Cygf mixed krypton, xenon, and iodine isotopes and 1 x -10~gt is 1.2 x
The total _ atmospheri.c release from this criticality accide

5
g of particu-10

late U. These releases are listed in Table 4.1, which also shows the iodine

retention allowances.

4.2.2.2 Factors Affecting Releases

The following factors affect release at uranium metal fuel fabrication
plants:

e Effectiveness of automatic control devices
e Containment
* Deposition in facility
o Filtration
s Decay in facility
o Ventilation flow.

4.3 URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE PRODUCTION

At the UF6 production plants, natural uranium (yellowcake) is processed to
UF . Accidents will involve natural uranium in powder or liquid form, or as6
gaseous UF '6

4.3.1. Potential Accident Scenarios

Potential accident scenarios discussed include UF6 cylinder rupture,
liquid UF6 leak, tornado strike, solvent fire, facility fire, chemical explo-
sion, and natural gas combustion explosion.

4.3.1.1. Uranium Hexafluoride Cylinder Rupture (Loading Dock Fire)

Cylinder ruptures were discussed in Section 4.1.1.1. Similar events can
occur in UF6 production facilities, but, since the cylinders used are 10 and
14 ton capacity, more UF6 is available to enter the atmosphere. However, the:

4.15
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natural ' uran'ium will have a low' specific _ activity. Cylinders are stored out-
sideso_thereisapotentialo{atruck-typeevent2 similar to that described in
Section 4.1.1.1. The 1.9 x 10 Btu / min absorbed by the' exposed cylinder
surfacer 0uldrelease326lb/ginforatotalreleaseofUF6 of 815 to3

involved,-thereleaseis3.8x10}kg.
-4.1 x 10 lb (368 to 1.9 x 10 kg from one cylinder. If two cylinders are

(Calculations are the same as in-
Section 4.1.1.1.) A pool . fire centered' around a cylinder rather than a truck

totaling 3.4_ x 10}ikely but wogld have higher UF6 release levels:
1365 kg/ min,was considered un

to 1.7 x 10 kg of UF -6

A second postulated outdoor release scenario occurs during handling or
transferwhereavalvefailureisassumedtoogcur(USAEC,Ig74). The esti-
mated releage over a period of 1 h is 9.2 x 10 lb (4.2 x 10 kg) natural UF .6
or'2.8 x 10 kg of uranium.

Another variation of the cylinder rupture gr valve failure estimated that
4550 lb of UF6 (2.1 x 10 kg of UF6 or 1.4 x 10 kg of uranium) is released in
a 40-min leak through a 1.5-in.-diam hole in the wall above the UF6 liquid
level (Kerr-McGee,'1975). Heat supplied by the steam cabinet would vaporize
the UF . After the 10 min, the estimated losses would be fairly small because

6
the UF6 should be solidified. Because the release is within a facility, there

or UO F dep siti n, thus lowering the release.would be opportunity for UF6 22

4.3.1.2 Liquid Uranium Hexafluoride Leak

As discussed in 4.1.1.2, leaks of the heated UF6 in liquid form can occur
within the facility from a variety of initiating events. In one occurrence
(Allied Chemical, 1975), a valve failure in the distillation section led to a
95-lb UF6 release. No offsite elevated uranium concentrations were detected.

Uranium hexafluoride releases are independent of the uranium enrichment,
so the maximum 60-kg release postulated in Section 4.1.1.2 would b. applicable
in this situation. This release is based on the flow rate of 150 kg/h of

heated UF6 (100*C) through a 1-in. transfer line and a half-hour leak.'

4.3.1.3 Tornado
,

A tornado strike could involve uranium materials stored outside a facil-
ity, either drums of yellowcake primary feed or the cylinders of UF . Poten-6
tial building damage could also occur causing loss of containment.

4.3.1.3.1 Primary Feed Release
,

Primary feed is stored in 55-gal drums on a pad outside the building in a
location vulnerable to tornado damage. About 3000 yellowcake-filled drums are
stored in stacks three or four deep on pallets. Drums are 0.61 m in height,

; and it is assumed that they are stacked three high; total height is approxi-
mately 2.5 m, allowing for pallet spacing. The top layer is assumed to be'

impacted by tornado forces to the point of f ailure. Specification 17H drums,
can survive an impact equivalent to a drop onto an unytelding surface from a

,
height of 1.2 m (Geffen, 1981) as required for Department of Transportation

!

'
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(DOT) requirements so drums in lower layers are assumed intact. This would
mean 1000 drums in the top stack layer each holding about 360 kg of yellowcake
could be lif ted by the tornado and impacted on the ground. It is assumed that
30% of the contents are spilled from the drum as it impacts on the ground. In
this type of bulk flow incident, only u fraction of this (10%) material can be
mixed with the air sufficiently to induce dispersion, and a fraction of this
b:comes airborne. Sutter (1980) developed relationships between wind speed and
the fraction of source airborne. At a tornado translational velocity of
40 mi/h, 25% of the source becomes airborne.

Yellowcake can have various particle size distributions in different lots
d:pending on the source. During a site visit, it was indicated that only 5%
was less than 325 mesh (44 um). This calculates to an aerodynamic diameter
greater than 100 pm, an order of magnitude above the respirable size range.
However, Geffen (1981) reported aerodynamically measured yellowcake diameters
and used an estimate of 25% in the respirable range for safety assessments.

The immediate airborne release is 1000 drums x 360 kg x 30% falling to the |
ground x 10% mixed with air x 25% fraction airborne x 25% fraction respirable =
675 kg airborne. This is the release in the hazardous range that becomes
airborne.

Wind forces following the even could resuspend the yellowcake on the
ground, at a fractional rate of 10'g/sec (Mishima,1976). This calculates to
3.9 kg/h for an additional 31 kg release in the 8 h following the event. All
resuspended material is assumed in the respirable range for a total release of
706 kg yellowcake.

4.3.1.3.2 Uranium Hexafluoride Cylinder impact

Experimental work with the 10 ton UF6 cylinders indicates they will retain
their integrity for most hypothetical accident conditions (Richardson and
Bernstein,1971). After as much as a 30-ft drop, there was no visible evidence
of rupture, only a slight leak tnat could be self sealing. Therefore, no
release from the cylinders is estimated.

4.3.1.3.3 Building Impact

The building damage would be similar to tornado damage postulated in
5:ction 4.1.1.3, and the postulated UFg release is 2 kg/ min'of UF6 for 8 htotaling 960 kg of UF6 (640 kg of uranTun). About 200 kg of urantum in process
is airborne in the initiating event plus 3 kg associated with the filter.
Total uranium in the release is 852 kg of U.

4.3.1.4 Fire

A fire in the solvent rework section has been postulated (Kerr-McGee,
1975; USAEC, 1974). A fire in the solvent extraction stream could involve
2500 gal of solvent containing as much as 817 kg of low specific-activity
uraniun and daughter products. All of this uranium is subject to becoming air-
borne at a 1% fraction release (Section 4.1.1.7). The release is thus about
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j 8 kg. Because the solvent extraction operations.are conducted in a separate
~

i building, tee fire damage will be restricted to that area.

'

LIf'a fire occurs within a facility, UF6 in cylinders could be volatilized, ,

'.or the . integrity of UF6 vessels and transport lines could be jeopardized. Com-
bustion sources in the facility are cellulosics, . lubricants, and fuel. oil.
They. could be involved in fire with ethylene glycol or- propane. Bulk storage !

of: these flammable ms",erials is located outside the main process facility, i
~

!reducing the potential for'a massive facility fire. However, in the facility -
ary inadvertent event might initiate a fire that could involve these materials.

-It is assumed that a fire is initiated by spontaneous ignition of a lubri-
cant soaked rag and could involve: i

e Propane. This material would not be used close to UF6 and, therefore,
when burning it is less likely to cause heating and subsequent release. ,

o Ethylene glycol. A: leak from a cooling mantle could allow ethylene glycol
to burn in the fire. It.could contribute to the-fire because it has an
ignition temperature of 385*C and a , lower flammable limit in air of 3.2%..
Because it is used close to UF , there is an opportunity for interaction.6

It is assumed that ethylene glycol leaks from a malfunctioning valve andi
becomes involved in the fire. With the loss of cooling from the mantle in.
addition to the elevated fire temperatures, UFg expands and subsequently breaks
the container, and gases enter the facility. Thq total UF6 vaporizing is

cylinder, 2.1-x 103 kg of UF6 in 40 min. Evenequivalent to that from a UF6
with loss of ventilation, it can be assumed that all of the releases are ,

assumed c"arried upwards by convection from the fire and out open ventilation
ports in upper portions of'the building.

.

4.3.1.5 Chemical Explosion

A " red oil" explosion in the UNH evaporator can be a suggested event, but
the possibility is considered remote because' temperatures are held below the
266*F required for this type of explosion. " Red oil" is a term applied to
nitrated organic materials formed by the degradation of process liquids.

Degraded process solvents or organic decontaminating agents inadvertently
included in a stream with excess heat could trigger a " red oil" explosion. The i

blasteffectsofssuchanexplsionhavebeenestimatedgt3lbofTNT,withashock wave of 800 lb/in.2 and an energy of 230 ft lb/ft at a distance of-15 ft
(Battelle,1975). The evaporator is ruptured and all the liquid ejected.
Releases from equipment damage in this explosion are shown below:

Quantity
Source (gallons of UNH)'

Evaporator 2000
UNH surge tank (half full) 1000.

RAC storage (Half full) 1000
Sx seal 500
Maximum release' source, term = T5M

4.18
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3 7
, . At a' specific gravity of 1.66- g/cm , this calcugates to about' 2.8 x 10 g

of UNH. The' processing grea, estimated at 40,000 ft , is filled with a mist
~

concentration'of 0.1 g/m UNH. This release is carried with the airflow from
2the building for a total release of.1.1'x 10 g UNH (52 g of uranium)._

No further damage is foreseen.,

4.3.1.6 Natural Gas Combustion Explosion

Natural gas used as a building heat source,could pose an explosion
. hazard. The lower flammability limit for natural gas is 4% (McKinnon,1976).
A gas explosion can occur with a fraction of a room, 0.25 or less, filled with
gas.

The open structure of the process building would.seem to ensure safety
from natural gas explosions. Fans can provide for continual removal of
contaminated air. If the building airflow rate of one room change every 5 min
is maintained, it is unlikely that an explosive mixture could be reached in a
room. However, the natural gas is carried through lines in the center of the
building where airflow could be restricted. Loss or reduction of airflow in
conjunction with a natural gas line rupture with gas flow continuing could
initiate an explosion, or the leak could occur in a " dead" air space allowing
opportunity for an explosion when the gas accumulates.

To illustrate this release, it is hypothesized that a natural gas leak
3occurs, and gas accumulated to the 4% explosive level in a 1000 ft volume,

approximately the size of a small room. The gas mixed with air ignites, the
heated air expands, pressure rises, and an explosion follows.

One natural gas composition is 75% methane, 21% ethgne, and 4% propane.
The heat of combustion for this mixture is 1120.3 Btu /ft at a gas density of3 40.055 lb/ft . This is 1120/0.055 = 2 x 10 Btu /lb.

The explosion equivalent yield can be calculated (Strehlow and Baker,
1976):

AH xW
WTNT " 800 (4-4)

: where

equivalent TNT wt/lbW
INT = heat of combustion o' hydrocarbon, Btu /lbAH =

e
| W = weight available as explosive source, lb

lb00=heatofexplosionofTNTBtu/lb.i

For the illustrated explosion these parameters are,

4| AHc = 2 x 10 Btu /lb
3

We = (1000 ft x 0.04) x 0.055 lb/ft3 = 2.2 lb.

4.19
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*' Calculations are
4

TNT , 2 x 10 Btu /lb_x 2.2y _

1800 Btu /lb
% :_

,

W * 24*4
TNT

*

However, not all of the heat. of combustion energy is released 'in an explo--
sion. Brasie and Simpson (1968) investigated explosions of vapors in confined
but ventilated operating structures' and found the probable yield from these
events was a very small fraction of the predicted value. Relative yields
were one twentieth, and he suggested that they may typically range from one
fortieth to one tenth. _For illustration here, the one tenth or 10% value is
used, so it is the equivalent of 2.4 lb TNT.

This illustrated explosion would be anticipated to cause damage, w
overpressures in a range that could cause glass breakage (1 to 2 lb/in.{th-at
20 ft). It is' hypothesized that one of the two distillation' columns 'is located
sufficiently close to the explosion center to sustain . damage. Overpressures
generated by the incident are postulated damaging the valving. Ethylene
glycol, hexane, and other solvents in the vicinity would sustain a fire ini-
tiated by the explosion,

i

The heat produced by the event' would cause UFg to vaporize from the rup-
tured container. Total UF6 airborne assumes the dTstillation column contains
theequivglentofaUF6 cyTinder and would, therefore, release 4550 lb
(2.1 x 10 kg) of UF6 In 40 min. The entire release would leave the building
through penetrations formed by the accident. This release would be increased
if more than one container were involved in the event. >

4.3.2 Uranium Hexafluoride Production MREPP Scenario

Scenarios where UF6 can be volatilized and released in the gaseous form
have maximum impact for emergency preparedness, because the release is in a
form that can be transported downwind. Three events leading to this UF6
release were discussed: 1) the cylinder rupture outside the facility,
2)-facility fire, and 3) a natural gas explosion and associated fire. _ The
latter two events expel vaporized UF6 from the facility. Although we did not
take credit- for mitigation by deposition in a facility in the accident
scenarios this can occur. Therefore, a UF6 leak from cylinders located outside
a facility would be considered the most serious event.

4.3.2.1 Material Release

Cylinder ruptures outside the facility as a loading dock fire scenario
were discussed in Section 4.1.1.1, Larger cylinders used for the natural

6meanthatalargersourgeisinjeopardy. The release from two' uranium UF
kg of UF , with the fire centered aroundcylinders oss estimated as 3.8 x 10 6

the truck. A fire centered around a cylinder could give even higher releases.

4.20
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The me'chanisms dr'iv.ing the release are the same force: . heating;a damaged
- - UF6_ cylinderL to ' vaporize UF -6

4.3.2.2 Factors Affecting Releases'.

- LThe same factors affecting'UF6 releases-(Section 4.1.2) from a UF6
. cylinder outside a facility apply -in this scenario and .will not be repeated

- here.*

14;4 - URANIUM MILLS-

Uranium' mills extract and partiall
uranium and. uranium daughter products (y3gefine ugium ore. ' Releases of -Th~and' Ra) can.come from; ore:

piles,.the tailing retention system, ore crushing, and others. However, the
' scope of this study emphasizes the' particulate. releases. The mill operation is,

the primary focus of' our work; tailing releases have been well documented in
'

. Other studies..

. 4.4.1 Potential AccidentLScenarios

The potential aerosol-generating accidents discussed are waste retention,
pond slurry release, tornado strike, fires, dryer explosion, and equipment ~
failure in the ore-handling systerr..

~4.4.1.1 Tornado'

Tornadoes can' inflict building damage and disperse uranium material. For
this event, it has been assumed in the generic uranium mill environmental .
impact statement (USNRC, 1979b) that 1) 2 days production is free and not pack-
aged in containers, 2) the maximum inventory 'of.45 MT of yellowcake is on site

~

,

when the tornado strikes, and 3) 15% of the contained material is. released. It

was assumed that the tornado lifts 11,400 kg of yellowcake.. The most conserva-
tive model assumes all of. the yellowcake-is in respirable form. However,

. Geffen (1981) reported that two yellowcake samples were sized aerodynamically
to determine the respirable fraction. This fraction was 18 and 32.wt% less
than 10 pm AED, and she used the average value of 25% in her studies. Using
this 25% respirable fraction value for this release means that 2850 kg of
respirable yellowcake becomes airborne.

4.4.1.2 Waste Retention Pond Slurry Release;

. Inadvertent discharge of the liquid held in the tailing ponds as a result'

of: dam failure would, of itself, not lead to airborne releases. However, the

exposed pond bed would become subject to wind stri.sses and resulg in airg/sec
rne

resuspension releases. Fractional airborne release rates of 10- to 10 -

L .(Sehmel and Lloyd, 1974a) could apply to estimating this release.

Dam failure could occur as a result of an earthquake or flooding; equip-
ment failure, such as' rupture of a tailings distribution pipeline; or operating

| errors. Tailings dike failures have occurred 'in the past; however, new mills
~ are required to use new construction methods that could reduce this risk.

!-
i

|
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Itisnotlikglythattheentirevolumeisreleased. Based on historical
data, about 8 x 10 lb of solids would be an average release from a pond. It

is assumed this release occurred, but did not reach a waterway. The material
is assumed to form a 1-in.-thick cover over an area approxgmatgly 4000 x 250 ft
(USNRC,1977b). Thiswouldprovideanexpogedgrea1x10 ft subject t

3resuspension,oratgtalvolumeof2.4x10 cm . At a density of 1.6 g/cm ,
this totals 3.8 x 10 g.

-

Sludge and slime nate
thefractionalrateof10~Qalwouldbewetandnotpronetoresuspensionso/sec would apply. The release would be 0.38 g/sec.
The release would be dependent on wind stresses and weather conditions. Some
bank surfaces could contribute additional resuspension, but releases would be
low. Total release could be 33 kg/24 h day. Because the ore was originally
0.2% of U 0 , and about 7% remains in the tailings, this is about 5 g of
uranium. 3 3It might be assumed that prompt administrative action would be taken

!

and the released material covered to prevent resuspension.

4.4.1.3 Fire

A fire in the solvent extraction system could be initiated if kerosene
fumes reach the' flammability limit and an ignition source is introduced (e.g.,
c spark from machinery). There could be cellulosics present to continue to
fuel the fire. Thirteen hundred pounds of yellowcake can be involved in the
process and based on experimentally measured releases (Mishima and Schwendiman,
1973c), not more than 1% becomes airborne. In these experiments,1% or less of
the uranium in solution was released during combustion even.when the vessel was
heated externally af ter a self-sustaining heating period. The release in the
solvent extraction fire is calculated to be 13 lb. The solvent extraction
operation is located in a building separate from other processes so they would
not be impacted. The building should retain its integrity, but for a maximum
event it is assumed that the entire release passes to the atmosphere through
windows and the ventilation system.

In two large solvent fires in uranium mills that have been reported
(USAEC, 1974), 2000 to 3000 lb of uranium were present. There was no
appreciable release to the atmosphere in either case.

The acid leach tanks contain sulfuric acid, which, if spilled on cellu-
losic material, can initiate a fire by spontaneous combustion. It is assunad
that a leak in the' tank occurs, resulting in spilled sulfuric acid contacting
rags and a fire.

Because sulfuric acid is not flammable (Industrial Health and Safety
Office,1980) the fire release is limited. However, if the leach tank
integrity is breached, it' can be assumed that the building is filled with
sulfuric acid mists, droplets, agd vaporized salts as a quasi-stable aerosol
with a concentration of 0.01 g/m (ORNL, 1970).

These droplets could be assumed to have a uranium concentration similar to
thatoftheleachsolution,whicgcouldbe85%uragium. The density of the
leach solution is about 1.2 g/cm , so the 0.01 g/m airborne represents about
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0.0081cm3 3 3At a solution concentration of 0.85 g/cm , the 0.008 cm ogd 3

-- millbui}diggvolumeisabout3.4x10{umairborneconcentration.
-6.8 x 10 g/m is the calculated uran The total

3m , and this volume is reduced to
1.7 x 10 m , if it is assumed that half of the building volume is filled with
equipment.- Therefore, 58 g of uranium would be airborne in the counter current
decantation room and later discharged to the atmosphere.

A. fire in the drying and packaging area could be initiated accidentally
with a cutting tool. This fire would be'small, and releases would pass through
a filter, reducing the impact.

4.4.1.4 Explosion

Propane or natural gas fired dryers containing 1600 lb of yellowcake could
be the site of a deflagration explosion. The free air space in the building
following an explosion could be filled with a yellowcake dust. Although the
instantaneous mass airborne can be high, the total quantities present will
decrease with time. Af ter 80 min, less than 10% of the initial mass might

remain airborne (Steindler and Seefeldt, 1981).3 (It'is assumed that the aerosolreaches a quasi-stable concentration of 0.1 g/m Selby et al., 1975) for a
timefoljowjngthe-explosion. The room volume where the dryer is located is
3.8 x 10 m ; it is agsumed to be half full of yellowcake for a total of31.9 x 10 g (1.6 x 10 g of uranium) and 25% of this material'could be 10 pm
AED or less (in the respirable range). Dust collectors for yellowcake are 98%
efficient (USNRC,1979b), and it is assumed they are undamaged. The
atmospheric release is then 9.5 g of yellowcake in the respirable range.

4.4.1.5 Conveyor Failure

Equipment failure, specifically failure (rupture) of an ore conveyor to-
the building could lead to airborne releases. When the conveyor breaks, ore
spills from the conveyor continuing until corrective action (stopping' ore flow)
istaken,gerhaps10 min. At a mill throughput of 1800 MT/24-h day, 12.5 MT
(1.25 x 10 kg) of ore is spilled. The ore can be assumed fairly' dry since
drying is used to reduce the moisture content (USNRC,1980). The ore mass
moving on the conveyor is 95% in pieces larger than 100 pm in diameter, only 1%
are less than 5 um (USNRC, 1979b). Therefore about 125 kg is assumed in the
respirable size range and only a portion of that, perhaps 0.1% (Sutter et al.,
1981) would become airborne for a release of 0.125 kg of ore (0.25 g of
uranium).

4.4.2 Uranium Mill MREPP Scenario

Several levels of release values have been calculated for the uranium-mill
accident scenarios. These are natural uranium releases, presenting a toxicity

. hazard.

4.4.2.1 Material Release

Atmospheric releases were 2850 kg of yellowcake for a tornado, 5 g of
uranium / day resuspended from a tailing pond release, fire releases of 5.9 l.g to

'
l
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116 g, about 10 g of yellowcake from an explosion, and 0.125 kg of ore dust:

from equipment failure. The tornado impact, therefore, was the MREPP event for. .

uranium mills.
.

4.4.2.2 Factors Affecting Release

The following factors affect release-at uranium mills: j

e Quantity of material unconfined in the. facility
e Onsite inventory
e Retention of filtration
e Particle size'of material
e Size of facility breach.

4.5 PLUT0NIUM CONTAMINATED FACILITY

Plutonium contaminated facilities are plants fomerly used as mixed oxide
or mixed carbide fuel fabrication plants now being decontaminated and decommis-

-

sioned. Decontamination and decommissioning operational releases are not
within the scope.of this study; Jenkins et al. (1979) covers them. Rather, we
are currently looking at the plant licensed as a contaminated facility,
referring to the residual plutonium stored as surface contamination. The
inventogyofconcernistgisfixedconteminationestimatedconservativelyas~

1 x 10 g of plutonium /m (Hishima and Ayer, 1981). The total plutonium at
risk in this type of facility can range from 46 to 76 mg.

4.5.1 Potential Accident Scenarios

For fixed plutonium surface contamination, there will be little oppor-
tunity for airborne release. The inventory is not in a dispersible form and
will require mechanical or aerodynamic stresses sufficient to dislodge it.
Events that are discussed are tornado, earthquake, fire, explosion, external
event, and criticality.

4.5.1.1 Tornado

Damage resulting from a tornado could include crushing of glove boxes by
failure of building interior partitions. The number of glove boxes damaged in
the event would be dependent on the magnitude of the tornado windspeeds.
Crushing the glove boxes would result in stresses sufficient to suspend fixed
surface contamination.

amination is conservatively estimated using a resuspension
.Sgacecong/m(MishimaandAyer,1981).of 10 Themaximumdimegsionsofafactor

glove box are 7.ft x 3 ft x 3 ft and the volume is about 1.8 m . Using the

3airborne concentration (units /m )
(a) Resuspension factor: k/m = 2contamination level (units /m )
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10-4 g of plutonium /m surface contamination levels, assuming the glove box2

volume is the affected volume, the instantaneous release per glove box is:

(10-2/m)(10~4
2 3g Pu/m )(1.8 m ) = 1.8 x 10-6 g Pu .

This calculates to 1.4 x 10~4 g of plutonium if all 80 glove boxes are
involved. This~is the maximum number of glove boxes in a facility.

Plutonium material could be embedded in the glove box filters and shaken
loose in this event. However, it can be assumed that new HEPA filters were
emplaced at the implementation of the storage mode. Since the glove boxes are
not used during storage, there would be negligible plutonium' carried to the
filters by minimal airflow, so no release is estimated from this source.

All plutonium not instantaneously suspended could become airborne if
contaminated surfaces are exposed to the existing wind field. Breached glove
boxes could be assumed buried under rubble and debris generated by the event so

onlyasmallportion,lessthananestimated10%couldbesg/secforthefixedject to suspen-
sion. An appropriate resuspension rate to use could be 10~
contamination, since the most readily removed material was released instan-
taneougly. The contaminated area inside a glove

Thereleasecouldrangefrom9.4x10~ggoxcanrangefgm9.4toto 1.52 x 10~ g of plug15.2 m .
tonium/sec dependent on glove box size. Maximum release would be 1.3 x 10 g

of plutonium from each glove bog in 24 h following the event, for a total
resuspension release of 1 x 10~ g.

4.5.1.2 Earthquake

Collapse of the exterior walls and roof could lead to glove box damage
similar to that described for a tornado. To estimate the maximum event, the
instantaneous and time-dependent release are assumed the same as for the tor-
nado release.

4.5.1.3 Criticality
z

Plutonium-rich, silica-like sludges tend to accumulate in significant
quantities in chemical plants that have been in operation over a period of
years. These deposits can be created with a low hydrogen / plutonium atomic
ratio raising the possibility of an autocatalytic nuclear excursion (Stratton,
1967). In contaminated facility status, equipment will have been removed.
However, drain pipes might not have been replaced, and could conceivably
contain sludge deposits. If such a sludge inadvertently exists in the cleaned
out storage facility, addition of water (e.g., a flood) to a mass of this
material could force it to the critical state. Stratton concluded that even
for such an apparently dangerous situation it is difficult to imagine an
explosive reaction. Based on his ceclusions and the unlikelihood of
inadvertent sludge accumulation to a level where criticality is possible, it
does not seem that a criticality accident is feasible.
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4.5.1.4 Fire

'These buildings are generally concrete and steel. Walls are usually rein- I
'forced concrete block, although the Westinghouse plant has corrugated steel

siding exterior walls and cement plaster interior walls with steel studs. The i
l

roof may be metal decking supported by structural steel columns or. steel i,

decking.with a concrete slab. Therefore, there would be little to sustain a !

fire'in the event one started, and no release from the facility is anticipated
as a result of fires.

4.5.1.5 Explosion

- Only empty glove boxes are left in the cleaned out- facility, so there are
no process-related materials to initiate an explosion. .The only potential
explosion initiator could be the heating plant. An explosion from this source
would probably not impact the glove boxes, and no release is identified.

4.5.1.6 External Event

The only fire / explosion-type event that could be envisioned generating an '

airborne release would be an airplane or truck crash puncturing the building
walls, dumping fuel in the facility. A large pool fire is assumed ignited and
could involve contaminated plastic surfaces, thereby aerosolizing some of the.,

plutonium. Plutonium is not considered volatile so suspension would require'

j that it be attached to a burning material. Because metal surfaces will not
; burn, only plastic material is involved.
,

It is assumed that the airborne release from burning cellulosic mat
would apply to plastic, so the appropriate fractional release is 5 x 10 krials

'

(Mishima and Schwendiman, 1973b). These would be releases from the plastic
glove ' box surfaces, estimated at about one-fif th of the glove box surface area.

If all the glove boxes in the building were' involved, the tot
would range from 9.2 to 15 mg, resulting in a maximum of 7.5 x 10~gl sourceg airborne

I in the facility.
i

This scenario seems highly improbable and is included for illustration
only.

4.5.2 plutonium Contaminated Facility MREPP Scenario

The MREPP scenario for plutonium contaminated facilities is the tornado
i accident. Mechanical and aerodynamic stresses from the tornado resuspend

plutonium surface contamination.

4.5.2.1 Material Release

In the unlikely event that all of the maximum 80 glove
werecrushed,thetotalreleaseisestimatedtobe1.4x10"goxesinafacility9 It is all,

assumed released to the atmosphere.

4
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4.5.2.2, Factors Affecting Release
1. , .

i The following factors' affect' release at' plutonium contaminated facilities:

o ; Probability of'the event is 10-7/yr (Mishima and Ayer,1981)
o Plutonism surface contamination inventory,

L e Wind speed.
e.' Glove boxes breached
e Number and7 size of glove boxes'

e Residual contamination level.
I

1 4.6 RADI0 PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURING
,i-

Radiopharmaceutical manufacturing facilities produce a wide range of
f : radionuclides and the individual licenses cover products with atomic numbers in '

a. range from 3 to 83 as well as specific identified amounts of other radionu-
clides. Physical forms can include solids, liqgs, colloids, gaseg or
microspheres (Grotenhulh31966). Examples are Au as a colloid, P as

|- chromic phosphate, and Xe gas. ~ Each form responds differently to accident
istresses: gases will become immediately airborne if a container is breached;
tritium is volatile forming water vapor; radioiodides are volatile; cesium and

,

strontium are semivolatile depending on temperature (Junkins et al.,1964). '

Thus dispersibility is a function of form plus physical properties. '

_ .

j Some facilities produce only one or two radionuclides, others many. Quan-
'

tities of tgse invengories cgver a wide range of values from millicurie
amounts of Cr to 10 Ci of- H. Thus the isotopes of concern will vary with,

Radionuclides with poteng^l ingnto{gs in gude g^oung we{g5the.| site. g l
,

gtedhFe,b"Kr..h0 kk3
" " * "' ' '; '

I, 5 Mo, Ni, P, 75Se,'90Sr, 35S, and Xe. One unique
* *

i
' situation in this, category is 1000 Ci of tritium associated with waste' stored
i at the Billerica facility. Tgisquantitycouldnotbeconsideredageneric
.

situation. However, because H is the largest inventory at risk, it will ,

I determine the MREPP from this operation. However, other radionuclides can '

! contribute more significantly to the radiological consequences of the release
; andwillalsobediscugd. g ma g um allog ble concentration in air (USCFR,

1983b) indicates that A
those listed above); gC, gCr, j,H. 85 * "a"nd 135'rooftaamostcoacora(of

a

Kr, Xe would be of less concern.,

Table 4.2 lists the isotopes at the different levels of concern based on per-.,
' missible air concentrations. In another listing, the National Institute of

Health (1972) classified isotopes according to relative radiotoxicity per unit
>

i activity. The above radiopharmaceuticals listed in those classes are the
following: ,

Class 1 (very high toxicity): Am, 90Sro

125g, 131 g! Class 2 (high toxicity):e

137Cs,.198Au, 55 ,, 85gg, gg, p,
' 99 32Class 3 (moderate toxicity):e p

; 35 , 133Xe3

14C, 51Cr, 3 , (|- - g.o Class 4 (slight toxicity):
.
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i TABLE 4.2. Selected Isotopes Found in Radiopharmaceutical
Manufacturing Facilities Grouped by Health
Concern Based on Permissible Air Concentration

Intermediate
High Concern Ranges Low

Concern Upper Lower Concern

241Am 137 198 14
Cs Au C

125; 63 55
Ni Fe 51 Cr

131 32 99 3
g p gg H,

90 35 75 85
Sr 3 Se gp

133Xe

Isotopic half-life could be considered in evaluating events involving the
short-livedisggopes. Of the isotopes in the significant quantity category
listed above, Mahastheshortesthalglifeat66.79h. Other half-lives
range from several days to 5730 yr for C. All, therefore, have a lifetime

long enough to be of concern in an emergency preparedness accident scenario and
the impact could be dependent on the process phase. For example, when associ-
ated with process waste, the shorter lived ones might be assumed expended since
after 10 half-lives have passed ghey would have decayed to background levelsg
(Sodee and Early,1981). Thus Mo associated with waste could be assumed
expended after 668 h or 28 days.

4.6.1 Potential Accident Scenarios

Two portions of the radiopharmaceutical operation will sometimes contain
relatively larger amounts of radionuclides and, therefore, be the site of acci-
dents with potentially higher releases. These av the shipping / receiving and
waste storage areas. During processing, the isotopes are commonly 3used in
small amounts in hoods, caves, or glove boxes. In one operation, H processes
were concentrated in one general area.

Events that nave been considered for this category are loading dock fire,
explosion (including natural gas), facility fire / deflagration, tornado, earth-
quake, leaks and spills, cyclotron accident, and fire incidents involving
waste.

Because fires are significant accidents for facilities, the potential
behavior of important nuclides in response to fire stresses will be discussed
before the accidents are postulated. Fractional releases of some of the
nuclides have been developed in experimental work; however, this type of
information is limited at present and u3ually covers isotopes that would have
the largest health effects. Separation techniques and other information devel-
oped for chemical analysis is used to give clues as to the volatility of other
isotopes. Vapor pressure, boiling point, and behavior of nonradioactive ele-
ments will be used to suggest release potential if no experimental measurements
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were available. However, this is not considered conclusive evidence of their
behavior. Nonvolatile nuclides associated with waste materials such as paper
and rags are assumed to have a fractional release similar to that experiment-
ally me ured from burning contaminated waste (Mishima and Schwendiman 1973b),
5 x 10-

The suggested volatilities for selected isotopes found in radiopharma-
c:utical material facilaities are as follows:

e Americium-241 can be volatile at extremely high temperatures. This
conclusion is based on americium purification work in which trace amounts
separated by volatilization gave a yield on the order of 50% (Penneman and
Keenhan,1960). Americium is separated from lanthanum based on volatility
(Schulz,1976), and the vapor pressure of the americium metal can be
calculated:

log p (atm) = (6.57810.045) - (14,315 t 55)/T(990-1358'K) .

241Based on vapor pressure studies Am can be volatile above 1727 C (Ward
et al . ,1976) . Americium is a decay product of plutonium (Weast,1973).
If the properties are similar, the release factors for burning plutonium
contaminated liquids and powders might be appropriate to use at lower
temperatures (1000*C). Heated plutonium powder had a maximum release rate
of 0.82% (Mishima et al., 1968a) and plutonium solution 0.3% (Mishima
et al., 1968b). Therefore, 1% is selected as the conservative upper limit
release for americium since the material can be found as either a powder
or in solution.

e Carbon-14 can be found as gaseous CO2 or as labeled barium carbonate
crystalline solid (NEN,1976). The gas would all be released if its con-
tainment is breached in the fire. This could possibly occur due to
pressurization of the container from heating in the fire. It has been
consigredeasilyvolatilized(Durkosh,1980). Therefore it is suggested
that C be considered completely airborne in a fire,

Cesium-137 exhibits volatility on heating as found in experimental studieso
of potential heat-generated releases. These studies show that volatility
is a function of increasing temperature. Releases at 1000'C in percent
per hour were found to be: 1 (Albrethsen and Schwendiman, 1967), 1 or
less (Mishima and Schwendiman, 1973c), 1.5 (Gray, 1981), and 4.2 (Walmsley
et al., 1969). Some of the volatile release could be removed by filter
retention and condensation (35 to 93%), and an additional 30% by deposi-
tion (Hilliard, 1959). Basedonthisinformgon,1%perhouristhe
suggested conservative release fraction for Cs, assuming there will be
some mitigation of the release.

* Chromium-51 forms can include chromic chloride solutions, sodium chromate,
or EDTA complexes (NEN, 1976). Its volatility is not available. However,
it has a high boiling point, 2672*C (Weast, 1973), and does not seem to be
a candidate for high fire generated release levels. During chemical
separation by distillation, chromyl chloride was found to be the only
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volatile furm of chromium (Pijck, 1964). Typicaldistillationofogher
chromium forms yielded 0.03%. BasedS"r.

" "* *,

5fractional release is suggested for C
i

e Gold-198 could be in an acid solution. Gold melts at 1064*C and boils at
2807'C (Weast, 1973) suggesting that it could be considered a semivola-
tile. Gold can be volatilized from rapidly evaporating aqua regia
(hcl-HNO ) solutions or if evaporated from H SO . Solutions containing3 2 4gold lost about 1 to 3% on evaporation (Emery and Leddicotte,1961).
Because the gold can be in an aqua regia solution it is assumed semivolg-tile, and the conservative fractional release estimate would be 3 x 10" .

Hydrogen-3 (tritium) is volatile ang could be released from breached
' o

containers. One study of breached H containers estimated that 98% of the
total inventory was released in the first hour after the event (Niemyer,
1970),andheatwogldnotberequiredforvolatilization. In this work

3Niemyer noted the H could be released at 25'C. Therefore, the entire H
inventory could be assumed airborne even at ambient temperatures. The
release to the environment would usually be converted to the uxide form
quite rapidly and dispersed like ordinary water (Jacobs,1968).

lodine-125 and -131 are of concern because they are considered volatilee
isotopes (Kristensen, 1979). Iodine solutions are volatile (Gandsman
et al., 1980). At ambient temperature, Na! solutions generate volatile
iodidos and achieve a steady-state vaporization rate (Pollock and Myser,
1979; Quinn, 1980). Volatilization can be a function of increasing tem-
perature (Rimshaw and Case, 1981), and iodine has been found to be almost
completely volatile during combustiun and has compounds that are volatile
at room temperature (Alexan,ier et al., 1981). Mishima and Schwendiman
(1973c) found that 65% of the iodine in a TBP solution was released during
liquid burning, and further heating of thn residue resulted in a total
iodine release of 83%. Using a conservative approach, it is considered
100% volatile in a fire,

Iron-55 may be assumed similar to nonradioactive iron, which melts ato
1535'C and boils at 2750'C (Weast, 1973). Vapor pressure measurements
(Nesmeyanov, 1963) suggest the solid material is nonvolatile. Iron oxide
decomposes at 1300*C and temperatures less than about 1100'C are recom-
mended during analytical procedures. Iron-55 can be in acid solutions
(NEN,1976). A separation technique for iron in a mixed acid solution
evaporates the solution to dryness. This method yielded 99% indicating a
maximum loss of 1% (Nielsen, 1960). While all of this loss might not be
caused by volatility during evaporation, the value might be used to
suggest a conservative upper limit release factor of 1%.

Krypton-85 is a gas and would become airborne in a fire,*

Molybdenum-99 is stable in air and it is, therefore, assumed thato

negligible amounts would become airborne in a fire. The molting point of
molybdenum is 2617'C and the boiling point is 4612*C.
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Nickel-63 has been assumed stable (Wang, 1969) and is, therefore, note

airborne in a fire. Separation techniques that include boiling nickel
solutions had g0% recovery of nickel (Kirby,1961). This behaviorsuggests that Ni is nonvolatile in a fire environment.

Phosphorus-32 could be considered to resemble other forms of phosphorouso

(Wang,1969), which are volatile and therefore would all be airborne in a
fire. This assumption is substantiated since phosphorous can be separated
from acid solutions based on phosphorous volatility (Mullins and
Leddicotte,.1962).

e Selenium-75 is found as acid solutions. Selenium has a boiling point of
685'C (Weast, 1973). The solid melts at 221'C and boils at 685*C forming
a yellow vapor (Bagnall, 1966). It is very reactive forming the dioxide
on burning. It could be considered volatile in a fire environment, and
this is confirmed by the fact that selenium is separated from other metals
on the basis of volatility. In the chemical behavior of selenium, studies
showed that selenium is lost from samples due to volatilization. It is
volatilized from dilute hcl solutions above 100*C (Molinski and Leddicote,
1965).

Strontium-90 releases have been studied experimentally, and 90e Sr was found
tosgvolatile. Releases were three orders of magnitude less than those
for Cs (Albrethsen and Schwend: man, 1967). In another study 0.2% of
the strontium was released from burning contaminated tributyl phosphate in
a kerosene-type diluent (Sutter et al.,1974). Therefore, this value may
be used as the fire release fraction.

Sulfur-35 can be found as a sodium sulfate solution, as sulfuric acid, ase

elemental sulfur in benzene solution, or as labeled compounds such as
S0 . Sulfur is low boiling ranging from 113*C to 445'C (Weast,1973), and2
also has a gaseous form. It is an easily ignitable combustible solid with
an ignition temperature of 450'C (NFPA, 1978). Sulfur dioxide is the main
incinerationproductofsulfur(USEPA,1977)andcogdbeconsideredvolatile in a fire environment. Sulfur, including S, is analytically
separatedonthebasisofhydrogensulfide(acolorlessgas)volatiMty(Leddicotte,1962). This supports the conclusion that 3 S would be
completely volatile in a fire.

Xenon-133 is a gas and is therefore considered volatile.e

The suggested volatilities discussed above are shown as release factors in
Table 4.3.

4.6.1.1 Loading Dock Fire

Raw by-product material is delivered to the radiopharmaceutical manu-
facturers by truck. The largest inventories of nuclides are usually found in
these areas on shipping days.
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, TABLE-4'.3.1 Suggested: Fire Release Factors for Selected Isotopes
~ Found in Radiopharmaceutical Manufacturing Facilities

,

'

f
. . . Isotope 1 Release Factor' ' Comments

,

. Suggested. .

Element'*

241Am 0.01 Volatile above 1727*C[,~
~

Carb'on C 1.0 ; -Depends on form-
' Americium -

14' F
' '

. Cesium 137's- .0.01 ~ Release peh. hour of-C

-
burning

;51Cr ---: ' Nonvolatile.~

Chro'mi um .

'l Gold- 198Au 3 x 10-4'

3-Hydrogen' H 1~ Gas-
- -

' Iodine. 125 g _- 1 Volatility can be a
function of increas-

131 .t- _ing temperature_-
1

,

55Iron Fe 0.01 Essentially
Nonvolatile

85
+ . . Krypton . Kr 1 Gas.

99 Nonvolatile'

- Molybdenum - Mo ---

63 Nonvolatile-Nickel Ni ---

32Phosphorous p 3

~

75Se- 1 Solution completely
- ' Selenium

volatile above 100 C;

90Sr- 2 x.10-3Strontium
55Sulfur S 1 Forms a gas

133Xe 1 GasXenon-

It! is postulated that a' truck delivering supplies and equipment strikes,
- the. delivery dock as described in the generic truck / receiving dock fire sce-
| nario -in Section 4.1.1.1. The truck fuel tank is torn open by the metal; debris -
generated by the' crash and the entire 100 gal of gasoline'in the tank spills to
the ground and is ignited by sparks created by the contact of metal:and
concrete'. :The fire :following this ' event would last a maximum 'of 12.5~ min.

4

k

i1The accident is assumed to occur on a receiving day, and thus cur e
: amounts of isotopes in' the bulk shipment could tciin jeopardy in the' fire. The

- 'largestiinventory at risk could.be 2000 Ci of 3H Lin two pressurized c
. cylinders. . The integrity 'of .these cylinders could be breached -by the impact
' damaging ; valves, or' heating and'sugsequent pressurization could' cause cylinder

.

.

failure. The entiresinventory of H'isLassumed airborne.
,

r +

N
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Other radioactive materials could be on a shigng dock and releases ofthese isotopes could be of concern. Shipments of I are approximately 4 Ci
each, and this entire inventory is assumed airborne. Othergotopespoten-
gC. ally involved g assumeg5 completely airborne are 5 Ci of P and 10 Ci of

As gases, Xe and Kr would all be released if the shipping containers
aregreached.-Releasesare450and200C1,respectively. Negligible amountsg -

of Mo would be released from canisters containing g.Ci of solution. 95 hip-ping regulations allow packages containing 10 Ci of Cs and 0.4 Ci of Sr in
normal form (USCFR, 1983a). (Normal form is a grm other than special formsuch as encapulated sources.) Cesium-137 and Sr exhibit volatility and,.

,

since the fire is assumed to last 12.5 min, the release wguld be gut 20% of {the releage for I g. This results in releases of 2 x 10 Ci of Cs andg |1.6 x 10- Ci of Sr per package of the normal form. 1

Amounts in shipments will vary. The amounts that are suggested are
typical amounts that might be found on the loading dock and are included for
illustration only. Also, the isotopes would not all necessarily be on the
loading dock at the same time.

In some facilities radioactive waste is stored in the shipping / receiving
area and, therefore, could potentially become. involved in the fire. Because

-

the 20-f t fire is centered around the truck, it would seem that the waste would~

be stored at a distance where it would not necessarily become involved unless
other events intervened. For example, the waste storage area could be heated
using natural gas heaters and use propane fueled front-loaders to move the
waste. Involvement of either or both of these combustible fuels in the fire
could mean additional releases from the drummed waste.

It is therefore assumed that the fire spreads to the waste area where it
heats and ruptures drums containing lab trash. A fraction of the stored waste,
perhaps 10%, is expelled from the drum.; and contributes to the fire. Volatile
nuclides associated with this expelled waste become airborne. The nonvolatiles
associated with thg cellulosics in the drums become airborne with a fractional,

l release of 5 x 10- and
| couldcontain200Ciof}H,SCiofhe volatilegare all airgne. Theexpelledh* *

3C,1 h * "" * *
3

| These are-all assumed volatilized. Since P has a 14.3-day half-life, it
could be assumed decayed at the time of the fire.

4.6.1.2 Tornado

Radiopharmaceutical manufacturing facilities are built according to
specifications of the uniform building code and are not constructed to
withstand tornado damage. It is assumed that a tornado could strike an
operational radiopharmaceutical manufacturing facility. The results could be:

e Wall damage and loss of roof
e Missile generation
e Caves remain intact

Fume hood and glove box damage.e
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Several hoods or glove boxes could be in use at the same time, and 100 Ci
31311 or 500 Ci of H might be the total maximum inventory in process. Thisof

inventory would not all be in jeopardy, since it is distributed in smaller
vials within the hood or glove box. A portion of these vials could be assumed
damaged so that some of the material is spillgyand released in the hood. The
spilled portion is assumed as 1%, to 1 Ci of I or 5 Ci tritiated water per

enclosure. The exhaust _ system filters are assumed to. fail, and all the release
will be carried to the atmosphere.

If alternately, the HVAC system is damaged, the material may be ejected
into the room. Because there would be no ventilation flow to transport the
release, it would leave the facility by diffusion, a slow process.

Xenon-133 gas is dispensed from a cylinder in a plexiglass hood. Damage
to this hood accompanied by cylinder damage would allow it to become air-
borne. If this cylinder was full at the time of the tornado, 350 Ci would
become airborne and would be subsequently released to the atmosphere.

Krypton-85, 200 Ci per cylinder, could also be in jeopardy. About 1100 Ci
could be in processing at the time of the event, and it is assumed that half of
the cylinders are damaged and 600 Ci become airborne.

4.6.1.3 Earthquake

Maximum ground acceleration from seismic events can cause damage at di' -
ferent ranges as discussed in Section 4.2.1.1. The degree of severity and
likelihood of the event is dependent on the geographical location of the
manufacturer. The collapse of an entire facility might be anticipated at a
linear acceleration of 0.25 g.

Lesser levels would not produce significant structural damage. Over-
turning process vessels and equipment, and rupturing glass vessels would be
anticipated. Arounts of material in the process could spill or leak.
Generally there is no powder (a dispersible form) in process. Gases are the
most dispersible form, and a broken valve could allow the same gaseous releases
produced by a tornado.

4.6.1.4 Spills and Leaks

Spil; can occur in gaseous and liquid processes. The environment in
which this accident occurs is similar to a chemistry laboratory. This means
that there would not be sufficient material involved in any single event to
lead to a significant . atmospheric release.

4.6.1.5 Explosions

Use of solvents in the process provides the opportunity for explosions.
As in the case of leaks and spills, because the operations are scattered, a
single event of this type would be unlikely to lead to a significant
atmospheric release.
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Natural, gas explosions were discussed in Section'4.3.1.6. It is assumed
that a similar event occurs in the radiopharmaceutical manufacturing plant,
yielding a 2.4-lb TNT equivalent. This event could subsequently lead to a
major facility fire and will be discussed under that heading.

4.6.1.6 Facility Fire

A flammable vapor leak (i.e., natural gas) accumulates and subsequently
deflagrates (Section 4.3.1.6). Oxygen lines located at each glove box are
breached by the' initial explosion and could accelerate burning of solvents,
paper, and wood furniture. In a steel- and concrete-reinforced structure, the
damage would be limited. In a wood structure, a full-scale facility fire could

In an older wooden building, it would be possible to envision theensue.
gntire building becoming engulfed in fire and eventually gutted.
H inventory in the building.could be released in this accident, 3 x 10TheegtireC1,

the maximum amount at the facility.
3In addition to H, other isotopes of concern could be released in signifi-

cantamountsinafacilgyfire. Regasesofotherisggopesfromthatstruc-ture could be 59 Ci of C, 1 Ci of P, and 10 Ci of S. Iodine isotopes ,

were not listed in the inventory for the specific wooden structure, but if
present, would be completely volatilized.- The wooden structure seems to be the ;

ionly one likely to have a maior facility fire.

4.6.1.7 Cyclotron Accident

Cyclotrons in radiopharmaceutical manufacturing operations are enclosed in
caves with 6- or 7-ft-thick concrete walls and 4-ft-thick concrete ceilings.
This would contain any releases from an unplanned event.

4.6.1.8 Waste-Incident Fire

Wasteisgatheredtogetherinafacilityandeithersolidifiedangdrummedheld for decay. " Decay in storage" is used for the shorter-lived P orgmTcisotopes.
#

Drummed waste commonly contains lab trash such as paper, glassware, and
clothing. This type of waste can also be stored in cardboard containers.
Gaseous waste is stored in cylinders.

85A large Kr inventory of 1000 Ci is stored in Matheson 3-L stainless
steel units (cylinders) or equal, with 100 to 150 Ci per container. The
pressure is less than atmospheric. These, in turn, are stored in a shipping
overpack (Devlin, 1978). This stringent packaging means that the container
integrity is of sufficient strength, so an accident is unlikely to occur. Two
thousand curies of H could be contained in type 17H 55-gal steel drums with
6 in. of concrete surrounding each container. This matrix is not conducive to
accidents. A large fire involving waste was discussed as part of the loading
dock accident and will not be repeated here, a smaller event may occur.
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It is postulated that a glass container of acid is inadvertently included
in the' waste and broken during' compacting. The spilled acid saturated cellu-
losics'and consequently the cellulosics ignite. spontaneously. Heat from the
fire: pressurizes the drum and ruptures it.

14 ',' 2000 Ci of 3125 Labtrashisggstulatedtocontain50Ciof C H, 10 Ci of
I, and 5-Ci.of P. An estimate of the number of drums stored in the

building is about 580 drums. This assumes ten stacks of pallets four wide and

four-high .with fougdrums per pgliet.H,2x10geforeog!5I,and1x10$
The # "

gntain0.1Ciof C, 4 Ci of Ci of Ci of-
P. . All of this inventory in the F"a "ou" beco** *i*ae- ^9aia bec^"Se

3of. decay, it is unlikely that the P would be available for release.

If the fire involves all of :the waste, spreading by igniting the pallets,
the entire inventory could become airborne. This fire is considered unlikely
if fire suppression systems operate effectively.

4.6.2 Radiopharmaceutical Manufacturing MREPP Scenario

The quantities of H used, coupled with its volatility, make it the con-
taminant with the largest release potential at radiopharmaceutic'al manufactur-
ing operations. However, releases of the isotopes of more concern with regard
to health effects have also been suggested.

4.6.2.1 Material Release

The MREPP event for this ' category would be facility dependent. For a
wooden structure, there is .a potential for a major facility fire. Concrete and
steel building construction would reduce this potential and a loading dock- fire
would become the MREPP event.

'

4

H, plus 59 Ci of g releases fgg the wooden strgture fire were 3 x 10
Calculated maxim Ci

N of C, 1 Ci of P and 10 Ci of S.2 fires at g{her
facilities could release other isotopes (e.g., example Am and I). Usirig
the maximum inventory in Table 3.5 and the suggested release factors, releases

'of these isotopes could be 3.5 and 150 Ci, respectively.

4.6.2.2 Factors Affecting Release

The following factors affect release at radiopharmeceutical manufacturing
facilities:

* Facility construction
e Effectiveness of fire safety systems
e Inventory .in process
e Container integrity.

4.7~ RADI0 PHARMACY

At'a radiopharmacy, isotopes are received from a radiopharmaceutical manu-
-facturer and repackaged in dose-size amounts as administered in hospitals.
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Generators' preparing 99*Tc from 99Mo are another segment of the work. The
operations resemble those of a chemical laboratory, and work is performed on
lab benches or in hoods in a few sm' ll ' rooms. Typical work is pipetting dose-a

~ size aliquots of an isotope solution into a syringe and individually packing
. them in lead carriers ready for hospital _use.

The isotopes used are similar to those in radiopharmaceutical ma'nufac-
turing,;but in .very gmall quantities. License limit ranges were listed in

g
Table 3.6 and show Mo with the maximum potent Isotopes
of more concern with regard to health effects, g invengry, 426 Ci..

I and Sr, would have| maximuin potential inventories of 4.5 and 0.5 Ci, respectively. Depleted
. uranium enclosed .in a_ stainless steel casing can be used as shielding, and the
maximum license allows 91 kg.

4.7.1 Potential Accident Scenarios

The small scale of the operations, low license limits, and small
individual packages reduce the risks associated with a radiopharmacy.
Accidents discussed are spills and leaks, tornado, earthquake, fire, and
explosion.

4./.1.1 Spills and Leaks

Airborne releases from spills would be at a low level because of the small

amountsusedandquantitiesincong{ners. Typical amounts involved in a spill
could be a container of 10' mci of I as a NaI solution (NEN, 1976). It is

assumed that due to operator error,131 full container of Nal is overturned,
spilling the entire contents. The I spill is volatile and will be released
at a steady-state rate. Therefore, it is estimated that the entire 10 mci
becomes airborne. Because the operation does not typically' use charcoal
filters in the ventilation system, this entire release, even when spilled in a
hood, would be carried to the atmosphere outside the facility.

4.7.1.2 Tornado
,

These facilities would not generally be constructed to withstand tornado
damage. Therefore, if a tornado strikes a radiopharmacy, severe damage and
breaching of the facility could be anticipated. The isotopes in process at the
time of the event could be considered at risk. Packaged isotopes (e.g., lead
gelded syringes) should not breach as a result of the tornado. Amounts of

I actually in process would be in jeopardy since they would be in open
containers, and the release would be similar to the spill release or 10 mci per
containers in process. It is not conceivable that the entire maximum inven-

~

tory, 4.5 Ci, could be in jeopardy at one time.

4.7.1.3 Earthquake

Earthquake damaga to a radiopharmacy could be anticipated to be similar to
tornado damage. Spilled material could be carried to the atmosphere by build-
ing airflow resulting in releases similar to the tornado event. If the

~
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Lventilation ' system fails, materials would be slowly released by diffusion.
Again, rigorous packaging and small inventories would prevent large releases.

# 4.7.1.4' Explosions

Potential explosions in_the process seem limited due to the small-scale
. operations._ Solvents'and hazardous materials are used in small quantities that
are unlikely to cause explosions.

.

Natural gas used for heating could be the source of a potential explosion
' lea' ding to a deflagration. This event is discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 4.3.1.6 of this report. In this facility, small rooms could enable an
explosive amount of gas from a leak to build up. It'is hypothesized that a

deflagration occurs -in the radiopharmacy. Combustible building material
ignites and a ful1-scale facility fire follows. Releases from this scenario
will be quantified as a facility fire.

4.7.1.5 Fire

A major facility fire is suggested as a consequence of a natural gas
explosion. It is possible to envision such an event consuming the entire
building and fire fighters breaching the roof in attempts to fight the fire.
Or, alternately, the roof could have been breached in the initiating event.
'This would provide a direct path to the atmosphere for airborne contamination.

13{ ire temperatures reaching 328 C could melt lead shielding (Weast,1973)
on I containers. The heat causes pressurization, leading to rupture. The
entire inventory could become airborne in the fire, a value that could range
from 10 mci to 4.5 Ci.

133Cylinders containing Xe would sustain damage and the entire maximum
75 Ci of gas could become airborne. The maximum license limit of

inventory g{Tc could contribute to the release, since technetium is about 1%g
75 Ci of
volatile at 600 C (Rimshaw et al.,1980; Rimshaw and Case,1981).

A fraction of the 0.5 6i of Sr inventory 3 (uld become airborne.
cc The

9 Sr could be 2 x 10 Sutter et al., 1974) so afire release fractjon for 90
release of 1 x 10- Ci of Sr is calculated.

Stainless steel casing on the generators could be anticipated to withstand
temperatures in the. range of 2220 F (1200 C) (Perry,1973). If temperatures
reach above this level, the steel casing could conceivably be melted, exposing
the enclosed depleted uranium to the fire stress then subsequently become air-
borne. A 1% fraction (Mishima and Schwendiman,1973a) is assumed airborne.

- Assuming the maximum license limit of 91 kg present in the facility, the
release would be 910 g of uranium.

Fire could engulf the waste in decay in the storage room. Radionuclides
associated -with the waste could become airborne. Some additional release could
occur here, but they have been included in the numbers suggested already, since

-those figures were based on total license limits.
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4.7.2 Radiopharmacy MREPP Scenario

.The facility fire is the accident with the MREPP potential at a
radiopharmacy.

4.7.2.1- Material Release

Release of radioisotopes .from a facility fire based on inventory limits
will be from material in process g associateg with cgtaminated wagAe. These

leases are 4.5 Ci of I, 2 x 10~ Ci of Sr,1 Ci of Tc,
potentialgXe, and 910 g of uranium. _ Actual releases would depend on the75 Ci of
inventory 'on hand at the time of the fire.

4.7.2.2 Factors Affecting Release

i The following factors affect release at a radiopharmacy:

* Inventory on hand
* Effectiveness of fire suppression systems

Building construction.e

4.8 SEALED SOURCE MANUFACTURING

Facilities licensed in this category produce sealed sources or self-
luminous devices or are distribution centers for these devices. The latter
procedure is generally receiving the isotope and repackaging it in the desired
configuration. In other operations some chemical processing occurs.

Some facilities handle using radiopharmaceutical isotopes. Rather than
cover these again within this category, the user is referred to Sections 4.6
and 4.7, radiopharmaceutical manufacturing or radiopharmacy when appropriate
to do so for a safety analysis. Waste warehousing is another function
performed and that section of this report ~can be used when applicable for a
safety assessment. In this category, warehousing can include storage of bulk
shipments as received or manufactured sources before disbursement.

5

License limits can range from a few millicuries to a maximum N^*1 xb *Ci2

-ggrCo,3^"lb"05Kr, Nh#Po, [4}Pm, ggg. D 0*m*, an"d90"r#*
H # ## soto * *

H, Ir, Ta, T S. Plutonium and
depleted uranium are also found in these operations. Significant maximum
inventories of these materials are listed in Table 3.7.

The majority of the tide, the isotopes are in a form not susceptible to
airborne release. These coJld be for example, pellets, metallic wafers or
foils, 'or platinum gauzes. ' Plastic microspheres of controlled particle size
encase some of the isotopen. These are generally sphericab5and range from
10 to 250 pm in diameter (Grotenhu13, 1966). Tritium and Kr are gaseous and
would disperse if their containment is breached. Isotopes are particularly
vulnerable to dispersal when they are in the process flow. When they are being
processed they could be'in open containers that cwl..d be spilled in an.
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3accide'nt. The quantity of H woul'd_make it the MREPP,_but there are large
-inventories ,of radionuclidas with significant biological' effects, and their-

releases are also discussed. The' relative aazard of these isotopes as-
.refle'cted in the allowable air concentrations (USCFR, 1983b) is listed in
- Table 4.4 for the isotopes commonly found in sealed source manufacturing
facilities..

|

TABLE 4J4.. Selected Isotopes Found in Sealed Source
Manufacturing Facilities Grouped by
Health Concern Based on Permissible
Air Concentration

. Intermediate
High Concern Ranges Low

Concern Upper Lower Concern
241 137 60 3

Am Cs Co H

210 192 85pg 7p Kr
90 147Sr Pm

170Tm

Pu

U

The National Institute of Health (1972) classified these isotopes as
follows:

90Sr, 241Am, 210pg, Pu
239Class 1 (very high toxicity):e

170Class 2 (high toxicity): Tm, natural uraniumo

60Co, 00Kr, I Cs, 147Pm, 19277Class 3 (moderate toxicity):o

3Class 4 (slight toxicity): He

183No information on Ta toxicity was suggested in either source.

4.8.1 Potential Accident Scenarios
_

Potential accidents are similar to those postulated for radiopharma-
| ceutical manufacturing facilities. Events that are discussed include: fi re
i during process operations, tornado, earthquake, leaks of both liquids and gas,
' spill:, explosion, and facility fire.

| Fires are an important accident type and the potential isotope releases
| are discussed first. These facilities use mny of the same isotopes as the
| radiopharmaceutical manufacturing facilities, plus some ' additional isotopes.
; Only the potential release of these additional isotopes is discussed. The user

is referred to Section 4.6.1 for the discussion of isotopes common to both

[ 4.40
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~

Co,- I r, Pm, Ta,. Tm,~ plutonium,' and,,p
turaniumland are listed in Table'4.5." o '

,

~ ~

o - Cobalt-60 ise used asia sealed source.- The melting point :of cobalt is
1495*C,? boiling point, 2870 C'(Weast, 1973). LAnalytical. determinations
.includesample; ignition--(BateandLeddicotte,'1961).suggestigg1ow' >

Lvolatility. ~In studies of contaminated w Co was
L suggested as 'slightly lesst volatile than ,ge incineration,Cs.(g exander et al.1981).
L

'

[
' Based 'oq the distrgCs. The volaglity of ^g

Co volatility would betion of.both nuclides, t

[ 'about 20%-that of Cs.was-suggested at'1% per '

j. . hour. Based;on thgs information, Co.is suggested to have a fractional
relea'e of-2,x 10 /h..sL

(.
-

,

' to . Iridium-192 has been classified'as a nonvolatile (Leddicotte,1961) and
; -impurities are removed from'it- by distillation. -It is therefore' con-

sidered' nonvolatile ~in a fire.
. ~

: e: Polonium-210 is.found.as'a 1iquid,'in sealed sources,.and microspheres.x
Polonium is a . low-melting fairly volatile metal, 50% of which is vaporized
in air in 45.h;at 55 C (Weast,2g73). ' The melting point is 254*C; the

', boiling, point is 962 C. Many Po compo'unds . are volatile (Figgins,
1961), show 10% weight loss at 300 C (Bagnall,1957), and are considered

,

somewhat volatile .(Moyer,1956). In air, polonium begins to sublime .
,

(convert to a vapor) at 700 C and is completely volatile at 900 C. One ,

,

chemical separation procedure warned against flaming the sample and losing,

the polonium. Vaporization of polonium deposited on platinum begingt
350 C (Haissinsky and. Tuck, 1964). . Based on all this-information, Po
is' considered volatile in a fire environment..

Promethium-147 in encapsulated form is used for sealed source produc-e
tion. With a melting point of about 1080 C and boiling point;about 2460 C -

.

j -(Weast, 1973), it could have some degree of volatility. Wheelwright

suggest a 1 x.10-3 1% pro' cessing loss g 1100*C.
(1973) reported a 0 This value is used to:;

release factor for Pm.
,

e Tantalum-183 can be found as metal or sealed sources. Tantalum has a high
boilingpoint,5425C,andmegingpoint,~2996C(Weast,1973). The= vapor
pressure at-1737 C is 9.5 10- mm of Hg (Moshier, 1964). Therefore, it.
is' considered. nonvolatile.

.

* . Thulium-170-is found as a sealed source. Thulium is reasonably stable in-
:. air with a melting point of 1545 C and a boiling point of 1947 C (Weast,.1-

_ _

1973)., It would not appear = to be . volatile ugl extremely' high tempera-'

i- tures areLreached, over 1500 C. Therefore, Tm is considered non-
*

volatile in a-fire.

!
e
i

j,
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TABLE 4.5. Fire. Release Factors Developed for Selecte'd Isotopes Found
in Sealed Source Manufacturing Facilities

Suggested
Element Isotope " Release Factor Comments

Cobalt DU 2 x lu'3/h Sligh g less volatileCo
,

than Cs
192Iridium s 1r Nonvolatile---

Plutonium l' x 10-2
210Polonium pg i

147Promethium Pm 1 x 10-3 Based on processing loss
183Tantalum Ta Very high boiling point---

170Thulium Tm Reasonably stable, but---

could be volatile at
high temperature

Uranium 1 x 10-2

Plutonium and uranium fire' releases from solutions and powders.have beene

measured experimentally at the Pacific Northwest 1.aboratory (Mishima
et al.,1968a,1968b; Mishima and Schwendiman,1973a). The weight percent
of these materials released from boiling solutions was 0.2 to 0.3; when
external heating is added, total releases were 1% or.less. Mishima and
Schwendiman (1970) reported a maximum release from a plutonium powder as
0.9%. Heated powders had a maximum release rate of 0.82% per-hour. Based
on this work and considering experimental variability (Mishima et al.,
1968a),1% is selected as the conservative upper limit for plutonium and
uranium releases in a fire.

4.8.1.1 Process Related Fire

Fires could occur at several points in the operation, but would probably
be of limited size because of small amounts of combustibles available.

238 241A fire could occur in a' glove box where Pu ard Am powders are used
for manufacturing neutron sources. They are ball milled to mix with beryllium

.in one phase. As the first step, acetone is used to degrease the equipme'nt.
Acetone is a potential fire initiator because it is easily . ignited: many
acetone fires have been started by static electricity (Industrial Health and
Safety Office,1980). Ball milling is a contained operation, so the times when
powder would be in jeopardy are during filling or unloading operations. It is
assumed that a beaker of degreasing solvent (acetone) is left in the glove box
after degreasing and is inadvertently spilled during filling of. the ball mill.
A static charge ignites the spilled acetone and a fire follows. For this sol-
vent. fire, the combustion source is limited since few cellulosics are in the
glove box to contribute to the fire., Therefore, the fire would burn out when
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~ the acetone is expended and the rubber gloves are burned. The burning rate of
actone is. 2.41 mm/ min (Khitrin,1962), so a 5-mm-deep spill would burn about
2 min.

Flash fires can cause pressurization of the glove box and subsequent glove
ruptures (USD0E,1980),-allowing material to be ejected .into the room. Only a
fraction of the powder in the glove box can be assumed at risk (i.e., loose so
that.it is subject to dispersal mechanisms). This is estimgted as g of the

. gentory238It appears thgthe maximum inventory is 6 x 10 Ci of Am and
Ci of Pu. Because Am is the isotope with the largest inventory, it is

assumed involved in the accident. Six hundred curies are loose and at risk,
and a fraction would be ejected into the room through the breach. Tee size of
breach and amount of powder ejected would be a function of the explosive magni-
tude as well as other variables. Sutter (1983) measured aerosols generated by
releases of powders from a pressurized chamber. 2 Releases were a function of
source mass and chamber pressure. At 250 lb/in. gage, the average release was
about 10% of the sources mass. The pressure generated here would probably
rupturethecontainmentatalowerlevel,butghisvaluesuggestsaconserva-6tive upper limit release. Therefore, 10% of Ci is estimated to be ejected
into the room. Much of the release would remain in the room, but for a conser-

vative estimate, it is assumgd that the release reaches the building exhaust
HEPA filters. About2x10j Ci is released to the atmosphere, assuming
transmission of a 2.5 x 10- fraction. The pressure is expended during
breaching the containment and ejecting the powder, and increased levels of
pressure should not impact the building filters.

210
Another potential fire location is in the Po extraction process where

solvents in a sonic bath are used to clean the bismuth slug target. It is

postulated that the sonic bath is left on after use, the solvent overheats,
vaporizes and burns; a possible ignition source is a faulty electrical
ci rcuit. Material in the containment is not in a dispersible form so there
would be no release from this glove box. The box is in a glove box train, but
it is unlikely that the fire would be carried to the other units because of the
low combustible loading of the fire.

Other small fires could occur in hoods or glove box units where welding or
brazing using propane or oxyacetylene operations are conducted. These opera-
tions usually involve small radioactive inventory units in operations such as
sealing individual sources. Therefore, it can be assumed that the atmospheric
release would be negligible from this fire.

Promethium-147 microspheres are mixed with dry phosphorous in preparation
of sources. White (yellow) phosphorous ignites spontaneously in air, and other
forms can g bit different degrees of ignition and reaction behavior. A fire
involving Pm would result in less than 0.1% volatilizing. The maximum

challenge the filters resulting in a 1.3 x 10 90 0.5
inventory in the containment could be 500 Ci, Ci might be airborne to

Ci release.

4.8.1.2 Leaks

The potential exists for both gas and liquid leaks in this facility:

4.43
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:e -Gas Leak. Krypton-85 in a shielded container holding a maximen of 100 Ci
' is connected to a filling system and sealed source capsules are filled
- through 'a . filling tube to a maximum of 1.5 Ci per source. The filled tube
isthensealedinanoperationusingaportablegPGsource. The operation
is contained in a fume hood. Small amounts of.8 Kr are routinely
exhausted during filling operations. The. maximum accidental release that

can be- envisioned is one where the contents b "a"re*" car *ried to the venti-
,

C " # "* ** *8possibly due to human error, and 100 Ci of Kr
lation exhaust and released to the atmosphere. i

3Anotherpotentialgasleakcoulgbe H during transfer initiated by faulty
equipment or human error. One H cylinder contains 1000 Ci. The entire
cylinder inventory is assumed released in a leak so that it reaches the
atmosphere.

i
,

210e Liquid Leak. The Pooeragnappearstoprovideopportunityfor
liquid leaks. A leak in the Po transfer line could allow molten Na0H

-and bismuth to spill. However, because the line is within the contain-
ment, there would be little airborne release to tha atmosphere. A factor
to consider in evaluating the accident is the operator response, since
turning off heating results in cooling and solidification of the slag, and
this, in turn, results in loss of flow and consequently the release
source.

OAnother potential leak situation is Po in liquid storage in the
containment. A maximum of 40 L containing 2300 Ci are held here until required
for use in the process. Intheeventgfaleak,dropletscouldbecomeairborne
in the enclosure to a level of 10 mg/m , the value suggested for a quasi-stable
aerosol (0RNL,1970)3 The91ogeboxdimensionsare2.5x4x5ft,ca}culating
0.01cm}umeof50ft
to a vo or 1.4 m . Assuming a solgtion density of 1 p/m ,

of liquid becomes airborne in the 1.4 m enclosgre. Thereare2300gi
in the 40 L of solution, calculating to 5.8 g 10-2 Ci/cm . Thus the 0.014 cm

airborg/ min or approximately 8 m / min, and 6.5 x 10 ge exhaust flow ise in the glove box contaigs 8.1 x 10- Ci. T
300 ft Ci/ min is carried with
the flow. This airflow is cleaned by absolute filters assumed at 99.9% for
this siguation, and two sets would have a decontamination gfficiency of
1 x 10" . The facility release is calculated as 6.5 x 10- Ci/ min, or
9.4 x 10-6 Ci per 24-h day. The release is dependent on the time elapsed
before remedial measures are taken.

3The H gas leak situation appears to be the largest potential release from
a leak for scaled source manufacturers.

4.8.1.3 Spills

,

During sealed source processing, isotopes are usually contained or are in>

. a form such as microspheres so they are not in a dispersible form when spilled.
! Liquids are handled in containments, such as hoods. Spills at these locations
| would be a low release event and the maximum release from a spill would be

similar to that from a leak. This assumes that droplets from the sp
j liquidfillthecontainmentwithanaerosolconcentrationof10mg/m}lled

.

,
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One operation (3M) transfers material between modules igoCo, ge Md-sepa
s as part of the processing operations. Microspheres of

gCs are placed in brass cylinders with screw caps and then'placed in a. lead
Sr, and

pig for transfer to the' storage module. Transfers are made on a specially
shielded cart to minimize the opportunity for dropping containers. .This, in
addition to the rigid packaging specifications, ensures that no microspheres of ,

these isotopes are spilled.
147Polonium-210 and Pm are doubly conta'ined in sealed containers and

placed in an approved Type B shipping container to transfer. by truck between
modules. Transportation is within a fenced area where trucks travel at low

-

_ speeds, precluding consideration of a high speed collision and overturn. Low-^

speed accidents would not result in airborne releases because packages built to
rigid specifications would retain their integrity. However, a shipment of

improperly packgged microspheres could allow a low level of release. A release
fraction of 10 , similar to that suggested for a spill of improperly packaged
waste (PNL,1979) might be appropriate to use estimating the release. It is

assumed quantities can be based on special form shipping' regulations QSCFR,2

1983a). Thy 4packagecouldthereforecontainamaximumof20gCiofand 3 x 10-5 Ci,
Po or

1000 Ci of Pm, and this calculates to releases of 2 x 10-
respectively.

.

4.8.1.4 Explosion

Solvents such as benzene and acetone as well as gases such as acetylene
and hydrogen used in the process present the opportunity for explosive mixtures
to develop. Some specific incidents are discussed in this section.

Gas line ruptures during the brazing and sealing of sources could result
in small releases, since the radioactive material is in containers and is used
in small amounts. If a fire results, there could be overheating of a container
leading to a material jetting from a pressurized container. Expelling micro-
spheres, which range in size from 10 to 250 pm, would mean low-airborne release
hazards because they are above the size that can be inhaled and retained in the
lung.

Natural gas heating has not been indicated in the processing areas, so
this is not a source of potential explosive releases.

Argon, g rogen, and He-H2 (96 to 4%) are used to transfer extraction
products of Po between containment modules. It is postulated that a valving
error allows excess hydrogen to enter the transfer line and build up, exceeding
the explosive limit. Static electricity in the metal line causes an explosion
rupturing the transfer line at the point of exit from a containment spewing the
extractant into the room. There is no relea5T0after this instant, assuming
flow ceases. At this operational step, the Po is in a clear liquid with an

3

estimatedsolutionconcentrat{onof5.8x10-2C1/cm . At a solution density
3of 1 g/cm , this is 5.8 x 10- Ci/g. This explosive release is estimated to

reach a quasi-stable level in a portiog of the room near the release. This3portion is estimated to fill about 5 m with a concentration of 0.1 g/m ;
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thegefore, a total of 0.5 g of the solution is airborne, calculating to 2.9 x
10- C1. Because these operations are appare'ntly not filtered, this is an
atmospheric release.7

4.8.1.5 Tornado

_ It is postulated that a tornado strikes a sealed source manufacturing
_ operation resulting in building damage similar to that discussed in
Section 4.1.1.3. This results in the following:

* Loss of part-of the walls and the complete loss of the roof
|

Missiles ge'nerated Ie
-|

e Significant damage so that only massive equipment such as caves and below l
'

grade bunkers remain

e Damage to all hoods and glove boxes.

Potential isotopic releases from the various process modules in. sealed
source manufacturing facilities are discussed:

137 90* Strontium-90 and Cs in ligd solutions containing 1000 Ci of Sr in
0.1 L of hcl and 2000 Ci of Cs in 0.2 L of hcl are used in the' hot
cells. A hot cell is a massive piece of equipment and should not sustain
tornado damage. The filter system could sustain damage, and solutions
neight be spilled in the cell. However, the ventilation system could-be
destroyed in the event so the vapors would only move to the atmosphere by
di f fusion. This is a slow process and releases are not considered
significant.

Krypton-85 is in process as 100 Ci in cylinders and 100 Ci contained in*
'

sealed sources. The sealed sources would be dispersed, but are not con-
sidered an airborne release, since they are assumed to be greater than
10 pm in size. Cylinders containing the gas would be damaged and the
entire 100 Ci inventory released in the event.

Polonium-210 in liquid storage in a containment is vulnerable, assuming*

thecontainmentiscrushedintheevegt. Liquids airborne in this type of
event have been estimated at 500 mg/m

Thisisghe5.8x10-gftheenclosurevolume(MishimaC1/gdisgussedinthesectiononand Ayer, 1980).
liquid leaks. At 500 mg/m airborne in the 1.4 m glove box, the instan-

2taneous release is 4 x 10 C1. Resuspension of releases of spilled mate-

rial will cg/seg for winds greater than 5 mi/h (Mishima and Ayer,1980).rate is 10- ntinue because of aerodynamic wind stresses. The estimated
This is 8 x 10 Ci/h assuming a 2300 Ci source. After 6 h, the release
is 0.048 Ci; after 16 h, it is 0.13 Ci. Releases are dependent on how
quickly remedial action is taken.

3Hydrogen-3 (tritium), based on a limited understanding of the H storagee
system in depleted uranium beds, can be assumed released. The entire

5inventory contained in the damaged beds,1 x 10 C1, is released.
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Iridium-192. is" encapsulated as' metallic pe'llets. -This should not be a
_

e
L> - significant , inhalation hazard if dispersed.

d e ; Promethium-147 microsphere's could be dispersed 'but could be assumed of a
~

.. ; size ~ greater than 10 pm that should not be a significant inhalation
? hazard..

,

, 4.8.1.6) Facility Fire '

LLimit'ed information'was available on' areas surrounding the facilities'
~

except for.one that noted potential problem areas: propane and. fuel oil.stor- ,

age, and ammunition and gun powder storage. However, these' areas are,segre--
gated _from the sealed source operations,. so they should not jeopardize the

.

sealed source: operations. 0ther sites are located in urban indu~strialized-

'

areas', so it is conceivable that a fire could occur outside the facility andi
~ i

spread to the ' facility.

While construction was most often reinforced concrete or concrete block on*

',- a concrete slab, the roof 'could be constructed from material'that could burn.c
L . Roofing materials were frequently metal paneling with an asphalt-(tar) sur-

face. . This type _of roofing is considered combustible (McKinnon,~ 1976). It is,

! assumed that the roofing ignites and: burns, spreading.to interior' wooden walls,
which are used'in many of the facilities. Combustible loading of the facilt-

;- ~ ties will . vary and, therefore,'the potential fire magnitude.
1

L Fire-response of the radionuclides will . vary, and releases from fires for
the individual isotopes were discussed in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.8.1.z

$ Cesium-137,JOSr, and Po liquid solutions are found in hot. cells,
' 210

i' either in process or in; storage. Fire engulfing the building could cause heat
generation in. the hot ' cells ~ and ' melting HEPA filters. This could lead to-'

x 10-2/h, 20 Ci of the:
. releases.offtjese isotopes. At the release rate ofj/h, 2 Ci'of the 1000'Ci'of

'

g00Ciof Cssourcebecomesairborne;fl02 x 10
Sr source becomes airborne. The entire Po inventory, which could be as

; much as 2300_C1, in liquid storage becomes airborne. All of these materials .
~

! .are released to the atmosphere, since_ filters are assumed to fail.
! .

85 -

Gaseous gp gs in process'as 100 Ci in cylinders and 100 Ci as sealed.

sources. Heating the cylinders could cause the gas to expand,-pressurize, and:
1 - damage the cylinder 'or'' valving resulting in an atmospheric release. If the-

, microspheres melt, an additional inventory could also be vulnerable and the
_

: entire 200 Ci from cylinders plus sealed source released. '

3 ~

L The H inventory in.the st'orage systeg is assumed released.when the beds
are. heated and' damaged. The entire 1 x 10 Ci inventory is ~ released. -

' Waste is solidified, compacted and stored in drums. The drums are stored
in metal or approved fire-resistant containers. Therefore, releases in a fire

j would be by heating and subsequent container rupture due to pressure buildup.

!
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small additional releases could occur, .but because the releases already
~

discussed are based on maximized inventories, releases _ from waste are -
considered to be included'in them.

.

*;4.8.2 Sealed Source Manufacturing MREPP Scenario

1A large-scale-facility fire is~the MREPP event postulated at sealed source
manufacturing facilities. The magnitude of the release will vary according to
the facility since not all . isotopes are used at all facilities.

4.8.2.1- Material Release -

5 Ci; 3H an'd other isotope releases wereThe MREPP hypothesized was 1 x 10
discussed.. ~ This represented the maximum license limit. Releases will vary
with the specific inventory in a facility and can be calculated using the-
fractional releases. suggested in Tables 4.3 and 4.5.

4.8.2.2 Factors Affecting Release

The following factors affect release at sealed source manufacturing
facilities:

e' Safety system
Inventory distribution in facility, among buildingso
Combustible materials presente
Deposition in facility.e

4.9 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR FUELS-

These facilities perform research and development related to reactor fuel
manuf acturing and testing. They use special nuclear materials (SNM) in forms
ranging from powders to solutions, although larger quantities are usually in
the form of fuel pellets.

A facility can include a test reactor and/or criticality experiments.
These areas are not included under the SNM license of concern in our study and
are, therefore, not included in our accident scenarios. Some work can use
expended commercial nuclear fuel. Fuel handling is therefore covered using
established nuclear safety assessments to estimate releases.

4.9.1 Potential Accident Scenarios

Potential accidents discussed include criticality, spills and leaks, tor-

nado, earthquake, fire' outside facility, fire, explosion (including natural-
gas), and fuel-handling accidents.

.4.9.1.1 Criticality

i Criticalities were discussed in Sections 4.1.1.5 and 4.2.1.3 and the
L discussion will'not be repeated here. The mere existence of fissile material

in quantities greater than a minimum critical mass creates some finite risk
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that criticality can occur (Carter et al.,1968). Criticality is prevented by
using favorable geometries, fixed poison ,, limitations -of mass or -concentra-
tion, or soluble poisons. Larger quantities of fissile material at nuclear

i

research and development facilities are powders or other forms not likely to {sustain a criticality. As discussed in Section 4.1.1.5, criticality is more
likely in a' liquid system. However, nuclear safety and the potential for |'- criticality can be considered in all operations. at these facilities. These
operations include fissile material receipt and transport, alloy preparation,
powder preparation, fuel billet fabrication, fuel plate fabrication, fuel
element assembly, machining operations, and process fuel storage and scrap.
Administrative procedures and fissile material restrictions provide criticality
safety in these facilities. '

The glove box train is one area likely to have quantities of fissile mate-
rial sufficient for a criticality if water is added to the powder preparation
operation. The glove box train area is provided with an automatic sprinkler
system. An accident that breaks the glove box window and damages the sprinkler
system could allow water to penetrate the glove box, resulting in full water
reflection. An earthquake could precipitate the above. damage.

10As discussed in Section 4.2.1.3, the kinetic energy released at 10 fis-
sions would probably be at a level where building damage would not be caused by
the riticality. Damage to the high-efficiency particles air filter. could have
occurred because of the earthquake, and therefore the 20 g of uranium (see
Section 4.1.1.5, the standard criticality event) released is assumed to go
digectly to the atmosphere. The fission product gas release totals 1.2-x
10 Ci; see Table 4.1 for tabulated releases of individual isotopes.

4.9.1.2 Spills and Leaks

While radioactive materials can be found in any form in these facilities,
from powder to solutions, it appears that contaminated liquids are the primary
radioactive waste. These would be relatively low level. For example, at one
site, waste is controlled to ensure that no more than 230 g of fissile material
are contained therein. The liquid wa
so the concentration would be 2 x 10 gte is collected in a 3000-gal waste tank3g/cm . Even in the unlikely event that
the contents of the entire tank spilled, the contamination present should not
produce significant airborne releases. Maximum airborne material from a liquid
spill in static air could be 0.017. of the s
airbornereleaseiscalculatedat2.3x10gurce(Sutteretal.,1981)sotheg.

4.9.1.3 Tornado

The buildings are built to withstand a tornado strike. There could be
minor damage and equipment overturned. If a door is blown out, minor amounts
of surface contamination or uncontained powder can be blown from the build-
ing. The powders are usually contained so these releases would be
insignificant.

Low-level liquid radioactive waste may be retained in large basins. This
type of basin and the airborne release are discussed in Section 4.2.1.2.
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, Because the basin was set in concrete and unlikely to have more than minor
spillage in a tornado, the anticipated spillage results in 0.05 g 'of uranium-

immediately airborne and 1.9 g of uranium subject to resuspension fractional
release. T is rasuspension occurs after the tornado has passed and is at a
rateof10g/sec.

4.9.1.4 Earthquake

Research facilities are built' according to the Uniform Building Code and
should be capable of withstanding a linea' acceleration appropriate to the
region. It is assumed there would be little or no structural damage as a

result of earthquake acceleration. Some spills and process vessels could over-
. turn in a faci _lity, and process equipment could be upset. The integrity of the

-

facility should not be breached; therefore, an earthquake should cause insig-
nificant releases of fuel material to the atmosphere. Additionally, any

-

spilled material could be-covered with debris, making resuspension unlikely.

Fires'or pressurized releases resulting from equipment failure as a result
of the earthquake could' contribute to releases. These are discussed in the
section on fire and explosion.

4.9.1.5 Fire Outside Facility .

One of the facilities, Rockwell Nuclear Fuel Development Laboratory, is in
a location where range fires could be considered a potential hazard. The
structure is -built of fire resistant materials, concrete, and steel. There is
some distance from,the facility to large vegetation growth. However, sparks
can be carried 'from range fires by strong,, hot winds. It can be assumed that,
while not specifically identified as to material, the roof is fire resistant
and any sparks reaching the roof would not ignite it. Therefore an external
range fire should not damage the facility.

4.9.1.6 Fires

'The use of solvents and flammable liquids, such as methanol, during sample
preparation could lead to small fires. These would occur in a glove box, and
the ignition source could be an overheated sonic bath. Because glove box
operations are normally conducted in an inert atmosphere, combustion would not
be supported. However, glove failure could allow air to enter, enabling a fire
to start. The amount 'of material in the glove box during sample preparation
wouldlimittgggrelease, since the source would be perhaps 46 g of plutonium
and 189 g of U. Cased on releases measured in experimental fires and
discussed earlier in this report (Mishima et al.,1968a,1968b; Mishima and
Schwendiman,1973a),1% is the selected maximum release . factor. The glove box

plutoniumand1.89-gof_2gereleaseisexpelledfromthe_glovebox,0.46gof
filter i's destroyed, and

0 reach the final HEPA (5 x ig'g ofdecgamination)for.a release of 2.3 x 10-4 g of plutonium and 9.5 x 10- U.

A major fire could occur during milling operations in a glove box train.
Material in the glove box can be in any form from powders to pellets. Powders
and:zircaloy metal used in the processes are pyrophoric, so to maximize the

i
'
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release, it is assumed that the entire glove box inventory is in powder form.
perhaps in blending and sieving operations. The inventory per work station is
limited, using for example, about 2 kg of mixed pyrophoric powders.

Because it is a sglove box train, it can be assumed the air and thus the
fire spreads through the transfer space until all 13 glove boxes are involved
in the fire. Thus at 2 kg/ work station, the source is '26 kg,1% is assumed
airborne, calculating to 260 g airborne. The glove box HEPA filters are
destroyed but the building HEPA filter remains. The atmospheric release is
0.13 g mixed pyrophoric powders.

4.9.1.7 Explosions

Solvents used for cleaning could generate vapors in sufficient quantity to
be explosive in air. Due to the small amounts of solvents involved, an explo-
sive ignition of the vapors would have negligible releases.

A powder explosion could occur in a glove box during blending and sieving,
with 1% of the mass becoming dispersed into the room through a breached glove.
Since 2.2 kg is the glove box inventory, 22 g become airborne and transported
to the ventilation HEPA filter. The explosive force of'the overpressure should
be expended before reaching this final filter, so the atmospheric release is
0.011 g of fissile material.

Sintering furnace explosions could release airborne material. A release
of this type was discussed in Section 4.2.1.5, where 1% of the material was
estimated ejected from a furnace. Inventory restrictions would limit the
release (as in the powder explosion) to 0.011 g.

.

Natural gas explosions are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1.6 of this
report and could potentially release fissile material. It has been hypothe-
sized (Rockwell,1976) that a complete rupture oj a 1-in. gas line operating at
a pressure of 8 in, of H 0 would release ~750 ft /h of natural gas into the2
room. The room volume and ventilation rate limit the potential of the gas
reaching an explosive limit in the room. Therefore, for this facility, an
airborne release from a natural gas explosion was not foreseen.

4.9.1.8 Fuel Handling Accident

In a research and development facility, irradiated fuel assemblies can be
used in investigations. The assemblies are transferred into hot cells where
they are declad and the fuel is tested and examined. Fuel elements may be
stored on site temporarily in pools designed for their storage. A license
limit would be three fuel elements from commercial nuclear power reactors.

The NRC has established a guide for evaluating the potential consequences
of a fuel handling accident in a fuel har.dling and storage facility (USNRC,
1972). The illustrative accident sequence consists of the dropping of a fuel
assembly resulting in breaching of the fuel rod cladding, release of a portion
of the volatile fission gases from the damaged fuel rods, absorption of water
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= 1 soluble gases in'and transport of soluble and insoluble gases through the
'

water, ' air filtration (if provided); prior to release into the environment, and
. dispersion of-the released fission products into the atmosphere.

This accident occurs at a time identified as the earliest time fuel hand-
ling operations.may begin. - Radioactive decay of the fission product inventory
is taken into consideration. All of the ggg inventory is aggumed released. u

-This-is 10% of the noble gases other than Kr, 30% of the Kr and 10% of the 1

iodine in the rods at.the. time of the accident. The iodine' gap inventory is
composed of inorganic species-(99.75%) and organic species (0.25%).

The pool decontamination factors for the inorganic and organic ' species are !
F 133 'and 1, respectively, giving an overall effective' decontamination factor of

100.(i.e., 99% of the total iodine released from the damaged rods is retained
by.the pool water). This difference in decontamination factors for inorganic l

and organic iodine species results in the iodine above the fuel pool being com-
posed of.75% inorganic and 25%. organic species. The retention of noble gases
in the pool is negligible (i.e., decontamination factor of 1).

The radioactive material that escapes from.the pool to the building is
released from the building over a 2-h time period.

If it can be shown that the building atmosphere is exhausted through
absorbers designed to remove iodine, the removal efficiency is 90% for inor-
ganic species and 70% for organic species.

Decay times for the fuel assemblies and the radioactive inventories have
aat been estimated for these research and development facilities in the docket
information available. Therefore, another base for estimating the release must
be used.

Fuel handling accidents have been described in detail and in the Reactor
Safety Study (USNRC, 1975, Appendix 1, p. I-96), which will be used as a basis
for our safety assessment and nominal releases are back calculated. This will
give a conservative estimate of releases because at a reactor there has been
little opportunity for-the fuel to decay. Shipping regulations mean fuel must
be held at a reactor at least 150 days before transport, and thus the isotopes
withshorterhalf-liveswouldbefurtherdecayedwhenusedinany}gearfuel
research and development facility. This is particularly true of I with an
8-day hal f-life. The fraction remaining at the shipment time af ter 150 days
storagecanbecalculatedus{ggtheuniversaldecaytables(BureauofRadio-
logical Health,1970).. For I,' for example, the fraction remaining is much
less than 0.0001, an insignificant fraction.

Dropping a. heavy item in the spent fuel pool as a result of crane failure
could damage one or more fuel assemblies. The average inventory in the fuel

- pool is one-half a core loading, one-third with 60 days decay and one-sixth
| with 150 days decay, and releases are estimated as listed in Table 4.6. Seven

pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies represent approximately 4.5% of'

a core loading; therefore,156 fuel assemblies are the entire loading, and thus
78 fuel assemblies produced the total release listed as calculated in the
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Reactor Safety Study (USNRC,1975).- The release ~ per assembly is then calcu--
. lated,|and multiplied by three |to estimate release from this event at a

* research. and development facility, assuming three' assemblies are damaged.
'

. . .

These releases are through HEPA and charcoal filters and it was assumed
that these will redyrg the elemental iodides, organic iodides, and particulates
by . 99%. Since the' I-will be decayed, levels will be-significantly lower
than those listed in Table 4.6.

TABLE 4.6._ Release (Ci) from Dropping a Heavy Item
in Fuel Storage Pool

One-Half Release
R and D(a) Release' Core Loading per

Elements Release Assembly (3 Assemblies)
4 2 2Noble gas 1.74 x 10 2.2 x 10 6.6 x 10

Halogens 1.18 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-4 4.5 x 10-4

(a) Research and Development
:

4.9.2 Research and ' Development of Nuclear Fuels MREPP Scenario

Work with irragiated commercial fuel elements presents a high noble gas
release of 6.6 x 10 C1. This could be much lower, depending on the age and
decay status of the fuel elements. For example, 2 years after discharge from a;

' reactor the total curies in a fuel assembly is less than 1% of the discharge
! level (Alexander et al., 1977). However, a criticality event with a total

S

release of 1.2 x 10 Ci of fission product gases is thT3gREPPinthisfacility
category. The total curie release and the release of I, the isotope of most,

; concern, are the largest for this event.

4.9.2.1 Factors Affecting Release

The following factors affect release at facilities for the research and
development of nuclear fuels:#

e Room volume, air ventilation rate, and retention time
o Radiological decay in fuel

i e- Filtration systems-
'

e Deposition.

4.10 WASTE WARFHOUSING

Radioactive waste in containers (drums) is stored, for a period of not
more than 6 months at these facilities. Drums are not opened in the waste
warehousing operation: they are stored until transported to a licensed radio-
active burial ground.
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# . 4.10.1 . Potential A'ccident-Scenarios
~"

,

. Because the radioactive material is containerized, the, potential for acci-
- dental releases _is low. .An' event of. sufficient magnitude to breach one or more-

- drums would be required.to make material airborne.

Ahcidents discussed are tornado, earthquake, fire, and facility fire.
.

,

4.10.1.1~ Tornado'
|

. ' Waste warehousing facil'ities would probably 'not be constructed to with-
stand tornado damage. Therefore,.it.can be assumed that damage would be '
- inflicted if a tornado strikes the building. :It is conceivable that if one or
more of the. walls collapse and the roof is blown off, the waste drums could be
damaged. As. discussed in Section 4.3.1.2, only a fraction (estimated at 1%),0f
the drums in a storage area:would'.be involved to the point of failure. A large

.

warehousing operation could have as many as 2200 drums containing 24 Ci' of-
radioactivity, and thus the material in jeopardy is 0.24.Ci--from.22 drums.

The inventory is not in a readily dispersible' form, as for example, a pow-
der. However, it can be broken up by accident stresses. Drummed waste (i.e.',
contaminated trash) could be scattered in and about the facility, subject to
aerodynamic' stresses, and a fraction could be airborne. It will be assumed
that the entire 0.24tCi inventory of the 22 failed drums is subject to aero-
dynamic stresses for 6-h. The resuspension rate for fi gd contamination that
could be confidered applicable to this situation is 10~ /sec. The release is
thus 5 x 10~ Ci, and since the building was destro'yed, it is released directly
to the atmosphere.

'

One facility stores drummed cylinders of H. The maximum license limit is
5000 Ci,1000 Ci/ cylinder. Assuming one drum is breached, the rslease is
1000 C1.

4'.10.1.2 Earthquake

An earthquake could collapse the warehouse and damage' drums of waste.
Drums would be buried under debris or some could be scattered. Since much of
the waste would be. buried, little would be subject to wind resuspension
stresses. Releases would not exceed those estimated for a tornado.

4.10.1.3 Fire

Spontaneous ignition of cellulosics -contaminated with flammables (oily-

- rags)'could lead to a fire in a drum, or a small fire could be caused by inad-
vertent inclusion of acid in a glass container in a waste drum and. breakage of
the-container allowing the acid to spill on cellulosics, which heat and ignite.
In either scenario, the drum is subsequently pressurized and ruptures, allowing
a fraction of the contamination associated with the waste to beccme airborne. -

,
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culatedas5.5x10guldbe24Ci/2200=0.011C1, using 5 x 10-4 ~elease factor measured for non-
The inventory c Ci/ drum and the release is cal-

ri r
- volatiles: associated with . burning contaminated waste (Mishima- and Schwendiman,-
'1973b). ' However, 'many by-product isotopes are volatile so the release can. ' 4i-

s

range..from'this value to the entire 0.011 Ci inventory assumed airborne from a
single drum.

,

4.10.1.4 Facility Fire

A propane fueled front-end loader is used to move the waste drums in a .
warehouse. Fuel -leaking from the equipment could conceivably initiate a

. combustion / explosion ~ event.

; , Propane flammability limits in air are 2.1% and 9.5% (Zabetakis,1965), '

3
with a specific volume of 8.7 ft /lb (Linde,1974)3 A front-end loader will
have a fuel tank capacity of about 10 ~1b and 87 ft , which, when vaporized,

3could, produce a flammable mixture-in 4000 ft . This would be a fraction of a
3wastegare use facility volume. Facilities range in volu'me from 6 x 10 to

4 x 10 ft

The explosion gquivalent yield can be calculated using propane heat of
combustion 2.1 x 10 Btu /lb (McKinnon, 1976):'

'
AH +W'

(4-5)WTNT " 800

where

WTNT = equivalent TNT, lb

AHc = heat of combustion, Btu /lb

W = explosive source weight, lbc

1800 = heat of explosion of TNT, Btu /lb

The calculation is:
4

TNT " 2.1 x 10
Btu /lb x 10 lb

W = 1171800 .

:

Assuming 10% of the energy is released in the explosion, W is 11'.7.TNTThis energy is sufficient to blow the roof off the facility and generate
missiles (Brasie and Simpson, 1968).

Because the waste is contained, it will not contribute a large amount of
combustible material to permit a fire to engulf the entire facility. However,
gas heat in~the building, a truck at the loading dock, wooden pallets holding

.

waste, or fuel storage tanks could provide combustibles to fuel the fire.
s
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' It is postulated that missiles generated by the combustion / explosion pass
through the open loading dock door and hit gas storage tanks. This event
results in gasoline spillage providing fuel sufficient for a fire to engulf the
facility.

Wooden pallets support the waste drums. In an alternate scenario these
can be assumed ignited, carrying the fire through the facility. Natural gas or
propane heaters could provide additional fuel to the fire.

3
Heat pressgrizing the H cylinders could cause the cylinders to rupture

gndallofthe H would become airborne. A maximum release could be 5000 Ci of
H.

Damage to drums, plus heating would cause all the volatile radioisotopes
associated with the drummed waste to become airborne. License limits are from
y to 200 2h U[3py-Pggduc35matggjal,whicg1will typically include v'olatiles: |C, 3H, I, I, P, S, Xe, and Cr, as a low volatile (1%). To
illustrate this release, the isotopic distribution and release from a typical
waste mixture (based on the Interex by-product curie limit) are as listed in
Table 4.7.

4.10.2 Waste Warehousing MREPP Scenario

A major combustion / explosion resulting in a large facility fire is the
MREPP scenario for a waste warehouse.

4.10.2.1 Material Release
3

The airborne release estimated was 5000 Ci of H from the cylinders agd
1940.6 Ci of mixed by-product materials associated with the waste. Total H
release is 6200 Ci, total release of all nuclides is 6940 Ci.

4.10.2.2 Factors Affecting Release

The following factors affect release at waste warehousing facilities:

Safety systemse
Inventorye

e Propane tank volume
e Additional fuel sources.

4.11 UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

At facilities in this category, radioactive materials are usually received
from manufacturers and used in many laboratories covered under one license.
They can be received at and distributed from a central receiving area. Solid
waste is usually stored at a central location prior to disposal. Thus, the
shipping / receiving and waste storage areas have the largest potential radio-
isotope inventories. License limits are low and actual inventories are usually
fractions of the limit.
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TABLE 4.7. Radioisotopes Associated with and Released from
Representative Drunned Waste in a Combustion /
Explosion ~ Event (total source =.2000 Ci)

Percent in
Representative Airborne

Element- Isotope Waste Release, Ci
Carbon 14

C 8 160
:SIChromium C 3 0.6,

'3Hydrogen H |60 1200
125Iodine I 14 280,

; 131
1 l' 20

32. Phosphorous P 8 160
35Sulfur S 6 120

1940.6

The laboratories are scattered in different locations on a campus; as many
as 500 different locations can handle radioactive materials at one facility.
Several laboratories may be located in one building, some are located in. rooms
in hospitals to provide for use in patients. -

Our information does not give details on each of the individual sites.
Since the majority of these sites have very low inventories, this would not be
cost effective for the' safety assessment. Some general incidents are suggested
with the major accidents focusing on the high inventory-locations: shipping /
receiving and waste storage.

4.11.1 Potential Accident Scenarios

Low license' limits, small dispensed doses, material forms such as sealed
sources, and diffuse operations reduce the risks associated with university
research and development facilities. Accidents discussed are spills and leaks,
tornado, explosion, fire, waste incinerator error, and a patient-related

' incident.

4.11.1.1 Spills and Leaks

Small amounts of material, gas or liquid, can become airborne as a
consequence of spills and leaks. Some typical events are suggested:

e. Gas Leaks. Gaseous Xe is dispensed using a gas dispensing system.
These systems normally use vials containing 20 mci; however, they can
contain up to 100 mci / g l. Therefore, a valve leak could potentially
leak up to 100 mci of X T33 Hospitals can receive multi-dosage vials.

containing as much as 1 Ci Xe, in which case a valve could leak as much
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as 1 g ' Hospitals can receive. multi-dosage vials containing as much as
'

-
. . .

1 Ci- Xe, -in which case a ' valve could leak as much as 1 Ci.

133'Another potential Xe, release ~is an accident while administering the
'' *

xenon to a patient. .Since the maximum dosage administered is 20 mci, this will
be the maximum release.

32* Liquid Spills. - Iodine-131 and P are injected (in the facilities
studied) as liquid solutions, with maximum doses of 30 mci and 5 mC1,.
respectively.' Itisasgedthab2due to operator error an entire dose is

I and' P are considered volati the entirespilled. Because both
The maximun release is 30 mci of g I.

dose becomes g borne. Orally
administered I can be 10 pCi in liquid or capsule form,' or therapy
doses as great as 200 mci in facilities other than those studied.

4.11.1.2 Tornado

These facilities are not usually constructed to withstand tornado damage.
Therefore, if a tornado strikes the facility, severe damage and breaching of
the structure are anticipated. Some packaged 1sotopes (e.g., lead shielded
syringes) are not vulnerable to tornado damage.

Is topes in process could be-at risk. This could include.the 100 mci of133
Xe, releasing the entire amount from the vial 133inthegasleak. The

storageareacgdbethelocations.ofalarger Xe release. If all of the
units full of Xe were in one storage room hit by a tornado, the entire maxi-
mum license limit of 10 Ci could be released. It would be extremely unlikely
that this inventory level would be in the storage area. Because it has a short
(5.27 day) half-life, it could be assumed to be moved from the storage area
rapidly. Therefore only a fraction of the inventory would be there. If we '

assume 10 Ci is a week's supply and moved from the storage area daily, 2 Ci
would be a more reasonable estimate of the maximum release.

Iodine-131 in use would be released, with a value similar to the spill
release. Stringent conta
tneyarenotasourceof.{grdesignwouldensuretheywouldnotbedamagedsoI releases. The total ~ release is dependent on the
number of containers actually in use when the tornado strikes.

Generators can be damaged spilling 99"Tc. Since technetium is a low vola-
tile (Rimshaw et al., 1980) airborne releases are negligible. Molybdenum-99 is
absorbed on an aluminum oxide (Kristensen,1979), a form not likely to become
airborne.

Tritiug in process is vulnerable; however, a significant portion, perhaps
1500 Ci of H, is in waste storage in containers not likely to be breached in a

,|tornado strike. '

Because the inventory is dispersed in many small laboratories, it is
,unlikely that a tornado would damage more than a portion of them. This there- |

' fore limits the magnitude of a release.

,
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4.11.1.3 ' Explosion

Due to the small scale of the operations, the potential for explosions to
produce releases are limited to areas with significant inventories.

Natural gas used for heating could be the source of a potential explosion /
deflagration as discussed in Section 4.3.1.6 of this report. It is hypothe-
sized that a detonation / deflagration occurs in the shipping / receiving or waste
storage area. Combustible materials such as wooden pallets fuel the fire, and
it is assumed to engulf the area. Releases from this scenario will be quanti-
fied as a facility fire.

4.11.1.4 Fire

A major facility fire is suggested as the result of a natural gas explo-
sion. Since the entire license limit is located in several buildings, it would
not all be at risk. Two areas are suggested where radionuclides can be found
in relatively large amounts: 1) the central shipment receiving ard storage
area, and 2) radioactive waste storage.

4.11.1.4.1 Central Receiving / Storage Fire
?

This area can be one room in a large building, where radionuclides are
received and then distributed to the users. Due to the short half-lives of
some of the isotopes, they are ordered and used as required and must be shipped
rapidly. Therefore, it is difficult to imagine them accu 11ulating in this
area. Perhaps 10% of the inventory limit are in the area at one time.

Building material, furniture, paper cartons and so on could be available
to fuel the fire. Adjacent laboratories could use solvents. These could fuel
the fire initiated by the natural gas detonation, and it becomes a major fire.

Volatilities of most of the isotopes potentially involved in the fire were

gCf,gg4Cm,gg}Np,andiersectgsandwillnotberepeatedhere. Four isotopes,
cuss 1n e

Tc were below the amount selected fo: earlier
discussions because they did not represent a significant portion of the inven-
tories in other facilities. Since they are a more significant fraction here, a
discussion follows:

Californium-252 volatility information was not found in the literatureo
review. Because of high radiation danger it should be shielded, even when

Another source (Subrahmanian et al., 1976) recom-
inuse(Hall,Ig)fsourcesinafireproofsafewhennotinuse..

mended locking C Thisi

would suggest that administrative procedures would minimize the oppor-
tunity for airborne releases. Procedures used during processing indicate

not volatile. For nample, one step in the operation for pro-
thatityCfsourcesincludesheatingtoformCf0,astablef$2(Hall

,

ducing 23and Rossi, 1974). Based on this information it is assumed that Cf will
not produce an airborne release in a fire.
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Curium-244 is appreciably less volatile than americium according toe
Penneman and Keenhan (1960). However, they do not indicate the volatility
level. The melting point of curium is about 1340 C (Weast,1973). A
release factor is suggested based on the rati 2gthemeltingpointsof
americium and curium, which is about 0.75 2k4 Am release factor of 0.01
was suggested for fire about 1000 C. The Cm release factor selected
is therefore 7.5 x 10-

Nept aium-237,is high boiling at 3902 C (Weast,1973). During preparatione

this information, 2p evaporation (Schulz and Benedict, 1972).
it is concentrated Rased on

Np is assumed nonvolatile. However, fluor;ue com-

pounds can be ' volatile at 400 C as NpF6(ScgzandBenedict,1972)sotheupper volatility limit would depend on the Np form.

99Technetium-99m is produced by Mo generators as needed in the universitye

researgg angggevelopment facilities. Therefore, airborne releases will be
mi xed Mo/ Tc and dependent on the generation status. Studies of
release during gdioactive waste calcining indicated that less than 1% of
the associated Tcwouldvolatilize(Rimgggwetal.,1980). Therefore, a
0.01 release factor is suggested for the Tc.

Releases from the major fires are listed in Table 4.8. They are based on
the assumptions that 10% of the maximum inventory is located in this area and
the fire lasts 1 h.

4.11.1.4.2 Radioactive Waste Storage Fire

Waste from all the laboratories is gathered in a separate facility and
held until transported for burial. Only waste in this building is subjected to
fire stresses. Wooden pallets holding the barrels of waste can fuel the fire,
as well as waste stored in cardboard cartons. With the addition of sufficient
heat the drums of waste can rupture and thus this material can be available to
fuel the fire.

3At one facility (the University of Wisconsin) 1500 Ci of H are stored in
this area either as a gas or in g5-gal drums absorbed on molecular sieve. It

can be assumed that this entire H inventory is vaporized in the fire. Other
radionuclides associated with the waste would ber ~a c rborne with the
volatility listed in Table 4.8.

4.11.1.5 Waste Incinerator Error

Two nuclides, 3H and C, associated with the liquid waste (3 mci /5 gal)
may be released to the atmosphere at a maximum rate of 50 mci / day during waste
incineration. They are mixed with fuel oil and pumped into holding tanks
before incineration. Operator or clerical erro could result in a higher spe-

cific activity in the liquid gaste.1ff the wast concentration increased by an
order of 10,500 mci of mixed H and C could be released to the aurosphere.
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. TABLE 4.8. Potential MREPP of Isotopes Potentially Involved in a
Major Fire at the Shipping / Receiving Department at a
University Research 'and Development Laboratory -.

10 % of Suggested
Maximun Release

. Element Isotope' Inventory, Ci- Factor Release, Ci
Americium 241Am 0.5 0.01 5 x 10-3

14Carbon C 1 1 1

Californium- 252Cf 0.01 --- ---

137Cesium Cs- 1.5 0.01/h 1.5_x 10-2
60Cobalt Co 0.5- 2 x 10-3/h 1 x 10-3
244Curium Cm 0.01 7.5 x 10-3 7.5 x 10-5
3. Hydrogen H 300 1- 300
19Iodine 1 0.8 1 0.8
1311 0.07 1 7 x 10-2

Molybdenum (a) 9 99m9Technetium ggf Tc 1 0.01 1 x 10-2
Neptunium Np 0.01 --- ---

63Nickel Ni 0.1 --- ---

32Phosphorous P 0.5 1 0.5
210Polonium Po 10 1 10
90Strontium Sr 0.05 2 x 10-3 1 x 10-4
35Sulfur S 0.5 1 0.5
133Xenon Xe 1 1 1

(a) These are assumed together in generators.

4.11.1.6 Patient Related Incident

Another release mechanism, limited to an administered dose, g ld occur if
a patient becomes sick and vomited af g treatment. The dose of I can be
-30 mci or as much as 200 mci. Since I can be volatile, the entire dose
could become airborne.-

4.11.2 University Research and Development MREPP Scenario

Two locations were suggested for the MREPP event based on radionuclide
inventory level. These were the shipping / receiving and waste storage area. A
fire volatiliging radionuclides in the waste storage area is the MREPP because
of the large H inventory.
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Other isotopes can be'present in the waste. Levels would be-low and
' ' releases'from waste should not exceed those from a fire in the shipping /

receiving' area.~

4.11.2.1 LMaterial Release

. Radionuclides in the shipping area become airborne in the fire depending
~

onvolajility. These are listed in Table 4.8. .However, the large amount of
stored H at one facility means that the storage area has the MREPP. The
entire 1500.01 ~1nventory becomes airborne..

~

4.11.2.2 Factors Affecting Release

Th'e following factors affect release at university research and
development 1 acilities:f

* Inventory in' waste
<-o Effectiveness of fire safety-systems..

,

.
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5.0 RELEASE CALCULATIONS

While a range of accidental releases have been covered for each of the
~ operations, MREPP events envisioned are limited to the three types listed in
: Table 5.1. These events are fire, tornado, and criticality accident. The
following sections will discuss elements considered when defining each of these
accidents and general calculational considerations. The application to the
specific facilities where the event was the MREPP is then discussed. This
includes calculational techniques and considerations imposed by specific
radioactive materials.

Calculating an airborne release after an accident requires several steps
leading to a general form:

Airborne radioactive x release factor.=

Release material at risk

Components of the formulation thus are the material at risk and a release fac-
tor made of several elements.

Material at risk is the radioactive inventory that can be in jeopardy from
the accident. This is not necessarily and, in fact, usually is not the license
limit, but would be some lower value. This value could be, for example, 75% of
the limit. The material at risk will include surface contamination on equip-
ment in a facility. Cellulosic and other radioactively contaminated waste
material should be considered in the assessment. Stored materials can be in
jeopardy and can of ten represent a large inventory.

Release factor can include material form, accident stresses, availability,
mitigation, time, and particle size. These must be considered and may be
included in one release factor or the different parts can be separated. The
most straightforward approach is to estimate the amount of material airborne at
the site of the event and then relate this to conditions in a specific
facility:

Material form includes whether the inventory is powder, liquid ore
gas. In some of the facilities studied here the inventory could
include microspheres or sealed sources. Surface contamination can be
on various materials, and this substrate must also be considered.

Accident stresses determine the magnitude of the release. Thesee

include fire -producing high temperature and turbulent stresses,
explosions producing high levels of energy, pressurized releases
ejecting material forcefully from a container, or impact from
spills. Suggested responses of materials are based on empirically
determined release factors or known behavior.

5.1
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TABLE-5.1. MREPP Events

Facility Event

Uranium fuel . fabrication UF6 cylinder ~ rapture
'(oxide) in loading dock

-incident (fire)

Uranium fuel fabrication Criticality

~ (metal ) -

LUF6 production UF6 cylinder rupture
in' loading dock
incident (fire)

Uranium milling Tornado

Waste warehousing Facility fire

Plutonium contaminated ~. Tornado

Radiopharmaceutical Facility fire
manufacturing

Radiopharmacy Facility fire

Sealed source Facility fire
manuf acturing

Research and development Criticality
of nuclear fuels

University research and
development Facility fire

e Availability of the material to the accident stresses must be.
considered next. Packaging of the material (e.g., in 00T-approved
containers) precludes releases from all but the most rigorous
accident stresses. Even containment within a glove box lowers the
potential release, since it adds a barrier to the release path,

o Mitigation can be planned or inadvertent. Filters included in a
facility reduceithe potential for an atmospheric release, and they
must be evaluated to ' determine if .the accident stresses are suffi-
cient to breach them. Deposition, condensation, agglomeration, and
other mechanisms can' reduce the release. An event outside a facility
will 'have a larger' release in the absence of mitigation.

;
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.. e Time includes that required for the release or how long the_ stresses
.

are. imposed. 'Some releases such as from an explosion are essentially
-instantaneous. However, there will be a period of time after the
initial . event when _the dispersed radioactive materials can become
airborne by resuspension due.to aerodynamic.entrainment. For fires,
'the burning time will frequently determine' the release magqitude.
The length of time a fire will burn is dependent on the ccmbustible
loading, not just the' radioactive component.

e Particle size should be considered in the release analysis because
particles.with diameters 10 pm AED can be inhaled and retained in the
lung and represent a health hazard. For many of the materials found
in the NMSS facilities, this information is not available, so the
release is conservatively estimated all in the respirable range.

In car analysis, we-have used the approach of estimating the fraction of
the radioactive material airborne at the accident site. Elements contributing
to the release have been identified separately rather-than using a single
release factor. Thus fators such as mitigation by filters can be suggested as
they apply to specific conditions.

5.1 FIRES

Seven of the facilities reviewed have fires as the MREPP event. Two
general fire scenarios were identified: 1) facility fire and 2) loading dock
(shipping / receiving area) fire. Each of these is discussed including
initiating events, fire ignition and fire development.*

Facilities where a facility fire was the suggested MREPP event are
radiopharmaceutical manufacturing, radiophermacy, waste warehousing, sealed

,
source manufact" ring, and university research and development. Temperatures

' resulting from a major facility fire could be 800 to 1000 C, considered typical
of an enclosure fire (Thomas,1974). A loading dock fire involving UF6,

| cylinders was the MREFP event for two facilities, uranium fuel fabrication
(oxide) and UF6 production.

5.1.1 Facility Fire

This fire is considered to be one initiated by an event within the facil-
ity or involving the ' entire facility. These fires include those started by
natural gas explosions or fires that spread to an asphalt or flammable roof
from an adjacent fire. The Fire Protection Handbook (McKinnon, 1976) has been
used as a basic reference for this fire section. Fires require both an
ignition sequence and a development phase:

Fire ignition sequence. There must be a heat source, a kindlinga
fuel, and an event (human action or natural act) that gets the heat
source and kindling fuel together to start the fire. Human error,
failure to recognize and comprehend faults that contribute to the
event, is also associated with fires. Initiating events providing an

ignition sequence can include:

5.3
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Electrical. Wiring and associated components can cause fires by-

short circuit faults or by arcs and . sparks from damaged or
defective equipment. Heated motors are another fire source.

-- Open-flames. The-use of bunsen burners, welding sparks, and
hydrogen burnoff can cause fires.

Heating equipment. Natural gas and fuel oil are used for space-

heating. When gas or oil is used there is the, hazard of vapors
mixing with air and reaching the-ignition or explosive level.

Trash burning. Waste material can be' the source of a sponta--

neously ignited fire. Improper use.of. incinerators can lead to
accidental fires.

- Flammable liquids. Careless handling or storage of flammable or
combustible liquids can lead to fires. Ignition can result due
to lesking of fuels or spills near a heat source.

Gas explosion. Gas escaping from piping, storage . tanks, or-

equipment; misuse or faulty operation of equipment can lead to a
buildup of gas to an explosive concentration.

External source. Lightning can initiate a facility fire. Some-

of these NMSS facilities are in locations where they would be in
potential fire jeopardy from sparks from adjacent burning
buildings or range fires.

Fire development. The fire ignition sequence will not of itself leade
to a facility fire. This requires the addition of combustible burn-
ing material for the fire development. Compartmentation of a build-
ing with physical barriers can limit fire spread, as will effective
fire suppression systems. Construction deficiencies can be major
contributors to fire spread: failure to subdivide large areas, -lack
of fire doors, absence of fire cutoffs between floors, open stairways
and elevator shafts, conveyor and pipe openings, combustible interior
materials and finishes.

Improper storage of building contents is a frequent contributor to
large fires. Improperly stored liquids can escape from drums, tanks,
and processing equipment. Flammable gases escaping from-cylinders or
piping can contribute to the fire spread. Even if contained, these
containers can overpressurize from the initial event.

5.1.1.1 Radiopharmaceutical Manufacturing

The fire ignition sequence for this facility was postulated as a flammable
vapor leak with natural gas as the vapor. The gas accumulates and subsequently
deflagrates (Section 4.3.1.6). An ignition source is fundamental to a'combus-
- tion explosion: static electricity is one potential fire ignitor. Since gas
is usually used in heat producing equipment, the'ignitor can be inherent to the

5.4
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system. Solvents used in processes, cellulosics, and'w'ood interior members'are-

available to contribute combustibles to the fire development. This can be
accelerated by leakage-of oxygen from lines located at each glove box, lines
which are assumed broken in .the initial deflagration.

To estimate the severity of the event we calculated the overpressure
-developed as_a result of that event. This, in turn leads to an estimate of
structural and filter damage. In a wooden building the fire could develop even
though the structural integrity is maintained;. in'a concrete structure, bar-
riers (walls or roof) must fail in order to give opportunity for the fire to
spread. Components of the release calculation are fire ignition, damage,
radionuclide release, and source term _ modification:

e Fire ignition. The accident scenario suggests that the gas leaks
.into a " dead" air _ space in order to reach a flammable 1evel above

34%. Our illustration uses a 10 x 10 x 10 ft (1000 ft ) volumg, about
the size of a small room,-filled with an 0.04 fraction (40 ft ) of
natural gas. Combustion explosions can occur when only a portion of
a room, perhaps 25%, is filled with flammable gas. The ignition
sequence is: gas mixes with air, the mixture ignites, heated air
expands, and an explosion-follows,

e Damage. Estimating potential damage from explosive events is an
inexact science at present. Some guidelines have been established
that can help relate the overpressure of the event to anticipated
damage.

Natural gas is a mixture and can have varying compositions. For our
illustration, we selected 75% methane, 21% ethane, and 4% propane
(Crane,1978)andcalcula3edaheatofcombustionforthisspecific
mixture to be 1120 Btu /ft using heat of combustion of the component
gases (Pacific Coast Gas. Association,1934).3 Natural gas heat of
cembustion can range from 958 to 1124 Btu /ft 3(McKinnon, 1976). Our
specific mixture has a density of 0.055 lb/f t , which calculated to

31120 Btu /ft 4= 2 x 10 Btu /lb .

30.055 lb/ft

Use of this heat of combustion value enables us to calculate the energy
developed in terms of TNT equivalency, which is then used to estimate
damage produced by the deflagration.

The explosion yield can be calculated (Strehlow and Baker, 1976)

AH xW
(0-1)WTNT " 800

.

where:
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iWTNT = equivalent, TNT'wt/lb
AHc = heat of combustion of hydrocarbon, Btu /1b-,

' ~

ig W = weight available as explosive source, Ibc
1800'= heat of explosion of. TNT,. Btu /lb..

For .the ; illustrated explosion with a 4% flammable gas level, these
,

parameters are.-

e

ff AH 2- x 10 Btu /lb=
c

(1000 ft x.0.04 ) x 0.055.lb/ft3 , 2.2 lb.3W =
c

Calculations are

4
2 x 10 Btu /lb x 2.2 lb = 24.4 lb.NTNT * .1800 Btu /lb

Not all of the heat of combustion energy is released in the
explosion,10% (Brasie and Simpson,1968) is suggested and used in .
our example. If this value is applied to-our example problem, the
explosion, therefore, yields the equivalent of 2.4 lb TNT. This,

yield can De used as a measure of anticipated damage.

ThescalebNT)I
The damage is a function of (W called the scaled yield (Brasie
and Simpson,1968). explosion yield normalizes the WTNT
values to reference values for 1 lb TNT. These values are plotted in
Figure 5.1. The yield from our example is estimated at 1.3. Using
this scaled value the overpressure at various distances from the
event can be calculated and used to estimate damage.

From Figure 5.2 the distance from ground zero to the point where a
given overpressure will occur can be estimated using the equation:

1/3

h= h (5-2)
o o

where D is the distance for a given overpressure for a yield of W.
D and W are reference values.o g
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Using the values in our illustration in Eq. 5-2 and using W = 1 and'
o

D of 20 ft,o

h=1.3

0 = 26 ft .

Using Figuge 5.2, the overpressure at DBased on the above calculation 1.8 lb/in.}b TNT is
20 ft for 1=

o
1.8 lb/in. . overpressure
is reached at 26 ft for our-exgmple.. At 130 ft froin ground zero the
peak overpressure is 0.2 lb/in

|
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Based on this analysis, it is assumed that concrete or cinder blgckpanels could sustain damage but are not destroyed (2 to 3 lb/in.
overpressure would be reggired to destroy them). HEPA filters can
fail at 2.2 to 3.2 lb/in. overpressure, depending on their depth
(Burchsted,1976). Therefore, the oeflagration will be confined to
one room in a concrete structure. A wooden structure would be
entirely engulfed in fire.

3 Radionuclide release. The largest jnventory in a radiopharmaceutical
manufacturing facility is volatile H; in the wooden interior
facility, the entire 27,500 Ci are released by the heat of the fire,
since the entire facility is engulfed. Inaconcretestructgre,therelease might be the contents of one cylinder or 1000 Ci of H.
While this is the largest release in curies, other releases are of
more radiological concern. Table 4.3 suggests release factors for
other radioisotopes.

Modification of the radiopharmaceutical manufacturing source term.O

Modification of the source term was illustrated in our calculation.
The three means of modification are the energy in (or released) and,
therefore, the damage produced by the combustion explosion; building
structural elements; and inventory at risk.

Energy. The energy produced by an explosion is calculated in-

termsoftheTNTequivalentandblastoverpressurethaginturn
suggests potential damage. For exa nple, 2 to 4 lb/in. can
collapse a steel panel building or shatter concrete walls
(Brasie and Simpson, 1968). The amount and energy available for
the explosion depends on the amount and type of explosive
involved. If the illustration had pos
gasconcentrationuptoabove4lb/in.gulateda10% explosivepressures could be
expected at 75 ft from ground zero.

- Structural elements. Wooden interior walls will burn and add
fuel to a fire. Concrete structures must be breached to allow
fire spread if combustion sources are available. Overpressures
suggested in the illustration should not damage concrete
structures. Fire walls and suppression systems were not
considered in our generic analysis.

Inventory. These releases were based on the maximum allowable-

inventory in the areas affected. Other volatile radionuclides
could be present in another situation. Release factors for
isotopes found in significant amounts in radiopharmaceutical
manufacturing facilities are listed in Table 4.3. Consideration
must also be given to physical characteristics, whether they are
powders, solids, anu liquids. For the generic situation this
was not always identified.

5.9
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5.1.1.2 Radiopharmacy

These facilities can be either a small building or single room in a large
building such as a hospital. Fire initiation scenarios will be facility
specific but could potentially be related to the heating system. Natural gas
heating could be the source of a deflagration / explosion with the scenario
discus ed in Section 5.1.1.1. Baseboard electrical heating malfunction
ignitiag combustible material is another fire-initiating scenario. When' the
radiopharmacy is located in a room in a large facility, the initiating event
could be elsewhere in the building. Fire ignition radionuclide release and
source term modification follow:

* Fire ignition. For this analysis, a major facility fire was
suggested, with the natural gas heating deflagration as the
initiating event. Releases to the atmosphere would be maximized by a
breach in the facility. Two breaching mechanisms were suggested:
the roof could be damaged in the initiating event or fire fighters
could chop through the roof in their attempts to fight the fire.

Temperatures resulting from a major fire are high enough to damage
containers, which then results in the release of volatile radio-
nuclides. Anticipated releases could be a fuaction of temperature.

* Radionuclide Release. The potential radionuclide release would
depend on the inventory in a facility. Table 4.3 listed suggested
fire release factors for radiopharmaceutical isotopes, and Table 3.6
gave a raage of potential ingtories. Sgme of tg more signif gant~

releases g ld be 4.5 Ci of 1, 2 x 10 Ci of Sr, 1 Ci of Tc,
75 Ci of Xe, and 910 g of depleteu uranium. Releases are frcm
material in process and radioactivity associated with contaminated
waste.

131
The 1 is the most significant release in terms of health effects,

90
and Sr is also of radiological concern.

e Modification of radiopharmacy source term. Because a deflagration
initiated by the natural gas heating is the event with MREPP release,
the parameters discussed in Section 5.1.1.1 apply here also. Some
additional considerations are discussed:

- Location affects the energy and structural elements. For a
radiopharmacy located in a hospital or other large building the
deflagration source could be there rather than in the pharmacy
itself. Therefore, the structural elements and the combustible
loading of the larger facility would be important in suggesting
the magnitude of the accident.

- Inventory in a radiopharmacy is primarily in a packaged form and
is processed rapidly through the facility. This reduces the
potential of a large source for the release.

5.10
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5.1.1.3 Sealed Source Manufacturing

The facility fire scenario suggested as a MREPP event for the sealed
source manufacturing category was hypothesized to involve flammable roofing

. material' These roofs are frequently constructed using metal paneling with an.

asphalt-(tar) surface. The traditional construction of these roofs has been-
shown to contribute significant amounts of fuel when exposed to the heat of an
intensive interior fire below the deck. Asphalt vaporized by the heat of a
fire can help to spread fire under a roof deck (McKinnon, 1976). The fire
ignition scenario, radionuclide release, and source term modification are:
e Fire ignition. Most sealed source manufacturers are located in urban

industrialized areas which could provide the source of an external
ignition scenario for the fire. Tne roof could be assumed to ignite
and burn, spreading to interior wooden (combustible) walls. . Or,
conversely, a fire started by malfunction of the building heating
system could spread to the interior walls, then to the asphalt
roofing. The most dramatic illustration of this type of fire was the
General Motors fire at Livonia,. Michigan, in 1953, which destroyed
that plant (McKinnon, 1976).

e Radionuclide release. Releases for these facilities have been
calculated for illustration, using the maximum license inventories
listed in Table 3.7 and the suggested release factors in Table 4.3.
Calculated values in Tab e 5.2 assume the fire lasts for I h. These
releases are calculated for illustration of potential upper release
values and are dependent on variables that are discussed in the
section on inventory.

Modification of sealed source manufacturing source term. The release*

is controlled by two parameters:
Fire magnitude. It was assumed the entire facility burned.-

Release from a partial burn would be lower. No allowance was
taken for safety systems, barriers, or deposition and plateout
in the facility. Temperatures reached by the fire wo
gtrol gleases since volatility for some isotopes (Qd alsoSr,

Cs, 2 Am) increases with temperature.

Inventory. The releases shown in Table 5.2 do not indicate the-

potential release from single facilities. Sealed source manu-
facturers specialize in a few isotopes and products. The
significant licensed isotopes at the different facilities are
listed in Table 3.7. Additionally, the inventory on hand would
usually be below the maximum allowable, perhaps 75%.

Even one manufacturer's total inventory would not necessarily be in
jeopardy. The inventory could be distributed among different process
steps, or on the loading dock or in storage.- These different opera-
tions often are located in different buildings, and it is a lower
likelihood that all the buildings at a site would be involved in the
same fire.
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: TABLE 5.2. Potential Releases ~of Radionuclides Found-

Manufacturing Plantsgin Sealed Sources
in Significant Amouni a

'

Maximum . Release Release, ,
Element- Isotope- Inventory. ~ Ci Factor 'C1-

'

# Americium .241Am 6 x.'103 1 x 10-2 60 l

. Cesium Cs 8'x 10 -1.x 10-2 80.137 4

Cobalt. Co 2 x 10 2 x 10-3 4060 4

53 5 1 1 x 10 --Hydrogen H 1 x 10
192 4Iridium. Ir 2.5 x 10

-

--- ---

Krypton Kr. 1.5 x 10 1 1.5 x 10385 3

210 3 3
Polonium. Po

'

4 x 10 1 4 x 10
147 3

Promethium Pm 3.5'x 10 1 x 10~ 3.5

Strontium Sr' 3 x 10 2xid-3 6
90 3

183 3Tantalum Ta 2 x 10 ... ___

170 3Thulium Tm 5 x 10 ___ ___

1 x 10-2 2gPlutonium ' Mixed 199 9
Uranium Depleted 1500 kg i x 10-2 150 kg

Uranium

(a) Calculgted using maximum license inventories greater than
1 x 10 and 1-h fire

Thephysiglformandpackagingwillalsoaffecttherelease. For
example, Co can be nonvolatile or semivolatile depending on
physical form. Sometimes a large part'of the inventory is stored in
00T-approved shipping containers. Their use reduces the potential
for isotope releases.

5.1.1.4 Waste Warehousing

The facility fire for the waste warehousing category is a deflagration
event of the type described in 5.1.1.1. However, here the initiating scenario
involves a propane-fueled front-end loader used to move the waste drums in the
warehouse. Fuel leaking from this equipment was ignited by hitting an ~over-
heated motor. This ignites and deflagrates. Additional combustible material
contributes to fire development when missiles from the detonation hit and
breach gas storage tanks or other combustibles. Fire ignition, radionuclides
release, and source term modification follow:

5.12
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e Fire ~ ignition.- Formulations discussed in Section 5.1.1.1 (not
repeated he're) are used to calculate the explosive equivalent
yield. The fuel tank capacity of a front-end joader is about 10 lb,
and the propane heat of combustion is 2.1 x 10 Btu /lb. Using these

' ' values (and assuming the entire 10 lb of propane is' involved), the
totalt energy of the explosion is = equivalent to 117'lb TNT. Assuming
thatonlya10%fractionoftheenergyisreleased,gheexplosive

This energy (2 to 4 lb/in. at 25 ft fromyield is W

the event) TNT.= 11.7 lb.fs. sufficient to blow the roof off the facility and
generate missiles (probably from the front-end loader). These
missiles might pass through the loading-area and could hit gas
storage tanks. This was assumed to provide sufficient fuel for a fire
.with a magnitude sufficient to engulf the facility.

e Radionuclide release. The maximum releases are listed in
Table 4.7. A 2000 Ci release assumes all of the volatile inventory
associated with the waste becomes airborne.

e Modification of waste warehousing MREPP source term. Several factors
contribute to scaling the magnitude of this event: 1) volume of
propane in 'the front-end loader fuel tank, 2) combustible material
available to fuel the fire with air available to the fuel, and
3) isotopic distribution and decay status of the waste.. These are
follows:

Fuel. A completely filled (10 lb) fuel tank was assumed, with-

TNT equivalent energy released in the event of 11.7 lb. One
pound of propane would result in a TNT equivalent ~1 lb. At
10ftfrgmthe~1-lb' explosion,thepeakpressurewouldbeabout
I lb/in. , a level that should not result in serious damage to
the facility, although corrugated siding can show buckling and
glass can break.

Combustibles. If the waste is contained in steel drums, it is-

not immediately available to contribute to the fire. Structural
members are steel, concrete blocks, etc. and not combustible.
Therefore additional combustible material must be available if
burning is to be sustained. These could be flammable roofing
material, stored combustible material (in our illustration, gas
storage tanks), trucks containing flammable material (gas) at
the loading dock as well as the truck fuel tank, or gas heat in
the building, wooden pallets, and the waste itself.

Isotope status. Essentially, this is how much of the contami--

nated material is still associated with the waste. Since some
of the stored isotopes have relatively short half lives, a
portion will have decayed away in storage. For our calcula-

'tions, we used.a mixture of representative radionuclides, the
majority of which were volatile, and assumed the waste to
contain all of the activity inventory present when it was
stored. Table 5.3 shows the half-lives of the isotopes

5.13
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TABLE 5.3. Half-Lives of Radioisotopes Potentially Available
for Accidental Fire Release of Drummed Waste

Waste Half- 10 Half-
Element Isotope Life' Lives, yr(a)

14Carbon C 5730 yr 57,300-s

51Chromium- Cr 30.2 yr 302
3Hydrogen H '12.2 yr 122

Iodine 1251 60 day 1.6

1311 -8.1 day 0.22
32

Phosphorous p 14.3 day 0.39
35Sulfur S 88 day 2.4

(a) Storage period maximum is 0.5 yr.

associated with a representative waste storage area. This table
illustrates how~ the inventory can decay with time. For these
nuclides,10 half-lives (listed in the last column) is the point

'

.where they are considered to be depleted For example, about
131

11/$2 months after initial storage, the I is gone. This isotope
and P could disappear in the maximum allowable storage period of
6 months. The decay status of the waste can be calculated using the
Radioactive Decay Tables (Bureau of Radiological Health,1970) shown
here in Figure 5.3. These tables and the formula are used to
calculate the fraction of activity at any time after some zero
time. An example is included with the figure.

5.1.1.5 University Research and Development

Fire initiation in this category would be facility specific. In the
scenario we suggested that the fire resulted fron a natural _ gas leak leading toI

a combustion / explosion event. Other heating systems could also initiate a
facility fire as discussed in Section 5.1.1.2. Because many different labora-
tories in scattered locations are typical for this category, buildings covered

,

under the same license could have different heating systems. The shipping /!

receiving and waste storage areas are the suggested fire locations because of
the potential for containing a larger inventory. The fire ignition scenario,
radionuclide release, and source term modification are:

| e Fire ignition. A major facility fire- developing af ter initiation by
the heating system is the suggested scenario. Sufficient fuel might

| be provided by wooden structural members and shelving. Solvents and
cellulosics stored in the vicinity of the fire could provide 'suffi-

| cient fuel for fire development. Since some of these operations
L occur in hospital buildings, it could contribute additional

5.14
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EXAMPLE
32~ '

CIVEN 10 mci OF P WITH A T OF ~1/214.3 DAYS _-

_ FIND ' THE ACTIVITY REMAINING 125_
DAYS LATER

- SOLUTION: n = NUMBER OF HALF-LIVES -
= t /T = 12 5/14. 3 = 8.741/2

~

FIND 8.74 HALF-LIVES ON THE ABSCISSA ~
(x AXIS). THE CORRESPONDING ORDINATE
(y AXIS) IS 0.00234. IN THIS CASE, THE

- FR ACTION OF ACTIVITY REMAINING, -

A/Ao IS 0.00234. SINCE THE ORIGINAL
ACTIVITY WAS 10 mCl, THE ACTIVITYU

z REMAINING 15 0.00234 x 10, OR 0.0234 mci.
z _ _

<
S
a:
>
b
2
>
$ 0.001 - -

g _ _

-z -

o - _

u
_ _,

E
_ _

a - _

- -

- -

0.0001

6 7 8 8.74 9 10 11 12 13

NUMBER OF HALF-LIVES

FIGURE 5.3. (contd)
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combustibles'.such.as solvents. Releases'to the atmosphere would-
be maximized since the building would not retain integrity.

e Radionuclide release. Two specific locations were suggested for the
~ fire based -on -the anticipated higher isotope inventory levels:
shipping / receiving and waste storage.

Shipping / receiving area produces the lower release of the two.-

This is-based on the reasoning that the nuclide residence time
in this. building or room would be very limited. In order to
maintain amounts of.some of the rapidly decaying isotopes they
must be delivered to a user promptly.

Waste storage areas will be a collection and holding site where-

wastesareaccumulated.-Someofthelonger-livedisotogescould
be found here. At one facility significant amounts of H,
1500'C1, was suggested as vaporized by the fire. A significant

'geasein.termsofhealtheffectswastheestimated10Ciof
Po.

~

s Modification -of : university research and development source term. The
isotope distribution and decay status- of the waste are significant
variables for this facility category:

Isotopic distribution of the waste is facility-dependent. There-

3
can-be large amounts of H associated with the wasg faglity.
gerfacilitylicenselimits--10Ciorless--for C, P, and

I (prominent isotopes in the waste) mean they will be in the
waste in fairly small quantities. These can be assumed in
shipping / receiving, in use in laboratories, or associated with

i wastes. Holdings are generally below the license limit so this 1
!value can be modified to a lower level. These considerations

must be~ assessed and an estimated activity associated with the
,

waste identified.

Decay status of the nuclides could lower. the inventory-

Table 5.3incgdesthegaMygvesofyg{iousnuclidesgssociagedC, 3H, 3 P, I, and I. Of'these C and Hiwith waste:-
have half-lives sufficiently long to preclude decay in storage.
Levels of the others could be reduced after some time in
storage. This can be calculated using techniques described in
Section 5.1.1.4

5.1.2 Loading Dock Fire

A fire in the loading dock area was the MREPP event for uranium fuel
fabrication (oxide) and UFs production. The initiating event was a truck
accident: a truck delivering supplies or equipment impacts the loading dock.4

The fuel tank is ruptured in the event, spilling gasoline that is ignited by
sparks. created by contact of metal and concrete. Uranium hexafluoride was
released from cylinders damaged in the initial impact.

5.17
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5.1.2.1 Uranium Fuel Fabrication (0xide)

To calculate this UF6 release requires three steps: (1) the duration and
size of the fire is estimated, which is dependent on the rate of burn and depth
of the gasoline pool; (2) the heat flux to the cylinder surface is calculated;
and (3) the UF6 release is estimated. These are as follows:

e Fire duration and size. Gasoline, being a compound of light and
heavy fractions, will burn more rapidly at first when the lighter
fractions are burning. Two overall burning rates were cited in
Section 4.1.1. The burning rate can vary from 6 to 12 in. of depth
per hour (McKinnon, 1976). This constant burning rate is
proportional to the ratio of the net heat of combustion and the
sensible (total) heat of vaporization.

Based on burning rates in petroleum tank fires, an estimate can be
made of the extent of area which will be involved in a fire resulting
from a gasoline spill. When a spill is burning, the fire area will
first be small and then spread to a point of equilibrium where it
will burn as fast as it is released. At a burning rate of
0.2 in./ min, a gallon per minute of spjllage will reach an
equilibrium burning area of about 8 ft . Thus a 10-gal / min spill

2
rate wjll be in equilibrium with 80 ft of burning area; 100-gal / min,
800 ft (McKinnon,1976).

The example fire we used resulted from an approximate 2.5-min spill
covering an area about 20 ft in diameter. The slower the spill time,
the smaller the equilibrium area, since it is burned as fast as it is
released. e

o Heat flux. Uranium hexafluoride is volatile on heating, and the
radiative heat generated by the fire provides the energy (Btu) to

sublime the UF 2 (he radiative heat transfer for our postulated fire
T6

is 32.4 Btu /h-ft Clarke et al., 1974), and this value is used to
calculate the heat transferred to the surface of the UF6 cylinders.
This heat flux is a function of distance from the fire and can be
estimated from fires of varying magnitude using the information shown
in Figure 5.4 For the 10-ft radius fire, we used the suggested
fractional heat flux of 0.25. The calculatiun of heat transfer is:

2 x op (g,3)hrad = 32.4 Btu /h/ft

where:

hrad = radiative heat transfer

Our example:

2
hrad = 32.4 btu /h/ft x 0.25 x 1780*F

4 2
hrad = 1.422 x 10 Btu /h/ft

5.18
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In th'e unlikely configuration of a fire centered around the cylinders
thgradiativgheattransfercoefficientis1andhrad becomes.5.77'xx
10 Btu /h/ft .

e Heat absorbed by container. The heat flux is to the cylinder sur{ ace
-directed to the fire. .The total cylinder surface area is 53.4 ft

(2.5 ft diam x 6.8 ft long);.there re,'the curved half exposed to
the radiation heat flux is 26.7 ft

Using the heat flux calculated using Eq. 5-3 the heat absorbed by; the -
container can now be calculated:

2'B.tg , h rad x ft
(5 4)min- 60

Our example:

4 2

Btu / min = 1.442 x 10 Btu /h/ft x 26.7 3= 6.42 x 1060,

.

e Uranium ~hexafluoride release. Now that the heat absorbed by-the
cylinder has been established, the UF release can be calculated6
using the UF6 heat of sublimation of 58.2 Btu /lb (0ak Ridge
Operations Office, 1972)

(5-5)lb/ min = heat of su mation
Our example:

3

lb/ min = 6.42 x 10 Btu / min58.2 Btu /lb *

Disregarding the heat required to heat the cylinder and UF6 to the
sublimation temperature, this UFg release calculates to a release of
275 and 1375 lb from a single cyTinder for a 2.5 or 12.5 min fire
respectively. Total release from our example involving two cylinders
is 550 and 2750 lb (250 and 1249 kg).

* Modification of uranium fuel fabrication (oxide) MREPP source term.
This source term can be easily modified by changing the number or
fill of cylinders damaged in the initial impact or by changing the
size of the gasoline pool fire:

Cylinders. This scenario estimated the maximum release from one-

cylinder, then multiplied by the number involved. This can be
extended to any number of cylinders considered appropriate for a
specific situation. The amount of surface exposed to radiative
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i heat transfer can also be modified as desired using. distance
~

-

from the fire, portion of' cylinder exposed to fire stresses, ,

-etc. Release increases if-a cylinder is in the middis of a pool
fi re.

Pool fire. The size, completeness of burning, and-duration of-

the fire determine the British thermal units available to fuel
the release. A partially filled fuel tank when ruptured will
not provide ~ 100 gal of gasoline. The diameter of a spill of

'

,

Llesser magnitude can be estimated and the heat flux determined.
,

5.1.2.2 Uranium'Hexafluoride Production

This accident scenario is essentially the same as uranium fuel fabrication
(oxide); therefore,- this release is calculated.using the methods described 'in
Section 5.1.2.1. The cylinders used in UF6 production weigh 10 and 14 tons, so
more surface is exposed to radiative. heat and a larger release per~ cylinder is
calculated. Components discussed include heat absorbed by the container, UF6
release, and source term modification:

* Heat absorbed by container. Thecurvedsurfageareaofthe14-ton
cylinder (gft-diamx12.5ftlong)is157ft,sotheexposedhalf
heatfluxtothecylinhdcalculatedinEq.5-3and5-4,theBtu/ min
is 78.5 ft . Using h r

er is estimated for our example:

4 2

Btu / min = 1.442 x 10 Btu /h/ft x 78.5 4= 1.9 x 1060

If the pool fire is centered around the cylinder rather than the
truck, the surface area would more than double. The entire curved

surfac of the, cylinder plus the 2 ends calculate to a total of
182 ft

a Uranium hexafluoride release. This is calculated using Eq'. 5-5 for
our example.

4

lb/ min = 1.9 x 10 Btu /mi n = 32658.2 Btu /lb '

3The total release of UF
respectively-(370to1.hx10for35or12.5 minis 815or4.1x10 lb

kg)kgfromthetwocylindersinvolved,
from a single cylinder. This is a

total release of 740 to 3.8 x 10 if

it appears postible that the fire could engulf a cylinder, i.e., cylinder
rAlease can be 1.710{ ire, the UF6 release rate is 1365 kg/ min. Total
in the center'of its

kg of UF6 In the longest suggested fire.

e Modification- of UF6 production MREPP source term. The modification
factors used in Section 5.1.2.1 would apply here as well and will not
be repeated. The source term development illustrated modification of
a source term by using a larger container surface area exposed to the,
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radiation flux with the analysis used for the uranium fuel fabrica-
tion (oxide) fire and also showed the effect of centering the
cylinder in the fire. This is essentially the same accident and can
be modified using similar methods.

5.2 TORNAD0

Two of the operations reviewed have tornadoes as the estimated MREPP
event: uranium milling and plutonium contaminated. Severe tornado damage can
destroy the integrity of a building, damaging the roof and walls. Loose
powders in'the facility are thus susceptible to direct airborne release, and
contaminants on exposed surfaces are subject to resuspension forces. A second
release potential could be the result of smashed containers releasing liquids
and powders. In an actual event, some of the release would be buried under
tornado generated rubble, thus limiting the airborne fraction. However, for
our use in making conservative MREPP estimates, this was not assumed.

Some elements that should be considered for tornado release scenarios are
tornado frequency, intensity, and damage inflicted on a facility and contained
equipment. Once the damage is assessed, the source terms can be estimated.
Factors required ior this estimate are: quantity and size distribution of the
airborne material, and behavior of the airborne material in the time span
required for the release (i.e., characteristics and behavior of the source
term). The following discussion covers tornado elements and aerosol factors
and relates them to types of damage in a facility:

e Frequency. Before considering a tornado as a MREPP event for a
specific facility, the likelihood of impact on that facility should
be evaluated. While tornadoes have a widespread occurrence, they are
more likely te occur in certain parts of the country. About 700 tor-
nadoes a year occur in the United States. The simplified map
(Davies-Jones and Kessler,1974) shown in Figure 5.5 shows the
distribution of U.S. tornadoes during a 12-year period (1955-1967).

It can be seen that the central portions of the country have the
highest tornado incidence. This is also the area of greatest tornado

, losses (damage).

e Intensity. Fujita (1978) has prepared a workbook on tornadoes in
which he assessed the intensity of tornadoes and used an F scale to
relate that intensity to wind speed. Table 5.4 shows the F scale and
the corresponding weighted mean maximum wind-speed values that are
his suggested representative intensities. (Weighted wind speeds are
calculated including a specific weighting function based on the
number of tornadoes in an F-scale range.) This speed includes trans-
lational and rotational winds plus vortices. A facility would see
this wind speed for a maximum of 1 to 3 sec. Once the tornado funnel
has passed, wind speeds will be lower and contain the translational
component only. We have maximized damage and winds by assuming the
facility sees the leading edge of the tornado. The third column
shows the frequency with which they occur.
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TABLE 5.4 F Scale and Corresponding Weighted Average Maximum
Mean Wind Speeds and Frequency

MeanWindSpeedgph Frequency, %
(Fujita, 1978) (Fujita, 1976)F Scale

0 59 24

1 92 42

2 133 24

3 176 8

4 227 2

5 278 RARE

(a) Total mean wind speed, translational + rota-
tional + vortices and is the average weighted
mean recommended wind speed. Earlier work gives
ranges of wind speeds for F scale.
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! It can be seen that 90% of the tornadoes are at the 133 mph mean wind
speed or F2 and below. We will use the F2 tornado to estimate
damage. About one-fourth of the tornadoes are F0. Tornadoes also
have dimensions of length and width with corresponding frequencies.
These have not been included because even the smallest. 0.9 mi long
by 51 ft wide, would be of a size sufficient to cause damage if it
strikes a facility in a favorable direction.

.

* Damage. Nuclear plant facilities are the only class of commercial
facilities routinely designed to withstand tornado effects
(Stevenson,1976). Other structures will sustain damage that can be
related to the Fujita F scale.

One method of estimating damage relates the damage for specific
structures in terms of percent damage and F scale, where percent
damage a repair costs / replacement cost (Hart,1976). This has been
related to the probability of damage for specific structures in a F2
tornado (90% probability) as shown in Table 5.5.

TABLE 5.5. F2 Scale Tornado Damage for Several Structure Types
(Hart,1976)

Damage Probability
1-3 Story

1-3 Story (3) Concrete 1-3 Story 4 or
Damage Percent Wood Frame or Masonry Metal More
State Damage (commercial) (commercial) (industrial) Stories

None 0 - 0.05 0.132 0.191 0.174 0.239

Light 0 .05 - 1.25 0.082 0.156 0.119 0.224

Moderate 1.25 - 7.5 0.181 0.164 0.146 0.344

Heavy 7.5 - 65 0.379 0.275 0.411 0.180

Very Severe 65 - 100 0.104 0.104 0.114 0.012

Co11 apse 100 0.121 0.109 0.036 0

(a) Further information on structures not given.

It can be seen that there can be several damage level probabilities
for all the structure types. Usually heavy damage can occur.

Abbey (1976) suggested some damage for the F2 classification to be
tearing the roof from frame houses leaving strong upright walls
standing; weak structures or outbuildings demolished; light-object
missiles generated; block structures and walls badly damaged.

5.24
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, Based on our reviews, damage associated with the MREPP scenario
' includes:

Wall damage, roof blown off-

Missiles generated (could subsequently cause further damage)
,

-

Massive equipment (caves, etc.) not damaged-

Hoods and glove boxes damaged.-

Fractional airborne releases of particulate materials. In facilities*

where radioactive powders are used within containmnts such as hoods
or glove boxes, that containment must be damaged before a release can
occur. As discussed earlier, loose powders in process could be
subject to direct releases.

Mishima and Ayer (1980) assessed high wind damage and related this to
fractional releases of particulate materials. Their study is used as
a basis for this section. The factors they suggested to estimatee

airborne releases resulting from postulated damage scenarios are
listed in Table 5.6. Considerations influencing the applicability of
these factors are discussed in the following section and Mishima and
Ayer (1980) is used as a reference.

Crushing of Glove Box. Crushing is defined as a cnmplete loss-

of containment such as rupture of the steel shell or loss of one or
more of the large glove box viewing windows. The event is assumed to
generate sufficient excess force to inject uncontained powders into
the air and break glass or thin-wall, rigid plastic containers.

Glove box containing powder. Vibrating powder resting on a*

surface does not appear to provide as much dispersion of
the powder as tumbling. The mass airborne concentration is
indicated by experimental data measuring the value within
seconds after tumbling of a powder with a density and size
distribution similar to pu02 (Mishima et al., 1978).

Glove box containing liquids. Subdivision of liquids*

during breakage of glass and plastic containers appears to
be less effective than forcing a liquid through a small
opening such as a larger spray nozzle designed to perform
that function. The airborne concentration chosen

pressures (200lb/in.gyopenings(0.125-in. diam)athigher
represents larger spr

at lower pressures (50 lb/in. gall openings (0.063-in. diam)) and s
) (Mishima et al., 1978).

Glove box containing surface contamination only. Surface*

contamination can range from particles settled on the sur-
face to material mixed into the surface. The resuspension
factor applied is a value measured for a combination of
mechanical and aerodynamic stresses (Mishima et al.,
1979b).
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TABLE 5.6. ' Fractional' Airborne Release Factors

Event Factor,,

Crushing of Glove dox
V : Containing.. powder Volumeofgloveboxx300mg

powder /m
Containing liquid- Volumeofggeboxx500mg

1 uid/m.
Containing surface contamination 10- m

only
'

Perforation of-Glove Box
Containing powder Fractionofvolumgofgloveboxx

100'mg powder /m
.Containing liquids Fractionofvolumg(gjgloveboxx

10g/m1 7.mg liquid /m. With ' surface contamina' tion only

Damage to Filters .

Crushing 10- of accumulated material airborne
Perforation 10- of accumulated material airborne

Aerodynamic Entrainment
Powder less than 5 mph 10- 0/sec' of exposed material

10- {/sec.of exposed material-
'

Powder. greater than 5 mph sec of exposed material ;

10-
"Liquids, less than 5. mph

Liquids, greater than 5 mph 10 /sec. of exposed material

(a)-Drops <100 pm in AED. Airborne mass concentration of drops <10 pm
3is 10 mg/m

(b) Drops >100pmigAED. Airborne mass concentration of drops <10 pm
AE0 is 3.3 mg/m

Perforation _of glove box. Perforation is defined as a partial-

loss of containment'(loss of:one or more glove ports, loss of a
portion of a viewing window, etc.) that allows air to circulate
through the glove box.' The rate of release from the break will'
depend on the size of the_ opening, whether the ' exhaust . system
continues to function, Land the velocity of air entering the
opening.- The particulate materials airborne w! thin-the volume
are released from the-glove. box with time. If the exhaust flow

:is zero, the release is exponential with time. ' Release of:
greater. than 99%- of the:' airborne material within 30 min is-

. considered instantan'eous.
~

,

Glove box containing powders. The force. transmitted to the-

glove box-during perforation is assumed to be considerably
less than during crushing. Since a finite period of time

|
-

,

"^ '
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is requi,ed to release, the airborne particulate material, a
mass concentration measured approximately 1 min after
tumbling a fi!ne powder and considered quasi-stable, was
selected. Fu'rthermore, the disturbance due to perforation
can be more-localized than in crushing, and it was judged
that the powder only occupied a fraction of the volume of
the glove box (Mishima et al.,1979a).

Glove box containing liquids. For the reasons stated*

above, a reduced mass airborne concentration and volume was
selected for the dispersal of liquids held in glass and
thin-wall, rigid ' plastic containers- (Mishima et al . ,1978).

Glove box containing surfage contamination only. A reduced
*

resuspension . factor of 10 /m was selected to reflect the
reduced force and area involved in perforation (Mishima et'
al.,1980).

Damage to exhaust filters. Exhaust filters can also suffer-

damage, dispersing some airborne material:

Crushing of filters. Although' the filter material (glass*

fiber mats) is fragile, the fine particulate material
accumulated can be en. bedded in the filter and associated
with other materials such as dust, condensed organic
vapors, etc. The material. may not be readily dispersed in
a respirable, transportable size-range. A conservative
airborne fractional value of 10% of the accumulated
material released is assumed in the absence of experimental
data (Mishima et al., 1979a).

Perforation of HEP ^ filters. A reduced fractional airborne*

release factor of 1% is applied to reflect the reduced
level of stress required for this level of damage (Mishima
et al., 1979a).

Aerodynamic entrainment. Powders and liquids can be entrained-

in the air passing over their surfaces. Particle suspension
.results from initiation of movement in larger particles that

subsequently transfer momentum to particles in the size range
that allows suspension. Under similar conditions of airflow
over a liquid film, droplets are much less likely than particles
to be airborne because of the: higher energy required to break up

!~ the film and form droplets. Some suggested entrainment rates
are:

han 5 mph (2.2 m/sec). A| Powder by air velocities greater g/sec, measured for a
-

conservative suspension rate (10-
homogeneous bed and with wind velocity variations over a-
year's duration is applied ~(Mishima et al., 1978).~
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Powder by air velociges less. than 5 mph (2.2 m/sec). A*

suspension rate (10-~ /sec) measured from a-homogeneous bed
'at-these velocities is applied (Sehmel.and Lloyd, 1974a).

.

:Aconservativemeasuredsuspensionrateof10g/secisLiquids by air velocities greater than 5 mph ( .2 m/sec).
*

applied. It.is consistent with the assumed larger energy
input required to disperse liquids (Mishima et al., 1978).

'

' Liquids ~by air. velocities.'less than 5 mph.(2.2 m/sec).. The'

. suspension rate applied for higher air velocities was
stent with the reductions found

reduced by a factor cong/sec.for powder yielding 10-
~

* Release' calculation. Calculation of the release is essentially the
material at risk multiplied by the appropriate release factor
selected from Table 5.6.

5.2.1 Uranium Milling

In Section 4.4.2 of this report, a tornado scenario was identified as the
MREPP event. for uranium mills based on the uraniun. mills generic impact
statement (USNRC, 1979b). The discussion here will illustrate in greater
detail how this release was estimated:

* Material release. It was assumed that two days' yellowcake pro-
duction was susceptible to wind pickup on breaching the facility.
Ore is processed at rates between 1000 and 2000 MT/ day; 1800 MT/ day
was selected at an average value. The ore is 0.16% U 0 , and the38process is 95% efficient at producing yellowcake. Therefore,
2.736-MT of yellowcake are produced per day; two days production is
roughly 5.47 MT. The remainder of the total 45-MT inventory,
39.5 MT, is in containers. Fifteen percent of these containers
rupture (USNRC, 1979b), releasing 5.93 MT of yellowcake subsequently
picked up by the wind and becoming airborne. It was assumed that all
of the material at risk became airborne in the tornado vortex. The
total release is 5.47 MT + 5.93 MT = 11.4 MT (11,400 kg).

Convective ' vortices can contain significant amounts of particulate
material. Sinclair(1974)estimatedloadingofjg/m for a dust
devil; First and Drinker (1952) estimated 10 g/m
Iftheyellowcakeairborneconcentrationis10g/m{oraduststorm., the requiged3
tornado volume to support the concentration would be 1.14 x 10 m.

-A tornado can have a vortex up to thousands of meters in diameter
.(Fujita, 1976), so it is not unreasonable to assume that all the
yellowcake can be drawn up and dispersed.

We assumed that 25% of the yellowcake was less than 10 pm in diameter
based on an aerodynamic sizing reported by Geffen (1981) and, there-

' fore,-could be an inhalation hazard. Using the fraction 10 um and
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less'in the calculation reduces the release of concern to 2850.kg.
Because all of the material was included in the original calculation,

! no further resuspension release is calculated.

e Modification of uranium mills source term. Two significant
controlling parameters are the 1) magnitude _of the tornado and 2)
amount and characteristics of the material at risk:

Tornado magnitude in our illustration was of Fujita F2 scale.-

Ninety percent of United States tornadoes are at this level or<

below. -Each F scale classification has certain damage charac-
teristics. Building damage in turn is the precursor of airborne
releases. As discussed in Section 5.2, certain areas of the
country are more prone to tornado damage. Most' uranium mills
are in regions where there are few tornadoes reducing the
likelihood of occurrence. In some sections, a tornado in the
lower F scale range could be the maximum tornado scenario, ergo,
less damage, lower release potential. Table 5.7 (Abbey, 1976)
relates F scale to tornado intensity so appropriate damage can
be assumed for the relevant portion of the country. Generalized
damage descriptions of destruction to be expected in each
category are provided. Efforts are continuing to examine the
correlation between-observed damage and wind speeds necessary to
produce that damage.

In the F2 tornado, the roof was assumed torn off the facility,
suspending all of the uncontained powder. However, the building

'

is damaged by the maximum intensity and only the-latter half of
the tornado passage _ is available to suspend material, thus

TABLE 5.7. Fujita Scale of Tornado Wind Intensity and Related
_

Characteristic Damage

Fujita-

Scale Name Characteristics of Damage

F- Doubtful tornado Little damage is expected.
less than 40 mph

F0 Very weak tornado Some damage to chimneys or TV antennas; breaks
40-72 mph branches off trees; pushes over shallow-rooted

trees; old trees with hollow inside break or fal.l;
sign boards damaged.

FI Weak tornado 73 mph is the beginning of hurricane wind speed.
73-112 mph Peels surface off roofs; windows broken; trailer

houses pushed or overturned; trees on soft ground.

uprooted; some trees snapped; moving autos pushed
off the road.
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TABLE 5.7. (contd)

Fujita
Scale Name Characteristics of Damage

F2 Strr. , cornado Roof torn off frame houses leaving strong
113-157 mph upright walls standing; weak structure or out-

buildings demolished; trailer houses demolished;
railroad boxcars pushed over, large trees snapped
or uprooted; light-object missiles generated; cars
blown off highway; block structures and walls
badly damaged.

F3 Severe tornado Roof and some walls torn off well-constructed
158-206 mph frame houses; some rural buildings completely

demolished or flattened; trains overturned; steel

framed hangar-warehouse type structures torn; cars
lifted off the ground and may roll some distance;
most trees in a forest uprooted, snapped, or
leveled; block structures often leveled.

F4 Devastating Well-constructed frame houses leveled,. leaving
tornado piles of debris; structures with foundations
207-260 mph lif ted, torn, and blown off some distance; trees

debarked by small flying debris; sandy soil eroded
and gravels fly in high winds; cars thrown some
distances or rolled considerable distances finally
to disintegrate; large missiles generated.

F5 Incredible Strong frame houses lifted clear off foundation
tornado foundation and carried considerable distance to
261-318 mph disintegrate; steel-reinforced concrete structures

badly damaged; automobile-sized missiles fly
through the distance of 100 yd or more; trees
debarked completely; incredible phenomena can
occur.

F 6-12 Inconceivable [ sic] Should a tornado with the maximum wind speed
tornado in excess of F6 occur, the damage may include a
319 mph to sonic number of missiles such as water heaters, storage

tanks, automobiles, etc, flying through a long
distance, creating serious secondary damage on

' structures. Assessment of tornadoes in these
categories is feasible only through detailed
survey involving engineering and aerodynamical
calculations as well as meteorological models of
tornadoes.
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reducing the rel_ ease. .In a weak tornado,-the facility would have
some damage such as broken windows leading to wind resuspension
of loose powders. .The higher entrainment. rates in Table 5.6
could be applied to. estimate.these releases.

Materials at risk in'our example were assumed to be two days'
yellowcake production and 15% of the contained inventory at risk
(based on the maximum allowable inventory). Ore throughput can
vary from 1000 to 2000 MT per day, hence -1.52 to 3.04 MT yellow-
cake is produced per day. based on 0.16%.0 0g in the ore.3
Therefore, loose powder releases can range from 3.04 to 6.08 MT.

Contained powder releases were conservatively based on a maximum
45' MT inventory: smaller mills could naturally be assumed to
have a lower maximum inventory.

We illustrated the use of a 25% respirable size fraction to estimate
the hazard of the release. This . fraction 'will vary, Geffen (1981)
reported two yellowcake samples sized aerodynamically to have 18 and
32 wt% less than 10 um. Use.of either of these values in place of
the 25% estimate changes the magnitude of the release.

5.2.2 Plutonium Contaminated Facility

Tornado damage in these facilities included crushing of glove boxes by |
'

failure of building interior partitions. This results in exposing contaminated
surfaces to aerodynamic stresses thereby entraining some of this material. The
material release scenario and source term modification follow:

e Material release. In a plutonium contaminated facility, surfaces can
be contaminated with residual fixed plutonium. -Therefore, the
inventory is not in a readily dispersible form.

Inestimatingthergases,itisassumedthatthe10-2 /m
resuspensjonfactor is applicable and that the volume of the glove
box 1.8 m is the affected volume.

3The concentration per m is calculated by the following
formulation:

3Resuspension factor x contamination level = airborne concentratior./m

10-2 g/m x 10-4 g/m2 = 1 x 10-6 g/m (5-6)3

3
. airborne concentration (units /m )

. (a) resuspension facator k/m =
2)

-
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3Affected volume = 1.8 m

Total release / glove box =~1 x 10-6 g/m3 3x 1.8 m

=-1.8 x~10-6 g P'u.

The total release from 80 glove boxes would be 1.4 x 10-4 g of'
plutonium. The glove boxes could be assumed buried under debris and

.only a portion would be subject to continued' wind stresses. -However
our calculations conservatively assume all surfaces are exposed to-

from Table 5.6 as 10 gpriate resuspension rate to use was selected
resuspension. An app

/sec for fixed contamination, since most

readily removed material was released ingtantly.to 15.2 m}ove box interior
G

, so the maximumsurface areas can range from about 9.4'm
resuspension release per glove box is

-

15.2 m x 10-4 g Pu/m x 10-10/sec ='1.52 x 10-13 g Pu/sec2 2

boxis1.3x10ginuedfor24 hours,themagimumresuspensionreleaseper-If the winds con
g of plutonium or 1 x 10- g of plutonium if all

80 boxes are breached and all. surfaces exposed to resuspension.

Modification of plutonium contaminated facility source term. As with*
~

the uranium mills, the source term can be modified by using 1) the.
magnitude of the tornado, and 2) the amount of' inventory:

Tornado magnitude. As discussed earlier in this section, the-

magnitude of the tornado can be estimated leading to evaluation
of the damage, here the number of breached glove boxes. Events

with a lower cg/m resuspension factor appropriate for use.
aracteristic damage would perforate the glove box

making the 10-
Correspondingly, few boxes would be damaged.

Materials at risk. Surface contamination meagurements at a-

plutonium /cm{cated a mgximum level of 5 g)10-
facility ind g of

(5.x 10- g of plutonium /m . The conservative
,

contaminationgstimateselected{orusehereistwicathat
level, 1 x 10- g of plutonium /m . This was considered a
conservative estimate and contamination levels could be
considerably lower.

We estimated that level of contamination on all of the entire
: interior surface. However, contamination would probably be at
' lower levels on the walls and ceiling of the glove box.

The maximum tgtal inventory in a facility agsuming 80 glove 2boxes, 15.2 m of surface each, and-1 x 10- 9 of plutonium /m
is 0.12 g. No release could therefore exceed this level.
Plants containing fewer (e.g., 50 glove boxes) could have 0.047
to'0.076 9 of~ plutonium depending on their size.

|

t
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5.3 CRITICALITY

A criticality producing fission product gases is the MREPP for two
. facilities, the uranium fuel fabrication (nonoxide) and researcg and develop-
ment of nuclear fuels. This event releases a total of 1.2 x 10 Ci as
discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.2. The NRC staff has developed methods for
analyzing these accidents and these guides (USNRC, 1977a; 1979b) are the
standard reference that should be used when estimating criticality releases.

A criticality accident results from an uncontrolled release of energy from
an assemblage of fissile material. Three majcr types of these excursions that
have occurred are in solutions of fissile material, metal assemblies in air,
andinhomogeneouslight-orheavy-water-gerateg3gstems(Stratton,1967).
About one-third were water. solutions of U or Pu. Accident scenarios for
both of these facilities, therefore, assumed water available for the
criticality.

The circumstances of a criticality accident are difficult to predict.
Criticality depends not only on the quantity of fissile material present, but
on the size, shape, and materials of any containment vessel which may be used,
on the nature of any solvent or diluents, and on the presence of any adjacent
material which may posssibly return neutrons through scattering back into the
fissile material (Clayton,1974).

Excursion characteristics considered for accidents include: (1) maximun
number of fissions in a 5-sec interval, (2) duration and total number of
fissions from an excursion, and (3) maximum specific fission- rate (Tuck,1974).

Because criticalities were discussed in detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.2,
the discussion here is confined to the specific facilities where they are the
MREPP event.

5.3.1 Uranium Fuel Fabrication (Nonoxide)!

For the uranium fuel fabrication (nonoxide) category, criticality was
selected from two potential MREPP scenarios (explosion and criticality) on the

4 basis of the radiological consequences. Krypton, xenon, and iodine fission
product gases are the important radionuclides involved.

Several points in the uranium nonoxide process could be the site of a
criticality 2 gent; especially susceptible are operations using solutions
containing U. These would be found in metal pickling operations, scrap
recovery, and liquid waste. In a uranium nonoxide fuel fabrication plant, the
accident could be initiated by leakage of fissile material into an unsafe
geometry, introduction of excess fissile material to a solution, overconcen-
tration of -a solution, failure to maintain sufficient neutron absorbing
materials in a vessel, introduction of neutron moderators or reflectors (e.g.,
water.to a highly undermoderated system), deformat. ion or failure to maintain
safe storage arrays,.or similar actions that can lead to increases in the
activity of fissile systems (USNRC,1979a). The gdides suggest both the
radionuclide release level and source term modification as follows:
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'Radionuclide release. The NRC staff suggests calculation of thee
radioactivity of significant fission products produced in the
excursion may..be accomplished using the computer code RIB 0

;(Radioisotope Buildup'and O_ecay); or an equivalent calculation can be
substituted if justified on an individual case basis.

' RIBD analyzes the fission product (.ontent of irradiated reactor fuel
in terms of potential biological hazards and heating effects

"... accompanying decay ~ (Gumprecht,1968).
'

;

.
i+

If;the results of the evaluation using RIBD indicates no criticality ;
.

. exceeding IE + 19 fissions in 8 h (the NRC standard criticality), it )
can be assumed adequate for the facility. ]

In this standard criticality, an excursion is assumed to occur in a
'y

vented vessel of unfavorable gegtry containing a solution of
400.9/L .of uranium enriched in U. The excursion produces an
initial burst of IE + 18 fissions in 0.5 sec followed successively at
10-min intervals by 47 bursts of ^ .9-E + 17 fissions for a total of"

4 1E + 19 fissions in 8 h. The excursion is' assumed to be terminated.

by evaporation of 100 L of the solutions.

It should be assumed that all of the noble gas fission products and
25% of the iodine radionuclides resulting from the excursion are
released directly to a ventilated room atmosphere. It should also be
assumed that an aerosol, which is generated from the evaporation of
solution during the excursion, is released directly to the room atmo-
sphere. The aerosol should also be assumed to comprise 0.05% of the
salt content of the solution that is evaporated. The room volume and
air ventilation rate and retention time should be considered on an
individual case basis.

5Total release are 1.2 x 10 Ci of fission product gases as listed in
Table 4.1.

Modification of the uranium fuel fabrication (nonoxide) source*
term. This source term can be modified by considering (1) deposition'

in the facility, (2) radioactive decay, and (3) filtration system'

effectiveness:

- Deposition can be assumed. The regulatory guide allows a
retention allowance for iodine, stating that 25% of the iodine.
radionuclides resulting from the excursion are released directly
to a ventilated room atmosphere. The room volume and . air venti-
lation rate and retention are considered on an individual basis.

Radioactive decay reduces the release. The guide states that-

the effects of radiological decay during transit through the
. plant can be evaluated on an individual case basis.
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_ Filtration of the amount of ~ radioactive material available for
release by filtration systems can be taken into account. The
amount'of the reduction should be evaluated on an individual
case basis.

-

:5.3.2 Research'and Development of Nuclear Fuels

For this. facility category, the MREPP criticality accident was assumed to
occur from an earthquake that damaged the sprinkler system. The criticality
can be postulated toLoccur when fissile materials are present in a configura-
tion that could-be made critical by the addition of water. If a fire is
involved, .the configuration is likely to be changed by fire such that the
addition of water could cause criticality (Carter et al.,1968). Dry chemi-
cals, C0 , inert gases, freon, or high expansion foams are used to . fight2
fissile material fires. An error, human or mechanical, would therefore be
required to add water to initiate the criticality. This could be caused by

-improperly trained or untrained firefighters using water, ior. by breaching of
the facility sprinkler. system. An earthquake was assumed to damage the
facility, glove boxes, and sprinkler system water entering the glove box trcin
then leads to a criticality event. Radionuclide release and source term
modification guides are:

* Radionuclide release. Releases are the same as discussed in
Section 4.1.

Modification'of the research and developm'ent of nuclear fuels MREPPe

source term. The modification of this source term can be accom-
plished using methods suggested in Section 5.3.1.
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' APPENDIX.A

URANIUM FUEL' FABRICATION (0XIDE)

~ A .1 BABC0CK-AND WILC0X, LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

The Babcock and Wilcox Commercial Nuclear Fuel Plant (CNFP) at Lynchburg,
Virginf a, produces fuel assemblies .for commercial nuclear power reactors from
low-enriched . UO2 powder. Information on this plant was obtained from Babcock
and Wilcox reports (1972, 1974, 1981a,-1981b).

~A.1.1 Process Description

~ Uranium dioxide is blended, slugged, and granulated, and then is pressed
into pellets. The pellets are sintered in reducing furnaces, ground to

~

specified sizes, and loaded into fuel rods. The rods are assembled into fuel
bundles and stored before shipping.

Scrap Recovery-

Scrap ' collection and recycle activities also take place within the plant.

Other Operations

Fuel assembly grids are fabricated in the plant and machining operations
'are performed.

A.1.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The main building, shown in Figure A.1, is a windowless, metal-paneled
structure. Dimensions of the building are 600 ft.by 60 ft with a 24-ft average
ceiling height. -Interior and exterior plant walls are separated by 8-in.,
including 4 in of insulation. - Structural support is provided by steel beams
on a 24-ft spacing.

. The structure, piping, and all major process equipment are designed to
j withstand'a design basis earthquake of VII on the Modified Mercalli scale. The
| buildings'could not withstand a direct strike from a design basis tornado.

HVAC Systems

Scrubbers and' HEPA filters are used to clean process air. Ten air changes
.per hour or more are provided for most areas of the plant. Table A.1 gives
specific ventilation information for the plant.

A.1
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Engineered - Safety ' Systems

~ Manual fire alarms-and radiation detectors are located in process areas of
the plant.

Surrounding Area

The commercial-plant is in a rural area. A naval fuel fabrication plant y

and a research center are on the-sane site. Both facilities handle radioactive
materials.-

A.1.3 Inventory

Radioactive-Inventory

Table A.2 gives information on radioactive material inventories in the
plant.- The plant can process a totallof 194 metric tons of uranium (MTU) per
year.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

St ~. hazardous and combustible chemicals used at the Babcock and Wilcox
commeru.o. nuclear fuel plant are listed in Table A.3. The storage capacity

~

and location of these chemicals are also given.

A.2 COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, HEMATITE, MISSOURI

The Combustion Engineering uranium oxide fuel fabrication facility
produces low-enriched U02 fuel _ pellets from UF6 for light water reactor fuel
assemblies. The fuel is fabricated into finished elements at the Windsor,
Connecticut, plant.. Information on this plant was obtained from Combustion
Engineering reports (1980a, 1982).

A.2.1 Process Description

,

Operation
l'
! Enriched UF6 is received as a solid in 2.5-ton cylinders. These cylinders-

are heated in a steam chest to vaporize the UF , which then enters the first6
.

fluidized bed reactor. Here it is reacted with dry steam to form uranyl
fluoride (UO F ) and HF gas.22

Th'e gaseous' HF and excess steam, " cracked" ammonia or hydrogen exit the
reactor through porous metal filters; the UO f2 2 particles move to a second and
third reactor where they are pyrohydrolyzed in a reducing atmosphere of hydro-
gen to remove residual fluorine and reduce the U0 f22 to UO . Off gases from2
these reactors are also filtered through porous metal filters, then routed with
of f. gases from the first reactors to scrubbers filled with ' calcium carbonate.
These scrubbers remove most of the HF before the off gas is discharged to the
atmosphere.-

,

A.3
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TABLE'A.I.- Ventilation Capacities of..the Powder /Pel et and Assembly: Facility,l
Babcock and Wilcox Commercial Nuclear Fuel? Plant

'

' Space. Space Air- Recirculated . Stack
Volume, Sugply,

Ai r, Exhaust, No.. of Ai r
3 3

Area ft3 -ft / min- ft / min ft / min Changes /h

' Pelletizing 438,375_ 64,090 60,460- 12,600 10

Vault & Loading 30,000 4,425_ .4,425 575.' 10

LAnalytical Lab 40,500'' 10,125 0 15,000' 15

Support:

Toi1ets- 12,500~ 1,890 1,890 190 -10

Process
Maintenance 10,000 1,520 1,520 150 10

Filter Room 80,000 12,120 12,120. 1,210 10

-Change ~ Room 36,000 5,455 5,455 545 10

Services 21,400 .3,240 3,243 325 10

Total Support 24,225 24,225 2,420

Uranium dioxide (UO ) from the third reactor ~is cooled and pneumatically2
transferred to storage silos. The powder is withdrawn from the storage silos
into a -fluid energy mill, where recycle material may also be added.' It is then
transferred to blenders and withdrawn-for shipment to Windsor for use in the
pellet plant.

For pelletizing, blending powder is agglomerated-using an organic. binder
and-a suitable solvent. The agglomerated powder is then granulated to ensure a
consistent press feed, and pressed into pellets. " Green" pellets are processed
through a dewaxing furnace to remove the additives and then passed through a
sintering furnace where they densify. The sintered pellets are sized using a
centerless grinde , dried, inspected, and packed for. shipment.

Waste Disposal

Solid low-level wastes are packaged in SS-gal drums or plastic-lined
wooden crates for disposal at a licensed waste f acility.

Liquid high-level wastes are chemically processed to recover the
-uranium. ' The radioactivity of liquid low-level wastes is determined. It is

then either discharged to evaporation ponds or iluarantined in 55-gal drums
until the daughter products' decay to acceptable levels.

~ Cylinder heels ~are.also washed and processed in the waste disposal
operations.

A.4
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. TdBLE LA'.2. Jnventories of- Radioactive' Materials at thel Babcock and
""

Wilcox CNFP

Physical-
.

In-Process' .In-Storage. Dispersibility
. Chemical- . Form ' Location ~ Inventory, kg' Inventory, kg Properties

4

!!02 Powder -Pelletizing -5,500. '15,000 : Insoluble -
0.75-1.0 um MMD,
.dispersible,
-respirabg
2 to 4% 0

~UO2 Pellets Pelletizing ^4,000 Insoluble,---

non respi rabl e','

nondispegble
2 to.4% U'

UO Vault- 35,000 Same2
---

U02 Rod pro-- 45,000- Same

cessing
and
storage

Fi ni shed' Fuel- 82,300. SameU02
---

fuel storage
assem-
blies

UO - - Powder, Pelletizing 20,000 Insoluble,2
'J 0 fines ranging from33

- and respirable to
grinder nonrespi rable, .
waste generally dis--

persible
2352 to 4% 0

A.5
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TABLE'A.3. Chemical Storage at Babcock and Wilcox CNFP

.

. Storage
..~ Chemical Formula Capacity- Container ' Location

Acetone: CH C0CH3 3 55-gal drum Outside.
Acetylene Cylinders Welding shop

' Ammonia NH - 125,000 lb -Tanks Outside3

Ammonium ;NH HC04 3 1,000 gal
bicarbonate

. Calcium oxide' Ca0 30,000 lb Tanks
.(lime)

~ Carbon dioxide C02 48,000 lb Tanks Outside
Caustic' 80-gal . drum Outside..
Cutting 011 50-gal drum Inside
Flocculant- Drums

Fuel Oil 1,500 gal Tank Outside
Helium He 35,000 3 Cylinders- Outside

std. ft

Hydrochloric acid hcl Carboys Machine equipment
building

Hydrofluoric acid HF Carboys Process building
Hydraulic fluids 50 gal Inside
Hydrogen peroxide H0 50-gal drums22
Lubricating oil 100 gal Inside
Methanol CH 0H 8,000 gal Tanks Outside3
Natural gas Piped (not

stored)
Nitric acid HNO3 Carboys . Process building
Nitrogen (liquid)' N2 60,000 Cylinders Outsidestd. ft3
0xygen Cylinders Welding shop
Potassium K0H 10,000 lb Tanks

' hydroxide

-Propane Tanks Outside building
. Trichl oroethylene 55-gal drum Outside

'

Wax 50 gal Inside

A.6
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' A.2.2 ; Facility Description

Buildings

Figure A.2 shows-the location of buildings at the Combustion Engineering
Hematite plant _ site.

The oxide' plant has four levels with dimensions of.31 ft by 36 ft by 50 ft
high. The building has 11 concrete floor, corrugated ' steel siding, and a metal
roof. It opens directly .into the pellet plant.- Next to the oxide plant is a
31- by-55-ft loading dock with a metal roof and concrete floor.

i

|

The pellet plant has dimensions of 83 ft by.161 ft by 17. ft high. The
pellet production area occupies an 83- by 83-ft section of the building and the
remainder is used for offices and storage. The pellet plant has concrete
- floors, concrete block walls, and a concrete-on-metal roof.

The recycle / recovery areas and laboratory are in a structure 83 ft by
215 ft by 16 ft high. This building also has concrete floors, exterior

2
concrete block walls with windows and a concrete-og-metal roof. About 6000 ft
are used for uranium recycle and recovery, 2500 ft for a quality-control
laboratory, and the rest for offices, change areas, and maintenance.

Process areas of the plant are not designed to withstand an earthquake or
tornado.

HVAC Systems

'Off gases from UF6 conversion pass. through metal filters and dry . scrubbers
containing limestone to extract HF. High-ef ficiency particulate air filters
are provided-in the exhaust stacks of the oxide building where UF6 conversion
takes place. An unfiltered exhaust is also located in the oxide. building to
prevent H2 buildup in case of a leak. The V-blenders are enclosed in a
ventilated hood with a mininum face velocity of 100 ft/ min.

The pellet plant has two manifold systems, and each container has two
banks of absolute filters and two banks of prefilters. The prefilters protect
the final filters.

Ventilation air from the cylinder heel processing equipment is exhausted
through a single final filter.

Engineered Safety Systems

The Hematite plant has a nuclear alarm-system consisting of gamma-
sensitive detectors, alarms, and a remote indicator panel at the guard station.
A UF6 vaporizer alarm system is also 'in place to detect UF6 leaks.

A.7
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4 ISurround'ng-Area-i
'

The~ nearest residence is-0.5 mile southwest-_of the plant-site. The; plant
is? surrounded' by woodlands, water bodies,. and open spaces.

'A.2.3 Inventory'

Radioactive Inventory _

Plant capacity is 225'MTU per year. Possession limits for. the plant are
given in . Table A.4. i

.

. TABLE A.4. Possession Limits for the Combustion Engineering
. Hematite' Plant

Material Form Quantity

Uranium enriched to Any. 4 -|ggg1) contained.
gggimunof4.l'wt% 0

U-
i

a

Urag{gmtoanyenrichment Any 350 g i

in U

Source material Uranium and/or 20,000 kg
thorium

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Table A.5 lists some of the chemicals used at the Hematite plant.

A natural-gas-fired heater on the roof of the pellet plant supplies heat-
to the oxide building. The boiler is also fired with natural gas.

A.3 COMBUSTION ENGINEERING WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT

The' Combustion Engineering uranium oxide fuel fabrication plant at
. Windsor; Connecticut, produces fuel assemblies from 002 powder and pellets for:
reactors. Information on this site was taken from Combustion Engineering
reports (1980b, 1981a, 1981b).

A.3.1 Process Description

Operation

Uranium dioxide powder from the Hematite plant is transported to the
Windsor site. , The powder is blended, granulated, pressed into " green" pellets,
dewaxed in a reducing furnace and sintered in a reducing atmosphere. Sintered

-pellets are ground to a specified shape,_ aligned in a linear array, dried in an

A.9
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1 TABLE A.S. Chemicals Used' at ' Combustion Engineering ~ Hematite Plant

. ..
' Amount,- . Storage .I

Chemical Formula Use 1b/yr Capacity-

- Ammonia (anhydrous) NH3 Reducing gas 420,000 10,000 gal

Anticorrosion Boiler. treatment- 2,600
: chemicals

Detergent Laund ry _ 400-

Fuel oil
'

' Backup. power'

Hydrochloric acid HC! . Cleaning heat exchanger 850
' tubes in steam boiler

3

Hydrog)en (compressed -H
136,000 ft

2 .

gas

Hydrogen peroxide H0 Adjust pH in wet 20,10022
recovery -

,

. Hydropholic starch 'C H 0 Lubricate pellet 1,5006 16 5 cavities
Liquid propane Heat to emergency 300 gai at

2,200 lb/in.2center ,

' Natural gas Power 2,000: gal.
-underground

Nitric acid HNO Dissolve U 0
3 38 in wet- 9,850

recovery

Nitrogen (liquid) N 500,000 1,000 gal2

Organic binder Added to trichloroethane 900

Potassium hydroxide K0H . Wet scrubber liquid 3,500

Sodium chloride Nacl Regenerate deionizing 7,500
resins

Sodium hydroxide Na0H Regenerate resins for 4,500
deionizing water

Sulfuric acid H SO Regenerate demineralizer 5,0002 4
resins

Trichloroethane CH CCl Pellet binder 9,500
3 3

.
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oven,'and loa'ed into a fuel tube. Caps are welded on the end of the fuel rod,d
and rods are inspected before being bundled together into assemblies for

. shipping to=a reactor site.

- Waste Disposal

Liquid waste is collected in ten 2,000-gal retention tanks located in a
-buigdingseparatefromtheprocessbuilding. The wastes are diluted to 3.0 x
-10' pC1/ml before being released to the retention tanks. The waste is
-eventually discharged to an industrial waste line, which carries it to a creek
and to the Farmington River.

Solid waste is collected in 55-gal barrels and shipped to a licensed. waste
, disposal contractor.

A.3.2 Facility Information

Buildings

The Windsor site facility is shown in Figure A.3. The shop section of the
fuel manufacturing building has concrete flooring, corrugated asbestos siding,
and a poured gypsun roof deck about 30 ft above the floor.

The front section of the fuel manufacturing building has concrete
flooring, exterior concrete block with full windows, and a poured gypsum roof.

The warehouse is a prefabricated rigid frame steel structure housing
incoming fuel shipping containers, raw materials, and finished components.

The buildings can withstand 100 mph winds and Zone 2 intensity earthquakes
on the Mercalli scale.

HVAC Systems

'Four systems operate in the fuel manufacturing building area to control
airborne releases. They are listed in Table A.6 with their airflow capacity
and number of absolute filters.

TABLE A.6. Airflow in Combustion Engineering Windsor Plant

Ai rflow Number of
3Process Area Capacity, ft / min Absolute Filters

Powder preparation and pressing 12,100 12

Furnace H2 burnoff 1,340 4

Pellet grinding and rod loading 19,422 21

Rec"cle powder area 6,000 6,

Each system has prefilters and absolute filters. The absolute filters are
99.97% efficient.

.
A.11
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c -Engineered Safety Systems

: An. overhead sprinkler system and portable fire extinguishers are located
throughout-the plant. Only portable dry chemical fire extinguishers are
allowed in the unclad fuel-handling area.

Criticalitsdetectorsarelocatedthroughouttheplant.'

Surrounding Area

The Windsor site is surrounded by a landfill, the Farmington River, wooded
areas and agricultural fields. A government -laboratory used for training naval
personnel to' operate prototype-submarine nuclear. reactors is located east of:>

.

the . facility. Onsite is a coal gasification test plant and a nuclear
- l aboratory . The nearest r'sidence is 700 m east of the manufacturing building..

A.3.3 Inventory

License limits' for the plant are shown in Table A.7

' TABLE A.7 License Limits at Com' ustion Engineeringb

Material Location Quantity

235
Uranium 0xides 14.1% 0 Manufacturing Building 500,000 kg U

235 235Uranium 1 20% 0 Any. Building 4,800 g U

Natural and/or Depleted U Any Building 10,000 kg U
Encapsulated.238Pu Any Building- 5 sources each 2 g Pu

238

Pu - Analytical Samples Any Building 160 pg

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Table- A.8. lists chemicals used at the Combustion Engineering Windsor:
plant. The amounts stored and used in the plant and yearly consumption are
also given.

: A.4 EXXON NUCLEAR. RICHLAND. WASHINGTON

The Exxon Nuclear uranium oxide fuel fabrication facility in Richland,
Washington, produces 00 fuel elements from UF .- Information on this facility2 6
was taken from Exxon reports-(1979, 1981) and from a report by Jersey Nuclear
Company - (1971) .

A.13
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TABLE A.8 Ir.ventory. of Chemicals Combustion Engineering Windsor, Plant- |
I

Yearly
Chemica l -Formula Storage Contalnnent Use Consusption

Acetone 1-gal dispenser csns' Cleaning through f acIllty 600 gal /yr

Aluminum nitrate - Al (NO ) Mixed with process water .1,200 lb/yr
3

to form bath to stop

. pickling action

Anhydrous ammonia 2 tanks (8,000 and 6,000 gal) - Regenerate deelneralized resins 1,800 lb/yr

Caustle- NaOH Pickle Zlrealoy components 1,000 lb/yr-

Detergent solution Clean components and assemblies 800 lb/yr.

-Diesel 1,300 1b/yr

' Freon Degressing poterials before ,

Introduction to process. 110 gal /yr

Hydrochloric acid Cl Regenerate domineralizer resins 5,000 lb/yr

Hydrofluoric acid W Mixed with nitric acid and' 50 gal /yr. i

Water for pickling solutioni

Isopropyl alcohol 1-gal dispenser cans Cleaning 1,100 gal /yr
,

Liquid nitrogen N 5000-gal Insulated tank
2

Liquid propane 1500-gal tank

Machine coolants Mixed with process water and4

used as cooling solution

during machining operations 110 gal /yr

| Perchloroethylene Degrease ras notorial before
to introduction to process 11,200 lb/yr

Polyvinyl alcohol UO2 p wder preparation process
! to give powder correct flow

quality for ' pressing 6000 1b/yr

I- Nitric acid' HNO 5,000-gal stainless steel Pickling solution 800 gal /yr
3

. tank
1

Spent.plckling Pickle Zircaloy components 1000 gal /yr
,

solution

Vacuum pump oil Used in vacuum pumps to
achieve low ' pressure in
process 200 gal /yr

f Zinc steerate Lubricate pellet disc cavities 1,300 lb/yr
in backup generators4

i
I

f
,
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' A.4.1 - Process Description

Operation

At the Richland Exxon plant, UF6 is received in cylinders, hydrolyzed to
UO F2 2 and precipitated from solution with the addition of ammonia. The ADU-
precipitate is then calcined to UO -2

The U0 is blended and pressed into pellets, which are then sintered and'2
ground-to specified diameter. The pellets are stored temporarily and loaded
into fuel rods, which are then welded shut. The fuel rods are stored,
inspected, etched, and assembled into elements. Elements are stored before
shipping.

. Waste Disposal

Liquid waste is stored in lagoons before discharge. Solid contaminated
waste is stored in warehouses awaiting treatment or offsite burial.

Scrap Recovery

A solvent extraction system is used to recover uranium from scrap. The
process involves dissolution in nitric acid, solvent extraction, stripping, ADU
precipitation and calcination. Exxon also-has an ion exchange column to
separate uranium from low-level contaminated solutions containing 300 ppm
uranium.

A.4.2 Facility Description

Building

Figure A.4 is a diagram of the f acility with processing areas identified.

Progessbuildingsaredesignedtowithstandanaveragewindloadingof
20 lb/ft and 'a design basis earthquake with an acceleration of 0.17 g.

HVAC Systems

Airflow is from areas of low to high potential contamination.
Approximately 7 air changes per. hour are supplied to the uranium operations.

Room air is recirculated through HEPA filters. From l'to 3 stages of HEPA
filters are provided to filter process air. Scrubbers are used to clean some
process air.

Engineered Safety Systems

Areas of the plant are labeled to indicate if water may be used to combat
fires. Radioactive material storage areas do not have sprinklers; combustibles
are kept to a minimum in these areas. Dry powder and carbon dioxide fire
extinguishers are located throughout the plant.

A.15
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Burning devices and H2 gas de.tectors are'used-to prevent buildupLof
explosive or. flammable gases around the sintering furnaces and' ovens. Hydrogen
is stored outside'of. the building, and flow of. H2 to the furnaces automatically.

shuts off in case of. loss ~of ventilation.

~ Neutron detectors are located throughout' the plant.

~ Final HEPA filters are fire. resistant and protected from fires by either a'
~

~

liquid scrubber, an automatic sprinkler deluge system, or an automatic cool-air
injection _in the exhaust f air upstream of the filters. Rate-of-rise' heat detec-
tors as well as automatic and manual.' alarm systems are provided in the.
facility.

Surrounding Area

The facility is located next.to a government reservation. .Research and
production facilities' involving nuclear materials are located nearby. The.
immediate surroundings are mostly sagebrush-covered desert.

.A.4.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

Table A.9 gives the possession limits at the Exxon plant.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Table A.10 gives storage locations of various chemicals at the Exxon
plant. Combustibles are kept to a minimum in storage areas. Tributyl
phosphate in dodecane is used in solvent extraction operations and ion exchange
resins (some of which are combustible) are used in ion exchange columns.

TABLE A.9. Possession Limits at Exxon Nuclear Plant

Radioactive
Material Form Use Quantity

Uranium-235 Analyses 25 g
19.99 wtf. 235U 200 kg

2355 wt% 0 10,000 kg

Sealed sources and 1 mgPlutonium Pu02
standards

Surface contamina- 500 g
Pu02 tion on equipment

2
Encapsulated in fuel ~100 kg

Pu0 -U02 rods or NRC-approved i

containers

A.17
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STABLE A.10. Storage Locations of; Chemicals-at Exxon Nuclear Plant.,

4

Chemical location'- ).~g
'~

~ Anhydrous ammonia Outside manufacturing building ij. .

m Gases (h'elium, argon,. ;Cyliriders.outside Of building.
'

o'xygen, acetylene)' 4-
,

' # -Hydrofluoric acid | ~ Plastic ~ carboys. in the etch room;
LLiquid' nitrogen 0utside manufacturing building ''

,, y
'

- ' Nitric acid Outdoor. tanks

F ' ' Sodium hydroxide :0utdoor tanks
4

A.5''. GENERAL' ELECTRIC COMPANY, WILMINGTON.-NORTH CAROLINA
~

.

i - The General Electric uranium oxide fuel;fabricat
~

,

. rods' for nuclear reactors from UF ' enriched up 'to 4% g plant = produces fuel-
.

6 U. . The plant is' ,

.

located in Wilmington, North' Carolina. ~Information on this site was.taken from.
* ' General Electric reports (1974',1982).

A.5.1. Process Description,

Operation

230Uranium hexafluoride, up t'o 4% enriched 0, .. is _ vaporized f rom 2.5-ton,
30-in.-diameter cylinders. -The UF6 gas is hydrolyzed with water forming
UO f . Ammonium hydroxide is added to precipitate ADU from solution. The ADO.22
slurry is centrifuged in two stages, then calcined at 1200*C in a two-stage
calciner to produce U0 '2

TrieU0
6% enriched 23gither from powder storage or delivered to the plant as2~.

U, is molded into 1/2-in.-diameter pellets 1/2 in. long. The
pellets are sintered in a reducing furnace at 3000*F, ground down to specified

' ' dimensions, inspected, dried, and loaded into Zircaloy tubes. An end_ cap.is
fitted onto the tubes and welded into place. Fuel rods are assembled into
groups of 49 or 64 and pacLaged for shipment.

_ Waste Disposal

. Combustible wastes are incinerated. Noncombustible waste is collected in
boxes for licensed burial. Liquid wastes are collected in quarantined vessels
and classified as nitrate wastes. Lime is added to precipitate fluoride and
free ammonia.

Zirconium fines are burned on site under carefully controlled conditions.

A.18,
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Scrap ~ Recovery _ -

p~ Equipment located.in the:UF6 to U02 conversion area recovers uranium scrap
to be' recycled back into the plant. ,

'Other 0perations
~

.

-Control mechanisms and auxiliary equipment for reactors are manufactured
inL the plant in facilities separate from the fuel . fabrication process. Non-
nuclear components of the. assemblies are also' fabricated.,

A.5.2 Facility Description ,

Building

The fuel' manufacturing building shown in Figure A.5 has concrete block
'

walls,Cand insulated metal siding over a steel framework, and a concrete floor.
The- roof 'is metal deck apd insulation topped with asphalt .and gravel.- The roof
is designed for 40-lb/f t live-load in addition to the dead load factor.

HVAC Systems

A stage of HEPA filters cleans final exhaust air from the manufacturing
area. In'' addition, other air cleaning devices such as prefilters and primary
HEPA filters for- powder operations and wet scrubbers for chemical processes are
in place.

: Uranium processing areas are designed to maintain negative pressure with
respect to the environment.

,

f

Table A.11 lists the air circulation in the fuel manufacturing building.

Engineered Safety Systems

Sensors and alarms are located throughout the plant to detect high levels
of radioactivity.

; .-

: Sprinkler systems for fire suppression are located in the plant except in
! the U02 powder storage area and chemical process control room. A Halon* fire

suppression system is used in computer facilities. Smoke detectors are located:

in exhaust systems and manual fire extinguishers are located throughout the
i plant.

!

O Halon is a trademark of the Allied Chemical Corp., Morristown, NJ 07960

| A.19
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: TABLEJ A.11. ~ . Air . Circulation in General Electric Wilmington P1 ant .

Volgme, Exhaugt,- Recirculgtion,- No. of-Area
Area ft - std. ft / min -std. ft / min -Changes /h'

LUF -UO2 conversion - 422,900~ 35,570_. 80,400 . 17- ;I

6

1 Vaporization 117,000 6,000 9,000: . 13-

North' sintering 160,500 12,000 53,000 24-

' South sintering 67,600' 7,370 -17,630 -'22
'

~

-

North U0 _ powder storage 78,500 5,000 -7,000 9.
2

? South 002 powder storage '67,700 .10,000 2,000 11.

North:segmentizing 160,000 11,'700 16,000 10~

.
South segmentizing 74,000 11,700 16,000 , 10

~

North pelletizing 67,620 8,600 11,300 ' 18

South ' pelletizing 49,245 6,300 8,300 18

North waste retention. '62,500 4,000 8,000 12

. South waste retention 62,500 4,000 8,000 - 12

'

<

Surrounding Area
,

Property north of the Wilmington site-is wooded and has limited develop-
ment of any kind. . South of the site, there is a lightly settled residential
are'a. It-is unlikely that an accident could occur at neighboring facilities

,

that'would' affect the plant site.'

A.5.3. Inventory _

Radioactive Inventory

j An inventory of radioactive materials at the Wilmington plant is given in
Table A.12. Table A.13 gives the license limits.

.,

1

'

Hazardous and Combustibles Inventory

I Table A.14 lists the type, quantity, and location of chemicals at the'

Wilmington plant.'

!

"

A.6. WESTINGHOUSE' ELECTRIC, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

The; Westinghouse Electric uranium oxide fuel plant prgces uranium fuel
rods for reactors from UF6 enriched to a maximum of 4.15% U. Information on

,

.this facility was taken from Westinghouse Electric Corporation reports (1976,
1980,1981) and from a visit to the plant.

:

A.21
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-TABLE A.12. Radioactive ~ Materials Inventory at General- Electric _Wilmington

' Radioactive Materials. Container Size -Amount,-MTU- =

Uranium _ nitrate ~ crystals outside of,
fuel' manufacturing building. ~23<

*

UF6 I" cylinders outside of fuel
manufacturing building ~1.5 tons / cylinder' 181'

UF -002 conversion 110
6

002 powder _ storage / 20-25 kg units 87

Powder / pellets 16 kg units 2

-Intermediate product 20 kg units. 2

Pellets 15 kg units 16
'

Fuel rods 3 kg U/ rod 41

Poisen pellets 11 kg U/ container 2

Poison rods 3 kg U/ rod 8
'

Assemblies- 3 kg U/ rod 263*

Press scrap 16 kg U/ container 3

Grinder residue 17 kg U/ container 3

Grinder residue 17 kg U/ container. 4

Dirty powder 20 kg U/ container 4
'

Residue / sludge 10 kg U/ container 4

Solid waste 2 kg U/ container 0.3
Samples 0.3 kg U/ sample 1

Standards 2 kg U/ units 1-

.

TABLE A.13. Possession Limits at General Electric Wilmington

Maximum gichment
Element Form in U Quantity

Uranium Any 4%
235Loaded fuel rods 4.5% 50,000 kg g

U02 powder 6.0%
235Any Any 350 g g-

Any 15% 500 kg

Plutonium Analytical samples 1.5 mci
Standards 1 mg and <65 mci
Sealed neutron sources 7g

|
.
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TABLE A114 Chemicals and Flammable Materials Inventory at General?

Electric Wilmington Plant

10utside of Fuel Manufacturing Building Amount

Acetonej .
..

550 gal"
,

Ammonium hydroxide, 29.4% 20,000 gal
Anhydrous ammonia _ 15,000 gal
Argon. 2,400 ga

2,200,000ft}-Helium
Hydrochloric acid, 30% 7,000 gal
Hydrochloric acid, 37% 5,000 gal
Hydrochloric acid, 72% 15,000 ga

65,000ft}Hydrogen
Lime

-Nitric acid,-56%-.
100,000 gal

*

5,000' gal
Nitrogen 10,500 gal
Oxygen- 6,000 gal' '

Propane (C3 8') - .

143,000 gal'H

Sodium hydroxide.-50% 7,000 gal
Sulfuric acid, 93%. 110 gal

Inside Fuel Manufacturing Building

Carbon dioxide ' 6 ton
Nitrogen'

. 150 lb
'

Stearic acid 550 gal

Outside Equipment Building

Acetone
,15,000 gal

550 gal
Anhydrous ammonia >
Argon 1,500 ga

200,000ft}Helium (inside building)
Hydrochloric acid, 30% 110 gal
Nitric acid, 67.3% 550 gal
Nitrogen 500 gal
Sulfuric acid, 93% 110 gal

Outside Tubing Manufacturing Building

Argon 1,500 ga
200,000ft}Helium

Nitric acid, 56% 5,000 gal
Sodium hydroxide, 50% 2,000 gal

A.23
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'A.6.1 Process Description

_0jeration

Uranium received in UF6 cylinders is stored in a bay and on a storage pad
'

outside the plant. The UF6 is heated in a steam chest and converted to uranyl
fluoride and HF. Twenty-seven percent aqueous ammonia is added to precipitate
ADU, which is separated in a dual centrifuge. The material is calcined at
1700*C in a rotary tube drier in a 112 reducing atmosphere to produce UO '2

The 002 powder is stored temporarily before being pressed into pellets.
Pellets are sintered in a furnace and ground to specified diameter, then
inspected, stored, and loaded into fuel rods. The rods are sealed, inspected,
and grouped into fuel-assemblies.

Waste Disposal

Solid wastes are compressed when possible, baled and loaded into
fiberboard boxes or other containers. The containers are gamma scanned and
stored before disposal. Solid wastes may be stored outdoors. Contaminated
combustibles are incinerated, and noncombustibles are shipped to a licensed
burial site.

Liquid wastes may be treated by filtration, flocculation, lime addition,
distillation, or precipitation in holding lagoons to remove uranium, ammonia,
and fluorides.

Scrap Recovery

Uranium is recovered from scrap in batch quantities. Clean scrap is
crushed to a powder in a mechanical granulator, then screened in a vibratory
separator to remove gross impurities. Dirty scrap is dissolved in nitric acid;
ADV is precipitated from solution and mechanically separated with a centrifuge,

r U 0 , packaged, and stored.then calcined to 002 38

A solvent extraction system recovers uranium from grease and oil contami-
nated with U0 , incinerator ash, and oxidation furnace products. The scrap is2
dissolved in nitric acid and fed countercurrent to a tributyl phosphate solvent
mixture. The solvent extracts uranium from solution and then allows the ura-
nium to be stripped in a pulsed stripping column. A flash evaporator concen-
trates the UNil product, which is stored before removal and conversion to U0 -2

A.6.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The plant site is shown in Figure A.6, with process areas identified. The
process building has a structural steel framework, cast concrete curtain walls,
and concrete slab floors. The solvent extraction and chemical process develop-

1
ment facility and incinerator system are made of prefabricated, prestressed !

|concrete tee panels. A concrete wall separates the main processes from solvent

|
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FIGURE A.6 Detailed Site Plan for Westinghouse Electric Columbia Facility

extraction and incineration processes. A partial wall of corrugated metal to
excess heat in the sintering area extends from the ceiling to about 6 or 7 ft
from the floor. it separates the sintering furnace area from pellet inspec-
tion, grinding, and tube-filling processes.

HVAC Systems
I

Exhaust hoods, HEPA filters, and scrubbers clean the process exhausts.
!, The scrubber cleans air from UF6 conversion and scrap recovery processes.

Building air is recirculated, and pressure is kept negative with respect to the
outside.

A.25
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Engineered Safety Systems

Hydrogen and propane gas distribution systems have manual and automatic
interlock controls to shut off the flow of gas at the source on sensing a
pressure loss. Manual extinguishers are provided for fire protection.

Surroundings

The plant is surrounded by farmland on a site about 8 miles from Columbia.

A.6.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

A typical inventory is 757,000 kg uranium at 2 to 3% average enrichment.
The inventory breakdown is shown in Table A.15. License limits are shown in
Table A.16.
Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Chemicals in the Westinghouse plant and their uses are given in
Table A.17. Propane, fuel oil, anhydrous ammonia, nitric acid, NaCO , and3liquid H ' N , and Ar are stored in the tank farm.2 2

TABLE A.15. Radioactive Materials Inventory at Westinghouse
Columbia Plant

Percent Amount,
Material of Inventory kg U

29 220,090
UF6

Assemblies 27 204,000

Rods 29 220,000

UO2 8 60,500

3 22,700U038
Pellets 1 7,600

Scrap 0.6 4,500

UNH 0.2 1,500

Hard scrap 0.4 3,000

Hold-up 0.07 500

Baled waste 0.08 600

Incinerator ash 0.16 1,200

A.26



TABLE A.16. License Limits at Westinghouse Columbia Plant

Material Form Quantity
2350 Any form 350 g
2350 Any form 14.15 wt% '50,000 kg
2350 Any form > 4.15 wt% but 15 wt% 2,500 kg
2350 Any fonn for lab use only 5g
238

Pu Sealed sources 1.5 g
Mixed oxides 6.6 wt% Pu as sealed fuel rods 750 kg Pu

_

TABLE A.17. Chemicals Used in the Westinghouse Fuel Fabrication Plant

Chemical Use

Acetone Sealed rod cleaning
Hydraulic fluid Used in presses and for tube

loading
Hydrogen Reducing gas for calciner and

sintering furances
Kerosene Solvent extraction system
Natural gas Heat calciner
Perchlorethylene Solvent extraction system
Tributyl phosphate Solvent extraction system

.
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APPENDIX B

URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION-(NON0XIDE)<

B.1 GENERAL' ATOMIC, SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA-

General Atomic uranium fuel fabrication facility produces fuel elements
for ' experimental reactors on the General Atomic site. Information on this
facility is obtained from docket' material on the site, primarily from General

' Atomic reports-(1965, 1971, 1975a, 1975b, 1981a, and 1981b).

-B.1.1 Process Description

Operation

High-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) fuel is produced from 93%
enriched 00 , and Th02 material. The fuel is mixed with graphite flour, ethyl2

cellul'ose, lind an organic solvent in a batch process. The mixture is
homogeneously blended, dried, ground, and screened to separate the material
into various sizes. Appropriately sized material is loaded ir.to a crucible and
heated in a vacuum to form UC -ThC7 2 kernels with by-product gases of C0 and
CO . The kernels are cooled Tn an inert atmosphere, then transferred in an

2
inert atmosphere to a' furnace operating at a temperature in excess of the
kernel melting temperature. The particles assume a spherical form in the
furnace and are solidified in this form. The UC -ThC is u'nstable in air and
may be explosive if not kept in an inert atmosphere. 22

The fissile particles are coated with carbon and silicon carbide in an
inert gas in each of three different furnaces. In the first furnace a hydro-
carbon gas such as acetylene, propane, or propylene is added. The hydrocarbon ,

dissociates producing free carbon, which deposits on the kernels as a pyrolytic
carbon layer. Methyltrichlorosilane is introduced to the second furnace to
deposit'a silicon carbon on the particles. In the third furnace a pyrolytic
carbo 6 coat is added again.

Coated thorium and uranium-thorium particles are mixed and loaded into -
molds. ' A matrix material is injected into the _ hot mold under high pressure,
then allowed to cool. Rods of about 0.5 in. in diameter by 2 in. long are

.

-formed in this way. The rods are loaded into furnace boats and heated in an
inerti atmosphere to carbonize the matrix material. The rods are cleaned with
hcl-' gas to remove contamination, then fired at high temperature to stabilize

-

dimensions. .

Rods |are loaded intothexagonal graphite blocks 15 in. across and 31_in.
long.'' Af.ter loading, the holds are plugged with graphite plugs and baked to
cure the ~ plug cement. Elements are. loaded into approved shipping casks and
stored before: removal off site.
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t Training Reactors Isotopes Production, General Atomic (TRIGA) fuel is made
-of uranium metal (from 20 to 93% enriched). The uranium is annealed, rolled,
reduced to chips, and batched in containers. The uranium chips are mixed with
zirconium and other additives such as erbium in an induction crucible, which is
then placed in a vacuum induction furnace. The alloy ranges from 8.5 to 12%

- uranium. ~ In the furnace, 'the contents of the crucible are melted. mixed by
induction and poured into a mold. When the' metal has cooled, the ingots are
taken.- out, ' machined, and drilled.

Machined pieces are cleaned, heat,ed in a furnace with a hydrogen otmo-
sphere, machined again, and ground down to final size. The finished pieces are

_

inserted into an aluminum, stainless steel, Hastelloy8, or Inconele can, which
is' then sealed by welding the end caps in place.

Waste Disposal

Waste material is con'centrated, then consigned to a licensed waste
disposal contractor for' burial.

Scrap Recovery

' Bulky materials are crushed and burned to reduce the volume. Silicon-
carbide-coated HTGR fuel particles are-ground and then burned to convert the
kernel to oxides. The scrap is dissolved in acid, filtered, and purified in a
solvent extraction process. The uranium is then precipitated and calcined,
converting it to purified U 0 .3g

The TRIGA scrap is returned to the U-Zr alloy state and reintroduced to
the fabrication process.

Other Operations

Three pool-type TRIGA reactors are also located onsite. Two of the
reactors are operating; one is shut down.

B.l.2 Facility Description

Buildings

Figure B.1 shows the fuel manufacturing facility, and Figure B.2 is a
' diagram of the TRIGA fuel fabrication building.

.The fuel manufacturing facility is bounded by two outside walls: a

masonry wall 'and a structural steel wall, which separate it from other non-fuel
operations areas and activities.

*Hastelloy'is a trademark of the Union Carbide Corp., New York, NY 10017-
*Inconel is'a trademark of Huntington Alloy Products Div., International
Nickel Co., Inc., Huntington, WV 25720
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The TRIGA fuel fabrication building is constructed of 7.5-in.-thick
reinforced concrete prefabricated wall panels. The roof.is 4-in.-thick
prestressed concrete.

HVAC Systems

High-efficiency. particulate air filters are used to limit release ofProcess areas are kept at |radioactive airborne particles to the atmosphere.
All building equipment that may generate airborne radio- |

negative pressure. The pickling station uses a fume scrubber. I
4

activity is used within enclosures.
Flow direction is towards areas with greater potential contamination.

'

Engineered Safety Systems
~

Radiation alarms are located throughout the plant. Afterburners and
massive air dilution coupled with. safety interlocks are used to avoid buildup
of potentially explosive or flammable gases.

Surrounding Area

Besides the fuel fabrication operations, several laboratories and test
reactors are located on site.

B.1.3 Inventory _

Radioactive Inventory

Table B.1 lists the license limits and inventory locations for the General
Atomic facility.

TABLE B.1. License Limits for General Atomic Facility

Isotopic Content Mass Limit Location
Type

_

* "

Uranium Upb35 # *" " 9

in U
Facility

* * ## "*" * 9Encapsulated Up b38 " Facility>

Uranium in U

2 Sorrento Valley B
Encapsulated ggto100g0 Pu, g.9ofcontained
Plutonium Pu or Pu which Pu and 240 gd 2 kg Building2

may be in combination of contained Pu

with other isotopes

B.5
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Individual ? stations in the~ fuel fabrication facility contain from less : |
than 1 to 8 kg of nuclear' material. Table B.2-lists the quantities and types.
of material that may be found at each station.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory ;

A' hydrocarbon gas such as. acetylene, propane,.or propylene is used in the
fluid . bed furnace. Nitric acid and solvent are used in the scrap recovery
operation. Uranium and zirconium metals are pyrophoric. Formic acid,
polyvinyl alcohol, and tetrahydrafurfuryl alcohol may be used in UNH dissolu-
tion. ' Ammonium hydroxide and isopropyl alcohol may be used .to wash the UNH

- batch. A propane-fueled engine / generator unit is available onsite for backup
: power.- Acetylene, propylene, and N2 are stored in the area west of the
Sorrento Valley B building.

B.2 ROCKVELL INTERNATIONAL, CA'N0GA PARK, CALIFORNIA

The Ro'ckwell International uranium -fuel fabrication facility produces fuel
elements for the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-II) and Advanced Test
reactor (ATR). Information on the Rockwell plant is taken primarily from
Rockwell International Reports (1977,1981).

B.2.1 Process Description

Operation

Uranium in the form of broken metal buttons originally 5 in in diameter
by 1/2 in, thick is received and stored in the special nuclear material (SNM)
vault. The material is weighed, sampled, and stored until release for the fuel
fabrication process.

d

235In the fabrication of ATR fuel, the broken buttons, at 93 wt% U, and a
measured amount of aluminum are blended and melted together to obtain a UAl

x
blend batch. .The batch is crushed and sieved to a uniform size in glove boxes.

Predetermined quantities of UAl and aluminum powders are combined into
_ x

glass jars. A maximum of 24 jars is loaded during one time. The jars are
moved to the compacting press, loaded into a die and pressed into a fuel
compact. Each compact is placed in an aluminum picture frame, vacuum annealed,
and assembled into preformed cover plates. The assemblies are hot rolled to
obtain a 12:1 reduction in thickness, inspected, and cut to size by removing.
only excess aluminum picture frame and corresponding picture frame material.

i These fuel plates are then formed and assembled into fuel . elements.

The product
enriched to 67% g of EBR-Il fuel involves weighing broken uranium buttonsU and alloying the metal with the correct amount of fissium

. . in a sealed induction furnace. Ingots of the uranium-fissium alloy. are then
'

injection cast into fuel pins in another induction furnace. The fuel pins are

~B.6
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TABLE B.2.- Fuel Production Station Inventory Limits

Station- Material Mass, kg

Th0; powder 3.6Batch weighing U02 2

00 (C ) Th0 (C ) graphite particles'Blending 2 2 2
an powde - 3.6

Blending 002.Th02 powder. 0.79 - 3.6
,

U0g Th0 --graphite precipitate 0.75 - 3.6Calcining 2

. Cleaning UC ThC2 graphite in fuel rods 3.6
2

UC ThC7 uncoated or partiallyCoating 2
coated particles 3.6

Th02 0.74 - 3'.6Conversion U02 powder

Crucible loading UO .Th0 C powder 3.6*

2 2

Dissolution ~ 00 Th02 graphite and solution 3.6
2

Drying U0 Th02 powder 8.0.
2

Furnaces UO (C ) Th0 (C ) graphite particles2 2 2 2
and powder 0.35 - 3.6

Grinding UO (C ) Th0 (C ) graphite particles2 2 2 2
and powder 3.6

Th02 p wder 8.5Grinding, sizing 002
Grinding, sizing, U0 Th02 graphite powder -3.6

2blending
UO (C ) Th0 (C ) graphite particlesHigh-level oxidation - 2 2 2 2

and powder 0.75 - 3.6
HTGR fuel production R&D U0 Th02 graphite 0.35

2

U0 (C ) Th0 (C ) graphite particlesIn-process storage 2 2 2
an powde 3.6

In-process storage U0 (C ) Th0 (C ) powder and 3.62 p 2 2particles
Lab-scale operations 00 Th0 C powder, coated2 2particles, uncoated particles 0.35

Large batch precipitation UO Th02 graphite solution 3.62

Liquid storage' U0 Th02 graphite .in closed containers 3.6
2

Load, unload UC ThC2 powder 3.6
7

U0 (C ) Th0 (C ) graphite particlesMaterial : transfer 2 2 2
and powde 3.6

Rod batching UC ThC2 graphite coated particles 3.6 - 4.2
2

Th02 powder 0.79Rolling .UO2

B.7
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TABLE B.2. .(contd).

Station Material Mass, kg'

Screening UC ThC2 coated particles' O.792

Screen, weigh, load .UC2 ThC2 coated particles 3.6
Sizing, weighin'g U02 Th02 powder 0.75 - 3.6

U0 (C ) Th0 (C ) graphite particlesSize reduction 2 2 2 2
and powder 3.6

' Splitting UC -ThC coated or uncoated2 2
particles 3.6

Unloading, weighing U02 Th0 ~ powder 3.62

Weigh, screen, load UC2 ThC uncoated particles 3.6
2

Weigh, sample U0 (C ).Th0 (C ) powder, coated2 2 2 2
particles or uncoated particles 3.6

inspected before being inserted into stainless steel jackets along with a
measured amount of sodium. The jacket is welded shut and heat-treated so the
sodium is bonded to the fuel and jacket.

B.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The facility shown in Figure B.3 is located in the region of the
San Andreas fault and is built to withstand an earthquake of 7.3 on the Richter
scale without major damage. Process equipment is bolted to the poured concrete
floor to prevent upsets.

The manufacturing building is made of precast tilt-up concrete slabs. The
fuel fabrication area is enclosed with double-wall construction. A poured
concrete floor separates an office area on the second floor from the

fabrication area.

The storage vault has walls of 12-in. filled concrete block, a 6-in.-thick
concrete floor, a 9-in.-thick reinforced concrete ceiling, and a 1-in.-thick
steel door.

HVAC System

Cutting machinery has fireproof fume hoods with high-draf t ventilation
ducts to remove small chips and dust. Movement of air is always towards areas
of greater contamination, and air'is not recirculated. Prefilters are provided
upstream of all HEPA filters.

B.8
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A minimum _ of 6 air changes per hour in each room is provided. Average air
duct velocities range from 2000 to 2500 ft/ min.

Pulverizing, sieving, and ble,' ding operations on UAlx powder are pertormed
in an inert argon atmosphere.

Engineered Safety Systems

. Water scrubbers or fiberglass prefilters are provided in the exhaust where
cutting operations may generate sparks.

Automatic ~ fire detection and sprinkler systems are provided in all areas
of the plant except the vault, which has a manually controlled sprinkler
system. Also, sprinkler heads are blocked off in areas containing alkali
metals.

Criticality safety is.provided by limiting the amount of material handled
and by geometry controls.-

Surrounding Area

. Several small commercial establishments and an area containing both
single- and multiple-farrily dwellings are . located about 275 ft from the
manufacturing building on the other side of a public street.

B.2.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

License limits for the Rockwell plant at Canoga Pgk are given in
Table B.3. Additional information on mass limits of 2000 at individual

stations in the plant is gU in storag5
v n in Table B.4 Total ATR fuel manufacture may

require up to 900 kg of 2 and in process. Total EBR-II fuel
manufacture ray require up to 600 kg 0 in storage and in process.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Acid and organic solvents are used in the laboratory in quantities of less
than a gallon. Solid chemicals in the lab are stored in containers of less,

than a. pound capacity.!
.

Flammable materials within the plant are carefully controlled. Organic-
| cleaning compounds are kept in limited quantities. Paper is used for required

record keeping and documentation although most of the clerical work is per-
L formed outside of the main fabrication facility. Some office spaces containing

wooden desks are walled off from the work areas. Lab coats and plastic shoe
covers are provided at the entrance to contaminated areas. Contaminated

| combustible items are stored in the SNM vault in sealed steel drums.
.

B.10
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- TABLE B.3.- Nuclear' Materials [ Allowed Lat Rockwell International Canoga Park-
~

Facility; Under Special Nuclear Materials License SNM-21- '

~

By-Product,1 Source,-
,

. _ _ . Maximum Amount th'at Licensee -'

'and/or Special Nuclear. . Chemical: and/or- 4May Possess at any One Time ,

Material Physical ~ Form -Under'this License
~

235ULgg nium enriched in the' Any enrichment or orm. _1,500 kg-

U_ isotope | -except'UF-6
.'2350 Any 5 kg 233 -9

..

i- .Pu (principally.230Pu) Any- Maximum of 3.5 kg of total Pu
L 1. NFDL Site

a. Hot: laboratory--up to
3.5 kg Pu in irradiated,

fuel
'

b. Pu. facility--less than
1.0 kg Pu in process

.

2. HQ Site
. .

a. HQ. vault--uptto 3.5 kg.

Pu. packaged in sealed
authorized shipping-
containers

b. A maximum of 2 g total'

Pu for. gamma spectros-
copy and radiometric

239 counting analyses
Pu (principally Pu) Sealed sources (as 1.0 kg total Pu at either or

Pu-Be sources) both sites238j Pu (principally Pu) Sealed sources 0.5 kg total Pu at either or
; .. both sites
.

4

235TABLE B.4 Mass Limits of U at Fuel Fabrication' Stations
235Location Mass Limit; of 0

ATR manufacture vacuum arc furnace 350 f1

Pulverizing and sieving glove box train 350 g
,

. Accumulation of fines in blending, 350 g--13 kg working limit .

pressing, and compacting glove box.
~ train.

: Plate fabrication area 610 g in eight compacts.

; 916 g in twelve compacts
Annealing _ furnace - 50 kg

!~
s
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-Small amounts of1 solid sodium are handled in inert glove boxes at room
temperature.

The UA1 crushed powder can be pyrophoric; hence, the: powder is handled inx
an inert atmosphere and stored in sealed containers.

I
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APPENDIX C

1

URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE PRODUCTION l

C.1 . ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION, METROPOLIS, ILLIN0IS
~

The Allied Chemical UF6 plant at Metropolis, Illinois produces UF6 by
processing uranium ore concentrates. This appendix was developed using
information'in Allied Chemical Corporation reports (1975, 1980, 1981).

. C.1.1 Process Description

Operation

Fifty-five gallon drums of yellowcake with a concentration of 75% uranium
are emptied into a hopper. The contents are blended, sampled, and packaged in
drums. Sampling _is done separately from the rest of the process to control
dust levels. One hundred drums are received per day in two to three
truckloads.

After' sampling, yellowcake is calcined to U 0 . The U 0 is crushed and38 38blended to a uniform mixture. It is then remoistened, formed into pellets,
dried, and crushed to U 03 8 powder. The powder is converted to UF in a series6
of fluidized bed reactors. The first reactor uses H2 and N2 from dissociated
ammonia as the fluidizing gas to convert U 0 to U02 powder. The next two3g
reactors operating''in series use HF as the fTuidizing gas, converting UO to2UF4 powder. A fluid bed fluorinator then uses F as a fluidizing gas,

2
converting UF4 to UF6 gas.

Uranium hexafluoride is condensed in primary cold traps at -20 F.
Secondary cold traps at lower temperatures remove residual UF . The solid is

6liquified intermittently in the traps by heating, then transferred to distilla-
tion tanks. Low boiling impurities are stripped from the UF 6 in a low boilerdistillation column, then high boiling impurities are stripped in a high boiler
distillation column. The product, UF6 purified to less than 300 ppm
impurities, is condensed and packaged into 10- or 14-ton cylinders. Eight to
nine hundred cylinders are stored on site and shipped at an average of 3 per
day or.90 per month.

Waste Disposal

Liquid waste is sent to either sludge settling ponds or uranium spill
control ponds before being discharged into the Paio River. Lime is added to
the liquid to precipitate fluorides, which ara separated out in~ settling basins
and retained on site.

Off gases from the sampling to fluorination process steps are filtered and
scrubbed with aqueous KOH to remove fluorine and residual uranium. Scrubbing
liquors are sent to uranium recovery to extract uranium.

C.1
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Scrap Recovery-

Uranium recovery from scrap is , accomplished by leaching finely ground
scrap with sodium carbonate solution. The leached material' is . filtered, dried,-
drummed, and disposed of in a radioactive waste facility. Uranium in the
filtrate is precipitated with NaOH then pretreated with ammonium sulfate
solution in a 4-stage counter-current decanter. Product uranium is sent to the
calciner as feed.

Other Operations

Periodically, UF6 product cylinders are washed with sodium carbonate
solution and pressure tested. Uranium leached into the wash solution is
recovered in the uranium recovery facility.

Besides manufacturing UF , the plant also produces ~ sulfur hexafluoride,6
iodine and antimony- pentafluorides, and liquid fluorine.

C.1.2 Facility Description

Buildings

Essentially all of the UF6 manufacturing processes are conducted in the
feed materials building. This building and others that contain operations
involving the handling or processing of significant amounts of source material
are identified -in the site plan, Figure C.1. The operations in those buildings
and their estimated size are listed in Table C.1.

HVAC Systems

Dust collectors and scrubbers are used to clean process gases. Air is
circulated through the feed materials building by several fans and about
12 changes of air per hour are provided. The feed materials building has a
roll-up door on the first floor, which may be open much of the time, and
several windows leading to the outside.

The air system in the main control room is separate from that in the rest
| of the plant.

| Strength of Buildings

|
'

Most buildings are constructed of concrete block, except the feed mate-
. rials building which has sheet metal siding on a steel frame. All processing
| areas are concrete and steel construction. Most process buildings have at

least one open pathway, (door or window) to the outside. The feed materials
building has 4 by 6 ft Plexiglase panels in many locations for windows.

e Plexiglas is a trademark of Rohn and Haas, Philadelphia, PA 19105

C.2
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- TABLE'C.1. ; Areas Containing Amounts of Nuclear
Materials at Allied Chemical UF6 Plant

Area - Operation Size, ft
'

2

Feed materials bldg. .UF6 manufacturing -11,900 on each-
- floor, six stories -

high {
1

Ore sampling bldg. . Sampling ore concentrates 4,600
|

Na: removal & U ~ recovery Ore purifying and U scrap- 7,000-

recovery

Calcining facility Incoming feed dried 1,000

Waste drier U recovery wastes dried 500
prior to offsite disposal

Lab building Process and product control 9,900
analyses

Cylinder wash bldg. UF6 cylinders washed and 900
tested

Ore storage shed Feed ore stored inside 20,000

Ore storage pads -Feed ore stored outside 136,000-

Cylinder storage areas UF6 product stored 197,000
outside

Engineered Safety Systems

Fire protection is provided by manual fire extinguishers and a fire
hose. Automatic sprinkler systems are provided in hazardous areas.

Besides alarms provided in the control room to alert personnel to
malfunctions in process equipment, an alarm can be activated by personnel
observing a release of UF *6

Surrounding Area

The plant is located in a rural area outside of a small town. It is

bordered b;y the Ohio River, a coal blending plant, the highway, and privately
owned land.

C.4
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C.1.3 ' Inventory

The facility is designed to produce about 14,000 short tons per year of
uranium as UF . The maximum license limit of uranium in all forms is
25,000gns.6Small-source inventories for which AlliggAm andislicegggdare100m-Ce as a sealed source, and 0.01 pCi each of Th as platedCi of
_sourc'es. A typical- plant inventory is given in Table C.2.

TABLE C.2. Typical Plant Radioactive Inventory
at Allied Chemical UF6 Plant

Uranium Form Quantity, tons

Stored UF6 11,000

Ore concentrate 7,000

Waste material 250

In process 100 to 125
Primary cold traps 11 to 11.5

UF6 Cylinders 14 (each)
UF 6 Cylinders 10 (each).
Green salt in storage hopper 50

Yellowcake in 55-gal drums 600 to 800 lb (each)

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Hazardous and combustible materials used at Allied Chemical are compiled
in Table C.3. In addition to those listed, antimony pentafluoride, fluorine,
iodine pentafluoride, and ' sulfur hexafluoride are produced on the site.

C.2 KERR-MCGEE NUCLEAR CORPORATION, SEQUOYAH FACILITY, GORE, OKLAHOMA

Operations in the Kerr-McGee UF6 facility convert yellowcake from uranium
mills into UF6 for uranium fabrication plants. Information in this was
' developed using Kerr-McGee Corporation reports (1972a, 1972b, 1975, 1981).

C.2.1 ' Process Description

|
Operation

Yellowcake is received in 55-gal drums, which are emptied one at a time
through a falling stream sampling unit. This system samples and weighs a
portion of the stream. The drums are vacuum cleaned and reused.

C.5
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TABLE C.3. Chemicals, Hazardous, and Combustible Materials
Used at Allied Chemicals

EMaterial- Description

-Ammonium sulfate Used in pretreatment of feed in' sodium removal. process
LDiesel' oil- ' Stored underground, used for backup power
Ethylene glycol. Used in cold trapsLcondensing UF6
Fluorspar Stored.in ore storage building; used as bed material in

fluidized bed reactors. Contaminated'fluorspar stored in
55-gal drums for one year.before recycling through
uranium recovery

Hydrofluoric acid Fluidizing gas in hydrofluorinator
' Lime Used in liquid waste treatment
LPG Stored in 60-ton quantities, dissociated to provide

hydro' gen-reducing gas to certain processes
Natural gas Provided by city lines to supply electricity for

calciners and distillation; lines run through main
process building between all six floors

Potassium hydroxide Used'in scrubber system-
. Sodium carbonate Used to leach ccitaminated scrap and wash UF6 cylinders
Sodium hydroxide Precipitates uranium out of scrap recovery -filtrate
Sulfuric acid Used to make ammonium sulfate, sulfur hexafluoride, and

to treat waste

Stored yellowcake is fed to digestive tanks where it is dissolved in hot
(90 to 105*C) 40% nitric' acid solution. Recycled feed is added, and the solu-
tion is adjusted-for acid and uranium content and then sent on to the counter-
current extraction decanters.

Solvent extraction takes place in several pumper-decanters. Thirty per-
cent tributyl' phosphate (TBP) in hexane is used to extract uranium from the

-nitric solution. The TBP-hexane solution is then washed with a 10 to 25%-
solution of ammonium sulfate followed by a wash with a 1 to 5% sodium hydroxide
solution. After contact with solutions, the extractant is scrubbed to remove
impurities and the uranium is re-extracted in a pulsed stripping column. The-
organic solvent is' recycled while the aqueous stream now'containing uranium is
concentrated in a two-stage heating process.

The. uranium-rich solution is dehydrated and denitrated in a stirred
reactor to 00 , which is conveyed to a milling system and stored temporarily.3

The UO3 powder is fed to a fluidized bed reactor countercurrent with
reducing gases from dissociated ammonia that convert UO3 to U02 powder. The *

UO is fed to hydrofluorinators and converted to UF . The UF4 is then conveyed2 4

C.6
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to a series' of fluorination towers which burn UF4 in F gas to make'UF6 gas. ip
Fluorine is provided by the electrolysis of a , molten KF-HF electrolyte.

The_ gas is cooled and filtered twice with sintered metal particulate fil-
ters, then condensed to a solid in 30*F primary. and -75 F secondary cold
traps. The solidified UF6 is melted with steam heat and drained into UF6shipping cylinders. .The_ cylinders are stored before shipping.

Waste-Disposal

Liquid wastes containing significant quantities of radioactive material
are retained in basins and' stored. Other liquid wastes containing traces of
radioactivity are diluted and released to the Illinois River.

Combustible wastes may be incinerated in an open pit or an enclosed'
incinerator. Contaminated solids that are not burned are buried underground on
site. The site is a licensed burial ground.

-C.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

2The plant as 'shown in Figure C.2 consists of about 69,000 ft of manu-
facturing, warehousing and office floor space in three separate buildings.
Retention ponds. for sludge and raffinate are also shown. Dimensions of the
facility areas are listed in. Table C.4.

All plant facilities are steel-framed structures except the shop and
utility building. The lean-to on the north side of the process building has
12-in. masonry walls.

Four-hour fire walls separate the process area, cell room, shop, and
utility rooms.

Storage tanks are located out-of-doors and are surrounded by 4-ft-high
concrete walls. All parts of the _ solvent extraction system are 304 stainless
steel. All equipment that contacts anhydrous HF or elemental fluorine is
carbon steel.

HVAC Systems

The sampling area and other dust-generating areas are equipped with vacuum
systems and dust collectors. -0ff gas from the reduction reactor is filtered

.

through sintered metal filters and burned.
i

The digestor system operates at negative pressure. Process gases from the
denitrator are scrubbed with 40% HNO3 and piped to an absorption tower for
absorption and concentration of nitrous oxides. Scrubber systems also clean .
process gases from the solvent extraction system and UF6 collection system.

|
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TABLE C.4. Building Areas at the Sequoyah UF

.

6 Facility
2Area Size, ft

Office and Laboratory 10,600

Fluorine Generation 17,250
'

Maintenance 5,500-
' Utility '5,500

Main Process Areas 26,900

Solvent Extraction Building 4,000

Cylin' der Storage 12,000

Off gas from the hydrofluorinator is condensed. Noncondensible gases are-

scrubbed with water before being released out-the 3 tack. Waste gases from the-
fluorinator'are also water scrubbed before~ release.

Engineered Safety Systems

Movement of process material is completely enclosed.

. Level alarms and automatic cutoffs are used to avoid overfilling the
vessels, terminate feeds, and reduce operating temperature in the event of a
.boilover or excessive off-gas flow.

Curbs are placed around storage tanks to contain spilled materials. Lime
inside the curbs will neutralize spills.

Pressure in the heating / cooling coils is maintained at above the solution
pressure to minimize the leakage of process solutions into the coil if the coil
fails.

There is an automatic water foam deluge system in the solvent extraction
building.

Surrounding Area

The' plant is located in a 75-acre fenced portion of a 2100-acre site. It
is in a rural area surrounded by pasture and woodland. The site is bounded on
the north by U.S. Highway 64, on the west by the Illinois and Arkansas rivers,
and on the south by Interstate Highway 40.

C.9
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C .' 2. 3 Inventory:

Radioactive Inventory

.The plant can -produce 10,000 tons of UF6 per year. The radioactive
. material storage capacity is shown .in. Table C.S.

TABLE C.5. . Storage Capacity of Radioactive Materials
at the Sequoyah Facility

-Material and Containment Inventory
Ore concentrate as received in drums 3,000 drums, 700 lb/ drum
Ore concentrate after sampling' 750 ft3 (102 drums)
U0 (NO )2 as 4 lb U/ gal solution 2,000 gal (4 tons U)2 3

00 (NO )2 as 10 lb U/ gal. solution [ sic] 75,000 lb U (38 tons U)'2 3

Milled U03 32,250 lb U (16 tons U)-
UF4 in storage bin 65',500 lb U (32 tons U)
UF4 in 10-day hopper- 322,000 lb'U (161 tons U)
UF6 cylinder storage 100 cylinders,10 tons UF / cylinder6

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Chemicals and hazardous materials .used in substantial amounts are listedin Table C.6. Other chemicals used are aluminum hydroxide, potassium hydrogen
fluoride, sodium carbonate, and tributyl phosphate.

TABLE C.6. Chemicals, Hazardous, and Combustible Materials
at the Sequoyah Facility

f

Chemical No. of Tanks (a) Nominal Capacity, gal
Ammonia 1 15,000Anhydrous hydrofluoric acid 2 30,000Aqueous hydrofluoric acid 2 30,000Diesel oil 1 2,000Fuel oil 1 30,000
Hexane 1 19,00040% nitric acid 1 15,000
60% nitric acid 1 15,000,

! Sulfuric acid 1 1,000

(a) Tanks usually 80% full.

-
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APPENDIX D |
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!

PLUT0NIUM CONTAMINATED FACILITY l

0.1 - BABC0CK AND WILC0X, PARKS TOWNSHIP,- PENNSYLVANI A

The Babcock and Wilcox plutonium contaminated facility at the Parks
Township site is currently. being- decommissioned. Inventories have been
removed, and process and other equipment is being removed for disposal at a
licensed burial site. Information-in the appendix describing the facility was
prepared using reports by Babcock and Wi_1cox (1975), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (1978), .and Mishima, Schwendiman, and Ayer (1978).

D.1.1 Process Description

Operation

Operations during processing included conversion of plutonium nitrate to
~

Pu0 by precipitation with the addition of peroxide or oxalate. The precipi-2
tate was filtered, dried, and calcined to Pu0 . The Pu0 was then ball milled2 2and blended to a uniform size.

Fuel rod fabrication also took place in the plant. The Pu02 and UO2
powders were blended together along with recycle material. An organic binder
was added to the mix, which was then compacted into slugs, granulated, and
screened. The mixed oxide (M0X) was pressed into pellets, which were sintered
in a reducing furnace. Pellets were ground to a specified diameter, and
inspected before being loaded into fuel rods.

Scrap Recovery

Scrap recovery operations included an ion exchange system in which dirty
scrap was dissolved in nitric acid, filtered, and passed through ion exchange
columns. The ' product plutonium eluted from the column was concentrated in an
evaporator.

Clean scrap was oxidized and reduced in a reactor _before being recycled
back to the blender.

D.1.2 Facility Description

Building

2The plutonium plant occupies about 8,400 m2 (90,400 ft ). The latest
addition is 12 m (39 ft) high. Other dimens

Fabricationroomsrangefrom100m{onscanbeestimatedusingFig2)2(1,000 ft ) to 800 m2 (8,600 fture D.1.
2

in size. The hot cell has about 100 ft of area. Room dimensions are shown
in Table D.1. Figure D.1 shows areas in the facility where radioactive

' materials were handled and that are thus potentially contaminated. Four

D.1
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| TABLE 0.1. _ Floor Area of Potential?y Contaminated Rooms

Room Area, ft2
r Fabrication 1 550

Fabrication 5 150

Fabrication 6 230

Fabrication 7 150

Fabrication 9 370

Hot cell 100

areas -- Fab-2, -3, -4, and -5 -- were used infrequently and held limited
quantities of fissile material. Seventy-five glove boxes are estimated to be
in the facility.

The plutonium plant is made of concrete block, concrete block with brick
facing, and insulated metal siding construction. The roof is made of precast
concrete slabs on steel bar joists. The roof also has built-up tar and gravel
on top of the slabs. Interior partitions are of concrete block or metal.

HVAC Systems

The Parks Township plutonium plant has six HVAC systems to clean air from
areas handling radioactive materials. Each system has at least one stage of
HEPA filters to filter contaminants from exhaust gases and may have as many as
three stages. Airflow is towards areas of greater potential contamination and
some air may be recirculated.

Engineered Safety Systems

Most construction materials are noncombustible. Automatic fire detectors
are installed in most areas of the plant as well as in glove boxes. Automatic
sprinklers are installed in the storage, shipping and receiving, and main-
tenance areas. Manual dry chemical fire extinguishers are located around the
plant.

Surrounding Area

The facility is located on a 59-acre site. The building front is set back
about 30 m f rom State Highway 66, which parallels the site's front boundary.

0.1.3 Inventory

.

Radioactive Inventory

While operating, the entire plant inventory was around 526 kg of plutonium
and 2,000 to 3,000 kg of uranium. The licensed possession limits while the
plant-was'under operation are shown in Table D.2.

D.3
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24+ 1 TABLEiD.2. Licensed Limits of Special Nuclear Materials During.,

] Operations at' Babcock and Wilcoj Plutonium Plant''

Facility Area Material' Inventory, kg'

I ,Pu plarit ' 'P non-pyrophoric) fissile 1,000
2 8(u as sealed | sourceP 0.060.. ,

-238Pu'as 0.060u'
U <5 wt% gal or oxideU 25,000'

'

2350 >5 wt% U 5

U natural or depleted 10,000

~ 235 ~- <S9High-enriched uranium areas- U >5 wt%

UF6 cylinder areas U i5 wt% 23'50
. .

200,000
V natural or. depleted 100,000

')
Metals and hafnium complex Sealed sources:and other 5 Ci

radioactive materialsj

'

During operations, the amount of plutonium in process ranged from 0 to
8.6 kg per glove box. About.~38 glove boxes were located in the' main fabri-
cation area and about in glove boxes were in the scrap recovery area. If the
facility'has been deconca.ainated to the point where only the glove boxes and
ground-incontaminationareleftin-thebuilding,eachggveboxgasasmall-
amount of contar' nation. A conservative value of.1 x 10 g Pu/m of ground-in
surface contamination has-bed,n used (Mishima and Ayer 1981).

Hazardous and Combustible ~ Inventory
..

' A natural-gas-fired furnace provides heat to areas in the plutonium
plant. Construction materials of concern are plastic windows and rubber gloves
in the glove boxes, some polyvinylchloride (PVC) ventilation ducts, and

,

combustible frames on some HEPA filters. Plastic bags and tape, and solvent
may -be in the building for cleaning operations.

When the plant was under operation, hydrogen gas was piped in for pro-
cesses requirin'g reducing atmospheres. Ion exchange resins were used in the
scrar recovery -processes.

.,;Jhe 35 glove boxes-may contain an estimated 6,900 lb of polymethylmetha-
crylate (PMMA) as viewing windows. During the operating period, there could
also.be 900 lb of PVC'as bagging plastic, 225 lb of cellulosic material as
paper, rags, and wipes, 1,275 lb of elastomers, and 70 lb of hydraulic fluid as
lubricant for process equipment.
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D.2 GENERAL ELECTRIC NUCLEAR CENTER, VALLECITOS, CALIFORNIA

The General Electric (GE) Vallecitos plutonium plant is currently being
decontaminated and decommissioned. Information in this section was developed
using a report by Mishima and Ayer (1980).

D.2.1 Process Description

Operations

Former operations in the plant included dry blending Pu02 and 002 as well
as coprecipitation.of plutonium and uranium nitrate. Pellets were made and
loaded into fuel elements. Product fuel ranged from 10 to 25% plutonium from
coprecipitation processes with an average of 20% plutonium. Fuel was made on a
small batch basis for experimental purposes, and was not run for production.

Scrap Recovery

Scrap recovery operations were provided during plant operation but the
type of system was not identified. Laboratory operations were designed to
specifically analyze plutonium solutions and compounds. Hot cells were pro-
vided to handle by-product materials.

D.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The total volume of the plutonium analytical laboratory (PAL) is
3 Within the PAL, six enclosures have a total volume of 17 m3

8,000fg).(600 ft In the advanged fuels laboratory (AFL), the scrap recovery glove.

boxgasavolgmeof17m and the nitrate conversion glove box has a volume of
18 m (640 ft ).

The sizes of some of the process areas are listed in Table D.3. Fig-
ures D.2 and D.3 are diagrams of the facility showing areas of concern because
of potentially high contamination levels.

TABLE D.3. Process Areas in General Electric Vallecitos Plant
2Area Area, ft Height, ft

Advanced fuels laboratory 3,500

Plutonium analytical laboratory 700 11-1/2
Radiochemistry laboratory 700

4 Hot cells 1,000 18 to 20

D.5 .
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The main building (102) is made of concrete and steel. The floor slabs-
are reinforced concrete. The roof has structural ~ steel framing and a metal

- deck supported by' structural steel columns. Walls on the ground floor are
8-in, reinforced concrete block, 4-in. reinforced concrete block, precast rein-
forced _ concrete, and wood studs with gypsum board. The floor slab over the

. basement is reinforced concrete as are the basement walls,- columns,-floor slabs
'

and footings.

The four principal hot cells have 2- to 3-ft-thick walls of high-density
concrete.

HVAC Systems-

Room air is drawn in through HEPA filters. The room is at negative
pressure with respect to the atmosphere and enclosures are at negative pressure
with respect to the room. The sintering furnace is the only exception; it is
kept at positive pressure. Exhaust. ducts are primarily stainless steel.

Engineered Safety Systems

Thermal and smoke detectors are located in the advanced fuels laboratory
in the basement of the 102 Building. An overhead sprinkler system as well as a
dry extinguisher are also provided in this area.

Surrounding Area

The facility is located within a fenced portion of the Vallecitos Nuclear
Center.

D.2.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

The advanced fuels laboratory in the basement of the 102 Building con-
tained most of the dispensible, undiluted plutonium in three glove boxes. The
blending glove box held up to 625 g of Pu02 powder. The scrap recovery glove
boxgeld2kgofplutoniumasnitratesolutionandhadatotalvolumeof
17 m . The nitrate conversion gl e box held 5 kg of plutonium as nitrate
solution and had a volume of 18 m

Solutions in the plutonium analytical laboratory had a concentration of
about 200 g Pu/L.

99 32The radiochemistry lab routinely handled 8 Ci of Mo, 0.4 Ci of P, and
100 mg of mixed oxide fuel in solution. This amount is minor compared to
amounts handled in the advanced fuels and plutonium analytical laboratories.

2Decontaminated glove boxes may be assumed to have 1 x 10-4 g Pu/m surface
contamination (Mishima and Ayer 1981).

D.8
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Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

While under operation, the fire potential in the facility was limited. A
'few combustibles such as cellulosic waste in 55-gal drums were present. Two

boxes within the facility. A
hydraulic fluid reservoirs were located ig) glovesmall amount of isopropanol (50 to 200 cm was present as a die lubricant in
one of the glove. boxes.

Approximately 56 glove boxes in Building 102 may contain an estimated
5,150 lb of PMMA as viewing windows. During the operating period there could
also have been 6190 lb of PVC present along with 1,700 lb of cellulosic

~

material, 950 lb of elastomer,- 150 lb of polystyrene, and 16 lb of hydraulic-

fluid.

0.3 KERR-MCGEE, CIMMARR0N, OKLAHOMA

The Kerr-McGee plutonium contaminated facility is currently being decon-
taminated and decommissioned. Kerr-McGee reports (1971a,1971b) were used as a
-source for information in this-section.

D.3.1 Process Description

Operations

Former operations involved blending plutonium and uranium nitrate solu-
tions, precipitating the plutonium-uranium mixture in a column with the addi-
tion of ammonia, filtering the slurry,- and drying and calcining the precipitate
into mixed oxide. The mixed oxide was milled to a uniform size, pressed into
pellets, sintered, ground in a centerless grinder to a uniform shape, and
loaded into tubes. Tubes were assembled into lots, cleaned, inspected, and
packaged for shipment.

Scrap Recovery

A scrap recovery area in a separate section of the building held solvent .

extraction and operations purifying plutonium and uranium. Some waste was
incinerated. Low-level wastes with uneconomically recoverable plutonium were
drummed and shipped to licensed disposal sites. Liquid wastes were treated
chemically and retained onsite in ponds before discharging.

D.3.2 Facility Description

Buildings

2About 19,000 ft of space were used for manufacturing, maintenance,
office, and laboratory operations in one building. Floor areas of potentially
contaminated rooms at the Kerr-McGee plant are listed in Table D.4. 'These
areas are among those designated in Figure D.4, which shows plans for.the-
basement and first floor of the facility.

D.9
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TABLE D.4. Floor Area ~of Potentially Contaminated' ,

Rooms at Kerr-McGee Plutonium Contami-
~ nated! Facility-

-Sizg,
Room- ft

Inspection _and-assembly 1,200-

Fabrication 1;200

Pellet: processing- 1,200-

Vault 800

Scrap- recovery '700

Solvent extraction- 200

Wet processing 1.100

The plant Lbuilding is made of precast concret'e strengthened with rein-
forced steel ~~to withstand 120 mph winds. The' vault within the. main' building is
substantiallyJstronger and can withstand up to 300 mph winds. Glove: boxes
inside the building. provide double containment for process materials and'are
built of 3/8-in. stainless steel.
HVAC Systems

. Airflow is_ toward areas.of' greater potential contamination. Air is
filtered as it enters the plant and conditioned to provide heating or cool-
ing. This air is distributed throughout the plant, withdrawn through floor-
level vents, and exhausted through HEPA filters to a final filtration system.
Backup ventilation is provided.

Engineered Safety Systems

Each exhaust system has a firescreen to prevent spread of fire in glove
boxes. Final filters have steam dampeners to protect them from fire. Backup
ventilation systems are provided.

Solvent extraction hoods have an automatic Halone fire extinguishing
system as well as a nitrogen purge.

Surrounding Area

The.Cimmarron plant is located in a rural area. The site itself occupies
1,100 acres, 60 of which are used for Kerr-McGee operations. Farming and
grazing are the primary ' activities surrounding the site.

i

Halon is a trademark of the Allied Chemical Corp., Morristown, NJ 07960*
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Gas and oil are produced in the vicinity of the plant also. Within a |- 5 mile radius'there are several gas and oil-wells.

D.3.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

During operations, the inventory ranged from 1.1 kg of plutonium attached
- to process equipment to 201.1 kg of plutonium. ~ Inventory may have reached 250

to 300 kg of plutonium during the processing of FFTF fuel. The plant was
licensedtohandle360kgofplutoniumasoxideorothercomgggnds,2gof_ plutonium as a sealed source,1050 g of uranium enriched in U'and 700 kg of
hatural or depleted uranium.

2A~ conservative value of 1 x 10~4 g Pu/m can be used to estimate residual7

contamination on surfaces of glove boxes and other decontaminated equipment
(Mishima and Ayer 1981).

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

During operations, the process used nitric acid, ammonia, a reducing gas
composed of 8% by volume hydrogen in _ nitrogen, sodium carbonate, tributyl
phosphate, and liquid hexane. Natural gas fueled-the steam-producing
boilers..

D.4 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, CHESWICK, PENNSYLVANIA

The Westinghouse Plutonium Fuels Development Laboratory (PFDL) is pres-
ently being decontaminated and decommissioned. In this process equipment is
disassembled, surface contamination is fixed to become 'less dispersible, and
the material is packaged for burial in a licensed waste facility.

In Building 8, the gross decontamination of the lab is finished. Some
glove boxes and hoods remain to be dismantled. Building 7 has been totally
decontaminated except for a few systems such as liquid waste collection and
ventilation. The build ig is used to store waste shipping containers for
decontamination and decommissioning.

Information in this section was prepared using reports by Westinghouse
Nuclear Fuels Division (1975, 1981)_and Mishima et al. (1979).

D.4.1- Process Description

Operation

Former operations in the two buildings included the fabrication of
uranium-plutonium blend pellets. Both oxide and carbide fuels were made in the
plant as well as some thorium fuel blends. Oxide pellet fabrication involved
mixing pug 2 and U02 Powders and slugging the mixture, followed by granulation
and pressing of the granules into pellets. Pellets were sintered. ground to
specified diameter, and loaded into tubes. Mixed carbide blends were made in a

. D.12
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similar manner-except the initial blending _was done with carbon in a reducing
atmosphere at high temperatures.

Waste Disposal

Plutonium-contaminated waste was sealed in PVC bags and transferred to a
55-gal drum. After the plutonium content was confirmed, the drum was shipped
to an offsite disposal facility. Liquid wastes were transferred to tanks,
analyzed, and accumulated. Process 1iquids in 30-gal drums were-adsorbed on
diatomaceous earth; that drum'was sealed in an outer 55-gal drum, which was
sealed and shipped to a disposal site.

Solid waste generated during decontamination and decommissioning is resid-
ually contaminated. This waste is sealed in polyvinyl bags, packaged in drums,
and stored awaiting shipment to an offsite disposal facility. Potentially con-
taminated liquid wastes are collected in 1,000-gal tanks. The tank contents
are pump-mixed, analyzed and discharged.

D.4.2 Facility Description

Buildings 7 and 8 can have potentially contaminated areas. Figure D.5
shows Building 8, the PFDL with critical areas with potential surface contami-
nation identified. Table D.5 lists the sizes of both buildings holding
contaminated materials as well as individual rooms that are potentially con-
taminated in the buildings. Building 8, the main building of the PFDL, is a
single-story, open-bay structure.

Building 8 is a steel form structure.. The floor is concrete slab and
exterior walls are corrugated steel siding on steel girts. Interior walls have
steel studs with cement plaster interior faces. Ceilings are cement plaster.
The roof is steel decking with 2- to 4-in. cast-in-place concrete slab.

Building 7 is a one-story concrete building with concrete block walls and
steel doors.

HVAC Systems

Room air is recycled and handled separately from glove box air. Each
system gees through two stages of HEPA filters. Glove boxes are kept at
negative pressures of -0.025 to -0.1 in of water with respect to the room.
Airflow is towards areas of greater potential contamination. Doors are kept
closed to maintain air balance and equipped with alarms indicating when they

-are opened. Glove box air is drawn from the room through an absolute filter.

Engineered Safety Systems

A dry pipe sprinkler system is installed in parts of Building 8. Fi re
detectors and water spray systems provide fire protection for the filters.
Each glove box is equipped with a fire detector and manual dry chemical fire
extinguishers.

D.13
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General Plan

TABLE D.5. Areas Holding Contaminated Materials
at Westinghouse, Plutonium Fuel
Development Laboratory

2Size, ft
~

Building 8 14,400

Chemical Processing Lab 1,000
Ceramic Processing Lab 2,200
Process Development Lab 500
ARD Fast Breeder Reactor Facility 2,500

Building 7 11,000

Contaminated Areas (includes Pu lab) 5,000
Pu Lab (largest lab) 1,500

0.14
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. Backup power is supplied by a . natural-gas- or manufactured-gas-fired
engine.

.. Alarm panels are -located throughout the plant for detecting local
accidental releases. Two central alarm panels are also provided.

Surrounding Area
,

'

' The Cheswick . site is ' located in a hilly rural area. 0ther buildings
- - onsite are involved _in the fabrication of nuclear pumps,' mechanisms, a ' valves

for the. Navy.1.

'

Eight ' gasoline filling stations are located within a 1-mi radius of the
plant. A substation and an underground natural ' gas pipeline' are also within

.

1 mi: of the site. An 18-in. underground pipe carrying either No. 2 diesel fuel
oil, gasoline, or aviation kerosene runs 0.9 mi north of the site.,

D.4.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

About 62 glove boxes contained radioactive materials in the manufacturing
building. While in operation, inventory of these glove boxes ranged from 2 g
to 100 kg of_ material. The possession limits (excluding sealed sources) for
Buildings 7 and 8 during the operating period are listed in Table D.6.

Although many glove boxes have been removed (in Building 7 all glove boxes
have been taken out), most of the contaminated glove boxes in Building 8
remain. As a common reference point for the source term, all the glove boxes
will be assumed to be present.

:

servativevalueof1x10~{85 x 10'gsuremeng of residua 1 conggginat{on in a fuel cycle facHity was
Me

g Pu/m and 1 x 1 g U/cm (Mishima and Ayer, 1981). A con-
2g Pu/m for glove boxes formerly handling mixed

oxide of Pu02 may be used'(Mishima and Ayer, 1981).

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory _
4

Natural gas used for heating and supply to the emergency generator is sup-
plied through an underground main system. Other gases' were used during opera-.

tions. A reducing gas with a nominal 94% N and 6% H2 mixture was used and
hydrogen / nitrogen storage tanks were locate outside

! Chemicals used during plant operations are listed in Table D.7. Ion
exchange resins were used for scrap recovery. Cleaning operations could use
solvents, plastic bags, rubber gloves, and combustible paper wipes.

A total of 53 glove boxes could contain 4,800 lb of PMMA. During the
operating period, they could also hold 650 lb PVC, 1,600 lb cellulosic
material, 900 lb elastomers, 500 lb polystyrene, and 16 lb hydraulic fluid.

0.15
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. TABLE D.6. Possession Limits for Westinghouse PFDL'
I|

Materia' ~ Description- Limit, kg |
Building 8

'

238
Pu Maximum Pu0 of'2 wt% .l.5

244'

Minimum Pu of 5 wt%
.

-

. Calibration Samples: 0.020 .Pu-
.

235
'

0.3340- Contained in enriched uranium
at level- >0.72 wt% ~

U Normal-or depleted '1,000

Th Dry chemical or physical form - 25

238
Pu Maximum Pu of 2 wt% 3

240
Minimum Pu of 5 wt%, as

. residual' contamination in waste-
in containers awaiting shipment i

to burial

'U U in enriched uranium at 20 2'
wt% or greater as residual con-
tamination dispersed in waste,
contained, awaiting shipments

.

Building 7

U Normal or depleted 5000

Th Any form 200

D.16
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TABLE D.7. Chemicals Used at the Cheswick Site

Material Container Size
Acetone Steel drums 55 gal

Caustic dry' Cardboard box lined with
powder polyethylene

Caustic flares Steel. drums 20 lb

Hydrochloric acid Polyethylene carboys 20 gal
Glass bottles 1 pt

Nitric acid Stainless steel drums 55 gal
0xalic acid Glass bottles 1 pt
Perchloric acid Glass bottles 1 pt
Phosphoric acid Glass bottles
Sulfamic acid Brown bottles
Sulfuric acid Glass bottles 1 pt
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APPENDIX E

RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL' MANUFACTURING

'

'E.1' ABB0TT' LABORATORIES, NORTH CHICAG0, ILLIN0IS

TheradiopharmaceuticaldivisionofAbbottLaboratories'manufacges-in
vitro diagnostic products and diagnostic instruments iodinated with I.

Operations are described in a report by Abbott Laboratories (1981) and the site
was visited.

E .1.1. Process Description

Operation

Radiopharmaceuticals are manufactured in building AP-8, one of many
facilities in the 110-acre Abbott _ Park site shown in Figure E.1. The primary
process is iodinating organic substances using sodium iodide in the presence of
chloramine-T. Purification using a sephadex column, dilution, filtration,
filling.and labeling are all conducted in AP-8. Iodine-125 is received in
shipments of about 4 Ci two to four times a month. These packages are smear-
tested for contamination and then transferred to a small lab area where
microcurie-millicurie amounts are dispensed for production processes. Fume
hoods are the primary confinement system. There are several small labs for
labeling. A typical lab contains a single hood, bench,.and cart as shown in
Figure E.2. Additional lab space is provided for purification, dilution, etc.

125Shipments of I are received in a central loading dock / warehouse area,
which also provides temporary storage for approximately twelve 55-gal steel
drums of compacted waste. The warehouse area in AP-8 also contains a materials
storage area for paper, glassware, and compressed air. . Several inactive hot
cells in AP-8 are currently used for the decay of waste products from previous
operations. Process chemicals and products awaiting shipment are stored in
cabinets and refrigerators in several locations in AP-8.

Final diagnostic kit preparation and shipping are conducted in a separate
building not included in the license. A research and development area con-
talning offices and small chemistry labs is located in AP-8.

Waste Disposal

i Solid waste is collected regularly from all lab areas, compacted and
drummed in 55-gal steel drums. It is transferred weekly to AP-15A, the
radioactive waste storage area, which is part of building AP-15. Thirty- and
55-gal steel drums are stacked on pallets.

|
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FIGURE E.1. Abbott Park Site Plan

E.1.2 Facility Information

Buildings

The AP-8 building is fabricated of concrete, steel, and brick and is
specifically designed for handling radioactive production processes. Asphalt.
tiles cover a concrete slab floor, and walls are concrete block.

2The AP-15 building is a 200,000-ft warehouse with a 6400-ft portion
(AP-15A) set aside for radioactive waste storage. It is a concrete and brick
building with metal walls separating the radioactive waste storage area from
the rest of the building. An electric forklif t 'is 'used for moving drums.

- HVAC Systems

There are HVAC, HEPA, and charcoal filter systems located on the second
floor of the AP-8 building. Fume hood exhaust air is not recirculated but'

passes through the filtration system before discharge to the atmosphere. All
hood exhausts 'have dust, HEPA, 'and activated charcoal filters.

E.2
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Heat is provided by a central boiler facility serving the entire com-
plex. No gas lines are located in the buildings, in AP-15, heat is provided
by ceiling-mounted electric space heaters.

Engineered Safety Systems

Only areas with high combustible loading' are sprinklered in AP-8. These
are the warehouse, loading dock, and solvent storage areas. Offices and labs
have fire walls and doors. Each fume hood is monitored for accidental
discharge of radioactively contaminated air and loss of circulation. Sol vent
storage rooms are isolated from radioactive work area and have explosion relief
panels.

Surrounding Area

The AP-8 and AP-15 buildings are located within Abbott Park as shown in
Figure E.1. The park is surrounded by gently rolling countryside. These two
buildings have been deliberately separated from other facilities in the park to
prevent the potential spread of contamination.

E.3
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E.1.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

Abbott Laboratories' license allows a possession git of 75 Ci of _125;.and .less than 25 Ci of by-product material (including I) with atomic numbers
1 through 83. Iodine-125 is the only isotope currently handled in appreciable

_

amounts. A typical inventory for all-of the AP-8 is in the 23 to 26 Ci range.
'Thegreate2b5c ncemadon of mateHal in de most MM space WH occur on
days when Ishipmentsarereceivedandh5warehouse area, and in the lab where the 1

~
" ""

I pigs are opened and the material
dispensed for production processes. Approximately 20 C1 can be associated with

~ waste.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Combustible material is kept to a minimum in AP-8, and is virtually
nonexistent in AP-15 except 'for drummed dry paper and liquid organic waste.
Within AP-8, solvents and organics constitute the primary combustible
materials. The building itself is constructed to be fire resistant (e.g.,
concrete, steel, brick, with fire walls). The research and development
laboratory uses solvents. and other combustibles such as ethyl alcohol. Hoods
and lab furniture are stainless steel and metal construction. Some cardboard
and plastic materials may be stored temporarily in AP-8 halls.

E.2 NEW ENGLAND NUCLEAR, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

New England Nuclear (NEN) is the world's largest producer of radionuclide-
labeled compounds used for medical diagnostic and tracer purposes. Located in
metropolitan Boston, the facility consists of eight buildings, three of which
handle the bulk of radioactive materials (development, production, storage, and
shipping). Other buildings house the corporate headquarters, offices, and
services. Locations of the buildirigs are shown in Figure E.3. Information was
developed from a site visit an1 a New England Nuclear report (1981a).

E.2.1 Process Description

Operation

Four radioactive elements are primarily used for labeling organic
compoundg4 )In order of decgasing activity igentory they are: tritium (3 ),H
carbon ( C , phosphorous ( P), and sulfur ( S). Gaseous tritium constitutes
most of the activity handled by NEN. Two thousand curies are received each
week in truck shipments of two 1,000-Ci pressurized cylinders. Ni nety-fi ve
percent of the tritium processed becomes waste. fritium is produced in a lab
on the fifth floor of the 575 Albany building shown in Figure E.4. Tritiated
compounds, usually water, are produced in gas transfer systems using vacuum
line chemistry operations enclosed in a Plexiglass glove box. These compounds

E.4
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3Jare pa~ssed to the H precursor lab, also _.on the fif th floor', where precursors
used fo'r labeling organic compounds (usually CH 1) are produced. The produc-3

--tion lab handles 100 to 400 Ci per operation 'in one glove box, while the
precursor lab handles 500 Ci< during each process. The production lab has 5 to
10 ' glove- boxes in use at one time, while the precursor lab usually has only one

- operation going at a time.

3 synthesis lab, also on the fif th floor, receives the tritiumThe g

compounds _and is the area where many of the labeling operations actually take
place. Most work is done in fume hoods, where 5 to 20 Ci of tritium are
handled per operation.

Other floors of the 575 Albany. building contain additional-lab space for
compound labeling and research and development.

* any M W g is WAdjacenttoandconnecteg4g5 3100 E. Canton building where C, S, and H compound production and labeling
ganics lab where wet chemistry is

On the third . floor is a large gg,S labeling _is conducted in a smaller
occurs.
performed, usually in fume hoods. The
laboratory adjacent to the main lab area. Protein and' carbohydrate compounds
represent the majority.of substances processed in the facility.

Bulk storage, dispensing, packaging, quality assurance, product storage,
packaging and shipping are conducted ~in the 120 E. Dedham building.

Waste Disposal

Most of the iadioactive waste is produced by the labs in the 575 Albany
and 100 E. Canton buildings. This material is sent to a room on the second
floor of the 575 Albany building where it is sorted, compacted and drummed for
shipment to NEN's Billerica facility for storage. Approximately one to two
dozen 55-galsteeldrumsofwastecanbefoundinthigarea. These wastes are
primarily glassware and lab refuse contaminated with H.

E.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The 575 Albany building is a converted warehouse built about 1890. It

uses wooden beams and cross members for support. Wall studs are both wood and
steel installed since NEN took possession. Rooms are 12 ft high with drop
ceilings concealing HVAC ductwork (placed as space permits), steam lines,
oxygen and natural gas lines, electrical conduits, and sprinkler lines as space
permits. Floors are usually asphalt tile on wood. Standard windows, that is,
wooden frames with single pane glass, are found in all areas, and they are
usually sealed shut.

The 100 E. Canton building is a new facility specifically designed for
housing organic labs. It is a concrete and steel structure with brick facing.
All utilities and ventilation lines are housed in a central 4- by 40-ft
shaft.

E . 7c
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The 120.E. Dedham building is' of moderate age, and concrete, steel, and
_

brick construction. Utilities and service lines are-concealed by drop
ceilings.

i

HVAC System

Heat is ' supplied by a central. boiler with a fuel oil . storage tank buried
under the 100'E. Canton building parking lot. There are, HVAC, HEPA filters,
. scrubbers, and associated ductwork~ located in all lab areas.

Engineered Safety Systems

All areas are _sprinklered, and portable fire extinguishers are provided.
Exhaust airflow from hoods and boxes is monitored for line pressure and sampled ,

'for contamination. If these checks indicate abnormal levels, alarm systems
will activate.

Surrounding Area

|- The NEN complex is located in the south end of Boston in~the heart'of a
commercial district, where vehicle traffic can be heavy.- City utility and
service lines are located underground.

E.2.3 Inventory
t

Radioactive Inventory

The radioactive inventory at NEN is listed in Table E.1. Both the license
limit and amount on hand in specific buildings are listed. Tritium is
primarily located on the fifth {loor of the 575 Albany building.- Spgcifically
tritium activities are 1.5 g 10 Ci in the production area, 2.0 x 10 Ci in the
precursor lab, and 5.0 x 10 Ci in synthesis lab. Waste on the'second floor

4could contain 1.0 x 10 Ci.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Because of the type of wet chemistry process used at the facility,
numerous combustibles and other hazardous materials can be found in all lab
areas. Some materials that might be found in the 575 Albany building are
listed in Table E.2.

Combustible materials similar to those in the 575 Albany building can be
found in 100 E.~ Canton building
andPVCpipingarefoundinthe}gbareas. Plexiglas * " coffins," glove boxes,

S work area.

In the 120 E. Dedham building, the bulk of the combustible material is
cardboard containers for packaging products for shipping. These containers are
stored on the first floor. Dispensing labs and quality control areas are

E.8
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~ TABLE E.1. Radioactive Inventory at NEN Boston*

License Approximate
Limit, Inventory,

Element Isotope Building Ci Ci

Calcium 45Ca 609 10-3
14Carbon C 575 5.0 x 102 59

123 5
120 '360
100 17

T4T -

Chromium 51 r 609 1 x 10-3C

3 5 4Hydrogen H. 575 1 x 10 2.9 x 10
123 200
120 390
100 160

4T.T x 10
125Iodine I 100 2 x 10-3
32 1Phosphorus P 575 5.0 x 10 1

100 20
'

21

35 2Sulfur S 575 1.0 x 10 10
100 28

7

located on the upper floors, with bulk storage areas for organic compounds.
Natural gas and oxygen lines are present for flame-sealing operations in
hoods. Miscellaneous combustibles include paper trash, cardboard containers
and some wooden furniture.

E.3 NEW ENGLAND NUCLEAR, NORTH BILLERICA, MASSACHUSETTS

The New England Nuclear facility in North Billerica produces both radio-

pharmaceuticalsanggMo/ g sources. The medical and diagnostics product
sea

division oroduces Tc generators and in vitro diagnostic kits using
gallium, thallium, and xenon. The source division produces a variety of
isotopes for sealed sources and for radiolabeling organic compounds. The
description was developed using information ' gathered in a site visit and in a
New England Nuclear report (1981b).

t

'
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TABLE'E.2. riazardous and Combustible Materials in NEN 575 Buildings ~

Operational Area Material Notes

3H. Production Oxygen and natural Gas supplied by city utilities, found
gas at each glove box. Lines above drop 2

ceilings of acoustic tile,

L Hydrogen ' Gas line
Plexiglas *, Lucites Glove box
Solvents Stored in quartz bottles
PVC. Piping on scrubber
Paper Trash, lab clothing

Plastic Gloves, shoe covers

3H Percusor(a) 0xygen, natural gas Gas lines
Organics such as Stored

enzymes and
amino acids

Solvents Stored

Waste compaction Flammables In storage cabinet
Spray paint Open storage
Paper Trash

(a) Some reactions may run overnight.

E.3.1 Process Description

Operation _

The prigry ggerations of the medical diagnosticgvision include produc-
Mo/ "Tc Tl), gallium citrate

Ga),andxenongas(gerators,thalluschloride(tgnofthe Xe). All of these operations are conducted in the(
pharmaceuycal building. The generators are produced on two shielded lines,
with the Mo loaded into the generators in remote hot cells. Approximately
950ggneratorsareproducedweekly. Each generator contains 0.2 to 2.8 Ci
99gof 9mTc per generator at the time of shipment. About 1400 t E"

3week (about a half to one liter by volume) are used. Six 500-cm canisters of
99Mo (totaling about 800 C1) each are received each week. Quality' control,
final packaging, and shipping are performed in separate areas.

The gal.lium, thallium, and xenon production areas are located adjacent to
the generator production area. Gallium and thallium solutions are handled in

,

* Plexiglas is a trademark of Rohn and Haas, Philadelphia, PA 19105.
! * Lucito is a trademark of DuPont de Nemours, E.I. & Co., Wilmington, DE 19898.,

E.10
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remote, cells, where'the solution is dispensed to vials. IXenon gas dispensing
is conducted in . plexiglas * hoods. - The gas is stored in fcylinders- of 350 Ci

'

<

- each (positive pressure), andidispensedfin110 to 100 mci = increments to vials.
Six thousand vials per week'are produced.-

Both the packaging and shippin's areas are warehouse-type rooms. The
shipping area.contains a high bay"arei for truck shipments..

.\

The' source division building hcuses 4 cyclotrons where bulk isotope rawt
material is prepared. Approximately 100 nuclides are produced here, 25 of them
routinely. Over a third of ~all act_ivity at Bi.llerica is contained in this
building. Target preparation areas, iodination labs, nickel plating opera-
' tions, and offices are also located in this building.

Waste Disposal ? i:

,

f

The Billerica facility contains a~wareh m e where radioactive waste-from
all NEN plant sites is stored. -8tilerica operation; themselves produce a wide
variety of wastes, including. lab materials, waste paper', rejected sources and
generators, and liquid waste which has been solidified in an absorbent
material. ''

Thebulfofthewastestoredin55-aalsteeldrumsinthewarehouse- consists of H from the Boston site. |Turee shipments arrive per week from
Boston. Liquid waste .is stored in 30-gal plastic drums.

E.3.2 Facility Descriptioh.

- Buildings

The North Billerica facility has se;veral buildings located as shown in
Figure E.5. *

The pharmaceutica building is a one-story brick, concrete, and steelstructure of 70,000 ft}.
The nuclides and source divisign building is also onestory, of similar construction, and has about 100,000 ft . Thewastewaregouse

'

is built of concrete blocks with a metal roof and has an area of 10,000 ft .
All of these buildings are of recent construction and are specifically designed
for housing radioactive materials. Thick concrete and lead walls shield the
four cyclotrons.

HVAC Systems

Each building housing radioictive operations is equipped with standard
airflow filtration systems consisting of HEPA and charcoal filters. All boods
have roughing and HEPA filterr except in the lodine processing areas where they
are fitted with charcoal filters. Glove boxes with potential for airborne
activity have their own HEPA filters. Exhaust air from hoods,'boxe's and hot
cells passes through these control systems before discharge to the atmosphere.

s

E.11
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Engineered Safety Systems

~

~

All operations are equipped witn radiation detectors, exhaust airflow
. monitors. and . fire alarms. .All areas except the animal building are

.

a
.

sprinklered. The buildings are specifically designed and. operations are
situated to prevent the accidental spread of contamination.

Surrounding Area

- The Billerica facility .is . situated .on a 215-acre site; 30 areas are-
actually in use. Single. family homes are adjacent-to the site,' and a county
prison is~ located just north of the plant boundary.

E.3.3, Inventory

Radioactive Inventory''
,

The license inventory is shown in Tables E.3 and E.4. However, the actual
inventory on hand .can vary between 65 to -85% of the licensed amounts. The
inventory on -hand varies according to requirements for. filling orders. . Since
most isotopes have fairly 'short half-lives, they are frequently transported -
within 30 hours after receiving the raw materials. Table E.5 lists the major

,

activity on hand during a : specific time period, and Table E.6 shows isotope- ,

movement during_ a typical . week at North Billerica. The inventory associated -
with radioactive waste is listed in lable E.7.

| Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

In the pharr3aceutical building, combustible material includes supplies of
laboratory plastics and paper; . cardboard containers and packaging' materials are -
in.the shipping areas; solvents and flammable chemicals are kept in storage

' cabinets. Similar materials may be found in the nuclide and sources build-
ing. Both buildings have drop ceilings with acoustic tiles concealing utility

~

and service lines that . include natural gas, oxygen, and steam.. Many hoods and
glove boxes are constructed of plastic and PVC piping is used extensively in ,

the buildings.;

' The waste warehouse contains natural-gas-fueled space heaters, plywood
boxes containing used HEPA filters, and plastic 30-gal drums containing liquid
waste. An LPG-fueled forklift is used to transfer drums.

A small area where vehicles can be fueled is located near the waste'

warehouse. It contains both gas and diesel fuel tanks.
1

i
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TABLE E.3. License Quantities for the North'Billerica
_Nuclides~and. Sources Division Building y

<
i,

., . Element Isotope Ci

. By-pro t Atomic ' No single nuclide to
number 3.to 83 exceed 10 C1, Total 500 -

;

- By-progt, atomic - 241Am(b) 350
number. gre'ater
than 83:

- Calcium . 45
Ca 50

Carbon' 14 - -500C

~ Cerium 14I Ce: 50
134Cesium Cs 25'

137Cs' 500
51Chromium- Cr -100
190Gold Au 200
125Iodine 1 100

,

131
1 25

55Iron Fe- 200

Krypton- 85 4Kr 1.0 x 10
63Nickel Ni l'.0 x 103
32. Phosphoru's. P 500
86Rubidium. Rb 50
103Ruthenium Ru 25
75Selenium. Se 100
90Strontium Sr 500
35. Sul fur . S 1 x 103
170Thulium Tm 25:
113Tin Sn 100

' 169Ytterbium Yb .50

(a)LExcept those individually identified
(b) Sealed | sources

.
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ETABLE E.4 License Quantities for the North-Billerica
Medical Diagnostic Division Building

Element Isotope Ci
By-product, atomic Not to exceed l'.0 x 10-1 -

number 3 to 83
2.5x-10{de, totalper nucl

Cesium / Barium- 137 137 '

Cs/ Ba^ 1

Chromium 51Cr 10
.3Hydrogen H 10

Iodine 125
1 2

,
- 131 1 10
99 3Molybdenum Mo - 2.0 x 10
32

'

Phosphorus P 50
75-Selenium Se 5
113Tin / Indium Sn/II3*In 50
133 3Xenon Xe 1.0 x 10

TABLE E.5 Major Activity _ at North Billerica, June 1981

Element . Isotope Form Ci
39Indium _ 1 Solids for selected 35

sources
Iodine 125

1 10
1311 3.5

'

Krypton 85Kr Gas in cylinder, 1.1 x-103
200 Ci/cyl

' Nickel 63 '

Ni Solid 3.5
32Phosphorous P Phosphoric acid 15

Selenium 75Se Encapsulated metal 6
oxide

90Strontium Sr Encapsulated solid 35
Sulfur 35

S Sulfuric acid 110
:Others-

_1<

i
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TABLE-E.6 Isotope Movement Ouring a Typical
Week'at North Billerica

Material' Ready to.<

Received Isotope- Quantity, Ci Ship-<_

67' ~

Mon 0700 Ga 3.4 Mon 1330
'2010500 T1 4.5 1230g

Tue l'400 133Xe 450 Wed 1700

'1500 99Mo 20 '1100'

Wed 0500 201
T1 3.2 Wed 1230 -,

99Th 1500 Mo 600 Fri 1100
99Fri 0500 Mo 1,500 Sat 1100

TABLE E.7 Radioactive Waste Inventory at. North
Billerica in June 1981

Element Isotope Form Ci
241Americium Am Packaged rapsul'es 77

Capsules in drums 4

Lab trash 1

14Carbon C lab trash 50

137Cesium Cs Lab trash 20
Production equipment 20

07Gallium Ga Liquid in drummed vials 0.5
3Hydrogen H Orummed gas cylinders 2x10j

' Lab trash 2 x 10"
125Iodine 1 Lab trash 2

32Phosphorus P Lab trash, equipment 5
in drums

201Thallium T1 Liquid in vials 0.25.

133
Xenon Xe Gas in vials'in shipping 0.25

shields
65'

Zinc Zn Cyclotron targets as 2
drummed pigs
Liquid on clay 2

.
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E.4 E. R. SQUIBB AND SONS, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY

995The Squibb facility i New Jersey, produces 99Mo Tc
.generatorsandiodinated(g3gewBrunswick,I) solution and capsules. A site visit.and a-
: report by E._ R. Squibb and Sons, Inc. -(1981) were used as a basis for.'this
description.

E.4.1 Process Description

Operation
.

calsAllhandlingofradioisotopesfortheproductionofradiopharmgceugmTc9
Processesarethegoductionof Mo/is confined to the 124 building.

I. . Both isotopes aregenerators and.iodination of pharmaceuticals using
. received in-liquid form at a central gceiving-dock. Iodine-131 is received in
lots of 25 C1 once a week; 200 Ci of I are received three. times a week. All
materials are received in Department of Transportation-approved packages.
These c' asks are transferred to specially constructed caves in the 124 building,.

.
opened by remote manipulators, and bulk lots are dispensed for production
runs. A maximum.of 45 Ci may be in.one cave at one time. A maximum of 2.5 Ci''

may be transferred to a production lab.

There are several iodination labs within the building which are similar in
layout and construction.13y ds an.d glove boxes are steel. Glove-boxes are
used for dispensing the I. A single run may consist of up to 50 mci of
liquid pharmaceuticals, and up to 1.5 Ci for the production of encapsulated dry
iodinated pharmaceuticals.

99 99C
The Mo/ Tc production area is in two rooms: one where the empty

generator packages are prepared and one containing a remo g slave cave. The
packages enter via a conveyor and are filled with liquid Mo. Packages are
then returned to the packaging area fgr fgggi preparation before shipment.
Generators contain 200 to 2,200 mci Mo/ Tc.

Quality control and final packaging of the pharmaceuticals are conducted
in separate areas. Bulk amounts of radionuclides are stored in hot cell caves
until they are needed.

'

Waste Disposal

Dry waste consists of lab glassware, miscelleneous g ash, and rejected
generators. Millicurie to curie (<2 Ci) quantitios of I are removed each
week in the form of rejected vials of liquid pharnaceuticals. Two.or three
55-gal steel drums of waste are accumulated each week and removed for disposal..
Amounts of waste contains less than 2 mci are stored in a smal1, specially
constructed concrete building. Liquid waste is held in four 10,000-gal' tanks
buried outside the central receiving area,

!

E.17
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E.4.2 Facility Description '

|
Buildings

The 124 building shown in Figure E.6 is part of a sizable industrial
i

park. It is specially constructed of concrete, steel, and brick for housing '

radiopharmaceuticals. Heat is provided by a central boiler for the entire
plant _ site. Mostofthegbsaresmall,about20by30ft,butthefillingand
packaging areas for'tne I products are quite large, about 60 ft by 60 ft.

~

Caves for isotope storage are constructed of concrete, steel, and lead, and
have walls 3 ft thick. Waste is stored in the 122 building adjacent to the
124 building.

IPARKING

I m
MANUFACIURING ------

lBUILDING l-

L190 ft
-

I L _; _.

r-,

FiADIOACTIVE WASTE --

_ *
- - - STORAGE BUILDING

RAILROAD

FIGURE E.6. Plan of the E. R. Squibb and Sons Site

E.4.3 Inventory

RaJioactive Inventory

Although their license permits the possession of curie amountsg several
gMoasdescribedabove.otopes, pr_oduction changes have resulted in the handling of onlyI and

Actual amounts on hand are approximately half the
license limits as shown in Table E.8

The greatest concentratioi of radioactive materials will occur in the
receiving area when shipments of bulk material arrive. Following that, the
material is stored in caves for dispensing throughout the laboratory.

E.18
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' TABLE'E.8.' Inventory a't E. R. Squibb and Sons -
.

License
? Element- Isotope Inventory, Ci Limit, Ci-

131 1 75 150. Iodine
- iiolybdenum/' 99 995 3 2 x 103Mo/ Tc 1 x 10

,

. Technetium

! Hazardous and Combu'stible-Inventory

A minimal amount of combustible material is located in .the 124 and
122_ buildings. Paper and similar materials are almost nonexistent in the
. laboratories, and no combustible gases are used in.the processes. Furaiture is
constructed of sheet _ metal or . steel. An' emergency generator is located in the.

'124 building, with fuel oil stored in a 100 to 200-gal buried tank. Near the
' loading dock area is a chemical storage area containing process chemicals and
solvents. These could include acetic acid and hydrochloric acid. Near the
caves .is 4 wood-paneled, walk-in refrigerator.containing radiopharm6ceuticals
with a total activity .of 600 to 800 mci. Another chemical dispensing room
contains a fire / explosion-proof cabinet where combustible materials such as
-ether and acetone are stored. Liquid process chemicals. solvents, etc. are
stored in glass bottles, one gallon or less in size.

E.5 REFERENCES

Abbott Laboratories, Radiological Contingency Plan, License No. 12-00621-03,-
North Chicago, Illinois,1981.

New England Nuclear, Radiological Contingency Plans, License No. 20-00320-98,
Boston, Massachusetts,.1981a.

' New England Nuclear, Radiological Contingency Plans, license No. 20-00320-13
and 20-11868-01, North Billerica,- Massachusetts,1981b.

Squibb, E. R. and Sons, Inc., Radiological Contingency Plan, Lice ~nse
No. 29-00139-02, New Brunswick, New Jersey,1981.

,
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APPENDIX F

RADI0 PHARMACY

~

F.1 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY NUCLEAR PHARMACY, COLUMBUS, OHIO-

The following description of the Ohio State University nuclear pharmacy is
based on a report by Ohio State University (1981).

F.1.1 Process Description

Operation-

The nuclear pharmacy at Ohio State University orders and stores radiophar-
maceuticals, kit 3, and materials; prepares pharmaceuticals, cold kits, and
in-house preparations; and prepares and dispenses doses. Radiopharmaceuticals
are used in patient diagnosis and/or therapy. Radioactive materials are
located in a fume hood, glove box, concrete or lead storage area, or a
ref ri gerato r.

Waste Disposal

Contaminated waste materials are stored in an area surrounded by concrete
blocks. Radioactive waste is removed each week or on request and sent else-
where for disposal.

F.1.2 Facility Description

Building

The nuclear pharmacy is in the north wing of the university hospital,
which is located in the southeastern section of the campus. A diagram of the
nuclear pharmacy area in the hospital building is shown in Figure F.1, which
also shows nearby of fices. It is approximately 25 ft from an exit to
12th Avenue. Radioactive materials are handled in the hood or glove box.

HVAC System

3

100 f t/ min through a 6-ft{s calculated at 600 ft / min.
Hood airflow volume Airflow velocity is

opening. Air is exhausted at the roof of the
hospital.

Engineered Safety Systems

Air is monitored by an alarmed system.

Surrounding Area

The nuclear pharmacy is surrounded by the Ohio State University campus.

'
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. F.1.3 -Inventory -

Radioactive Inventory

Typical f radioactive materials and activities ordered by the nuclear
: pharmacy during the year are shown in Table F.1.

TABLE'F.1. . Material and Activities Ordered by Ohio State
University Pharmacy During One Year

Compound Activity,
Element- ~ Isotope or Form Ci

51Chromium Cr Sodium. Chromate 1.3 -x 10-2'
57- Cobalt C0 Cyanocobalim 1.4 x 10-4
5800
67 0Gallium Ga Gallium 1.22 x 10

Indium lllInL Indium 4.86 x 10-1
123lodine I Sodium iodide 1.87 x 10-1
124

1 Fibrinogen 2.5 x 10-4
131 31 Iodomethylchloresterol

6.0 x 101Sodium iodide solution 4.5 x 10
HSA (human serum albumin) 3.3 .x 10-2
Sodium iodide 1.87 x 10-1

59Iron Fe Ferrous Citrate 1.25 x 10-3
99Molybdenum / Mo/ Generator 4.26 x 102,

995Technetium Tc
32Phosphorous P Phosphorous 3.5 x'10-1
75Se Selenium 1.28 x 10-3Selenium
201 0Thallium T1 Thallium 2.1 x 10

Xenon 133Xe Gas 7.5 x 101

F.2 REFERENCE

Ohio State University, Radiological Contingency Plan, License No. 34-00293-02,
Columbus, Ohio, 1981.,

F.3
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APPENDIX G

SEALED SOURCE MANUFdCTURING

G.1 AMERSHAM CORPORATION, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,' ILLIN0IS

The Amersham facility performs a variety of functions: distribution of in
vitro test kits; distribution of in vivo radiopharmaceuticals; distribution of
radioactive sealed sources; standardized solutions of radioactive materials as

1 reference sources; assembly of. smoke detectors; manufacture of fibrinogen; and
research and development. Amersham Corporation reports (1969-1980) provided
information for this appendix.

G.1.1 ~ Process Description

Operation

Plutonium and uranium are acquired and distributed as calibration stan-
jggdsand,gglutions. Radiopharmaceuticals are manufactured in one area and use

I and ' I, with the maximum activity at one time not to exceed 1 Ci. A

small manufacturing area is used for producing sealed sources and liquid
scintillation standards (maximum activity at one time not to exceed 50 mci).'

Sealed sources for smoke detectors are assembled in an area that allows 5 pCi
-

per-source, not exceeding 1 Ci total activity. Research and development is
conducted in a lab where no isotope is present at >50 mci total activity except
tritium, which may be present up to 2 C1.

High-level gamma sources are stored in a special room protected by
additional concrete blocks.

Waste Disposal

Waste is stored in two lead receptacles in a small storage area. A high
bay area also contains two waste storage areas (high- and low-activity
waste). These areas are protected by additional shielding.

G.1.2 Facility Description

Building

Radioactive material is handled in the main building, which has 10-in.-
thick concrete exterior walls. The building is divided into several areas, and

some inner walls include an additional 8 in. of concrete blocks. Floors are
poured concrete. A warehouse area is used for receiving shipments of bulk
isotopes and repackaging these materials for distribution.

G.1
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G.1.3- Inventory

-Radioactive Inventory

..

-Possession limits of radioisotopes are listed in Table G.I. Approximately
'1800 Ci of. activity are permitted under the license; however, daily inventories
-may range between 350 and 500 Ci. . An adgitiggal {pg Ci may ge present as~3waste. Most of the. activity on hand is H, C, I, and P as labeled
radiopharmaceuticals or radiochemical compounds.

G.2 AUTOMATION' INDUSTRIES, INC., PH0ENIXVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
1

Automation Industries, Inc., manufactures a line of gamma radiography

instruments -use by-product sealed- sources consisting of {gg detectggn
equipment through its instrument division. These radiat

Ir and Co. The
sealed sources are produced on site. -Information in this appendix was
developed using Automation Industries, Inc. reports (1966-1980).

.G.2.1 Process Description.

Operation

Iridium is received in bulk quantities as encapsulated metallic pellets.
Iridium-192isdoublyencapsggatedandsealedusingheliarcwelding or
brazing. Bulk shipments of Co are received either as sealed sources and
placed directly into instruments, or as unencapsulated metallic pellets in
approved containers. The coggainers are simply redistributed to customers with4

no further processing. All Co is stored in the hot cell.

Waste Disposal

All waste is packaged and stored in a locked area before. shipment to a
disposal facility. Liquid waste with high contamination levels is solidified
before packaging and disposal.

,

G.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

All radioisotopes are handled in a separate masonry. building at the
facility. Building dimensions are 54 ft long, 38 ft wide, and 18 ft high. The
interior is partitioned into areas for the hot cell, waste storage, utility and
boiler room, shipping and receiving area, offices, laboratory change -room, and
decontamination area. The hot cell has walls of 42-in.-thick concrete and a
30-in.-thick roof. It contains ~a 72-by 60-in. stainless steel work pan. The
floor is at least 42 in, thick. Entrance is through a 7-in.-thick lead and
steel door. Operations are performed using master-slave manipulators and are
viewed through a-42-in.-thick window.

;
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TABLE G.1'. Radioisotope Possession Limits at Amersham Facility

Element Isotope License Limit, Ci

Any by-product 3.0 x 101
material, atomic
number 1 to 83

Actinium 227Ac 1.0 x 10-2

Americium 241Am 5.0 x 102

Californium 242 5.36 x 10-1Cf

Carbon 14C 5.0 x 101

137 2Cesium Cs 1.5 x 10

Curium 242.n 2.0 x 10-2;C

244 1Cm 1.0 x 10
3 3Hydrogen H 1.0 x 10
85 1Krypton Kr 5 x 10
237Neptunium Np 2.0 x 10-2
208Polonium Po 1 10-2

209Po 5 x 10-3
210Po 5

Limit a
238Plutonium Pu 5

239Pu 1

240Pu 2 x 10-1
241 Pu 1 x 10-1
242 1 x 10-1Pu

Uranium 233 1 x 10-10

235 1 x 10-10

G.3
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Waste isEstored in an area with dimensions about 11 by 9 by 8 ft and has
.14-in.-thick concrete walls.

HVA'C Systems - I

A separate ventilation system with two HEPA filters in series is provided
.for the cell. An -electric hoist and several 115 V and 220 V outlets are
located inside the cell.

,

G.2.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

192Possession Ir, 27,000 Ci -as metallic pellets, wafers, or
-sealedsources;jfmitsare:Co, 5,000 Ci as sealed sources (maximum 3,000 Ci per source)
and 15,000 Ci as metallic pellets or wafers.

.

G.3 MICR0 DISPLAY SYSTEMS, INC., BEVERLY, MASSACHUSETTS

Micrg Display Systems distributes LCD watches containing sealed gaseous
tritium ("H) light sources. Possession limits stipulate that no watch is to
contain more than 200 mci of tritium. The firm.also repairs such watches.
Repairs may be done in chemical fume hoods if the repairs require replacement
of the tritium glass vial light source. Micro Display Systems reports (1980-
1981) were used to develop this information. No further information was
available.

G.4 MINNES0TA MINING AND MANUFACTURING, NEW BRIGHTON, MINNESOTA

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing. (3M) operates a sealed-source produc-
tioa facility on the 2,370-acre site of the Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant
(TCAAP) north of Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota. The facility consists of
four primary buildings (573, 575, 590, and 675) and an emergency power facil-
ity. The rande of products produced is extensive, but consists priggrily 0
ggSr,y}9tedgg91edgggPo,rcesggdradiopgggmaceuticalproductsusing

Kr, 6 Co,caps
Cs, Pm, Yb, and I. Bulk raw isotopes are purchased

from vendors, brought to the 3M site, and repackaged as sealed sources-
directly. They can be first converted to another form such as microspheres and
then be packaged and distributed. The facility is under the auspices of 3M's

. Static Control Systems Department. Information on the 3M sealed-source plant
was developed using 'a report by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (1981).

G.4.1 Process Description

.0peration

575 Building,. This building is shown in Figure G.I. Isotopes handled-
regularly include 85 r, 60 o, 90 r, 137 s, 210 o, and 147 m. Krypton gas isK C S C P P

received from an outside vendor and used in the north wing to produce sealed
_

sources. Cobalt, strontium, and cesium are processed into microspheres and
i
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FIGURE G.I. 575 Building at the 3M Site

incorporated into a variety of sources in modules in the north wing. Polonium
is pyrochemically extracted from neutron-activated bismuth slugs and later

'

electroplated onto platinum gauzes and converted to microsphere form.
Promethium is received at the building and converted to microspheres, then
transferred to the 675 building for incorporation into sources. Operations
using these:latter isotopes are conducted in the south wing of 575.

Krypton-85 source production requires several steps conducted -g ind1-vidual modules in this building. In module 116, 100 Ci of gaseous Kr enters
the' production process and is transferred to individual sources using a nitro-
gen cold trap and associated vacuum pump system. Each source contains a 1.5 Ci

,
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maximum. The individual metallic tube. sources are sealed with an LPG torch..'

Three cylinders of LPG gas may be present in the production module. All' work
is conducted in metal and Plexiglas * fume hoods. The finished sources'are
transferred to other modules for quality control checks and stogge before
packaging and shippgg. gdule 102g ue_a 'c; storage of the Kr sources, as
well as storage of C Sr, and Cs sources. Up to 100 Ci of each isotope

137may be present, except Cs which may have a total activity of' 500 C1. All
sources are stored in a steel and lead safe. Quality control'is performed on l

the sealed sources in a remote-slaved concrete fort. I

For|90Sr sealed source production, the bulk isotope (double encapsulated)
is received from vendors and transferred to a hot cell, module' 112. It is

opened there, placed in solution, then incorporated into ceramic micro- l

spheres. The microspheres are placed in brass cylinders and transferred to
module 110 for temporary storage in-steel safes. gto1,000Ciareprocessed
in this manner. -Up-to 500 Ci of liquid and solid Sr waste may be held in the -
hot cell before removal and disposal.

Periodically,1-Ci samples of finished product are transferred .to module
111 for assay in a Piexiglas' fume hood. The microspheres are transferred to
module 105 for loading to inner capsules, sealing with a tungsten welder, and
brazing with a propane torch. Then they are moved to module 106 for final |

'sealed source encapsulation and brazing with an acetylene-oxygen torch.
Shielded remote-slaved enclosures are used for all production steps during this
stage. Additional final source production is conducted in module 114.

Similg production steps for the manufacture of different varieties of137Cs and Co sources are conducted in north wing modules 109, 113, 103, 104,
115, 117, and 118. Final products are stored in module 101. All the sources
are handled in either slaved forts or Plexiglase and steel fume hoods.

The capsule containing the bulk isotopes is opened in~a glove box and the % m
Promethium-147 sealed source production occurs in south wing module 1

P

is dissolved and incorporated.into ceramic microspheres. The microspheres are
packaged in Department of Transportation (D0T)-apprwed containers and
transferred to Building 675 for further processing. Periodically, 1-Ci samples
are taken to module 113 for dilution and assay.

Polonium-210 is also processed into microsphere form before source
fabrication. All handling of the isotope occurs in the Alpha Module Complex,
which consists of modules 109, 110, 111, and 112 in the south wing. These
areas are segregated from the rest of the building process areas. Polonium-210
isextractedfromneutron-activatedbismuthslugsinmodubT0112. .This process
involves cleaning the irradiated capsules containing the Po using solvent,
then removing and electrically melting the metal isotope in contact with $10
sodium hydroxide solution. The sodium hydroxide solution containing the Po
is neutralized with nitric acid and the polonium is carrier-precipitated from
solution using potassium manganate and manganous nitrate. The precipitate is !

l

e Plexiglas is a trademark of Rohn and Haas, Philadelphia, PA 19105-
i
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~ 210dissolved in a nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide solution and the Po is
subsequently electroplated onto platinum gauzes. Operations are conducted in a
series of shielded steel and Plexiglas 8 enclosures. The gauzes are transferred
to module 109 where.a . hydrochloric acid and ammonium hydroxide solution is used
to produce microspheres, which are subsequently heat treated and nickel plated
using a plating solution of nitric acid, stannous chloride, and palladiam

~

chloride. The finished microspheres are packaged in approved shipping con
ta_iners and transferred to the 675 building for incorporation into products.
The above steps are conducted in a sequence of Plexiglas *, steel, and plywood

~

glove boxes and fume hoods.
'

590 Building. Radionuclides are delivered ac the 590 building receiving
dock and transferred to a microsphere production araa to produce carbonized

'mircospheres. These microspheres are placed in glass vials-and checked for
quality control before being packaged in shielded containers and shipped to-
customers. All materials are handled in fume hoods or shielded containment'
areas. Various isotopes are. handled in this manner and are listed in the
section on radioactive inventory.

675 Building. Thisbuildingcontaigf0a warehouse, shipping and receiving
area, offices, and production areas for Po static elimination devices,
radioluminous products, and nuclear medical sources. A nonradioactive process
also takes place here: plastic cylinders are dipped in a solution of

147tetrahydrafuron and cyclohexanon. This work area is adjacent to the Pm
processing area. Fume hoods are used to exhaust vapors from three 55-gal steel
drums that comprise the holding tanks.

Polonium-210 microspheres are transferred by truck from the 575 building
to the 675 building. These microspheres are incorporated into static
elimination devices. All work is conducted in steel and Plexiglase glove boxes
and the final product is dried elgrically in a fume hood with a plywood
base. The material in which the Po microspheres are imbedded is-
proprietary. Other microspheres are silk-screened onto aluminum strips and
fixed with epoxy resin before incorporation into static elimination devices.

Ytterbium-169 is processed in two areas. Ytterbium chelate in liquid form
is dispensed to vials in fume hoods in the chelate loading room. The vials are
autoclaved and packaged into lead pigs for shipment. The chelate itself is
producedingechelateproductionroominalead-shieldedfortinsideafume
hood. The Yb is purchased in liquid form frc.n a vendor, arrives 'at the
590 building and is transferred to 675 building after quality control checks.

Promethium-147 microspheres manufactured in the 575 building are trans-
ferred in D0T-approved packages to the 675 building by truck. The microspheres
are mixed with phosphorous and binding agents to produce a radioluminous
pigment, which is applied to a number of products. These include watch dials,
compass faces, glass tubes, etc. The glass tubes are sealed with a miniature
acetylene-oxygen torch. Acetone, isopropyl alcohol, trichloroethylene, and
lacquer thinner are-stored in this area in safety caqs.

G.7
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|Iod[ne-125 in _ liquid. form -is absorbed onto ion _ exchange resins, .the resin~

. beads _ loaded.into~ titanium cans and the cans tungsten-welded. . All operations
.I

r .

are conducted.in steel; glove boxes. After inspection and leak testing, the
~

cans are autoclaved. leak tested again, packaged and shipped. '

.

r

Waste Disposal

Solid' waste' collection,~ compaction, preparation, and storage before
offsite-disposal is conducted in 573 building. Radioactive waste.is collected
from a variety of process steps within the 3M site. The building is divided-
into concrete-walled modules for storage. All waste is stored in 00T-approved
shipping' containers. This waste gener111y includes discarded microspheres,
glassware, filters, plastic containers, and solidified liquid _ waste. Waste_

from the individual processes is packaged at the work site and then transferred
to the 573 building.

G.4.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The 573 building is designed with a number of modules, which are separated
by reinforced concrete walls. One end of the. building has plywood walls with a

~

wood-tar roof. The other end has wood-framed walls with steel siding and a
roof with fiberglass skylights. The floor is a concrete pad. The building
contains a waste compactor, fork lift, and other materials for handling
radioactive waste.

Primary production operations occur in the 575 building. Other facilities
include offices, shipping and receiving, quality control, and employee facili-
ties. Production areas are divided into modules constructed of reinforced
corcrete on a concrete pad. Each module is approximately 7 by 14 ft with a
wood-framed outside wall and wood-tar roof. Modules in the north wing of the
building handle beta- and gamma-emitting radionuclides; modules in the south>

wing handle beta- and alpha-emitting isotopes. Each wing contains 20 modules.

The 590 building houses offices, locker areas, warehousing operations,
manufacturing of nonradioactive property, and production and quality control of
nuclear medical products. The building is wood frame construction with a tar
roof.

The 675 building houses offices, warehouse space, shipping and receiving
areas, and production areas for static control devices, nuclear medical pro-
ducts and nonradioactive pharmaceuticals. The building is constructed of'

reinforced concrete pillars supporting a cnncrete roof over a concrete slab.
Outside and interior walls are of dry-wall' construction.

HVAC - Systems

In 573 building, only the compactor module is heated, with an LPG space
heater. No' water or sewer service is provided.

.G.8
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Other buildings (575, 590, and. 675) are stegm heated from the facilitycentral ~ boiler. High-pressure steam (190 lb/in. ) is reduced to 15 lb/in. at
stations in each wing before circulation- to the building.

An emergency diesel generator and 265-gal diesel fuel storage tank are
. located next to the south wing of 575 building shown in Figure G.I. The
generator is used to provide electricity in event of power failure.

All _ areas where radioactive isotopes are handled have systems that include
a circulation fan, filter unitt, and ductwork. Air intakes are provided at two
points in the 575 building with exhaust air exiting through' fume hoods or
exhaust ducts and discharged via roof stacks. Areas where sealed sources are
handled generally.do not have filter ' systems. Where filters are used, they are
usually banks of Ultra-Aire * which are 99.97% effective for 0.3-pm-diameter
particles. In the 590 building, all: containment systems (glove boxes) are
provided with filters (type not identified). Standard ductwork carries ghaust1air to a roof stack. In the 675 building, containments for g cessing I are

filtered using a series of activated charcoal filters. g Pm g as arefiltered by a series of Ultra-Aire * filters, as are the Yb and Po
production areas. Air intake to the building is provided by two inflow points
while exhaust air is removed via ductwork and a roof-mounted exhaust stack. In
the 573 building, the waste compactor room is the only one provided with
filtration-(99.97% effective for 3-pm particles) and ventilation.-

Engineered Safety Systems

Ventilation alarms, temperature control alarms, fire alarms, lightning
protection, sprinkler systems, and fire extinguishers are provided throughout .
the 3M facility. Isotope handling modules are separated by reinforced concrete
walls. An onsite fire department is maintained for the entire army facility
site.

Surrounding Area

The entire TCAAP site is a restricted area of 2,370 acres with its own
road system and railway spur line, which is only used occasionally. Medical
and fire fighting facilities are provided, and a common sewer service and
central heating are provided for the entire site. The area outside the TCAAP
site is primarily residential with some light industry.

Potentially hazardous operations found at facilities other than 3M within
the TCAAP site include small arms ammunition and gun powder, and explosive
detonator storage. These operations are segregated from the 3M sealed-source
operation.

* Ultra-Aire is a trademark of the Mine Safety Appliances Co., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

'i . 9
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G.4.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

License limits of isotopes at 3M are listed in Table G.2. Inventories in
the various buildings are listed in Table G.3 for the 575 building; Table G.4
for the 590 building and Table G.5 for the 675 building. A list of the maximum
inventory of isotopes in D0T-approved containers awaiting shipment in the waste
storage building, 575, is given in Table G.6.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Table G.7 lists the hazardous and combustible materials at 3M. In
'

addition to the listed. materials, several feel storage tanks are present on the
3M site. These include:

500-gal propane tank adjacent to 573 building (waste storage)o
600-gal aboveground gasoline tank located 100 ft from 573 buildinge
265-gal diesel fuel storage in the emergency power buildinge
500-gal propane storage 150 ft from 590 building (static division).e

G.5 MONSANTO RESEARCH CORPORATION, DAYTON, OHIO

Monsanto Research Corporation (MRC) operates a sealed-source production
facility in Dayton, Ohio, under the control of its Engineered Products
Department (EPD). This facility manufactures, tests, and distributes neutron,
beta, and gamma sources using a variety of isotopes. It also fabricates DOT-
approved isotope shipping containers. The Dayton lab occupies a 20-acre site

TABLE G.2. License Limits of Isotopes at 3M

Element Isotope Inventory, Ci

241Americium Am 0.1 (any form), 5 (sealed source)
210Bismuth Bi 200
137Cesium Cs 8,000
60Cobalt C 200
3Hydrogen H 1000
125Iodine I 100
85Krypton Kr 1500
210Polonium Po 4000
17Promethium Pm 3500
90Strontium Sr 3000
169Ytterbium Yb 100

By-product 10 each, 100 total

isotopes atomic
number 3 to 83

G.10
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TABLE G.3 Typical Radioactive Inventory in 575 Building Modules

Element Isotope Form
. Inventory..

Location C1

_Ceslum. I3I . Sealed Capsules 112, hot cell 3000C

Mtcrospneres 20

Ltq2id 2000.

Microspneres or Itquid lit, assay 1

Microspheres 110, storage 100

Microspheres 105, source production 1000

Inner source 50

Sealed source 106, source production 50

|;- Sealed source 114, source production 50

Microspneres 109, source production 10

Inner source 1G

Sealed source 113, source production 10

Mic rosoneres 103, source production 10

Inne* sources 5

Sealed source 104, source produ:tton 5

Microspheres 117, source prodsction 15

laner sources 10

Sealed sources 118 source production 10

Scaled sources 101, storage 20

f ealed sources Quality control 200
6aonalt Co Sealed capsules 112, not cell 50

Microsoneres 20

Ltquif 50

Ligato or microspheres Ill, assay 1 _ .'' -
Microspheres 110, storage -100 '
Microspneres 105, sov a production 50e

Inner soorces 10

Sealed sources 10t, sovru production 10

seale3 sw rces 114, source production 10

4icroso eres 104, sour:e productton 2n

Inace sources 2

Sealed sources 113, sou ce production 2r

Seales s w rces Q2ality Control 200
OKeptaa ur Gas / sealed sources 116, production 100

Sealed scarces 112, storage 100

' Sealed sn cces Qaality Control 200a
I4#prywt a t um Ds 5ealet capsule 114, microsphere 2000

production

Microsphere 200
Ligat4 (100(M) 400

Liasid ur m c rosphere 113, assay 1

2Ideoloniam ao Seal.a taur:es !!?, estract6on 1500

Liaois (4at) 2300

tiquid Microsphere production 200

wicrospheres Microsphere production 200

Straattam "5 e Sealed capsules 112 not call 1000

**icrospneres 2?)

Liauid t 130 cm3) 1000

Lig aid or mcr aspnere 111, assay 1

Microspneces lid, storage 1000

Microspheres or
scaled source I'll, t )urce production 100

sealed sou ca lu*>, source testing 10r

seales swrce 101, source testing 10

G.11
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' TABLE G.4. Maximum' Amounts ~of . Nuclear MedicalfIsotopes1M
,

F Present.in 590 Building at 3M- l
'

- Inventory,
Element- Isotope' - Form - Location C1- 1

'141
.Ceri um - Ce ' Microspheres- NW Corner' '0.41'

Chromium. |51Cr. LMicrospheres. NW. Corner -0.4

3 , . Cob'al t . 60'

Co Sealed sources. Shipping / receiving 10-
- " Cesium- 137Cs . Sealed sources ' Shipping / receiving 40

125Iodine I Sealed source -Shipping / receiving 'l

i
. 85

.

0.2
~

; Microspheres 'NW Corner
'

- Krypton . Kr -Sealed' source Shipping / receiving 10:
'

Niobium- 95
Nb Microspheres NW Corner. 0.1

~ 210Polonium. Po Sealed sources Shipping / receiving ~ 15
147

^ '

Promethium Pm -Sealed Sou'rces Shipping / receiving 10'-

,

40
[. Scandium- Sc' Microspheres NW Corner ;0.3 ,

85Strontium . Se -Microspheres; NW Corner- 0.3
90Sr Sea' led' sources Shipping / receiving 1-

~

169
.

Ytterbium Yb Microsphere NW Corner- 0.05
y

t

TABLE G.S.
Maximum Amounts of,3MIsotopes Present.in Processesin Building 675'at-

,

Inventory,
,

1 Element Isotope Form Location Ci
125j. Iodine' 1 K0H solution Production room Si

i Ion exchange resins- Production room 5
,

Sealed source Production room 5{.
210Polonium Po Microspheres ~ Static elimination room 160-

Finished products Static elimination room 160

Promethium 147 ,. Microspheres Radioluminous production- 500p

area,

Products Radioluminous production 10
L area -

;

109Ytterbium Yb Liquid
'

Chelate production room -5
Liquid . Chelate loading room 5 .

4
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TABLE G.6. . . Maximum Invento'ry of Waste in Storage in 573 Gu11 ding

Element Isotope Inventory, Ci
~

. Cesium 137Cs '2,000.

Cerium 141Ce d2

Chromium 51Cr <2

. Cobalt _60Co- 50

lodine 125 I 15

85Krypton Kr 50

Niobium 95 'b <2N

210Polonium Po 2,500

Promethium- 147
Pm 50

46
. Scandium Sc <2

85 ^

Strontium Sr <2

90Sr 500

within the Dayton city limits. The site consists of 10 buildings, two of which
are used for handling radioactive materials. Figure G.2 is a site plan with
the EPD controlled-access area indicated. A report by Monsanto Research
Corporation (1981) was the basis for this description.

G.5.1 Process Description

Operation

Monsanto produces a variety of sealed sources. Generally, the isotopes
are handled in enclosed boxes or remote cells and are doubly encapsulated.
Three rooms in Building 2 contain glove boxes con'structed of sheet metal and
glass. The remote cells are placed in a single room and are also constructed
of sheet metal and glass.

238Pu, 137Cs,Solid gotopes in powder, wire, and pellet form include60 2Co, and Cf. Amounts required for processing ara removed from bulk storage
and inserted into the process stream. One process produces neutron sources
from plutonium and beryllium by first cleaning the source capsule with acetone,
crushing the plutonium metal, and measuring the required amount. In a glove
. box, the metal chips are placed in a beryllium cup, which in turn is placed in
the inner capsule, welded with a tungsten inert gas (TIG) welder and leak
tested. The source is activated by heating the tantalum capsule to 1300 to
-1500 C in an inert atmosphere using an induction coil. The activated source is
then sealed in the second capsule and again leak tested. Polonium / beryllium

. sources are produced in a similar manner. Polonium-210 as received is
electroplated on platinum gauzes; a similar procedure is used with americium.

G.13
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TABLE G.7. Hazardous and Combustible Materials at 3M

-Operationa'l Area
Building Module Material Notes I

'575~ 103 Plasma needles' arc welder, Sealing _137Cs source.-
, ,

. glycerin cleaning.

137
104- Nickel ~ chloride Plating Cs source

105 TIG(a) welder, . propane, tri- Sealing' source,
sodium phosphate cleaning

106 TIG welder, acetylene / oxygen Sealing sources,
torch, glycerin, toluene- -cleaning'

107 TIG welder, glycerin, Sealing sources,
toluene cleaning

109 Propane, nitric acid, stannous Source brazing,
chloride, palladium ' chloride extraction

~

112 Nitric acid, ammonium hydroxide For solutions
hydrochloric acid, nitric acid,
solution peroxide

113 .TIG' welder Source sealing
;

.

114 TIG welder Source sealing

116 LPG 3 cylinders
117 Plasma arc welder source se'aling

125
- a 675 I TIG welder Sealing resin beads

production in cans in glove box

Radioluminous Acetone, isopropyl alcohol, In storage
production area trichlorethylene, lacquer

thinner, oxyacetylene
torch

.

i -(a) Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG)

G.14'
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FIGURE G.2. Monsanto Site Plan

liquid source production follows similar steps, with additional processes for
dissolving solid isotopes and checking for purity of the solution.

Waste Disposal

Radioactive waste produced during production is packaged within the
containment where it is generated, then removed for drumming and storage in
Building 7. Solid waste is separated into burnable and nonburnable categories;
liquid waste is first solidified before final packaging and disposal. The
final separation of waste is based on whether material is of low or high
specific activity, or whether it is transuranic waste with specific activity
greater than 10 mci /g waste. Approximately thirty 55-gal drums of waste 'are
generated each year. Any combustible materials stored in Building 7 with the
radioactive waste must be sealed in metal or approved fire-resistant
containers.

G.S.2 Facility Description

Buildings

Isotope processing occupies rooms 3 through 14 in a wing of Building 2.
Building 7 is a below-grade storage bunker for housing . drummed radioactive
waste.

G.15
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Building 2 was built in 1929 and modified in 1962 to allow handling of
-

-

radioactive materials. It is divided into two areas: one designated a support iE-

area for handling sources and package preparation, the other designated a hot i
area where liquid and powder isotopes are handled in glove boxes or cells and ;;--
the sources actually produced. The support area consists of 6 rooms built of
1-ft-thick poured concrete walls faced with tile on a 6-in.-thick concrete N
floor. Windows have been sealed with concrete blocks and the roof is con- E
structed of concrete beams and deck covered with asphalt. The hot area -

consists of 5 rooms built from steel wall panels over masonite interior panels I
on dry wall with steel framing. The floor is a poured concrete slab, and the i
roof is either steel roof panels with wood sheeting, or steel and wood frame -

with tar paper cover and dry-wall interiors. f
p

The waste bunker, Building 7, is built below grade from poured reinforced @
concrete. It was specifically designed to protect drummed waste from tornado g
damage. -

-

HVAC Systems ;;-
E

Airflow in the isotope handling rooms is from the room to the containment [such as hoods, glove boxes, or remote cells. Air is exhausted through HEPA
filters, usually two in series with one at the containment and the other at the 5
exhaust stack. Ductwork is standard sheet metal piping. The ventilation "

_

system is designed such that airflow is from areas of low contamination to -

areas where higher contamination might exist. Glove box and remote cell F
airflow is exhausted through two absolute filters in series, each 99.97. |-
ef ficient for 0.3-um particles. E

a
Engineered Safety Systems E

E
Building 2 is fully sprinklered and contains monitors and alarms for fire,

-

air contamination, and exhaust fan operation. Manual fire extinguishers are m

located inside each glove box. Fire extinguishers are automatically operated T
in the remote cell. The remote cell system is manually deactivated when ;
lithium is present in the cell. -

r
Surrounding Area 5

_

Monsanto is located in an industrialized area of Dayton. Neighbors 5
include a junk yard, a steel plant, an automotive parts plant, and a coal- "

burning power plant. Two gasoline service stations are located about half a
_

E
"mile from the f acility.

G.S.3 Inventory T
5:

Radioactive Inventory [
E

Possession limits of isotopes at Monsanto are listed in Table G.8. The i
inventories on hand are assumed to approach possession limits. Most of the

-

material, appropriately contained, is held in storage in below-ground " wells" 1
in Building 2. Only 80 to 100 Ci of a single material is in process at one ||
time in the glove boxes or cells. Stored sources are doubly encapsulated. [

!
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TABLE G.8. | Possession Limits of Isotopes at Monsanto-
Research Corporation

Possession'

Element Isotope Limit, Ci'

241Americium Am 6,000
204Antimony Sb 50

210Bismuth- 81 50
'

252Cf 10 mgCalifornium4

137Cesium Cs 200
60Cobalt Co 50
242

Curium Cm 600
243

Cm 10
244Cm 600
237

. Neptunium Np 'O.1
236,239,244,241 199 gPlutonium 242

Pu
147

Promethium Pm 70
210

Polonium Po 3,000
90Strontium Sr 50
204Thallium T1 50
170' Thulium Tm 10

By-product with 2'

atomic number
3 through 83

,

Although Monsanto handles. solid and liquid isotopes, the license does not
distinguish between bulk isotopes in solution and dry solid isotopes.

Hazardous'and Combustible Inventory

Volatile or flammable liquids and gases se handled only in glove boxes' in
room 9, and only 5 Ci of .any isotope are alle,ed in boxes containing materials
such as. benzene. This type of operation usually occurs only 2 weeks during the
year. Some 'of the shielding used on the containment systems is plastics or
acrylics.

G.6 PAN AMERICAN WORLD. IRWAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA

Pan American Wo_rld. Airways ;(Pan Am)-is under contractual agreement with
. NASA and the U.S. Air Force to provide service to organizations that require
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the handling of radioactive materials. These services include.ihe packing, i

stor3ge,'and disposal of waste, and health physics operations. The latter ]require the use of instrumentation containing sealed sources. Pan American
]

; World Airways reports -(1977-1979) were used to develop this appendix. '

'G.6.1 Process Description

Operation

' Sealed sources used by Pan Am's health physics operations include' sources,
required for- dosimetry studies, field instrumentation calibration, and
laboratory instrument calibration.

Waste Disposal

Waste handled by Pan Am includes any by-product matgal with atomic
number 1 through 83 and not to exceed 100 Ci/nuclide or Ci total. All waste.
is stored _in 55-gal metal drums.

G.6.2 Facility Description

Pan Am's main building at Kennedy Space Center, which houses the sources
is constructed of cement block with concrete floors and a reinforced concrete
and steel roof. Waste is stored in a small building built of metal siding and
roofing.

G.6.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

Possession limits for the facility are listed in Table G.9.

G.7 SAFETY LIGHT CORPORATION, SOUTH CENTRE, PENNSYLVANIA

Safety Light Corporation (SLC), formerly U.S. Radium and now a division of
VSR Inc'ustries,3 produces and distributes a variety of sealed-source products
using tritium, H. The majority of these products are divided among the
following types: self-luminous safety devices used in commercial and military
aircraft; tritium foils used for industrial research and development; titanium
tritide-coated rods and pins used in electron tubes; a'nd tritium targets for
neutron-generating devices. Information was developed using a report by Safety
' Light Corporation (1981).

G.7.1 Process Description

Operation

The main processing. building indicated in the site plan, Figure G.3,
contains two tritium handling areas: tritium paint preparation using tritiated

,
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TABLE G.9. Possession Limits for Pan American World Airways

Inventory, Ci

Element -Isotope Form per Source Total

Am 1 Sealed source, 5 x 10-4 5Americium 241

plated' source,
foil-

25'2 ~

Californium Cf . Sealed source 11 11-

Curium Cm Seal'ed. source, 1 x 10-4 1 x 10"3244

plated source,
foil-

Polonium ,210
Po Sealed source' -0.025 5.

228 -4Thorium Th 5 x 10 1

230Th
232

Th

238 -4Uranium. 0 Sealed source, 1 x 10 0.001
plated source,
foil

2380 Depleted uranium- 15,000 kg
.

phospho.r, and tritium processing using gaseous tritium. Tritiated paint is
prepared by mixing the phosphor with various adhesives within fume hoods.
Luminous paint is then applied to a variety of products,'which are packaged-and
shipped.

In the tritium processing area three separate processes occur:
1) production of gaseous tritium light sources, 2) impregnation of foil with
tritium, and 3) a spark gap filling system. Light source production consists
of filling phosphor-coated glass ampules with 94% pure tritium gas. The gas
arrives in cylinders from Oak Ridge in shipments of 20,000 Ci. ~The gas is
transferred to a depleted uranium bed reservoir system for storage and
dispensing. Gas is driven off the beds by heating them with an electric
heater, and is then discharged to glass ampules. The ampules are sealed using
infrared heat lamps.

Tritium foil impregnation consists of heating titanium agd scandii;6 foils
in quartz reaction vessels ugder vacuum and then introducing H gas, whicn

. impregnates the foils. -The H.is stored as above-in depleted uranium
reservoirs. -These reservoirs are heat 2d to above 250 C to drive gas out of the

~

beds. The impregnated foils are packaged in hoods and sent on for storage and
~

shipment.
~

'
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The spark gap tube filling system consjsts of filling ceramic and copper
Evessels with_ hydrogen diluted with gaseous H. The tubes are sealed, packaged,
and shipped after quality control checks. All' work on the tubes is performeda
in" fume' hoods.

Waste Disposal

Gaseous tritium and oxide effluents are discharged to the atmosphere after
filtration. Liquid waste effluents from processing areas and sinks are dis-
charged to holding tanks for decay before discharge to a nearby river. . Some

Llow-level. liquid waste '.s drummed and disposed of at approved sites. Solid
waste is composcd of foil scraps, paint residues, scrubber columns, and
miscellaneous paper and clothing. This material is drummed and disposed of,

periodically.

Used tritium products such as self-luminous safety devices, spent tritium
foils, and watch dials are returned by customers for disposal. These are
accumulated and disposed of at approved disposal sites.

G.7.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The facility is located on the 2-acre site shown in Figure G.3, in South
Centre, Pennsylvania. Another VSR subsidiary located on the site is VSR
Metals, which does not handle radioactive materials. VSR Metals produces
dials, name plates, and other products used by industry and the military. The
SLC buildings consist of main processing, liquid waste storage, and three
storage buildings, and a machine shop.

Themainprocessingbuildingisasteel-framedstructureguiltona
concrete slab. Building dimensions are 50 by 120 ft, 6,000 ft . Inner walls
use steel studs covered by dry wall. The building contains service lines for
gas, oxygen, compressed air, and electricity.

The liquid waste building is a steel-framed structure contair.ing the
holdingganks. This building is also used as the receiving area fo" the
gaseous H from Oak Ridge. The gas is subsequently transferred to the
processing building in its original containers.

Of the three storage buildings, one is a two-story wood-framed structure,
while the other two are of concrete block construction. The wood-framed
building houses both contaminated and uncontaminated production equipment. One
of the concrete block buildings also houses contaminated equipment, while the
other is used for storage of uncontaminated equipment and supplies.

HVAC Systems

In the main processing building, intake and exhaust air are filtered as
needed to maintain quality cor. trol. Air conditioning a'.d heat are provided by

G.21
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1" (tYo(separate electric'a1. heat pump systems,L one providing ~ recirculated.ai;' to
'

~ j'

-& ' nonradioactive 1 work areas'and:thejsecond providing air.to theLradioactive;

"e ! areas. : : Air 4from the radioactive'' areas is not J recirculated but is, discharged.
~

. .

/through;a' roof-mounted exhaust-stack.-<

;u.;
,.

- 6 Engineered . Safety Systems
'

~

Thelaain: processing buildingisysprinklered with water provided by andw :

- onsite supply system.. Fi re extinguishers are. strategically'..placed - throughout '''

~
,

~ the r facility. - When otritium is handled, air is- continuously monitored for".
.

-

contamin -

.' gaseous'gtion...StainlessLsteel.isused~as-much.aspossibleforcontainingthe
_

- H.lAlar:n systemsiare. located 1throughodt the main, processing
~

,
' building.: Fume hoodsland glove boxes are used as needed in the tritium

, _

-handling areas.
,

iThe water supply and Lcontrals for the sprinkler systiem are loc'ated -in a-

.

; pump house in' the :northeaste corner: of. the plant site. ? A~ gas-fired heater is :
. connected to the holding tank. 'This building is of concrete block

.

construction..

' Surrounding Area-
.-

* The. Safety Light facility is' located in rural Pennsylvania. immediately
E- adjacent to the;Susquehanna River. Grass-covered ridges and agricultural land
i form the boundary 'of- the site.. _Some residentiaT housing is located nearby.
| Within 1 mile of the. plant site. are several: light industrial firms and a high

: school.
:

The river has' flooded the SLC facility waste storage buildings in the --

past, 'after- Hurricane Agnes in 1972.
'

G.7.3 ' Inventory
-

1

| Radioactive Inventory

Safety Light's license permits the use of 1 mci any by-product material in
.

sealed-source form as a reference standard. The principal sources of radio-' ~

.
.

acti'vity- at the Safety Light facility are'shown in- Table G.10.- Gaseous tritium
' ' is received'in shipments of 20,000 Ci or-less and then divided into 5,000 Ci-

~ '

batches. -These batches'are distributed to the self-luminous device process-

;, system or the' tritium foil-impregnation system. All of this a'ctivity is in the
i processing building. _ No~ estimates are available of inventories of radioactive
P waste.
i-

Hazardous and Combustible' Inventory .

' Limited quantities of solven'.s can be found lin several locations in the 't

f mainJprocessing building.
,

p
:
I -
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. TABLE G.1'01, Possession Limits of Principal Isotopes
-

Lat Safety Light (Corporation:
m

- :(,

Possession '

,

,

~ Isotope: Form Limit, Ci1: Element.'

'14' "

Carbon? C Sealed' source gas,- ~2.05' '

3" Gas,ltritiatedipaint, 1'x 105-x" iHydrogen- H
'

: sealed sources'

Krypton _ 85k ' Sealed source: 5
,

4

G.8 .ST0CKER AND~ YALE, INC., BEVERLY; MASSACHUSETTS
,

The Stockeriand Yaler facility ' produces self-luminous de. vices, primarily.
.and-he compasses, . for 'use-by military personnel. The 'only isotopes used are

' gH-and'g7Pm. - Possession:limitsifor tritium are currently set at 12,000 C1,
and- are .in the form:of' phosphor paint and sealed: sources. E Tritium 'is segre-
gated'in _ two areas. in the facility that may_ hold up to 6,000 Ci on each s{de of-

L a . 4-i n .-thi ck ma'ple - wal f. ThQotallfloorareaoftheplantis50,000ft,.-

'The' possession ' limit for the Pm is 10 Ci and is in the form of luminous
paint. - Stogr a' d Yale currently pr oduce up to'20,000 compasses per year withn

0.4 mci of. Pm in each compass. The entire facility is sprinklered (Stocker .
,

-and Yale 1975-1981).-,

1G.9 TECHNICAL ~ OPERATIONS, BURLINGTON,-MASSACHUSETTS
,

Technical-Operations (Tech / Ops) functions-as a sealed-source manufacturer
: producing sources from a number of isotopes. Technical. 0perations reports
(1957-1981) provided background information' used for this appendix.

G.9.1 Process Description

Sources are unloaded in a hot cell and encapsualted in another . cell. The
-

material handled will be in the form of pellets' or wafers, which are placed in
an inner capsule. This capsule .is welded and placed in an outer capsule, which
is also welded.

'G.9.2 Facility Description

The radioisotope laboratory .at Tech /0ps is located underground. in one end
of their main building. It' consists of two.X-ray areas for. exposing radiation-

t-

|- sources;ca; general storage area for holding shielded containers of
radioisotopes';ja_.. source cutting- area for remotely removing sealed sources' from

itheir* container ag transferring the source to another storage container; a';

sealed sources; storage area for waste in-30- to 55-gal "

steeldrums;andag2Ir work area for unloading and encapsulating it :into
-storage" area for .*

}
sealed" sources..

!
.
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G.9.3 Radioactive Inventory

-containing g n li g s for Tggg/ Ops are listed in Table,G.11.
' Posses Sources'

Cs, Tm, or Yb are pe;c.itted' as up to 1 Ci of by-product-

. material in unsealed solid metallic form angggp to 1200 C{3'Js sealed soug[)Co in
es.

Operating procedures permit'up to 1,000 Ci Ir, 100 C1 Cs, or 1-C1
the loading cell at one time.

TABLE G.11. . Possession Limits at Tech / Ops

Inventory,
Element Isotope Form Limit, Ci

137 4Cesium Cs' Sealed source 1.x 10

60Co Solid meta'llic, 1.5 x 104Cobalt
: sealed sources

3Hydrogen. H Sealed source 5 x 103

Iridium Ir Solid metallic, Sgx 10 (a)4' 192

carbide, sealed
source

90Strontium S Sealed source 19

182Tantalum Ta Solid metallic 200
carbide, sealed
source

'

3183Ta Solid metallic, 2 x 10
I carbide, sealed

source

170Thulium Tm Sealed source 5 x 103

(a) Application for amendment to change possession
limit from 25,000 Ci to 50,000 Ci

G.10 REFERENCES
:

Amersham Corporation, Letters from Amersham Corp. to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Docket No. 30-4261, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C., 1969-1980.

Auh. nation ' Industries, Inc. , Letters from Automation Industries to U.S.
'

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Docket No. 30-5998, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, D.C., 1966-1980.
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iAPPENDIX H

-RESEARCH AND' DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR FUELS,

- H.ly, ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS, INC., TULSA,'0KLAH0MA

materials, particularly_ {gg.,gggvides mass spectrographic analysis of nuclear-
Isotopic Analysis,

0, .U, and_ plutonium. The basis for the-facility
description presented here is -a report by Istopic Analysis (1976).

H.1.1~ Process Description
' '

- Operation

Process steps include chemical separation of impurities from the nuclear
material using-ion exchange techniques,1oading small samples of the uranium-or.
plutonium onto wire filaments for.the spectrographic analysis, analyzing the
sample, and returning unused materials to the customer..

Nuclear material is received in either ' solid form as an oxide, alloy, or'

. pure metal, or in liquid form as a nitrate or sulfate. Plutonium may also be.
recieved. in a chloride solution. The material is packaged in plastic con-*

tainers which are packed inside a metal container with vermiculite separating
individual packages. The metal container is in turn packed in a metal, card-'

board, or wooden outer container. Nuclear material is unpacked -and dispensed
in smaller qggtities in a glove box _or hood. Uranium-235 is handled in' fume-

'

hoods while U and plutonium are handled in glove boxes. Unused materials
- are placed in a special storage safe.

. Waste Disposal
1 - - -

; All low-level' liquid waste is collected inside the glove boxes or fume
hoods and placed in polyethylene bottles. These bottles are assayed when full'

4 for recoverable material. If any is present they are returned to the customer;
if not they are solidified and disposed of at a burial- site. Solid waste
(glassware, paper, etc.) is sealed in plastic bags or metal containers for

j shipnent to a burial site.

H.1.2 Facility Description

i Buildings

b The facility where nuclear materials.are handled is divided into offices,
.a cold area, an instrument room, and a hot: area. .The_ building has concrete'

outer walls with no windows, sheet rock interior walls, a metal-pa.eled roof,

with asphalt coating and an acoustical tiled drop ceiling concealing >heet
metal-ductwork and conduits for services.

f

I
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-HVAC-Systems'
,

Ventilation is provided by. a central heating and air. conditioning unit-

.with exhaust air discharging through the hoods and glove' boxes in the hot
area.. There are HEPA filters installed in the hot area. exhaust system.

.

1

H.1.3 'Inven' tory

Radioactive Inventory

EMaximum amountg of-nuclear materials in process at any one time are:
235 ,-10 g 2 ag and 3 g Pu. Quantities dispensed for individual sampleU200.g

233 , and 20 mg Pu.235 , 0.01 gprei,arationare: 0.05 to 0.5 g 00

Unused materials are accuaiulated in the dispensing glove box / hood up to a
level of 50.g of enriched uranium;.then returned to the customer.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Flammable organic solvents are stored in a single metal storage. cabinet.

H.2 BABC0CK AND WILC0X LYNCHBURG RESEARCH CENTER, LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

Research and development using source, byproduct,-and special nuclear
~

material is performed at the Lynchburg Research Center. The facility
description is based on Babcock and-Wilcox reports (1978, 1981).

H.2.1 Process Description

Operation

In Building A, which houses two research reactors, experiments are con-
ducted on metals that are placed near the reactor core and exposed to
radiation. In Building B hot cells, destructive and nondestructive testing of
irradisted materials takes place. Materials are received in the cask handling
area in shielded containers, placed in the transfer canal and storage poul, and
the containers are opened. The material is then transferred to the hot cells
and examined.

Building B also has radiochemistry and counting laboratories that analyze
small quantities of radioactive materials to support hot cell activities.

Building C is equipped with' glove boxes, and fume hoods to test methods of
nuclear fuel preparation. Research and development of fuel manufacturing
processes takes place intermittently in this building. Process steps may
include receiving oxide powders, blending, pellet pressing, sintering,
grinoing, and packaging of the fuel.

H.2
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Waste' Disposal

. Experimental apparatus from irradiating metal-samples .in Building A are.

_ disposed of as solid waste. Liquid waste from this facility is drained to a
holding tank and pumped to the liquid waste treatment facility at Babcock and
Wilcox s Naval Nuclear Fuel Division.

Solid waste from, the hot cells in Building B is containerized and held for
offsite shipment. Liquid wastes are evaporated or solidified and handled as
solid waste. Following examination in the hot cells, nuclear material is
returned to the sponsor after packaging, or handled as solid waste. Water in

- the. transfer canal and storage pool is recirculated through ion exchange
. columns. When' exhausted, the ion exchange resins are dried and disposed of as
solid waste.

Solid wastes from Building C are collected and stored for shipment to a
licensed waste disposal facility. Low-level liquid wastes from this area are
transferred to the liquid waste disposal facility for storage, mixing, and sam-
pling, then discharged to the liquid waste treatment facility at the Naval
Nuclear Fuel Division.

H.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

2Building _A has an area of 20,000 ft on two levels as shown in Figure H.1.
The building can withstand 100 mph winds overall and 60 mph [ sic] winds on the
northwest wall. Interior walls are cinder block.

2BuildingB,showninFigureH.2, gas 35,000ft of floor area on two
floors. The hot cells occupy 6,000 ft and have walls of 11- to 13-in.-thick
lead sheet. One hot cell has 42-in.-thick concrete walls. The stor !ge pool is
concrete and has dimensions of 10 by 10 by 22.5 ft deep. The transfer canal is
a concrete pool 6 by 24 by 24 ft deep. This building can withstand 100 mph
winds overall and 60 mph (sic) winds on the east end wall.

2Building C, shown in Figure H.3, has 20,000 ft of floor area and is a
steel-framed, cinder block building with metal ceilings. Glove boxes in the
nuclear fuel research and development area are stainless steel with fire
retardant Plexiglas *. Two storage vaults with 12-in.-thick concrete walls are
.also located in the facility.

Buildings should only sustain minor damage from an earthquake of up to VII
on the modified Mercalli scale. Extensive damage to all buildings could occur
from a major tornado loading. .

ePlexiglas is a trademark of Rohn and Haas, Philadelphia, PA 19105.

H.3
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FIGURE H.1. Building A of the Lynchburg Research Center

HVAC Systems

Hot cells, glove boxes, hoods, and other forms of containment are kept
under negative pressure. Airflow is towards areas of greater potential
contamination.

Building A has a single exhaust venti sation system, which passes air
through a prefilter and a HEFA filter before release.

In Building B, hot cells and hoods have separate ventilation systems from
the main ventilation system. Air from contaminated areas is screened through
at least two filters (a prefilter and an absolute filter) before combining with
the main ventilation system and exhausting out of the stack.
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Building C has two exhaust systems. Glove boxes and fume hoods are
exhrusted to two HEPA filters before release to a 50-m stack.- Room exhaust is
fil tered through one stage of HEPA filters before release.

-Occting is mostly PVC with some carbon steel.

Engineered Safety Systems

Building A has smoke detectors, criticality alarms, and automatic shutdown
systems for the two test reactors.

The hot cells in Building B have un automatic fire suppression system.
The cask-handling area has smoke detectors, an air monitor, and criticality and
radiation monitors.

Building C has constant air monitors and criticality monitors.

Filters are fire resistant.

Surrounding Area

The Lynchburg Research Center occupies about 4 acres of a 525-acre site
about 4 miles cast of Lynchburg, Virginia. The site is next to the James Riser
in a rural area. Two fuel fabrication facilities, the Babcock and Wilcox
Commercial Nuclear Fuel Plant and Naval Nuclear Fuel Division Plant, are aise
located on the site. A criticality accident at either of these two plants
would activate the criticality monitoring system for the research center and
sound the evacuation alarms.

H.2.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

License limits for the Lynchburg Research Center are shown in Table H.1.

The quantity of nuclear material that may be transferred t 2gfferent
areas of the plant depends on the concentration of plutonium or U. Mass
limits for different concentrations are given in Table H.2. Hot cells may
handle one unit as given in the table.

Glove boxes in Building C are limited to 2.4 kg of fissile material in
each where dry, organic-free operations take place.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Plastic is used for bagging material to transfer special nuclear material
into and out of containment.

'
H.7
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'TA'BLE H.1. License Limits at .Lynchburg Research Center -

Material -License Limit
2350(U enriched to >20% in any form 4.9 kg'

235V enriched to <20% in any form 900'kg 9
233<233 1 kg 00

Pu' l.9 kg

- Source Material 6,000 kg

By-product, special nuclear material, 40 irradiated Lynchburg Pool Reactor
Land source material fuel elements

By-product, special nuclear material, Irradiation of-250 kg source material
and source material
Fission products'and transuranium 3 irradiated commercial fuel assemblies

. elements

Fission products and transuranium 5,000,000'(;
elements

Any by-product ' material (neutron 50,000 Ci
irradiated)

Any by-product material with 3,000 Ci each not to exceed
atomic numbers 3-83 1,000,000 Ci

Transuranium elements 20 mci each

252Cf (sealed sources) _4 mg

241Am (sealed sources) 30 Ci
3H (sealed sources) 100 Ci

3H (Ni alloy plated Sc tritide foil) 3 C1

3H (oxide) 3 Ci

Flammable liquid storage cabinets are located in all buildings for safe
storage of bulk quantities. Liter quantities or less are permitted out of
storage for laboratory use. Larger quantities are permitted out of storage in
safety cases.

Sodium-potassium' alloys in irradiated fuel capsules are flammable and can
be found in the hot cell when this type of fuel .is examined.

Zircaloy is ground up in the hot cells and up to 16 g may be accumu-
lated. Ground Zircaloy is normally kept in a fire extinguishing medium in a
pan.

.
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=TABLELH.2. Mass Limits for Nuclear Materials at Lynchburg
Research' Center'

~

Mass Limit,
wt% Pu or 2350- g

0 350-

.1 to 20 ~ 313

20 to 40 - 283

40 to 60 258

60 to 80 237

~ 80 to-100 220
233 2350 220- Mixture of 9 and
233 235Mixture of 0 and 0 260

235
Uranium enriched.to 4% in 0 850

- H.3 -ROCKWELL NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT FUEL LABORATORY, SANTA SUSANA, CALIFORNIA

Research and development of nuclear fuels and examination of irradiated
fuels take place e.t the Rockwell Nuclear Development Fuel Laboratory (NDFL).
Information on this' facility is obtained from Rockwell International reports
(1976 and 1981) and from a report by Mishima and Ayer (1981).

H.3.1 Process Description

Operation

Two buildings operate under the same nuclear material license. Build-
ing 020 contains hot cells in which reactor fuel is declad and examined with
remote equipment. A shipping canister containing up to three' rods (600 to
805 g of plutonium total) transoorts the fuel rods from a fuel storage facility
to the 020 building and into one of.'the hot cells. The end of the fuel rod is
cut and fuel pellets are removed. Approximately 55 fuel pellets are in each
rod. These are placed in a transfer can and sealed. The cans are checked for
contamination, weighed, and shipped to a storage facility. Other internal
pieces of the fuel rod, cladding scrap,'and waste generated in the process are
put in appropriate containers and shipped off site. Hot cells may be supplied
with nitrogen so that processes take place in an inert atmosphere.

Building 055 is used for research and development. work developing solid
reactor fuel materials, radioisotope heat sources, or radiation sources in a
variety of forms and compositions. Plutonium, uranium or other highly radio-
active fuels are brought in as oxides, nitrides, sulfides, or other forms \
depending on the process under investigation. Two glove box lines, one for
fuel fabrication and the other for analytical services are provided in the

H.9
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plant to contain research and development processes. These processes vary from
weighing, blending, crushing and sintering, to inspecting and surveying.
Materials -are transferred from one glove box to another through transfer
tunnels.

H.3.2 Facility Description -

Buildings

2' Building 020, shown in Figure H.4, has 17,800 ft of floor space. Hot
cells in'the_ building are construcged of 42-in.-thick concrete. Building 055,shown,in Figure H.5, has 12,900 ft of floor space and is constructed of steel
and reinforced concrete. Glove boxes in this building are steel .with
Plexiglas 8 on each of two faces. Both Duildings are built to withstand a
maxinum ground acceleration of 0.28 g. .

HJA0 Systems

Both buildings filter exhaust air through HEPA filters. Flow of. air goes
from areas of low potential contamination to higher potential contamination.

The gxhaust system for Building 020 has a nominal dischcrge rage of
23,000- ft / min for exhaust from the general facility plus 13,000 ft / min.from
the cell high-volume exhaust. The hot cells are equipped with nitrogen purge
systems.

Building 055 has a high-volume exhaust for working areas and a separate
Bothlow-volumeexhausttomgintainnegativepressureinthegloveboxes.

systems total 23,000 ft / min of exhaust. The glove box room undergoes about
10 air changes per hour.

Engineered Safety Systems

Building 055 is equipped with an automatic wet pipe sprinkler system in
all areas except the glove box room and the vault, which can be flooded with
argon to suppress a fire. Smoke detectors and heat detectors are provided
throughout the building as weil as a manual fire alarm system. Portable fire
extinguishers .are also located throughout the facility.

Hot cells and decontamination rooms have heat detectors, which alarm in
the event of a fire and activate a nitrogen purge system.

Surrounding Area

The Rockwell NDFL.is located on a plateau aboct 29 miles northwest of
downtown Los Anleles. It is relatively isolated from surrounding communities
and over one mile from the closest dwelling.

H.10
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- H.3.3; Inventory

. Radioactive Inventory

In the 020 building only three fuel rods containing 600 to'805 g of.
plutonium-are in process at.cne time. The material is in'the form of fuel4

' pellets, 55 pellets per rod, .18 to 25% Pu in Pu0 -U0 . Unencapsulated fuel is2 2processed only within the four hot cells. _

In gPu/ station depending upon moderation and container geometry.055 Building radioactive material ;is mass limited to 0.23.to
.

This2.51'kg
material may. be .in any . form from powders to pellets. . Table H.3 gives an
inventory at risk for the glove box room.

TABLE H.3.- Inventory-at-Risk in Glove Box Room

Amount of
Radionuclide

Normal Processing
Glovebox

Process Operations _. Pu, g 0, g Physical Form Chemical Compounds (a)235

Batching, Slugging 225 540 Powder . A, B
,

Carbothermic 0 '.o 120 0 to 350 Slugs A,B,C

Size reduction 'O to 120 0 to 350 Powder C4

Sintering 0 to 120 0 to 350 Pellets C

Pressing and 0 to 120 0 t0 350 Powder and C

inspection pellets
Coulometry 10 40 Dissolved in A,B,C

1 solutions
Emission 1 1 Crushed A,B,C;

Spectroscopy pellets
Carbon analysis 20 80 Powder A,B,C

Metallography 2 8 Pellets C,

Metallography 20 80 Pellets C

0xygen analysis 2 5 U-Pu-Pt C

Thermogravimetric 100 400 Solidified Analytical solutions
waste solidified in ben-

tonite clay--stored
until disposed of

Storage of Fuel 0 to 360 0 to 1050 Pellets C
Pellets

(a) A = Pu0 , B * UO , C = Mixed (Pu - U) Carbide
'

2 2
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4

. License limits restrict plutonium inventory to 3.5 kg gg in the gjg build-2
ing,andh3hgPuinthe055ggilding. Fifteen hundred kg U, 5 kg- U;

2and 1 kg Pu', and 0.5 kg Pu as sealed sources are allowed in the license. ,

I

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

-In the.020 building, waste such as plastic, paper towels, and gloves is
generated in the decladding process. Alcohol and other cleaning liquids are

3limited to less than 500 cm in a hot . cell at one time.

Diesel. fuel is stored-in an underground tank and an aboveground 50-gal
tank, both outside the 055 Building. Flammable liquids such as benzene,

- methanol- and vacuum pump oils are stored in a ' metal cabinet outside the west
wall of the building and brought into the building in quantities less than
5 gal. Glove boxes have Plexiglas * windows and may contain plastic bagging
material, neoprene gloves and pump oil. Waste material is stored in 55-gal
drums. An inventory of combustible materials-found in the glove box roem is
shown in Table H.4. Natural gas is used for space heating in both facilities.

TABLE H.4. Amounts of Combustible Materials in Glove Box Room

Material Normal Amount Maximum Amount

Methanol 500 cm 1000 cm33

Vacuum oil 20 gal 20 gal

Lapping oil 500 cm3 1000 cm3

Epoxy 1 qt 2 qt
Paper towels 10 lb 15 lb

PVC sheet 100 lb 224 lb

PVC bags 30 lb 40 lb
Spray paint 30 oz 40 oz

Film 0.5 lb 1.0 lb

Sodium 50 g 200 g

H.4 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, WALTZ MILL, PENNSYLVANI A,

The Westinghouse Waltz Mill facility provides a wide variety of research,
development, and analysis of nuclear materials. Information on the Waltz Mill
site is obtained from a Westinghouse Electric Corporation report (1980) and
from other docket information.

i
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H . 4 .1' Process Description

Operation

Nuclear material _is received and stored in the transfer building (Fig-
ure_ H.6), which contains a large pool for _ underwater shielding. Small samples
of material are then transferred to other laboratories on site for analyses.

: 90 ft :

OVERHEAD

T-BUILDING ANNEX

)f

CONTAMINATED COMPONENT
\

~

-h
il STORAGE OVERHEAD El-

ROLL DOOR [1
"~

POOL
,

' AREA
I25 ft x 30 ft

' BRIDGE,

,

*r ,
/

... -. __

OVERHEAD
ROLL DOOR

\/ \/ \/

_ _ _ _

r
V

FIGURE H.6. Waltz Mill Transfer Building Floor Plan
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. Analytical laboratories contain glove boxes, fume-hoods, storage vaults
~ and a variety of analytical instruments. Analyses performed include gamma
spectrometry, mass spectrometry, and analysis of alkali metals. In the sodium
technology laboratories, various experiments investigating the performance of
. selected materials and behavior of fission products in a liquid sodium
environment are performed.

Waste Disposal

Radioactive liquid' waste is stored in'two 120,000-gal retention basins and
processed once a year through activated charcoal, ion exchange resins, or~a
chemical treatment decontamination system.

Solid waste is packaged in 00T-approved containers and stored on a waste
pad.

H.4.2 Facility Description

Buildings

Four buildings handle radioactive materials. These are the transfer
building, reactor service building, analytical laboratories, and sodium
technology laboratories. Diagrams of these facilities are shown in Figures H.6
through H.9.

The reactor service building is of brick and concrete construction'.
Radioactive material in the building is in the form of residual contamination
of field service equipment in the building's decontamination and repair area.

The analytical laboratories are housed in a brick and cement block
building. A shielded vault is located in the building for storage of
radioactive materials.

The sodium technology laboratories are in a concrete and steel
building. Millicurie quantities of selected isotopes are handled in the
laboratories. A shielded vault is provided to store radioactive materials.

HVAC Systems

Hoods may have separate ventilation systems. Prefilters and HEPA filters
are used to remove particles. Glove boxes and hoods are kept at negative
pressure except those handling sodium with microcurie to millicurie amounts of
radioactivity. These are under inert atmosphere at slightly positive
pressure. Air exhaust systems are constructed of non-combustible material.
TheHEPAfiltersareeitherflamergtardantornoncombustibleandaredesigned
to withstand a minimum of 3.4 lb/in overpressure and 350 F.

H.16
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. Engineered Safety Systems )

|-Several' fire hoses,1-1/2 in. in diameter, are available within the build-
i

~

Fire extinguishers
f ngs and sprinklers are provided at strategic locations.. including CO , water, and dry chemical are located at appropriate locations

2
-throughout the facility.

.
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FIGURE H.7. Reactor Service Waltz Mill Building Floor Plan
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: Gamma alarms are_ located.in various areas of_the facility ~as'well as
1 continuous air monitors.

Fire alarms- are-located throughout the facility..

,
Surrounding Area

: The Waltz Mill facility is located on 850 acres _ in a sparsely settled area
abouts 20 miles SE of ~the Pittsburgh suburbs.

- LH.4.3 Inventory

- Radioactive Inventory

The reactor service building has only residual contamination on field-~

service equipment. Control limits for radioactive materials in the analytical
and sodium technology laboratories ^are given in _ Table H.S.
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TABLE H.5. Limits on Amounts of Radioactive. Materials at the
Waltz Mill Laboratories

-Location Element- ' Isotope Amount,-Ci 1 _.
Analytical Uranium. g0 .7.2 x 10-4 344

adiated 0.5
Laboratories

. Plutonium | irradiated 0.5
;.

239Pu 0.3 5
'

90. Strontium Sr 0.1
131lodine-

.

1 0.1
60Cobalt. Co~ 0.1*

137Cesium Cs 0.1
134

Cs 0.1-

Neptunium Np 0.1

Others 0.1 each not to. exceed
5 Ci of all nuclides

9Sodium; Technology . . Strontium Sr 0.1
6Laboratories Cobalt Co 0.1
58Cobalt Co 0.1
131Iodine 1 0.1
137Cesium Cs 0.1
134Cs 0.1
54Manganese Mn 0.1
133Barium Ba 0.1
22Sodium Na 0.1
85 -

Krypton gp 0.1
135Xenon Xe 0.1

Others 0.1 each not to exceed
5 Ci of all nuclides

235Uranium 0 344-

233
| u 1 ,

239Plutonium Pu 5

!

!

l

.
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APPENDIX I

WASTE WAREHOUSING

I.1 ATOMIC DISPOSAL, INC., TINLEY PARK, ILLIN0IS

* = The Atomic Disposal facility in Tinley Park, Illinois, receives and stores.

radioactive waste for a short period of time until it is.. shipped to'a licensed
burial ground. Information on this facility was obtained from an Atomic
Disposal report (1980).

I.1.1 Process Description

Operation

Radioactive waste in 55 , 30 , and 5-gal barrels is picked up at the
customer's facility and transported to a warehouse in Tinley Park. The waste
-in the drums Q primagily liquid scintillation vials containing toluene and
benzene with C and H. contaminants. Absorbed liquids, animal carcasses, dry
wastes, and some bulk liquids are also stored.

Drums may be opened and repackaged at the warehouse to ensure integrity of
barrels before shipment off site.

I.1.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The storage warehouse shown in Figure I.1 is 50.5 by 40.5 ft with a
ceiling over 9 ft tall. An overhead door and an emergency exit. provide
openings to the outside. An office is located inside the warehouse which has
an opening to the storage area and to the outside. A drum handling area (15 by
15 by 9 ft high) is proposed to be built in one corner of the warehouse.

The walls of the warehouse are 6-in. cinderblock. The drum-handling room
is designed to have two walls and the ceiling of 1/8-in.-thick clear cast
acrylic sheet. The other two walls are ',4arehouse walls.

HVAC Systems

Theopeningandrepackagingageatobebuilt(drum-handlingroom) includes
four~ fume absorbers drawing 234 ft / min from the room or about seven air
changes per hour. The system draws the air through 98% efficient charcoal
filters.-

Engineered Safety Systems

An automatic sprinkler system and fire extinguishers are present in the
warehouse. Monitoring systems are also available, primarily for the drum-
handling room.

I.1
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FIGURE I.1. Atomic Disposal Waste Storage Facility
+

Surrounding Area

~ The storage warehouse is located in an industrial center. Activities
; within the industrial center are not specified. No estimate can be made on the

possible impact of neighboring facilities on the warehouse.
f

I.1.3 Inventory

Atomic Disposal is amending its license limit to read:

25 Ci by-product materialo
,

i e 100 i 1 source material
1,900 g source material at temporary job sites in the United States*

a 75 g total of U and 233235 0
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A ' typical ' inventory in -the warehouse is shown in Table I.1.

TABLE -I.1. . Typical Inventory at Atomic Disposal
,

Number'of Barrels (a)
Avg. Range Contents Radionuclides

14 ' and 31,200;to 1,500 Liquid scintillation ~ vials C H"

(toluene and benzene)
200 -Absorbed liquids Mixed
200 : Animal carcasses ggxed

-400 to 800 Dry waste c agg $'3
50 Bulk liquid H and P

2300 2,000 to 2,700 Total

(a) 90% of barrels are 55 gal
~10% are 30 gal
A few are.5 gal o

The primary isotopes present in the drums and total activity present in storage
are given in Table I.2.

TABLE I.2. Drummed Inventory-at Atomic Disposal

C1 Present
Element Isotope (in 2,200 drums)

Carbon 14C 0.85
Chromium 51 Cr 0.63

Hydrogen H 15
Iodine 125 I 3.0

131Iodine 1 0.21
99Molybdenum Mo 0.91
32Phosphorous P 1.55
36Sulfur S 0.80

Technetium 99Tc 1.20
Xenon 133

Xe 0.085

~24
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' Hazardous and Combustible Inventory
~

Protective clothing (which is combustible) is' required when working in the
. repackaging area. The waste in the drums contains solvents, cellulosics,.and: ,

other combustibles.

1.2- INTEREX CORPORATION, NATICK. MASSACHUSETTS

The Interex facility in Natick, Massachusetts,.is used 'o store low-level
radioactive waste temporarily until it is shipped to a licensed burial
ground. Information on this facility was obtained from docket material
(Interex Corporation 1971-1977).

I.2.1 Process Description

Operation

Radioactive waste packaged by the customer in 5 ,- 30 , or 55-gal drums is
transported by Interex to the storage site in trucks. The waste is stored for
a maximum of 6 months before being ' moved by a licensed carrier to a licensed
burial ground.

Interex is not authorized to open waste containers at any time. Smear
tests are taken and inspections made to ensure the level of radioactivity does
not exceed that posted by the customer.

I.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

Waste is stored in a trailer shown in Figure 1.2 to the rear of the. main
building. Dimensions are 15 by 40 ft. No additional information on materials
of construction and capacity of the trailer is available from the docket.

Two other buildings had previously been used for storage.. The original
storage area was in g two-story cinderblock and-stucco building. The storage
area occupied 624 ft of the first floor, and had a loading door and four
windows protected by heavy steel mesh. Ceilings were 10 ft high.

The second storage building was an annex to the original and had a poured
cement foundation with corrugated metal walls and roof. The walls were 12 ft
high and the ceiling peaked at 17 ft. Thetwowindowswgreprotectedbyheavy
steel mesh wire. The Storage area occupied about 850 ft of tha total
building.

HVAC Systems

The only' indication of a HVAC system given in the docket material is a
reference to the procedure to follow in the event of an accident. The

. procedure indicates that all ventilation including fans, ducts, and windows
should be shut off.

.
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FIGURE I.2. Interex Waste Storage Building

Engineered Safety Systems e

The original storage area was equipped with a sprinkler system. Informa-
tion was not available on whether the current storage trailer contains any
engineered safety systems. Radiation surveys of the facilities are done at
intervals. Personnel are monitored weekly.

Surrounding Areas

The storage area is next to the main building, which is assumed to contain'
offices and labs. A wooded area surrounds the storage trailer.

1.5
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F I;2.3 { entory
' Radioactive Inventory

Possession limits are listed in Table I.3. The external radiation level
of,most drums does not exceed 2 mrem /hr. i

!

TABLE I.3. Possession Limits at Interex Corporation |

Material Amount

3H 2000 Ci
'

By-product matgrial
other than H 2000 Ci

Source material 500 lb

Special nuclear material 100 g

Only radioactive solids are accepted. No liquids, gases, or pyrophoric or
explosive material are received, except for the following: i

1) Liquids in scintillation vials are accepted in 55-gal drums if the drum
containsatleasttwicetheabsorbent.neededtoabsorbtheliguid. The
drumgsmarked.- For example, a 30-gal drum holds 2,000 20 cm vials with
10 cm fluid each and with 75 lb of absorbent material.-

2) Animal carcasses in preservative in plastic bags are considered solid.
They must be in 55-gal marked drums.

3) Small amounts of liquids may be converted to a solid by adding
absorbent. No liquid must be released when absorbent is compressed.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Little information was given for this facility except that no pyrophoric
or explosive material is accepted in the drums.

Most waste is from hospitals and clinical labs. Radioactive wastes
expected from these facilities are contaminated rubber gloves, cellulosic

.

materials, glassware, plastic, animal carcasses, and some liquid wastes packed
in absorbent.

1.3. TELEDYNE IS0 TOPES. INC.. WESTWOOD. NEW JERSEY

The purpose of the Teledyne Isotopes facility in Westwood, New Jersey, is
to receive and store radioactive waste temporarily for a maximum of 6 months
until it is shipped to a licensed burial ground. Information on this facility
was taken from docket material (Teledyne Isotopes Inc. 1968-1981).

I.6
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I.3.1 Process Description

Operation

Radioactive waste is received at the customer's facility. A swipe test is
made and containers are monitored. Containers reading in excess of 200 mR/hr
at the surface and 10 mR/hr at 1 m must be repackaged before acceptance.
The container is marked as to its contents and radiation level, sealed, and
transported to the waste storage site. Drums are monitored during storage and >

transported to a licensed radioactive waste burial ground within 6 months.

Three sizes of containers are used: 5, 30, and 55 gal. Radioactive waste
may be in the form of animal carcasses preserved in formalin in plastic bags,
scintillation vials packed in an absorbent, and other contaminated laboratory
equipment. The storage area is separated according to containers holding
animal carcasses, cortainers with a dose greater than 10 mR/hr, and all other
containers.

Teledyne is not authorized to open waste containers.

I.3.2 Facility Description _ .

Buildings

total area of 950 ft} ding at 103 Woodland Avenue is 24.5 by 38.5 f t with a
The storage bui

and a ceiling height of 12 ft. Seven windows and two
doors are located along the walls of the building. One door is a rollup door
and the windows are 4 by 4 ft.

The storage building is constructed of concrete block with a ceiling
covered in 5/8-in.-thick fire-retardant sheet rock panels.

Former storage operations took place in a warehouse in Avon, Ohio. This
building was also concrete block with steel mesh windows and surrounded by a
6-f t-high cyclone fence.

HVAC Systems

The ventilation system for the 103 Woodland storage building is not
described. However, Teledyne was planning to use part of the 50 Van Buren
Avenue building as a storage location. The proposed area contained a self-
sustained air system segregated from the remainder of the building.

Engineered Safety Systems

The 103 Woodland Storage building has an automatic fire alarm and
extinguishing device using C0 '

2
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-

-Surrounding Area

The waste storage building is located next to a radiochemistry building
operated by Teledyne Isotopes and on the corner of two streets. Other
buildings and operations in the area are not identified in the docket
information.

I.3.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

Possession limits are listed in Table 1.4.

Radioactive waste may be in the form of contaminated animal carcasses
preserved in formalin, put in plastic bags, and drummed .or scintillation vials
filled with -12.5 L of liquid and packed in adsorbent, or other lab wastes such-
as contaminated gloves, wipes, glass and plastic lab equipment, and clothing.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory
'l

Combustibles in the form of contaminated gloves, rags, cellulosic
materials, and plastic bags may be part of the waste in the drums.

TABLE I.4 Possession Limits at Teledyne Isotopes, Inc.

Material Limit
By-product material 750 Ci
3
H 5,000 Ci

Source material 12,500 lb
Special nuclear material 200 g

I.4 REFERENCES

Atomic Disposal Co., Appendix A, Emergency Plan for Atomic Disposal Co. -
Tinley Park, Illinois, Atomic Disposal Co., Tinley Park, Illinois,1980.

Interex Corporation License Application Information, Docket No. 30-7725, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., 1971-1977.

Teledyne Isotopes Inc., license Application Information, Docket No. 30-8681,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., 1968-1981.

I.8
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APPENDIX J

,

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

J.1 HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

Harvard University uses radioactive isotopes for research and development
in hospitals, medical and dental schools, and animal research centers. Infor-
mation on this facility was taken from docket material (Harvard University
1965-1981).

J.1.1 Process Description

Operation

Isotopes are assumed received at a central point and distributed to
users. Isotopes are used to perform iodinations and inject animals. Iodina-
tions are performed in glove boxes attached to hoods equipped with a charcoal
filter for outlet air.

Animal injections are performed on trays lined with absorbent paper.
Animals are then kept in labeled cages while under study.

Some radioisotopes are handled in special labs equipped with cave boxes.
The boxes have remote tongs, 1-1/2 in, of lead shielding, lead glass viewing
windows, and absolute filters for the exhaust.

Waste Disposal

The Environmental Health and Safety group regulates the distribution and
disposal of wastes at Harvard. Liquid wastes are either discharged into the
sewer if activity is under the required level, or neutralized to a pH of 6 to 8
and stored in nonbreakable bottles, such as polyethylene, before being disposed
of by a commercial waste company.

Solid wastes with low activity, such as animal carcasses and combustibles,
are incinerated in the power house incinerator. Some animal carcasses are
bagged and stored in a ffdezer, then sent to the primate center for burial.

About 90% of the radioactive waste generated is packed in 30-gal metal
barrels and stored in a storeroom in the Harvard Medical School before removal
by a commercial disposal firm.

J.1.2 Facility Description

Buildings

Some radioisotope labs have cave boxes with 1-1/2-in.-thick lead
shielding, and lead viewing windows.

J .1
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HVAC Systems

Charcoal filters are used for iodination processes. Areas handling
volatile materials are equipped with 3xtra ventilation equipment, such as -

tcods, to prevent build-up of radioactive materials. $
Engineered Safety Systems

Fire extinguishers are located close to metal waste baskets in the labs
and at various locations in the facilities. The recommended method of handling
fires in glove boxes or hoods is to cut of f air supply to tqe unit by shutting
off ventilation and closing openings.

J.1.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

125lodinations involve up to 10 mci of 1 at one time. License limits for
radioactive material at Harvard University are shown in Table J.1.

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Gloves, plastic bags, absorbent material, animal carcasses, and animal
excreta are some of the combustible materials that may be contaminated and may
be found in the labs or waste storage.

J .2 MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN

Michigan State University (MSU) uses radioisotopes for research and
development studies on plants and animals. Some diagnosis and therapy is
performed. Information on this facility was obtained from docket material
(Michigan State University 1963-1981).

J.2.1 Process Description

Operations

Radioactive materials are received and stored at a central location before
distribution to users at 350 different labs on the MSU campus.

So g ofC. 3H, 32P,
8

resegchanddevelopmentactivitiesinvolvemillicurieamountsof
and S in the form of amino acids and metabolites, which are used for

entomology studies. Some of the processes are described below.

Carbon-14 is applied to marsh plants by acidifying 10 to 100 mci of
14 in a closed chamber. The plant retains 5% of the activity. The studyNaH C03

is done in situ.

Stifur-35 is applied to codling moth eggs (0.08 uCi total in 300 eggs).
The eggs are placed in small apple trees. Later the larvae and apoles are
collected and studied.

J.2
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~ TABLE J.1. License Limits- for Radioactive Materials
at Harvard University

Element Isotope Ci
,

Atomic No. 3 - 38 1 each,

Americium -241 ~ 5 x 10-3
'

Am-

241Americium (sealed sources) Am 0.5.,

Californium ~(sealed sources) Cf 5.6 x 10-3252

14Carbon C 10
137Cesium (sealed sources) Cs 10
60Cobalt (sealed sources) Co' 20.

Curium Cm 'l x 10-3244
'

244
Curium (sealed sources) Cm 5 x 10-2

3Hydrogen H 300
125Iodine. I 2

1291 1 x 10-3
131

1 3
85Krypton Kr 10
32Pnosphorous- P 3

'

Polonium 210Po 2 x 10-2
Strontium Sr 5 x 10'290

90
. Strontium (sealed sources) 37 g

35Sulfur S 5

Thorium 238Th 1.5 x 10-2
133Xenon Xe 10

125A bone mineral analyzer containing 400 mC1 of sealed g source is used

for studies on humans and animals. The analyzer may be transported in the
trunk of a car to areas within the state. The machine operates in a scanning
u. ode.

A Mo/99"Tc generator is stored in a special unit. The eluate hcis=99 99

extracted and stored in a vial in a lead pig before use.
90

A $r eye applicator is used on humans and animals.

J.3 .
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Waste Disposal .

Liquid wastes are stored in disposable metal cans, polyethylene jugs, or
glass carboys, which must be set in a large pan to contain spills. Solid
wastes are stored within plastic liners in waste containers. Wastes are
disposed of by a licensed firm. Short-lived materials are stored for decay at
the MSU radioactive waste building before disposal with regular waste.
Exhausted Mo/Tc generators are decayed in storage for 15 half-lives or more
before disposal.

J.2.2 Facility Description

Buildings

The radioisotope shipment storage area is approximately 6 f t by 6 ft and
is located on the first floor of the Department of Public Safety building.

The storage room for the Mo/Tc generator and other radioactive materials
is in the MSU Clinical Center (shown in Figure J.1). Dimensions are about
14 ft bg 10 ft. A safe for the storage of radioactive materials has a volume
of 1 ft and has 2-in.-thick lead shielding. The nuclear medicine room
containing a gamma camera is nearby. This room is about 17 ft by 26 ft.

,

The lead shielding housing the Mo/Tc generator is also 2 in. thick.

HVAC Systems

Radioactive materials are handled in hoods equipped to give a minimum of
100 linear feet per minute air flow.

J.2.3 inventory

Radioactive Inventory

Table J.2 lists the quantity of radioactive materials that Michigan State
is licensed for.

J.3 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Ohio State University uses radioactive isotopes for research and
development primarily in the area of nuclear medicine. Information on this
facility was obtained from docket material (Ohio State University 1979).

J.3.1 Process Description

Operation _

Ohio State has a radiopharmacy that dispenses radioactive materials for
use in treatment and therapy of patients as well as medical research. This
description emphasizes areas exclusive of the radiopharmacy since
radiopharmacies are covered in another category.

J.4
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FIGURE J.1. MSU Clinical Center - Radiology Section

192In the hospital, 60Co, I Cs, 198Au, and 1r implantation in patients
{gesplace. Patientsareggthospi{gizeduntiltheimplantisremoved. The

Cs is in tubes, and the Ir and Au are seeds. These isotopes are kept
in a lead-lined safe until required. Then they are transported on carts lined
with steel. Strontium-90 is also used for therapy. Strontium disks are stored
in wooden boxes and used at the storage location.

J.5
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TABLE J.2. Radioactive Materials at Michigan State University

Element Isotope Ci

By-product material with
atomic No. 3 - 84 10 total
By-product material with
atomic No. 85 - 103 0.25

Carbon (a) 14 5 x 10-3C

Cesium (sealed sources) 0.1 max each source
3H 300Hydrogen

Hydrogen (a) 3 1 x 10-2H

125
Iodine (sealed source) I 0.4

Molybdenum / Technetium Mo/99"Tc 1 generator99

32Phosphorous P 2 x 10-3
90Strontium Sr 0.1

Sulfur (a) 35 2 x 10-3S

(a) Isotopes used in entomology studies in the form of amino
acids and metabolites.

32Iodine-131 and P are injected as iodide and soluble phosphate respec-
tively for treatment of diseases. The iodine is given in 30 mci doses or less
while the phosphorous is given in 0.5 to 5.0 mci doses.

Xenon-133 is given to patients in either a gaseous or saline fonn for
blood flow studies. Doses of 10 to 30 mci are applied. Xenon is also used in
a lab for respiratory studies. The gas is injected into apparatus in a hood in
28 mci quantities. The lungs of a dog are used in the experiment and then are
disposed of by packaging in radioactive waste containers.

Waste Disposal

A commercial waste disposal service removes liquid waste, 99Mo/99*Tc
generators, and other solid waste. Some solid waste is held for decay and
disposed of as ordinary waste. Liquid waste below a specified radioactive
limit is disposed of in a sewer.

J.3.2 Facility Description

Buildings

Room dimensions are listed in Table J.3.

J.6
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TABLE'J.3. Room Dimensions of' Labs at. Ohio' State-University i

.w
3Room- Dimensions, ft . Volume, ft

Nuclear pharmacy _ 20 by 16 by 8 .2560-

-In vitro room 12 by 16 by 8 1500
'

.
Injection-room 5 by 16 by 8 640

N-165 12000'

N-149 2400'-

HVAC Systsms'
'

Room ventilation for lab rooms in the nuclear medicine. area was measured
at:

~

17-to 30 linear ft/ min under open doors
- 80 to 300 linear ft/ min under closed doors

180 to 145 linear .ft/ min from supply air
90 to 300 linear ft/ min-from vents

3Hood flow rates provide 600 ft / min. About 9 air changes per hour are
provided in the wing.

J.3.3 Inventory _

Radioactive Inventory

Table J.4 gives the license limits of radioactive material at Ohio, State
as of December 1979.

131

to 5 x 10"jdual g$3{n ec e , and 1 x Wpatientsgre3x10-2
Indiv ses given t Ci injected, 5 x 10-4

3 to 3 x d d Uof2.8.x10gi Xe injec h Doses-
Ci Xe are used for one set of experiments.

Chemicals and Hazardous Materials

Combustibles su.ch as lab coats, gloves, wipes, and plastic bags can be -
found'in the labs and hospital. Strontium sources in disks are.kept in wooden
boxes.

J.4 ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY, TULSA, OKLAHOMA

Oral RMerts University'uses radioactive isotopes in research and
-development studies involving animals and biological tissue. Information on
this facility was obtained from docket material (Oral Roberts University
1979-1981).

J.7
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TABLE J.4. License 1.imits at Ohio State University

Element Isotope Form /Use Ci

By-product material Medical research, diagnosis and
atomic No. 3 - 83 therapy 10 any

241Americium Am 5

Californium Cf Sealed sources 1 x 10-6 g252

137Cesium Cs Sealed source /R&D 1

137Cs Sealed source / storage 44

Cobalt Co Sealed sources / training source 3 x 10-2 each60

60Co Sealed source / storage 5

3'
Hydrogen H Medical research, diagnosis 100

and therapy
3
H Sealed sources 90

,

3 500H Gas

3H Tritiated compounds incorporated 2000
into cells

131lodine 1 lodide/ medical treatment 0.7

Krypton Kr Sealed source 1.5
237Neptunium Np 0.1
63Nickel Ni Sealed source 1

32Phosphorous P Soluble phosphate / medical 0.1
treatment

210Polonium Po 100

210Po Sealed source 25Polonium
90Strontium Sr 500
133

Xenon Xe Gas or saline / blood flow studies 2000
169Ytterbium Yb 100

J.4.1 Process Description

Operation

Several departments use radioisotopes in research studies. Isotopes are
received and distributed from a central office. Some of the processes and
studies are described below.

s J.8
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Labeling of organic compounds such as cellular proteins, enzymes, and
other biological materials takes place in labs. Iodinations may be performed
in isolated hot labs.

Isotopes are injected into animals and animal tissue to study various
biological processes. The animals are kept isolated in labeled cages during
studies.

Americium-241 sources are used to eliminate static electricity in weighing
cells during some studies.

Waste Disposal

Animal carcasses are stored in freezers until activity has decayed
sufficiently to allow incinerations or disposal to a licensed burial site.
Liquid waste is neutralized and stored in polyethylene bottles before disposal
in 30-gal steel barrels. Solid wastes are packed in 5 , 30 , or 55-gal steel
barrels, then shipped to a licensed disposal site.

J.4.2 Facility Description

Most of the labs are in one building, the Graduate Center. Room sizes are
about 12 by 20 ft to 10 by 12 f t.

The animal facilities containing rooms for surgery, necropsy, lockers,
cage wash, and incinerator has an area of 46,000 ft . Animals containing
radioactive material are kept in isolated rooms.

Labs are equipped with linoleum tile floors, vinyl-coated sheetrock walls,
epoxy resin bench tops and metal casework.

HVAC Systems
/

Lags have hoods with absolute filters and flow rate capacities of
1300 ft / min. The rooms have one or two air conditioning ducts as well as an
outlet to the return air duct in the ceilings.

J.4.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

Table J.5 gives the license limits for radioactive material at Oral
Roberts University. Organics are in the form of amino acids, carbohydrates,
nucleosides, nucleotides, purines, pyrimidines, proteins, vitamins, and f atty
acids. Inorganics are in water and hydride salts or appropriate acids.

'Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Rubber gloves, protective clothing, absorbent paper, and other combustible
items can be found in the labs.

J.9
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TABLE J.5 License Limits at Oral Roberts University

Element Isotope Form /Use Ci

Americium 241Am 1 x 10~3

Cadmium 109Cd 2 x 10-2
45Calcium Ca Inorganic 0.1
14

C Organic 10Carbon

Cerium 141 2 x 10-2Ce

Cesium 137Cs Sealed source 2 x 10-2
Chlorine C1 1 x 10-236

blChromium Cr Inorganic 1

3Hydrogen H Organic 15
3
H Inorgante 4

125lodine 1 Inorganic 4

125
1 Protein 4

1311 Inorganic 0.2
131

1 Protein 0.2
59tron Fe Inorganic 0.1
63Nickel Ni 8 x 10-3
32Phosphorous P Organic 2

32
P Inorganic 2

33P Organic 1.5
33

P Inorganic 1

195mPlatinum Pt 0.1
Potassium 42 1 x 10-2K

86Rubidium Rb 1 x 10~2
46Scandium Sc Foil 2 x 10-3
85Strontium Sr 2 x 10~3
35Sulfur 5 Organic 0.2
355 Inorganic 0.2

Technetium 99"Tc 5 x 10-2
113Tin Sn 2 x 10-2
65Zinc Zn 0.2

J.10



Organics are used in labeling processes in the labs and are in the forms
mentioned under radioactive inventory.

J.5 UNIVERSITY OF ILllNOIS, URBANA. ILLINOIS

The University of Illinois uses radioisotopes for various research and
development operations. Animal studies, diagnosis and therapy of veterinary
diseases, soil sciences and plant studies are performed. Information on this
facility was obtained from docket material (University of Illinois 1957-1981).

J.5.1 Process Description

Operation

Over 320 laboratories in 40 different buiddings conduct studies using
radioactive materials. The isotopes are ordered and received by a central
health and safety group, which also collects and disposes of waste materials.
Some of the research and development operations at the university are described
below.

125Iodinations involving 2 to 4 mci of 1 per reaction are performed in
hoods on absorbent-lined metal trays. Disposable plastic lab equipment maj be

'

used for this operation.

Animals may be injected with various isotopes and studied. The cages are
labeled and animal carcasses and excreta are monitored before disposal.

137Americium-241 and Cs are used off-campus as moisture and density gages
and well-logging devices.

60 I37
The C0 and 1 mci Cs sources are used for training courses throughout

the state.

Phosphorous-32 is used in soil science and plant and animal studies on
experimental f arm plots.

Waste Disposal

Combustible liquid waste is metered in with fuel oil and incinerated at a
local power plant. This waste comes from liquid scintillation vials and con-
tains 60 to 70% toluene, 30 to 40% xylene. 4 to 5% dioxane, and 1 to 10% water
and miscellaneous compounds. About 1200 to 1500 gal /yr are generated.

Animal carcasses may be incinerated, shipped to a licensed burial site, or
disposed of with sewage after grinding or chemical digestion.

Solid waste is disposed of through a commercial waste disposal firm.
Liquid waste that is not incinerated may be disposed of in a sewer if activity
is below a certain level. Otherwise it may be solidified in fement or plaster
of Paris, or pH-adjusted to 6.8 to 8.0 and stored in 1- to 5 gal break-
resistant containers before disposal by a commercial firm.

J.11
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J.5.2 Facility Description

Buildings

35 f t{he storage room for well-logging sources has brick masonry walls andof floor space.

HVAC Systems

3lodination hoods have flow rates of 1000 ft / min.

J.5.3 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory
.

Table J.6 gives the license limits of radiogettve materjal at the
University of Illinois. todinations use 2 x 10" to 4 x 10~ C1 amounts of
todine isotopes.

Hazardous and Combattible Inven_ tory _

Gloves, absorbent paper, plastic test tubes, and plastic bags are some
combustible materials that may be found in the laboratorios.

Liquid waste has some volatile, flaftv9able, and toxic components as
discussed above. Although no information was given on the contanination level
of the liquid, it is assumed less than that given in Table J.7 to be able to
incinerate the liquid at the power plant.

J.6 UNIVERSITY OF WISCO'4 SIN, MADISON,_WISCONS!N

The University of Wisconsin uses radioactive isotopes for research and
development in the following areast medical research, diagnosis and therapy to
human beings, and tracer studies in laboratory animals. Information on this
facility was obtained from docket material (University of Wisconsin 1956-lWl).

J.6.1 Process _Doscriptinn

Operation

Radioactive isotopes are delivered in from radiopharmaceutical manu-
facturing facilities, the University of Wisconsin roactor, and the University
of Wisconsin accolerator. Materials are recolved by a contral ordering,
recetving, and distribution group. This group does not do any aliquoting of
materials but surveys the packages and ships thm to the laboratories and
hospital facilitics where they are used.

IlThe Veterans Administration liospital in Madison administers CS andI92 1r implants to humans. Other trootments and therapy performed is

J.12
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TABLE J.6 License 1.imits at University of Illinois

Element Isotope Form /Use Ci

By-product material 25 each,
atomic No. 3 - 83 500 total
Arericium 241Am 5 x 10'4

241Am Sealed sources 1 per source
5 total

241Am Sealed sources / moisture gage 1 x 10-2
per source

Californium 252Cf Sealed sources 9 x 10-3

Cesium Cs Sealed sources / density gage 3.5 x 10-3I37
per source

137Cs Sealed sources / thickness 5 x 10-3
measurement per source

137Cs Sealed sources / training 1 x 10-3
Course

137Cs Well logging sources (2) 0.125
60Cobalt Co Sealed sources / training course 1 x 10-2

$'x' {$f''
total

Hydrogen il 2000
125lodine 1 lodinations
I3I

t todinations
Neptuntum Np 5 x 10"4
Phosphorous P Soil, plant, and animal studies
Polonium Po 5 x 10-2210

210
Po Sealed sources 30

210po * Covered alpha emitting sources / 2

vacuum system

Protactinium 233 , g,gp

23I a 5 x 10 4P

foncium th 0xide deposited on nickel foil 1 x 10'3239

per source

J.13
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TABLE J 7. Maximum Concentration of Radioactive Isotopes
Allowed in Liquid Waste Incinerated at the
University of Illinois Power Plant

Compound Isotope Ci/ gal
45Calcium Ca 4.9 x 10-4
47 Ca 3.0 x 10-3

Carbon C 5 x 10-214

57Cr 4 x 10-2Chromium

Hydrogen 3 9.9 x 10-2H

Iodine 1251 4.0 x 10-5
131 1 5.0 x 10-5
32P 9.9 x 10-4Phosphorous
85 , 2 x 10-3Strontium 3

90 1 x 10-5Sr

Sulfur S 4.5 x 10-3

administration of Co implants, 13 I, and Au treatment. Implant patients60 199

stay at the hospital until tne implant is removed. Therapy patients treated
with iodine or gold are hospitalized until the residual activity is 30 mci or
less.

Laboratory animals are treated with radioactive material for research
studies. Other unspecified research and development experiments take place in
the labs.

The University of Wiscgnsigis gcensed g perform research experiments
involving 1-mci amounts of H, C, P, and S at several lakes and streams
away from of the University campus.

Waste Disposal

14 3Liquid waste containing C and H concentrations of 3 mci per 5 gal or
less are kept in 5-gal jugs partially filled with fuel oil. This liquid is
then fed to an incinerator. Less than 50 mci per day can be incinerated.

By-product materials in animal carcasses and animal waste are also
incinerated. The ash from the incinerations is monitored and disposed of with
ordinary waste if it gives less than 300 cpm or 0.5 mR/hr at 1 m from the waste
package. Radioactive ash is put in barrels for disposal at a licensed site.

Solid waste such as syringe needles, broken glass, gloves, aprons and
cellulosic wastes are packaged in bags, boxes, and drums prior to pick up by a
radioactive waste disposal service.

J.14
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J.6.2 Inventory

Radioactive Inventory

Table' J.8 gives the license limits of radioactive material for the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. Fifteen hundred Ci of the tritium are used for research and
development.- The.other 1500 Ci are stored.in the waste storage area in the
original sgipping containers or as concentrated waste (>10 Ci per 55-gal drum
where the H is absorbed- on a molecular sieve and immobilized in concrete).
Cesium-137 is s.tored in a radium bank within a shielded storage area.

TABLE J.8. License Limits for University of Wisconsin

Element Isotope Form /Use Ci
By-product material 3 each,
atomic No. 3 - 83 30 total
Americium 241

Am 2
14Carbon C 5
13Cesium Cs 15
60Cobalt. Co 5
244Curium Cm 1 x 10-5

Gadolinium Gd Sealed Sources 12
3Hydrogen H 3000

Molybdenum / o/ 10
Technetium Nc

32Phosphorous P 5

Uranium depleted Plated metal /collimater in 500 kg
X-ray unit

3g, 14C, 32P, and S are allowed at various
35Millicurie amounts of

locations off of the university campus for research efforts.

, Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Combustibles such as gloves, aprons, lab coats, plastic bags, wipes, and
cellulosic wastes may be found in the labgwhere gadioactive material ishandled and in waste storage areas. The C and H are mixed with a flammableliquid (fuel oil) in 5-gal drums before being incinerated.

J.15
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J.7 UNIVERSITY OF WY0 MING, LARAMIE, WY0 MING

The University of Wyoming uses radioactive isotopes for field experiments
and laboratory research and development of plants and animals. Information on
this facility was .obtained from docket material (University of Wyoming
1966-1979).

J.7.1 Process Description

Operation

~ Radioactive materials are received and distributed through the Radiation
Safety Office. The laboratories normally handle less than 1 mci of radio-
nuclides with five shielded storage areas available for storage of radioactive
material. About 50 laboratories on campus handle the isotopes as well as areas
off campus where studies are performed on plants and animals. Some of these
studies are described below.

75Millicurie amounts of Sc were fed to plants in greenhouses on campus.

3 14Millicurie amounts of H and C were administered to pronghorn antelope
and big horn sheep at a game research unit. The agimals were ke y in a corral
for the study. Total quantities used were 0.3 Ci H and 0.3 Ci C.

Antimony-124 in 10 pCi implants was embedded in brown trout in a creek.
The stream was fenced off and implants removed after the experiment. Twenty-

five to 50 fish were studied.

Waste Disposal

Most radioactive waste is collected in drums in a central storage area
until enough accumulates for burial at the university radioactive waste burial
grounds. The university is authorized for 27 burials per yeg or U"*1b " and
gery g weeks. The most common isotopes found in waste are

C, 3H, I,

P; 7 Se is limited to 10 pCi per burial.

Liquid radioactive waste is absorbed into dry sawdust in 55-gal drums
lined with plastic before burial. About 1 Ci/yr can be buried. Therefore, up
to 36 mci might be stored in each burial load.

J.7.2 Facility Description

Buildings .

About 50' laboratories handle radioactive material. The labs are equipped
with fume hoods, sinks, nonporous table tops, refrigerators, and areas spe-
cially designed for storage of by-product material. Five shielded rooms are
available for storage of radioactive material. Storage bins for radioactive
materials have lead-lined covers. Doors to the labs may be lead lined.

J.16
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Radioactive wasta is stored in a separate building.that has protected
_. windows and a separate heating system. Waste is accumulated here until'enough-
for'one burial has been stored. Lead bricks and sheets may also be stored.

HVAC Systems.

" Laboratories are equipped with fume hoods with a capacity to draw
200 ft/ min velocity.

J.7.3 Inventory I

Radioactive Inventory

Table J.9 gives an inventory of the major isotopes used at- the University
of Wyoming for the.first 6' months of 1978. |

~

14 3' Radioactive waste is contaminated mainly with C,1 I, P, 75Se, and g |
with the major activity (greater than 90%) coming from I.

License limits for the University are shown.in Table J.10.

TABLE J.9. Inventory of Major Isotopes at University-of Wyoming

- Element Isotope Number of Items Ci
14Carbon C 21 2.2 x 10-3
3Hydrogen H 13 0.1236
125Iodine I 8 3.9 x 10-2
32Phosphorous P 14 6.95 x 10-2

_

75Se 1.3 x 10-3Selenium

Other 1.4 x 10-3

Hazardous and Combustible Inventory

Protective: clothing is worn in controlled areas. Rubber -or plastic
gloves, paper towels, and disposable handkerchiefs may be found in laboratories
and radioactive waste storage. These materials are combustible.

J.17
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JABLE J.10. License Limits at the University of Wyoming

Element Isotope Form /use Ci

By-product material Any form /on-campus 1 each,
10 total

Atomic No. 3 - 83 Sealed sources /on-campus 2 each,
20 total

241Americium Am 'On-campus 0.5
.

241Am Sealed source /on-campus 5

252Cf Sealed sources /on-campus 1.5.x 10-3Californium
each, 0.1
total

14C National forest and park _ 2 x 10-3Carbon
14C Sybille game research unit 0.30

Cesium Cs Sealed sources / state of Wyoming 1 x 10-3137

Chromium Cr Off-campus 5 x 10-351

Cobalt Co Sealed sources / state of Wyoming 3 x 10-260

3Hydrogen H On-campus 5
3
H University farm and ag. substation 4

3H Off-campus 0.3

Mercury Hg Medicine box 1 x 10-2203

Polonium Po Sealed sources /on-campus 1 x 10-2 each210

0.1 total
182Ta Jackson Hole 1 x 10-2Tantalum
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-APPENDIX K
J

- GLOSSARY-

By-product material - Any radioactive material (except special nuclear -
material) yielded in or made radioactive by' exposure to the radiation
incident to the process of producing or utilizing special nuclear material.

Carboy - A large bottle for holding corrosive liquids.

" Cracked" Ammonia - Ammonia that has been thermally dissociated to provide H2
as?a process gas.

CriticaJity_ - A self-sustaining nuclea'r chain reaction. ~l

Cyanocobalamin - Vitamin B-12.

Cyclotron - An accelerator in which charged particles _ are successively
accelerated by a constant-frequency alternating electrical field that is

.'

synchronized with movement of the particles on spiral paths in a constant
magnetic field.

j . Cylinder Heel - Residual content of an emptied UF6 cylinder.

Dead Load - A static or nonvarying load; the' basal pressure exert'ed by the
weight of a mass at rest.'

t

Excursion - An accidental increase in neutron multiplication.

Fibrinogen - A plasma protein essential to blood clotting.

Fission - The splitting of the nucleus of an atom into nuclei of lighter atoms,
accompanied by the release of energy.

F-scale - Fujita scale for classifying the magnitude of tornadoes.

Green Salt - Uranium tetrafluoride, corrosive green crystals used in the
manufactureuof uranium metal.

Half-Life - The average time interval required for one-half of any quantity of
identical radioactive atoms to undergo radioactive decay.

' Halon* - Halogenated fire extinguishing agent.

r-

b e Halon is a trademark of the Allied Chemical Corp., Morristown, NJ 07960

K1
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High-Efficiency Particulate Air Filter - A filter having a minimum particle
removal efficiency of no less than 99.97% for 0.3-um particles; a maximum
resistance, when clean, of 1.0-in. water gauge when operated at rated airflow
capacity; a~ rigid casing extending the full depth of the medium.

Live Load - A moving load of variable force acting upon a structure in addition
to its own weight.

Mercalli Scale - Scale for classifying the magnitude of an earthquake. -

Purex - Process using solvent extraction and . ion exchange for separating -
plutonium and uranium from irradiated fuel.

Raffinate - In solvent refining, that portion of the solute that is not
extracted by the selective solvent.

" Red Oil" Explosion - An explosion that may occur as a result of solvent
degradation in the Purex process.

Sealed Source - Any byproduct .that is encased in a capsule designed to prevent
leakage, or escape of the byproduct material.

Special Form - A physical form of licensed material of any transport group as
defined in 10 CFR 71.

Special Nuclear Material - Plutonium; uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or
235, and any other material as defined in 10 CFR 70 by the NRC.

TNT Equivalent - A measure of the energy produced by an explosive event
expressed in terms of the weight of TNT that would release the same amount of
energy when exploded.

Tritium - The hydrogen isotope having mass number 3, 3H.

Type B Container - Shipping packagings that must meet stringent requirements.

Yellowcake - The final precipitate formed during milling of uranium ores.

Zircaloy - Zirconium alloyed with tin and iron.

K.2
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